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HOW TO USE THE SOURCEBOOK

The purpose of A Healthy Old Age: A Sourcebook for Health Promotion
with Older Adults is to providle information about health promotion program
planning, activities, and resources to people who are interested in de-
veloping or expanding wellness programs with older adults.

We hope that A Healthy Old Age will be used somewhat like a cookbook
for preparing healffi promot on programs for older people. Those of you
who are in the beginning stages can turn to the sourcebook for the basics:
a description and a rationale for health promotion programming with your
population; program planning suggestions; key ingredients for program con-
tent; sources of support for material and human resources; and potential
problems, challenges, and barriers to anticipate and overcome.

For the gourmet chefs among you, the sourcebook can be used as a
ready reference guide, a source of suggested menus and a checklist of
basic ingredients for particular recipes. You may already be familiar with
delivering nutrition and physical fitness programs for older people. The
sourcebook materials in these areas may provide you wit a few new tips on
program delivery possibilities, additional information reiources to obtain,
and some issues to consider when developing programs for special popula-
tion groups, such as diabetics, or those who are non-ambulatory.

You can use the sourcebook as your Joy of Cooking for health
promotion with older people; it will provide you with the information and
resources you need to get started. You may. want to use the manual as
your own training course in health promotion with older adults or as
training mate als for the people with whom you will be developing and
delive t program. Finally, depending upon your participant popu-
lation, you may want to use all or parts of the sourcebook as the basic text
for the program that is actually delivered.

Who Is This Meaningful To?

Because older people live, work, and learn in a variety of settings, A
Healthy Old Age is designed to be of use to a diverse group of trainers
and prolgaeriifrom hospitals, nursing homes, senior centers, continuing
education centers, and congregate living facilities.

Often, health services professionals lack sufficient information about
the concerns and central issues of the aging network in relation to program
design and development. The same information gap is true for many aging
network personnel when it comes to understanding some of the basics of
health promotion programs. The sourcebook addresses this deficit by pro-
viding a basic core of information which is relevant to both. It contains
material for those who have experience in health promotion activitits as well
as those who aro just beginning to gather resources and develop programs.
Older and younger pedple alike who are interested in obtaining some basic
information about health promotion and promoting their own health will also
find the material 'relevant and useful.
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Service providers and program planners, paid and volunteer, will find
that the sourcebook is developed to address many of their questions and
concerns about heigth promotion with the elderly:

1. What is health promotion?

2. What does it mean for older people?

3. What constitutes a health promotion program?

4. What are some examples of health promoting activities?

5. How do 1 structure such activities?

6. Where do I go for more information about resources?

7. How do I go about developing a health promotion program in my
setting?

With tailoring and adaptation, both the content and the educational ap-
proach presented are appropriate to Many populations: the well-elderly; the
chronically impaired; the institutionalized; and intergenerational groups,
too. The ways in which the sourcebook is meaningful and useful depends
upon the population, the setting, and available resources, and most' of all,
the way in which you, the reader, integrates and interprets this informa-
tion.

Organization

A Healthy Old Age is divided into two parts--Background information
(dark blue divicreTs) and Resources (light blue dividers). The background
information will be most useful in the initial stages of, planning, marketing,
and designing a health promotion program. This section provides some answers
to the what, why, and how questions that emerge during the process of de-
veloping or expanding a program.

In "Wellness in Old Age" a rationale for health promotion, especially
with older people in mind, is provided along with discussion of the range of
possible health promoting activities. A description of one comprehensive
health promotion program, the Wallingford Wellness Project, is presented to
provide evidence that these kinds of programs are possible, appropriate and
effective in improving the quality of life of participants. The Wellness
Project experience provided the basis for the materials and educational
approach taken in the sourcebook.

"Program Development Guidelines" address such issues as needs
assessment , site selection , recruitment , and program evaluation. . . the
organizational considerations that can make or break a piogram at the
outset. In addition to discussing some tried and true principles of planning
and program development, we provide in the "Dilemmas" section some of our
experiences and knowledge about pitfalls and pratfalls that you may be able
to avoid or overcome.
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In "Changing Lifestyle: Learning Health Promotion Content" a
participative learning model is presented as a good educational approach for
health promotion programs. This model, which is compatible with the
principles of health education, recognizes the critical value of, participants'
common sense expertise, and lends itself to building the interpersonal and
program' support that is needed for making and maintaining health promoting
changes in behavior.

The importance of a comprehensive approach to promoting health, is
discussed in the "Pillars of Health Promotion." The core content areas of
Nutrition, Physical Fitness, Stress Management , Personal and Community
Self-Help, and Common Health Concerns are defined and examined in the
context of a health promotion- program.

The Resources section provides specific information on actual program
delivery. Several different strategies for program format are presented in
the "Variations on a Basic Theme" section. Each of the approaches
discussed is compatible with the basic participatory model presented in
Section One , ,but each involves the participant population in a different
way.

"Tips for Facilitators" provides suggestions for implementing the
educational vapproach chosen and the "Class Outlines" provides four
curriculum modules for each of the core content areas. Depending upon
your program needs and resources, these modules can be lifted "right out
of the book" and implemented as your wellness program. They can also be
used as a starting place for planning a series of classes or to supplement
an existing program.

The "Common Health Concerns" section includes information and
resources on health topics of particular concern to an elderly population.
This section can provide the material for a lecture or discussion series
which could be implemented with minimal, staff and material resources. It
also provides an "interest list" from whkh your program participants can
choose topics most relevant to them.

The:References" section provides you with sources of additional
discussion about each of the subject areas. For more definitive
documentation of approach to health promotion you should consult these
references. And for a detailed explanation of the Wallingford Wellness
Projeft , its program and the associated research you should refer to the
publications and reports of the project listed here.

We hope that A Healthy, Old Age as a whole provides you with a
foundation upon whia to build, adapt , or expand your own program. The
materials tn it have been evaluated and re-evaluated by staff, by technical
advisors, and most importantly by older persons who have participated in
the design, development , and ongoing delivery of community-based wellness .
programs.

i 0
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WELLNESS IN OLD AGE

Rationale for Health Promotion

Since the turn of the century, the elderly population of the pnited
States has multiplied approximately eight times. In 1900, people o'ver 65
were about 4.1% of the total population; today every tenth American is age.
sixty-five or older. This trend is th e. graying of America, and it is
expected to continue for the forseeabje future. (U . S . Senate , Developments
in Aging: 1978, A Report to the Special Committee on Aging, p. xxiv).

The 24 million elders now living are not.necessarily testimony to (164
advances made in increasing the lifespan. Life expectancy at birth has
increased from 47 years to approximately 72 years, primarily as a result of
the virtual eradication of many infectious diseases such as tuberculosis,
diptheria, and smallpox. Lessprogress has been made in preventi4 or
minimizing the consequences of chronic conditions and diseases such as x
high blood pressure or heart disease. 41though many more people live to
be 65, they only live an average of 3.7 years longer than their counter-
parts who reached that age in 1900.

Most of the diseases that afflict older persons are the so-called
lifestyle diseases...conditions like lung cancer, diabetes, and heart diseape.,
that are strongly linked to risk factors such as cigarette smoking, poct
nutrition, lack of regular exercise, and chronic stress. Eighty percent of
older people suffer from one or more of these lifestyle disease all chronic
conditions and about half of all older persons are somewhat limited in their'
daily activities.

Simple preventive measures can, significantly reduce the( negative
impact that lifestyle diseases have on older adults. For example, many
the limitations on activity experienced by older persons stv.from respira-
tory conditions such as bronchitis and emphysema. Reducing or eliminating
cigarette smoking could piik4de direct and immediate benefits to these
persons. And, in 1977, influenza and pneumonia was the fourth leading
cause of death for older people. Many of these deaths could have been
prevented by vaccinations and proper personal and medical care.

The Surgeon General, in Healthy People (1979) suggested three power-
ful reasons for increasing disease prevenTER and health promotion acpvities
for people of all ages: a

Prevention saves lives.
Prevention improves the quality of life.
Prevention can save dollars in the long run.

Examining these in relation to the older population suggests that healtI4
promoting activities ivith this group are critical. First, prevention saves
lives; the highest rate of accidental death and injury occurs among the
elderly. Their risk of fatal injury is almost twice that of adolescents and
young aduAs. Relatively simple and inexpensive accident Oevetition measures

1 2
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. such as illuminatio of walking surfaces, handrails,
elimination o ng in 'bed, and optimum vision

psiers
iof incsa till _eopthlee).risIk of accidental injury;

smoke detection systems,
and hearing care, can
and death for older t

Second, as the Surgeon General suggests, we have succeeded as a society
in helping more people to live longer. We should now look at another goal;
!la better, healthier life for older people." Often, the limitations placed
upon the individual liy chronic and acute conditions inhibits the older person's
ability to create an old age lifestyle of their choosing. The long term goal
of health promotion and disease prevention programs for the over 65 population
must not only be to achieve further inCreases in longevity, but also to allow
each individual" to seek an independent ,and rewarding life in. old age, unlimited
by many of the health problems that orb within his or her capacity to control,,

I

The third reason is based on economics. Many older persons live in
poverty, and mony depend upon a fiked income that is minimally responsive
to changing economic conditions and the changing personal economic needs 4"

Of later life. Using these limited funds for any health-related expenses that
could be prevented or reduced can unnecessarily inhibit the individual's
bility to do things that would enhance the &quality of daily life. As a

ion, we can ill afford to continue subsidiging sky-rocketing health care
costs that could be reduced through individual and community efforts in pre-
vention. The elderly constitute 10% of the population and account for 30%
of health-related expenditureSt they have health-related costs over three
times that of' the general public. Anything that can be done to reduce the
need for tliese expenditures can benefit not only the individual, but society
as a whole. . ,

i

What Promotion Program?
Ilt

. Health prom tion has been defined as " ...any combination. of health
education ancl related organizational,' political, and economic changes
conducive tO \health." (Green, 1980, p. 9). A health promotion program,
then, is designed to improve the health and wellbeing of individuals and
communitieg by providing people with the information, skill, se es and
support needed to undertake and maintain positive lifestyle cha ges.

44,

Health promotion programs recognize that in *Idslual health 's influ-
enced not only by vqluntary personal behavior bu
mics, and the social buorld in which we live.

At the community level, health promoting activities can be diverse,
ranging from water fluoridation, blood pressure screening clinics, immuni-'
zation programs, and comptehensive lifestyle change programs for individuals
and groups. All of these programs recognize that education and environmental
changes that promote health occur as port of a team effort between all mem-
bers of the community. For example, disease prevention and health promotion%
efforts occur in partnership with health care providers.through medical
treatment and cure of disease, and individual and community health enhance-
ment prOgrams. These activities' are designed to prevent or manage disease
and disability,' with the common goal of securing optimum health for the
individual and the community.

also heredity and econo-

13
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Health promotion Programs also reeOgniie that individual self-
responsibility plays a key role in prcimoting overall wellbeing. Personal
health can be significtantly improved through individual actions such as
appropriate exercise, proper diet and stress management. Personal health

\' is also enhanced by individnal mea.Sures such as accident prevention in the
home and in the community.

>

For individuals, health promoting activities are most successful When
each person has access to relevant information and services, motivation to
secure needed information and services, the skills and resources necessary
to act on the information he or she has acquired, and the personal and
community support for making and maintaining positive health behaviors.

Various aspects of community support are important in pursuing a
healthy lifestyle.. Family and friends who encourage and support positive

...behavior changes are one form of support. Friends and fellow citizens who
work to reduce local air pollution, secure safe places to exercise, encour-
age local markets to provide healthy foods such as low-fat cheeses or fresher
fruits and vegetables are another form of support for promoting healthier
lifestyles. Working to increase the wellbeing of the environment also adds
to individual wellness indirectly, in the long-run, by creating a. safer and
healthier living situation, and directly by providing the individual with an
enhanced sense of contribution and self-esteem.

Health Promotion with the Elderly

Health promoting activities can tie designed to address specific diseases
or problvs that are common to a particular population group. Most of the
health-reWted activities' currently. taking Place with older adults belong to
this group. These activities address one particular problem, such as hyper-
tension or cancer screening, or focus upon one aspect of behavior such as
smoking' cessation, or weight control. Programs such as these are essential
to disease and health problem management.. They reduce the individual's
risk of poor health or unnecessarily rapid disease progression. They also
provide a starting point for developing more encompassing health promotion
programs.

For older adults, the Surgeon General's Report, Healthy People,
suggests an overall goal for health promotion programs:

"To improve the health and quality of life for older
adults, and by 1990, to reduce the average annual
naber of days of restricted activity due to acute and
chronic conditions by 20% to fewer than 30 days per
year for people aged 65 and older." (p. 71)

As the report also suggests , " . .. staying healthy is an ever changing
task...at each stage of life different steps can be taken to maximize
"wellbeing." (p. 16)

1 4



A health promqtion program which incorporates the basic principles of
self-responsibility for health behaviors and support for Making and main-
taining health promoting behavior changes will be most beneficial if it
address9s a range of everyday health habits. For example, reducing the
consequences or the risk of many chronic diseases is best accomplished by
a lifeityle which includes proper nutrition, Emfficient exercise, well-managed
or minimized stress, and a personal and conTifiunity environment which is
conducive to supporting activity in these areas.

Developing or expanding a program to incorporate just these four areas,
nutrition, exercise, stress management, and personal and community self-help
is a big job. Securing the needed resources, material and personnel, enlist-
ing the support of the community, and recruiting the participants for the
program is a challenge. HOwever, the potential payoff is comparably great.
The cumulative benefits for participants, including staff, of making behavior
changes in these basic areas are well worth the efforts. Some of the benefits
are fairly obvious;

-reduced risk of illness and discomfort
-more effective management of existing chronic conditiona
-more appropriate use of the medical care system and reduced medical
expenditures.

Other benefits are less obvious, but perhaps even more important:

-an increased sense of control and independence
-an increased sense of strength and wellbeing
-an increased sense of being a valuable participant in community life.

The Wallingford Wellness Project

How do the Surgeon General's goal and' the associated benefits
translate into programming reality? Available research shows the importance
and benefits of health promotion programs which have focused on younger
persons. However, comprehensive, lifestyle change programs with older
people have been few; documented and evaluated health promotion programa
with older people are even scarcer. The Wallingford Wellness Project (WWP)
provides one example of a community-based comprehensive health promotion
program which focutes on lifestyle changes with older people. The WWP
provides the. basis for the approach to health promotion with older people
which is proposed in A Healthy Old Age. The WWP has demonstrated that a
comprehensive health promotion program with older people as participants
and leaders is effective, appropriate and exciting.

The Wallingford Wellness Project be/an in 1979 as a modbl project of
the University of Washington School of cial Work and Senior Services and
Centers of King County, Inc., funded by the U.S. Administration on
Aging. The purpose of the project is to develop, evaluate and disseminate
a health promotion program with older persons which focuses on nutrition,
exercise, stress management, and environmental awareness--everyday life
concerns that directly affect the health and wellbeing of people of all ages.
Several features of the WWP are distinctive:

15



1.. It is participant-oriented. Participants and potential participants,
as well as staff and service providers, have been involved in all
phases of the project, from developing the original recruitment
plan, to taking part in the delivery and evaluation of the training
progiam.

2. The long-range 'goal of the training progeam, is individual and
Community empowerment. The focus is on helping participants to
assume maximum self-responsibility for overall wellbeing. By
emphasizing the 'acquisition and fimprovement of the knowledge and
skills needed for healthy everyday living, participants are able to
use these tools to all aspects of their lives,, not just those
immediately related to health.

3. It is intergenerational. About one-quarter of the participants in
the WWP have been under 60. The ages of participants to date
have ranged from '13 to 84.

4.. The educational component emphasizes common sense: health-
. related information and skills that are well within the grasp of

most people. The need for extensive involVement of "experts" in
the training program is minimized. Focusing upon basic health
practices and relying on the reservoir of information and ex-

, pertise of the participants allows the costly time of specialists to
be used sparingly, as a supplement and in response to- partici-
pant's interest in pursuing specific topics in greater detail.

5. Training in communications skills and assertiveness is a key
program coinponent. Originally conceived as an "Environmental
Awareness/Assertiveness" course, this part of the , program
evolved Jo incorporate and' emphasize a variety ;of communication
skills.' ./he aPplication of these sAdlis is diverse, including for
example , improved relationships afid . information exchanges with
health care providers, friends and, family members, working with
others to secure desired products at local shopping places, and
organizing to influence local legislation to enhance traffic safety
provisibne for older people.

Approximately two hundred older persons have completed the training
program' SO, far. The first two groups of participants were led and staffed
primar4ly by professional social workers and social work interns. The third
group of participants has been staffed.Primarily by participant "graduates"
arid coordinated by social work students. Support services, clerical work,
and the day-to-day "nitty gritty" of on-site administration have been pro-
vided primIrily by one professionarlduring the first two training groups.
During the..third series of classes, volunteers (also program graduates)
have assumed these responsibilities.

The Wallingford Senior Center, where the project is located, has
gradually incorpOrated the Wellness Project into its own program and has
allocated staff time" for coordination of future efforts. Piogram graduates
are staffing the fourth series of wellness classea, a Speaker's Bureau, an

22



Advisory Committee, and ongoing support groups which provide graduates
with a forum for working .to maintain and extend the healthful changes
which they began in the core training program.

The core training program has changed considerably over the past
- three years. Originally, the group met for twenty-faur weeks of Class, .

three hours per week. During the three hour session, participants attend-
ed two- classes. One clastsyas always Environmental Awareness (Persdnal
and Community Self-Help), And the other class was an eight week session of
Nutrition, Stress Management, and Physical Fitness. The second group met
for twenty-one weeks, following the same pattern, and the third group met
for fifteen weeks. The abbreviation of the program length was in
_response to available staff resources (paid and volunteer) and participant
feedback. Developing a program which is reasonable and manageable in_
;terms of the needs of ongoing volunteers has been a major concern of the
Project.

The materials presented in this sourcebook represent the best and most
current experience of staff and participants in the Wallingford Wellness
Project. Some of the materiahk, the Common Health Concerns fact sheets for
example, were developed in response to interests expressed by participants.
During the core training program, these topics were often presented by out-
side resource peoplan example of the focused use of "expert" time.

Researcrh on this project, its efficiency, effectiveness of promoting
healthful behavior changes, and the appropriateness and responsiveness of
the model to an older population has been extensive. The quantitative
research used a quasi-experimental design and examined measures of social
and mental health, health knowledge and health behaviors in the four pro-
gram areas, and morbidity and health services utilization rates.

The program evaluation focused upon the actual program deliyery model
and the perceptions of .participants about program content, preetntations,
and staff effectiveness'. Results of these evaluations are avaihM"lra-vrll
as detailed descriptions of program compdnents and the educational materials
(FallCreek, 1982, The WWP ,Staff Team, 1982).

The best evidence of success is available from the actual program
participant s:

Ben Tappe, age 74: The proof of the pudding is in the eating. The Bible
says when you live Three score and ten you are then on borrowed time.
I attended twenty-four weeks of lessons and talks about health and
nutrition and I have set Ey goal to reach ninety.

Bonnie Dewey, age 57: Participating in the Wellness Project has been a very
enriching and fulfilling experience for me. It has helped me to learn
more self-confidence and to accept changes in my life much easier. I

am now able to do things with ease that I would have found very diffi-
cult before. Each, class contributed to this, and added its needed part

to the whole well-rounded program. Making new friends who were also
fnterested in accomplishing helpful changes in their lives was another
plus. I also cannot praise the staff enough for their very loving and
inspiring help.

17
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Erica Duringer, age 73: I have been able to make changes in my lifestyle
which didn't happen by reading books or watching TV. And why did
it work? Learning in a group helps, devoted and capable teachers,
giving feedback, and receiving feedback. A valuable experience and I
became a healthier and happier person being more aware about the needs
of others.

Virginia Smith, age 68: I knew about these things before, but this gave
me a boost. It was good to know other people are involved and it also
helped me with" keeping my husband's blood pressure down. I'm also
glad the government is taking a stand on this sort of thing. I'm glad
the word te getting around.

Elva Holland, age 63: The Wallingford Wellness Project has brought me to a
significant awakening. Something can be done about one's state of
health and it is not too late!

I fought the idea of four subject's and several months of classes with
my already busy schedule and therefore asked if I could please audit
the nutrition segment: I was told they considered it preferable to
attend all four segments since they were closely correlated. Very soon
I realized, the wisdom of this and as the classes progressed I found it
easy to elirinate schedule conflicts in favor of the friendly, caring,
and sharin atmosphere of learning with the WWP. I didn't want to
miss a single session!

In the Nutrition class I -learned to reduce salt, fats and sugars and
this, plus more regular exercise, has helped me lower my blood pres-
sure and lose a little weight. In the Stress class I learned techniques
to relax myself to sleep after a stressful day.

In Environmental Awareness, the hours of the Puget Consumer's Food
do-op , the Urban Hon* League, and the Arboretum (led by another
participant, Della Patclb all made me aware of the need for a healthy
environment,

It has been one of the more enriching experiences of my life to be among
the first "grads" of the Wallingford Wellness Project and to be able to
encourage Others to seek the many benefits of this'outstandingly valuable
program. The friendships that developed from our class appear to be
lasting ones. I am indeed grateful!

Jean Newman, age 72: These are same of the results of my participation in
the project: lost several pounds, reduced blood pressure, reduced
food budget, have more energy, made excellent recovery from hip

%surgery, learned it was okay to say "no" and not feel guilty, I now,
recycle cans and bottles, reuse items like paper and plastic bags, and
read the labels on food products more carefully. I am proud to be a
pioneer in this project!
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,These participant testimonials are suppdrted in several ways by ,the
research and program evaluation data that were collected during the first
two years of the project (Lalonde and FallCreek, 1981). Interest and
excitement about the project and its educational model extends beyond the
boundaries of the Wallingford neighborhood in Seattle where the project is
located. Hundreds of requests for information, research findings, and
educational materials have been received from across the nation. Perhaps
the best evidence, though, of the value of this model for health prorpotion
with older people is found in the commitment .of the project's participants to
keep the program alive and well without the federal funding which initiated
and supported the original effort. Graduates of the training program are
now leading classes themselves, not only in the Wallingford Senior Center,
but in other places where older people congregate--housing projects, high-
rise buildings, and neighborhood centers.

Health promotion programs with the elderly are an important addition
IA the existing health care system. Health promotion assumes and
reinforces the premise that older in4viduals are capable of learning about
and promoting their own health givefis access to the skills and information
needed. It enhances the capability of older adults to maximize their
independence and improve the qualify of their lives. This makes health
promotion a powerful concept well worth the time, effort, and commitment
needed to work toward a healthy old age.

9
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

In suggesting guidelines for developing a health promotion program,
we recognize that each setting has unique people, conditions, and re-
sources. The service goals which influence the decision to try a health-
promotion approach are also unique. Therefore, otir intent is to provide a
general orientation toward delivering health promotion programs and
guidelines for adapting the information presented in this manual to your
setting.

To ensure a common frame of reference, "community" is defined as. any
group of people living together or having close interaction. "Community"
includes all the people--older adults, service proyiders, support people,
administrators, family, and friends--who interact in any given setting. For
example, the community might be composed of people maintaining their own
residences in a larger community, people who live in a nursing facility,
people who share activities at a senior center, or people who come to a
hospital or agency for health care. "Service provider" is any person who
plays a role in social or health care services with older adults. Health
promotion programs can be started by activity directors; nurses; social
workers; occupational therapists; aides; doctors; nutritionists; health
educators; paraprofessionals; volunteers; that is, by any member of the
community.

Adopting health promotion strategieslike health itself--is a
continuum. Initial acceptance may be slow. The same techniques which
help people take control of their health can maintain your enthusiasm as you
start a new program: start where you are, make the easiest changes first,
plan ways to check your progress and make revisions, and allow for set-
backs. Most of you will be pioneers of this approach in your setting. We

encourage you to take a risk and try a participation-oriented model of
service delivery. Based on the experience of existing health promotion
programs with older adults, the guidelines and tasks that follow will help
you get started in your community.

Guidelines for Adopting Health Promotion Services

This chapter addresses the practical question, "How do I begin to
'apply this information in my setting?" Our goal is to review components of
program development and service delivery that may deserve consideration in
your setting. Given the diversity of possible settings, you will have con-
siderations which are not covered here. Similarly, in an attempt to be com-
prehensive, we will cover topics that will not concern every reader.

Each guideline listed may play a role in establishing or expanding a
successful program. Some guidelines overlap; all are interrelated. For each
guideline, tasks are suggested ttlovrgvide direction for developing a program
within a given community framework. This format is not necessarily chrono-
logical. Priorities and scheduling of taiks will be determined by interests
and resources unique to your community.

21
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Guidelines

Program Rationale

- Identify solder adults' health concerns and motivation to inni-Wve health.
-.Identify potential resources in the community.
Prepare recommendations for a' health promotion program in your
setting.

Community Consensus

- Identify potential participants and advocates in the community.
-Attain endorsement from the board members or agency administrators
in your community.

-Build consensus regarding the health promotion model aniong program
staff.

Organizational Structure

- Develop avenues for collaboration and communication.
-Specify involvement of staff members in the health promotion program.

Site Selection

-Identify a location for conducting the program.

Staff Skill Development

-Clarify health values held by staff members.
-Train staff to lead classes.
Build into the program some means of systematically rewarding staff
members for leading healthy lives.

Participant Recruitment

- Develop a recruitment plan.
-Recruit participants.
-Recruit with the future in mind.

*-,,

Program Evaluation

Determine the information needin_your community. -

- Develop plans for securing needed informatidn over the course of the
program.

22
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Fitting Your Population

7-Common Concerns
- Sample planning considerations

Dilemmas

-Not enough planning time
- Delivering a prescription
Turf, investment, and cultism

PrograM Rationale

An assessment of older adults' health-related interests, attitudes,
skills, and behaviors can.be the basis for your health promotion efforts.
While written documents may reveal health prOblems of older adults, less
formal procedures, such as conversations or interviews, are more likely to
uncover how older adults maintain good health and what attitudes they hold
regarding aging and health. Discussions with groups of older persons may
help you identify the special interests and health beliefs common to your
target population. . For example, if a large number of older adults in your
setting rely on traditional, culturally specific health care providers (e.g., a
curandero, or an herbalist), you should plan to include those providers in
your planning process, as well as recognize in your program design the
nature and significanr of the health practices they advocate.

Community health care-providers can contribute valuable information on
the type of health care services currently sought by older dults. They
can also indicate gaps in service that might be filled by a ealth promotion
program and help tie the program into the overall 'service. work available
for older adults.

'A thorough analysis and understanding of the health concerns of your
community and available resources will provide a solid rationale for a new
program. Match your immediate goals with resources readily available.
Keeping the resources of the community in sight while making
recommendations `will reassure members that the program will succeed.

Identify Ol-der Adults' Health Concerns and
Motivation to Improve Health

Assess the attitudes and concerns of older adults and their service
providers regarding health and aging.

- surveys
- interviews

- questipknaires
- other

23
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Review community reports on previous health education or promotion
efforts.

-agency records
-community newsletters -other
-information from
participants _

-program evaluations

Learn how community members--including administrators, service providers,
and older adults--communicate, make decisions , and respond to 'health
concerni and available services.

-interviews -staff meetings
-informal conversations -agency policies
-other

Summarize the health concerns of older adults in the community and_ the
past and current approaches to' providing health care services. As
the needj for a health prombtion program is based in, the older
population, their interests and preferences should guide the planning
process.

Identify Potential Resources in the Community

Summarize the availabl resources.

Contact

-equipment
human resources

-personne

community mem TS
progThm.

-space
materials (pamphlets,
handouts, etc.)

that might support or cbntribute to

memberg of the clergy
- editors of newspapers
-hospital administrators
-.service staff (cooks,
nurses, janitors,

-social workers, ,etc.)
-members of the board of
directors

Investigate available funding within and

- fee for service
- local businesses
- large corporations
-volunteers
government resources

the

-hospital dieticians
-nursing home administrators
- community council members
- volunteer organizations
- alternative health care
providers

- educators
-lobbyists or special-46.
interest groups

outside your community.

-local foundations
- donations
local government agencies

-fundraising events
-other

24
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-
Summarize available human resources in the community and indicate what

they can contribute to a health promotion program.

Develop

- professional skills
(paid or yolunteer)

-space for the program
-support services
- other

-materials
-equipment
-media exposure
-participants

a budget for your proposed program that covers essential

-personnel (including
expiense for volunteers)

-consultation fees
-educational materials

-space
-supplies
-insurance
- other

Prepare Recommendations for a Health
Promotion Program in Your Setting

Describe the target population for the program.

List the

- age
- ethnicity
- economic access to
services and programs

- health status
- mobility

specifkealth care needs of your target population.

-exercise programs
- stressL management
- high blood pressure
management

-othbr

costs.

-nutrition informatioh
-alcohol treatment
- diabetes control
- home accident prevention

Outline program goals and objectives for your health promotion program.
Recommend the learning objectives and teaching methods to be used. Base
these goals, objectives, and methods- on the needs, skills, and interests of
both the potential participants and the program leaders and service
providers.,-



Community Consensus

Involve .community members in program development--their participation
and enthusiasm will play a vital role in comdtunity acceptance. The first '
step is to introduce the princittles of health promotion. Your role is to
facilitate chatre in 'Mc service orientations held by community members and
in the servica itself *arid to recognize and respond to the particular health
beliefs and practices of the target population and those who provide their
health care services.

Your role is ilso to incorporate appropriate changes into yotIr V sion
for health promotiQn. Potential participants may prefer an emphasis dn oral
rather than written communication. If inany participants are also
Spanish-speaking, for example, you will need to incorporate the services of
Spanish-speaking staff, paid or volunteer, into the program delivery plan.

Draw on the resources in this manual in Sour campaign to create a
shared vision. Once people are interested and asking for more information,
you are ready :to begin building 'consensus. Share health speromotion
information that is relevant to individual needs so people can begin to
experience the personal benefit's of health 'promotion.

j.dentify Potential Participants and
Advocates in the Community

Contact respected people who work' with elderly people and might support
or participate in the program.

Contacit leaders in the health service community who might supcort or
caltribute to the program.

Contact leaders among the community's social service providers who might
refer or recruit participants.

Contact leaders in the apiritual, political or religious community who might
give approVal or support 'for participation to their members.

Obtain Endorsement from Board Members or
Agency, Administrators in Your Community

116

After making individual contacts, call a small group meeting to review the
health promotion progrEan recommendations with membtrs "of the
community who influence service policy.

-executive director of an -hospital administrator
agency -head of the nursing department

-activities coordinator -other
-director of social services
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Solicit comments on the specific recommendations for the health promotion
program.

Request endorsement of the proposed pr

Build Consensus Regarding the Health Promotion
Model Among Program Staff

Familiarize staff members with the health concerns of the target populatioti.

Explain the health promotion' model. Solicit their feedback,f

-handouts -workshops
-in-service training -guest speakers or consultants
-demonstrations -other
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Organizational Structure

Health promotion programs can develop in a variety of organizational
structures. Consequently, we highlight two of the elements that may
facilitate implementation of a program in any setting--efibctive communication
and staff job descriptions. Communication will help maintain the
collaborative approach to service delivery and specific job descriptions will
help clarify any change ,in service orientation required by the new program.

We recognize that a soc-sservice provider may want to add health
promotion components to ongoing services. For the person working alone,
reading materials suggested in this manual and seeking people in the larger
conimunity who value the health promotion model can be a source of
inspiration, purpose, and skill development. Program participants can also
provide a wealth of ideas and experience.

DeveloR Avenues for Collaboration and Communioation

Specify the key people within your setting responsible for coordinating
service delivery.

program coordinator -activities department
-social services department -nursing staff
other

Organize a steering committee composed of members of the administrative
staff and of the health promotion program staff. Responsibilities of
khe committee might include:

publicity releases -recruitment procedures
-media coverage " -funding actions

program evaluation), -future directions

Organize a program advisory committeR comprised of program participants.,
and siaff members to wb-rk coopWativeW on :developing- /he program
format and to plan additional activities such as the following:

- a social gatheripg for staff and participants
-an advocacy ,p1fogram for older people
-recruitment of new participants
shared leadership -of prograni-elasses

-revision of program activities

28
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Specify Involvement of Staff MemberS-1
the Health Promotion Program

Define staff member roles as participanibleaders in the program--emphasize
that they will facilitate the transfer of information and self-help skills.

Share. responsibility for developing program content with staff members.

Collaborate with staff members in developing job descriptions that reflect
participation in the program.

-social worker -occupational therapist
-health educator -activities leader
-program secretary -othei

Specify criteria for personnel evaluation.

-quantity of work performed -ability to be supportive
-management of pr ram -ability to counter'ageism,
resources racism, and sexism

-performance as a program
member, communication
skills
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Site Selection

The site chosen for .the health prornotiOn program.should be one that
already attracts or will attract the target population. -The location shoilld°
be , one where participants can practice health-related changes. If your
program includes exercise, then you will' need a room latge enough for an
exercise ,class. If you want to include a nutrition tomponent, then it Wogld-.be helpful to have a kitchen. The scope of your program wijl determine
the site reqUirements. Many sites may already offer health-related .

activities and can more readily adopt a health promotion approach.

Identify.a Location for Conducting the Program

Select a iodation that attracts or will attract your target population.

Select a location where people can practice health-related activities.

,Anchor the location of the .program within the
developing publicity strategies.

'-public meetings
-telephone contacts
radio or television
announcements

-newspaper articles
- other

community by planning or

press releases
- senior centers
bulletin board posters
brochures

-churches
-nutrition sites

30
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Staff Skill Development

Our basic premise is that service providers can best facilitate change ..
for the-elderly when providers themselves are actively engaged in improving
,thefr own health and well-being. By exaniple, staff encourage participants
to .take greater responsibility, for their individual health, and demonstrate
the benefits of health enhancing changes.

'T People new to health promotion may need training and practice in
specific feaderghip skills that facilitate self-selected change by older adults.
Learning to apply health promotion skills in our own lives is the first step
towards effective leadership. The staff does not have to be a model of
health, but rather a model of the step-by-step improvement that is
possible. In fact, §taff sharing personal challenges and frustr s in
health prolnotion helps to make the program believeable and pos e for
participants and other staff members. Staff ,experien e the learpi process
with participants.

Clarify Health Values Held by Staff Members

Guide stdff in assessing their -own ,health values and th ealth expectations
n they hold for older people.

-values clarification
exercise

-questionnaire

Train Staff to Lead Core Classed

..:Cliscussion groups
-other

Trainers model for tile staff members the specific skills required by the
program content--develop a series of mini-presentations for the staff.
Have staff members practice these skills, as a group and exchange
comments with each other.

-small group facilitation -communication skills
skills -organfzational skills

-generating participation
of the elderly

-,other

Guide staff in developing class agendas.

-refer them to the *curriculum development sections in this
manual

-provide examples of appropriate .agendas
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Build into the Program Some Means of Systematically
Rewarding Staff for Healthy Lifestyle ,Efforts

Develop a method of staff collaboration.

-regular meetings 4nformational memos
-routing slips posted minutes of meetings
-bulletins -wellness days

Develop a system of regular evaluation with staff members of self-selected
leadership goals.

Make "health days" an alternative to "sick days" for staff members. For
example, a staff member who is not sick over a two month period
would accrue a "health day" of vacation.

Encourage staff members to support each other in developing more
health-oriented habits and.lifestyles.

32
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Participant Recruitment

Collaborating with community members is a key factor in initially
recriliting program partidipants. The 'following steps help build community
involvement. Once the program has 'been tested in the community,, former
participants can recruit new people to the program.

Develop a recruitment plan.

Develop a list of potential screening Criteria for program participants.

- health status -age
- availability -income
- Commitment -other

Determine how many people the program should aim to'serve.

Develop a one-page handout that outlines recruitment goals and specifies
questions you have about how to reach these goals. (See attached
form.)

- program sponsorship -philosophy of program
target population -goals of program

-attributes of desired -recruitment questions
population

Schedule a meeting to solicit input and advice on recruiting procedures from
service providers and active, interested members of the older adult
community. Use the recruitment handout' to focus the discussion;

Plan recruitment strategies and materials based on these recommendations
generated at the meeting.

Notify the people who attended the recruitment meeting of your plans and
thank them for their assistance, and offer them opportunities for
continuing participation in recruitment and other aspects of program
development.

Recruit Participants

Publicize the program-2and request the community's help with recruitment.

program brochure
- media announcements
press releases
other

33

-contact service providers
-contact community leaders
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Develop a procedure for responding to applicants

-information to be given to applicant
-information needed from applicant
-how to answer "tough" questions
- how to record contact
- other

for the program.

Prepare a screening questionnaire to determine, if necessary, eligibility of
potential participants, and to identify conditions which you will need to
take into account in designing the program. (See attached form)

- name, address, telephone
number

-prescribed medications,
over-the-counter medi-
cations

-relevant medical history
-mobility, physical/ability
-other

Schedule open public meetings to recruit participants at times
that will attract older people in the community.

A

and locations

-activities room -lunch site
,-senior center -church meeting room
- recreation center -other

Prepare a one-page handout to be distributed during meetings,with potential
participants.

program structure
-program administration
- fee
- other

program sponsorship
summary of program philosophy

- brief description of classes

Present a mini-version of your program at the public meeting to build
interest and trust.

tgroup exercise demon-
stration

'-nutritious refreshments

relaxation technique
-risk factor. analysis
-other

Distribute one-page handout and screening questionnaire during the public
meeting and help people complete these forms before they leave. If
necessary, follow screening meeting with a phone call to arrange time
for a more comprehensive assessment of health history, attitudes, and
behavior.

Schedule attendance at an introductory workshop.

34
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Schedule an introductory workshop to present a preview of the classes that
will be included in the program, establish commitment to the program,
and have participants sign up for their first class.

-demonstrate program
activities

-establish location, meeting
times, important telephone
numbers

-review program content

-introduce staff and
participants

-schedule participation
-other

Recruit with the future in mind

Keep good records. Potential participants may have a scheduling conflict
that prevents enrollment in an initial program. They can be contacted
again later. Many people may adopt a wait and see attitude. They
are good candidates for future programs.

Evaluate what recruitment strategies were most effective. Ask new program
enrollees how they heard about the program or what initially attracted
their interest.
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Sample

First Recruitment Meeting Handout

The (name of department, service, agency, or setting

sponsoring the program) will be developing a number of classes draling with

health prvotion. These classes will involve (spectfy the

population that will be recruited) in learning how exercising, controlling

stress, and eating healthful foods ,can improve one's health and prevent

illness and dependency. These classes will be designed to build on the

positive ltealth and living habits of participants, as well as to generate
motivation, support, and tools for choosing and maintaining individually

healthier. lifestyles. The first classes on physical fitness, stress

management, nutrition, and personal and community self-help will engage

participants and staff in cooperatively working out a program that best
suits our setting and people.

We are looking for people to participate in this project. We would like to

find (here specify the number, age, and other important

attributes of desired participants). To find these people we need yo r help

in answering the following questions:
I. How do we locate people who would be interested in this program?

Whom do we talk to? What infowution do we look for?

2. Who are the service providers to potential participants? Of these

service providers, who might support this project? What

information can we supply to increase support for the project?

3. What will participants want to know about the project before they

will get involvdri? What can we tell them that will lessen any

fears and generate enthusiasm?
4. How can we best communicate the purpose of this new program?

What communication tools should we develop, i.e., brochures,
workshops, in-service training, etc.?

5. How should we approach people, i.e., go door to door, telephone,
existing service providers, etc.?

36
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Sample .

Screening Questionnaire

Please indicate, with a check mark, which, if any, of the following physical
activities are difficult for you:

CAN DO
WITHOUT
DIFFICULTY

SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT AND
DIFFICULT BUT NEED ASSISTANCE
CAN DO WITHOUT FROM ANOTHER For Proj. ,

ASSISTANCE PERSON Use Only

, .
1. Walking up &

down stairs
I

2. Picking up
objects from
the floor

3. Getting in & out
oya chair; bath-

or car
. ...

4. Reaching for ob-
jects above
shoulder level

,

5. Cutting Your
Toenails

4.

Do you have, or do you suspect you may have, any of the following conditionir-
HEART PROBLEMS LUNG DISEASE

THYROID DISEASE' SEVERE DEPRESSION

DIABETES

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

CHRONIC INFECTION

OTHER MEDICAL PROBLEMS (LIST):

Are you taking any prescription medications? (please list):

Please indicate any other medical information you think is important for us
to know:
NAME: PHONE NUMBER:

ADDRESS: BIRTHDATE:

1111
Day Month Year

37
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Program Evaluation

For many servide providers, starting a health promotion program with
older. people will be exploratory. "Will this type of program 'work' with my
population?" "Will people participate?" 'fIs it relevant?" Questions such as
these indicate that service providers want a program that responds to the
needs in their community; they want a program that can be sensitive and
appropriate for a specific population. Guided by these concerns, the health--/
promotion model described here asks service providers to consider program
development and evaluation.

By necessity, a new program is experimental. Even the best curri-
culum is likely to change after its first test in application. This health
promotion educational model encourages adaptability by integrating evalu-
ation into program delivery. As people take part in the program, they pro-
vide information on what works for theen and what doegn't. Service pro-
viders can then adjust the program based on the comments of past partici-
pants. For example, a simple evaluatiori form administered at the end of
each.class provides information on ongoing effectiveness.

Over the course of the program, participants will change, as will the
needs and interests of the group. In the Wallingford Wellness Project,
participants in the second training group had significantly more chronic
conditions and disabilities than the initial participant pioneers. Mor,e
members of low-income and/or ethnic groups may bedome participants,
requiring a shift in content or a difference in teaching method. The
evaluation process helps to keep group leaders and program planners on
their toes and sensitive to the changing needs of the participants.

In addition to making thel,program .more relevant to the community
through paiticipant evaluations, service providers will need information to
reasonably evaluate the total service. "Have people increased healthy
behaviors and attitudes?" What kind of people were attracted to the
program?" "Why did people drop out?" "Were older people able to use
health care services in the community more effectively?" "How many staff
hours were required to deliver the program?" Answers to these questions
can help the service provider assess the program's objectives, methods, and
servides as well as ,provide a basis for future funding requests.

Program evaluation can include both subjective (e.g., self-report
measures, interviews) and, objective (e.g., blood pressure test, diet
survey, standardized' instruments) sources of information. This information
will indicate Ihe,outcome effect of the program and provide information for
revision and development. By generating information .for improving the
program within the community, service providers develop sources of support
for health promotion. This can have an important long-term benefit since it
is the support of the programs and people of the community at large that
will help program participants maintain healthy behaviors.
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Determine the Information Needs in Your Community

List your commitments regarding program operation.

List the

List the

List the

-grant stipulations
budget constraints

-other

,4 -audit procedures
-federal or state reimbursement
requirements

program resources that, require monitoring.

- particigint fees
fiscal r&ources
human resources (e.g.,
staff, volunteers)

physical resources ,

- (e. g. , equipment , space)
- other 1

=

i"rmation about participants that requires monitoring.

-attendance -attrition
-demographic (e.g., age,
sex, race, education,
income, employment)

- use of other lealth care
services

-other

out...77 variables that require monitoring.

- overall level of health
-mental health status
-health problems
-days of 11,mLted activity
-heart atta k roke risk
-health calle ization
-other

-change in heaItt behaviors
-social health sta us
self-ratedhealth

- morbiditk
-health knowle
- maintenanap f hange
use of ,medi ati ns

Develop Plans for Monitoring the Selected Variables .

Select methods of monitoring the program operations.

-program 'advisory committee -regulagi review
-regular consultation and -accouff procedures
supervision -reporting mechanism

-other

Select methods of monitoring program-resources.

staff time sheets -accounting procedur s .

- daily logs -other

Select methods of monitoring participant 'use of the health p motion
program.

attend nce sheets -dropout questionnai
-demographic questionnaire -other
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Select methods of monitoring participant satisfaction with 'the curriculum
program delivery.

-logs
journals

-other

-consumer evaluation forms
-followup questionnaire

Select methods of monitoring selected outcome factors.

-diet su ey
- health kndwedge
questionnaire
health status
questionnaire
other

6

and

- physiological measures (e . g ,
blood pressure rating., weight
loss)

-social health questionpaire
- utilization of health-care
services questionnaire
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Fitting Your-Population

Trainers and program developers need to be sensitized to some of the
issues in planning and implementing health promotion programs with any
specific target population, such as ethnic minority, or institutionalized
elders. First, common- concerns and barriers to making health promotion
ptograma accessible are identified and briefly discussed. Second, samples
are ,provided to guide the trainer or service provider in considering the
kinds of information which may be pertinent to designing health promotion
programs for several of the populations currently underserved.

While general trends, population characteristics, -or concerns can be
identified; the diverstV of the individuals in the target pppulation should
be the starting point hor program planning efforts. The differences
between individuals within any specific population group, let alone among
several groups; demand that the program planner and, the service provider
rely primarily upon information obtained from prospective program
participants or indigenou community leaders.

The impoitance of participant input and cultural sensitivity 'and
awareness extends across ethnic, class income, geographical, land ,disability
boundaries. Working with persons and groups who haire exPerienced a
distinctive history, , such as racial .sliscrimination, who 'have English as- a.
second language, or who are isolated from mainstream human services
requires an extra effort from program developers in reducing barriers to
access and inCreasing use of health promotidn programs.

The populations considered here include ethnic minority, chronically
disabled, institutionalized, and low-income older adults. These'populations
overlap. The population of- low-:income elderly, is clearly the largest group
and, conceptually, it incorporates most Other underserved groups. Another
similar grouping can be identified: most underserved groups tend to be in
poorer health than the rest of the oldqr population. Thus, program design
and development- particularly wiih these populations should recognize and
respond to inadequate financial resources and reduced overall level o
health. For exaMple, a physical fitness component which involves a jo
program and expensive joggink shoes is inappropriate. In fact, a program
design which fails to take into account the health and economic limits of the
target population actually may be counterproductive, resulting in
physiological or psychological injury and/or ihappropriate use of available
resources. Programs must be designed bn the basis, of the resources
available to the target population and specific health needs and interests.

0,
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Another set of present potential barriers to health promotion are
cultural and' demographic Characteristics of the target population. The .

nature of the characteristics or conditions vary from group to group., Some
of the most universal of these barriers include:

1. languages and communication pattern differences between parti-
cipants and staff;

2. educational differences;
3. attitudes and values about health care;
4. attitudes of service providers and client populations; and

5. familiarity with health and tlient populations.

Detailing the many ways in which these issues may affect program
design with each possible, target population would contain enough
information for several books, so a brief illustration of each will be
provided. The planner and service provider must rely upon community
members to' provide accurate and 'useful information relevant to a particular
population.

When considering language and communication pattern differences, it is
important to provide materials Which are in the primary langtiage of
participants or at least to supplement English materials with, illustrative or
clarifying information in the native language. Training materials must be
presented in a tulturally cOmpatible way. If extreme deference to elders is
appropriate, then trainers and service providers Rust incorporate this
principle into their own practice to enhance receptivity to their messages.
Even with an- English-speaking population, communication and language
issues may be critical -to program success. An older rural population is
less likely to be familiar with some of the slang that may be commonly
understood by street-wise inner city elderly. Conversely, a lifetime urban
resident may be unfamiliar with the language of growing and gardening,
canning, and preserving that requires little or no explanation to a farm
population. Work with institutionalized elderly who may experience mental
impairment requires that the .overall training strategy, as well as materials
and presentations be adapted .to the langutwe and coMmunication skill levels
of this group.

Educational differences .also Characterize bost oft underserved
populations. While older persons as a group have less formal--education and
may therefore experience difficulty with some written materials, underserved
groups have a much higher illiteracy rate.. Tpuso well-developed audio-
visual materials are a backbone of t4aini1g programs. With careful plan-
ning, 4111bual materials Can leap acralbs literacy, language, and Cultural
barriers. For example, pictures and samples of spices (and spice mixtures)
to be used as substitutes for salt communicates across cultures and takes
into account educational constraints as well as providing participants a
"hands on" experience.
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Many older persons rely upon indigenous health care specialists for
primary care as well as health-related advice about prevention. These care
providers should be involved in your planning and program activities, if
possible. Knowledge of the liealth beliefs and practices of the target
population can help in designing the training, program so that it is
compatible with community practice.

Service providers and clients may both hold attitudes towards each
other that are counterproductive. For example, the service provider who
in good faith has made an effort to become familiar with Chicano culture
may mistakenly assume that the Chicano ;elderly are adequately cared for in
the extended family. In faci, in many communities, this traditional support
system has been stressed to the point of deterioration by geographic
mobility, occupational demands, and financial strain. The health promoter
should wtek to strengthen arty extended family support that does exist by
including family members in health promotion training. Where this is not
possible, recognizing and discussing the disparity between the family's
expectations, traditional support models and current practice may help to
alleviate some of the disappointment and frustration of family membersk, and
,also increase receptivity to an orgahized health promotion program.

Lack of familiarity and _experience with the formal, health care system
may also restrict access to health promotion programs. The location of theiP'
prograth within the health services network may be critical to determining
the older person's willingness to participate. If ,non-medical system care
providers are perceived as irrelevant or even threatening to the older
persOn's health and well-being, then locating the program in an outpatient
medical clinic may screen out many who would benefit by participation . If
older persons in -the target group are not currently receiving care from
medical specialists then recruiting through health professionals is not likely
to secure the desired population. If reimbursement for health promotion
services is part of the program design, care must be taken to insure that
determination of eligibility, securing physician approval, proof of partici-
pation, etc. does not screen out the intended participants who may be
intimidated or offended by bureaucratic procedures and structures.

Other issues to consider in developing health promotion programs with
these groups are broad organizational and community concerns about the
nature of the program structure. Some basic questions to raise and
consider include:

1. Should services be provided separately for target population
members from the larger community of older.persons or should the
special needs of target groups be incorporated into integrated
programs?
How should the neighborhood or target community be defined --
geographically or culturally?

3. Is proximity of program delivery site and hence visibility and
potential credibility of program to target community more
important than integrating health promotion strategies and
services in a larger centralized service complex? How does -

available transportation influence this design?

4,3
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1. Would- it be better to bring multicultdral considerations and
practices into a mainstream health promotion model, or should the
health promotion model be integrated with prevailing multicultural
health beliefs and practices?

These are basic and sometimes volatile issues to raise and consider; there
are no easily identifiable answers or resolutions to the prDblems raised.
However, by recognizing the issues and discusting the alternatives with
community members and leaders, as well as other relevant health and social
service professionals, information and feelings may surface which are
critical tei appropriate program design and successful program
implementation.

This discussion begins to outline the challenges presented by develop-
ing health promotion programs with distinct population groups. The impor-
°tent point is -not the specific barriers or 'questions identified, but rather
the importance of involving the participant population and other community
members in the process and respecting the value of their information.

The consideration of the health status characteristics, cultural values
and beliefs ailiout health practices of a particular population may be
especially useful as you begin to design and develop a program which is
appropriate to your group. Within any cultural or ethnic group, there are
diverse needs, interests and beliefs, and your needs. assessment and
planning process should address this diversity.

Identifying some of the more common and broadly applicable health
characteristics and values of the target population provides, a useful
starting point for planning your development campaign. Several examples
are included here as guides to trigger your thinking as you begin planning,
in your community.

Fitting Your Population: Sample Planning Considerations
for Specific.Populations

Institutionalized Elders

Health Status:

-Two-thirds of institutionalized elderly are afflicted by two or 'more
chronic conditions.
Major impairments include heart disease, stroke, speech disorders
associated with stroke, arthritis, diabetes, and mental disorders.

-Studies indicate the "severely disabled"- comprise 5-201$ and those
"needing some help" range from 50-55$ of all. residents.

- Approximately rin 4 ilsidents have some degree of bowel and bladder
control impairment.
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Implications for Health Promotion and Programming:

- Encourage creative exercise and body movements social skill, and
interest building techniques, stress reduction ihrough deep breathing
and relaxation exercises, 'and personal growth -through meditation and
self-awareness techniques.

- Personalizes food distribution and meals,, housekeeping procedures, and
medication rourids.

- Provide lounges or private areas for health promotion actiVities and
private gatherings.

- Encourage home visits'and field trips whenever possible.
- Provide books, magazines, and talking books for the visually impaired.
-Encourage social hours as a part of the activity program to promote
social interaction.

Resources:

ROSE (Realizing Opportunities for Self-Exploration)li
Institute of COmmUnity Studies
1020 East 63rd St.
Kansas City, Missouri 64110

The ROSE Program involves a Variety of learning experiences to alter
attitudes, facilitate growth, and expand appreciation of oneself. Groups
are offered to persons over age 55 in institutional settings as well as those
still living in the community. Program sessions cover exercise,'" social skill .
building techniques, stress reduction and personal growth.

SAGE.(Senior Actualization and Growth Explorations)
1713A Grove Street
Berkeley, CA 94709
(.415)848-1383

SAGE began in 1974 and offers health promotion progiams to older people
both in institutions and in the community. It makes use of a variety of
approaches including progresSive relaxation, stress reduction, vitality-
flexibility exercises, interpersonal communication, and-nutrition counseling.
They have books for purchase and a videotape for purchaSe or rental.

American Hospital Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611

Publishes Coordinated activity programs for the aged: A how-to-do-it
manual.
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Asian Elders

Health Status:

-The most prevalent health problems among Japanese elders are
esophagus and liver cancers, heart disease, colitis, ulcers, alcoholism,
and suicide.
The most prevalent health problems among Filipino elders are arthritis,
pulmonary disorders, chronic bronchial conditions, long-term effects of
pesticide poisoning, and chronic and spinal back ailments.

'-The suicide rate for Asian elders in the U.S. is three times the national
average.

Health Beliefs and Practices:

Chinese medicine emphasizes prevention as opposed to Western culture's
emphasis on crisis intervention.. The wreventive concepts include
philosophy, meditation, nutrition, martial arts (kung fu and tai chi
chuan), herbology, acumassage, acupressure, acupuncture, and spiritual
healing.

- The Principles of Chinese healing, practices with some variations, are
often shared by other Asian cultures*

-In Asian cultures, there is a strong value on the family or community
group, and individuals seek help from these groups first. Utilization
of out ide agencies and formal help is viewed as an inability to care
or eself or as an inability of the family to care for its elders.

-Values of modesty, self-reliance, and self-effacement inhibit elders
from complaining or from expreSsing pain or need.

Implications for Health PromotiOn:

Situate the project or service within the community for convenience
and accessibility.
Involve individual clients, families, and community organizations in
all stages of the project.

-Provide bilingual speakers Snd written materials, and provisions for
those who don't read.
Practice culturally-appropriate behavior and demonstrate awareness of
norms regarding treatment of elders (e.g., polite form of address, not
using first names, serving elders first at meals, etc.).

- Try to integrate Eastern medical practices with Western practices.
-Focus on group interactions and support rather than individual
.betterment while emphasizing how the concepts and practices being
taught will increase self-reliance and independence.
Deal with basic needs first; set up priorities according to what is
needed and be open to helping with problems other than health.
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Resources:

Asian-American Mental Health Research Center
Ad Hoc Task Force on Aging
1640 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, IL 60608

National Pacific/Asian Resource Center
on Aging

927 15th St., N.W., Room 812
Washington, D.C. 20005

Black Elders

Health Status:

--Leading causes .of death in elderly Blacks are hypertension, heart
disease, and diabetes.'

-Nearly three-fourths of the deaths in 1977 among Black females 65-79 years
of age were due to diseases of the heart, malignant neoplasms, and
cerebrovascular diseases, as were nearly four-fifths of deaths among
women 80 years and older.

Implications for Health Promotion Programs:

-Actively involve individual clients, family, church, and other
community organizations in all stages of a health promotion project.

-Use natural networks that already exist in the community.
- Provide services and classes at times and places which are safe.
Develop and incorporate strategies for helping elderly feel safer about
leaving their.homes. Provide transportation when possible.

- When planning nutrition programs for Black elders, be aware that
many Black elders live and eat alone.

- Promote blood pressure checks. Stress and poor diet contribute to
hypertension in lower socioeconomic Black elders.

Resources:

National Center on Black Aged
1424 K St., N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 637-8400

National Council on Black Aging
Box 8522
Durham, NC 27707

National Urban League
The Equal Opportunity Building
500 East 62nd Street
New York, NY 10021

4 7
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Native American Elders

Health Status:

-Most deaths among Native American elders .result from poverty-related
disease and life-long conditions of nutritional and health-care neglect.

- The leading cause of death for Native American adults are accidents
(drowning, fire, hunting, and automobile), diseases of the heart,
malignant neoplasms, and cirrhosis of the liver. The incidence of
cirrhosis has increased 221$ since 1955.
Certain diseases occur more frequently in specific tribes: osteorthritis
among Blackfoot and Pima; diabetes among Papago; gallbladder disease,
trachoma, and dislocated hips among Southwest Indians.

Health heliefs and Practices:

-In the Indilyn culture, "medicines" are closely associated with religion.
The Shaman (medicine man) considers the health of the whole
individual, including the body, the mind, andthe ecological sphere.

-The treatment process, which may include religious rituals, is guided
toward bringing the "patient" back into-balance with his or her surroundings.
Most tribal members believe they must maintain harmony With nature by
frequent and regular ceremonies in order to prevent evil from coming to
them. Maintaining and restoring harmony with the-universe is the basis
of complete health.

Implications for Health Promotion:

-Actively involve families and tribal organizations and councils in health
promotion programs.

-provide bilingual materials and service providers as well as oral altd
audio-visual presentations for nonreaders.
Make programs .available to elders where they live.
Involve and support indigenous health providers and their practices.

- Meals are valued times in that they provide companionship and
grandparent-child interaction. Nutrition education may be provided in
this context or in a day-care setting.

-Exercise programs may be incorporated into daily life with traditional
games and dances, tournaments, hiking and camping trips, and gardening.

Resources:

National Indian Council on Aging
P.O. Box 2088
Albuquerque, NM 87103

White Clotid Center
University of Oregon Health

Sciences Center
840 S.W. Gaines Rd.
Portland, OR 97201

elo
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Latino Elders

Health Status:

- High incidence of peoverty contributes to the poor health status of
Latino elders.

- Many health problems of this group are the result of heavy farm and
manual labor.

-Specific health problems.caye tuberculosis, malnutrition, and respiratory
and hack ailments.

Health Beliefs and Practices:

- Traditional Mexican health belief systems embodies belief in supernatural
powers, reliance on ritual, and knowledge regarding medicinal use of
plants.

-Factors which partially determine use or adherence to indigetnLs medical
practices include age, accessibility to health care, degree of acculturation,
and language, religion, family generation, and family practices.

-Illness, physical or meneal, is viewed as a loss of equilibrium between
.man and nature, or a' lose of balance between the natuval and supernatural
worlds.

- To maintain these proper balances, Latinos rely upon prayer, relics,
and "good faith" as well as herbs and spices to treat illness.

- To maintain good health, the curandero (healer) encourages the consumption
of foods that are compatible and which maintain balance in the
body, i.e., cool liquids to combat fever.

Implications for Health Promotion:

- Seek to coordinate families, indigenous healers, and natural networks
in health promotion programs.
Use Spanish-speaking educators and materials written in Spanish, whenever.,
possible.

-Recognize that the Latino elder (as do many elders) may possess a strong
desire for independence and may not want to accept free care without
having some way to reciprocate.

Resources:

National Association for Spanish-Speaking Elderly
1801 K Street, N.W., Suite 1021
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 966-3595

-
National Coalition of Hispanic Mental Health

and Human Services Organizations
1015 15th Street, N.W., Suite #902
Washington, D.C. 20005

National Hispanic Council on Aging
Sociology Department
Weber State College
Ogden, UT 89908

4 3
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These 'samples identify broad generalizations about the populations
considered and they may not apply or may apply only in part to your

_partici:gar group. The best source of accurate information it the potential
participant. Generalizations do Suggest questions to ask and concepts that
should be explored. The resources identified and references listed in this
section, similarly, are intended as places to start your search for
information and assi*tance.
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Dilemmas and Other Mistakes That Are Easy To-Make

and Hard To Avoid

Either you have read the' program development guidelines and have
tried to follow them or you have had your own ideas and experiences with
program development and have used those to direct your efforts. Despite
heroic efforts to be reasonable, sensible, realistic and responsive in
program development activities, several potential pitfalls and challenges may
be lurking in the shadows. The Wallingford Wellness Project experiences
and those of other health promotion program providers who have
contributed to the knowledge base of this model suggest some common
mistakes and dilemmas that are noteworthy to consider. Some of the most
challenging are discussed in this section.

Not Enough Planning Time

The pressure is on to get a program going, right now! Several
sponsors have pledged support of various sorts, the activity director of the
senior center is anxious to get started and needs to schedule the facility
for the next six months, and a number of potential participants have
expressed interest and have helped to draw up an outline of the proposed
program. All of these systems are saying...GO!!!

the

The senior center advisory board still has some questions about the
validity of having a volunteer teach nutrition. Should a registered dietician
teach those classes1 There isn't anyone on board yet to facilitate the
Personal and Community Self-Help component, and the doctor on your
advisory board isn't sure what assertiveness training has to do with health
anyway. A local family practice group is willing to subsidize the materials
cost of any of their patients who participate. What abput charging fees to
some people and not others? All of these systems are saying...WHOA, hold
on just a minute!

The tradeoffs between going full steam ahead and taking the time to
address some tricky questions are not always clear. Our experience tells
us.that if you are in doubt about how fast to proceed...slow down. And if
you are not in doubt, then stop. Look at the whole-picture carefully and
then proceed with' caution. Any potential problems that arise at this stage
are likely to be comparable to a low grade fever. If you do not find out
what the source is and take preventive action, you may end up with a full
blown program illness that requires intensive treatment.

a.

If you absolutely must get something started before you are really
ready, , try to scale things down and actively involve the people who are
planning with you in this prioritization process. It is much easier to build
on a small success than to recover from a large scale disaster. In the
process of achieving a manageable size success, you will piek yp new
advocates and supporters that will help you build the 'comprehensive
program you want to implement.

II
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It is sometimes difficult to sell your sponsors on the *dee of an
extended planning period. Be as clear and as concrete as ssible about
just what you intend to do with that time. Try to put th need for
planning into a relevant'frame 'of reference. A company that sells a
product will understand the need for a period of product development,
product refinement, and a marketing analysis, not to mention a consumer
survey. Y,ou might-reraind them that despite clear need for a product, and
an accessible consumer population, if the consumers do not like the way the
product looks, tastes, smells, it will not sell.

The need for allowing adequate planning time does not cease with the
beginning of your program or project. Time must be built in to address
participant feedback, staff evaluations, and the suggestions and concerns of
other community members. Securing the initial support for a program is a
placeato start planning, not a place to finish.. A market analogy again: a
good-llooking product may sell once, but defects and possible improvements
are also bound to emerge.

It is repeat sales and consumer satisfaction thal will ultimately keep
the program alive and well. It takes time to incorporate the learning thai
you obtain as a program evolves. And 'it takes time to communicate to
others the importance of revising and improving and changing the program
to better meet the needs of participants and staff. Remember, you, the
provider, trainer, or administrator, are not alone in this process. The
meaningful involvement of staff, consumers, and sponsors is ciitical.
Involvement provides the broad base of support needed by staff for
continuing to give their best to an always challenging program.

Delivering A Prescription Instead
of A Participatory Program

The needs of staff, participants, and sponsors almost always outweighs
the utility of a rule or regulation for program develbpment and delivery.
The multiple and complex job presspres of the planner and service provider
can easily result in taking a rigid and prescriptive stance about program
structure, content, or method. In the midst of conflicting, ambiguous, and
contradictory suggestions from all sides,-the easiest response is to settle in
and defen4 your approach for all you are worth. It is an understandable
response, but the consequences are often unfortunate. Soon, you may be
the only one behind your approach, with others feeling as though their
investment in the program has been discounted. This is not to suggest
that yeti blow like a leaf in the wind, changing directions willy nilly.
Ralt,her, try to embody the participatory, flexible and responsive model in
all aspects of the program.

If the nutrition department of the local college is up in arms because
you included the Pritikin diet in your r4eading list for nutrition and not the"
USDA Dietary Guidelines, try not to: ignore thep; dig your,heels in and
sax this is t e reading list we developed and it Annot be changed at this
point; pay lip service to their input and go right on as before. Instead,
invite a representative of the department to speak to the nutrition class
about the controversial nature of nutrition xesearch. Invite their review of
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your educational materials and solicit their suggestions for how you can
presentee balanced view of the issue that still allows participants to
undersaind the diverse information available and exercise their own
inforthed Judgment about what material to read. Discuss the issue with
participants in the nutrition class and solicit their suggestions for how to
deal with the situation.

Another example...in your efforts to be flexible, participatOry, and
non-prescriptive you may plan a totally open and unstructured format for
your training sessions. .If participants complain about the lack of
structure, the lack of organization and their desire for more didactic
prbsentations, pay attention. A partidpatory educational model 'is new to
many people and the price of force-feeding its principles may be wholesale ,

absenteeism. If participants clo not complain about program strueture, ask
them for feedback. Remembdr that soliciting feedback in this model implies
that you will pay attention to it and respond whenever possible. .

Just as p rticipants may be uncomfortal7le at first with a new approach s
to promoting health, you may be, uncomfortable with taking a fleXible and
responsive stance in terms of program 'design and delivery. YOu may
suggest to participants that they,, try out this approach, think about it,
give it a chance, and criticize it whenever appropriate. Try out those
suggestions on yourself and your fellow staff. It is scary to esk for
feedback and even scarier at first to attempt changes on the basis of that
input. It gets easier With practice. And ultimately it is less sciary than
finding yourself all alone on a limb defending a position that you are not
even really sure is what you would have wanted it to be.

Turf, Investment,' and Cultism

Resistance to the idea of community-based health promotion programs
exists, just as support for the idea exists. Often this resistance comes
from other people who are involved in related activities. Sometimes it is a
result of not knowing what your program is really "up to."

- Remember, a health promOtion program is not necessarily competitive
with other health services. A health promotion, orientation enhances delivery
of health care services. For example, health screening with a nurse
practitioner can be highly educational for a client or it can be
depersonalizing and mystifying--the quality of service depends on the
practitioner's intention and skills and the client's participation. Rather
than simply giving test results, the health promotion-minded practitioner
shares screening information and skill-building techniques to help the client
improve his or her health status. The client's participation in the change
process influences the nature of the health care relationship.

, Openly sharing information about the program, its intent, and its
content will usually lessen opposition. Many fads, and even "health cults,"
influence the public perception of the heallh promotion movement. Convey
to the community how your program relates to some of the more extreme or
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"trendy" aspects of wellness. For example, in presenting information, about
good nutrition, be clear about what you are pdvocating. 'Origanic foods may
be more wholesome, \ they are also almost always considerably more
expensive.

Respect the need and right of participants to exercise choice based
upon full information. Jogging and running may be the exercise trend of
'the moment, but there are many other ways for people to exercise
aerobically in ways that do not involve expensive running shoes,
featherweight outfits and the bone-pounding of running on city pavement.

If you do incorporate controversial health practices, be aware that
these may necessitate more public explanation than emphasizing common
sense approaches to positive health behaviors. While some people may be
excited by these aspects of your program, you are less likely to recruit the
ordinary participant who may find a program which incorporates stress
management and communication skills to be risky enough.

Of course you want to avoid as much resistance ,as possible fin setting
up your program. But what if it can't be avoided? have tried
persuasion and you have tried to enlist the involvemen o hose who
question your approach so that you can design an' accepta program and
you have had to recognize that you have not made any headway with a
particular -important person or a powerful group. Should you give up?
Probably not. Try to understand where the resistance is coming from and
why. _t-_e v e this information with staft, participants, and other influential
supportS s. Seek their support as you continue planning and developing
your program'. Develop % long-range plan for cultivating support, keep
communication channels open and continue to share information. If active
resistance means you have to start small, then do it. Your program can
grow with the community's growth in awareness; and your own growth.
Remember that you may ba making mistakes also; inexperience, lack of
information or inadequate resources can be overcome with time. .. As you
expect participants to learn from mistakes, challenges, and frustrations,
you can learn too.

The Program Development Guidelines provide you with a place to start.
They result from our own experiences, includitig many mistakes, in
developing a health promotion program and from the learning that other
service providers and planners have shared with us. As you add to these
guidelines, the successes and mistakes of yotit own effdrts, share these
with other pioneers in health promotion and Alt, older adults. The more
we share ouroknowledge, the closer we are to providing the most effective,
responsive pfkograms possible.

The emphasifc on participant-oriented, community-based health
ipromotion is fairly new. Be patient when- you can, patient with the
*immunity, with other service providers, and with yourself. The goal is a
long term change toward greater health. Model the skills you share with
participants : openness , assertiveness , knowledgeabilit y , and
nondefensiveness, and this change will happen.

5,1
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114)

.CHiNGING LIFESTYLE: LEARNING HEAI:TH PROMOTION dONTENT
f

The preceding section on "Program Deelopment Guidelines" has identi-/
fied the most important considerations in establishing the basis for a suc-
cessful health promotion program for older, adults. This section .will
identify the major considerations in desileing and implementinglhe progra&
with the specific population for whom it is intended. It is assUbed that all
the essential preparations discussed in the "Program Development Guidelines"
have been completed and that the participants have been identified. A pro-
gram must now be developed and delivered to meet their specific needs,

Ideally, a health promotion program Will have a broad approach to life-
style changesone which includes classes and activities that address the
whole human being, rather than just ,focusing on one isolated behavior or
risk factor. An approach which incorporates, for examplt, physical fitness,
stress management, nutrition, and personal and community self-help will ha
maximum impact on promoting wellbeing.

Health promotion activities are appropriate 8for all older individuals,
regardless of_existing level of health. Although health promotion programs
usually emphasize interventions tolYtevent diseases associated -with lifestyle
behaviors, they also, especially for older people, include helping those with
physical impairments or chronic conditions to maintainand/or improve those
conditions.

Minimizing the effects of chronic conditions requires the individual's
continued cooperation and involvement in his/her health behavior. The
attitUdes, beliefs, and values that elders have about health behavior .may
influence their motivation to attempt and maintain healthy lifestyle changes.
A health promotion program should therefore identify and clarify these
values, beliefs, and Attitudes. Similarly it is important for facilitators tot
be involved in clarification of their own values. Individuals with negative
attitudes and beliefs about aging and limiting expectations aboul how much
elders can or should do to pursue healthy lifestyles will be less effective
models and facilitators.

There are many different approaches to delivering health promotion
content. Several approaches Are discussed in the section, "Variations on a
Basic Theme." As the title suggests, these approaches are not mutually
exclusive; they represent differences in training activities and techniques.
For example, one approach may rely on topic presentation as the primary
focus of aativity, .another approach may- emphasize the use^ of persuasion
activities, and another may focus on acquiring, self-management skills. The
best educational models are frequently well-orchestrated integrations of
several distinct approaches (e.g., self-care, peer advocacy, support
getworks, _and community activation) and several /different activities (e.g.,
communicating information, persuasion, acquiring self-managemeht skills,
establishing rewarding and dependable consequences, and mobilizing
community, resources).

5 6
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The staff and participants of the Walling "ford Wellness Project developed
an educational approach which we describe as "participative learning."
This approach represents a blend of the best of the methods and activities
discussed in "Variations on a Basic Theme." Participative learning is found
to be effective in facilitating comprehensive lifestyle changes among older
adults ana in responding to and incorporating participants' diverse interests
and goals in health promotion.

A key to understanding the participative learning approach is in
viewing the older adult learner not as a passive recipient but as an active
collaborator in the learning, process. In the Wallingford Wellness Project,
older adults were expected to actively participate in the planning, imple-
mentation and evaluation of class sessions. For example, one or two parti-
cipants frequently were askekto examine, with the facilitator, the feed-
back from the last class session, incorporate tliat feedback into planning for
the next session, and then to help with the next session as co-facilitators.
This type of participation is crucial if the, training program is to remain
flexible and responsive to the needs of an older adult population.

The participative learning approach is based on a laboratory method of
learning. Staff using this approach strive to create a low-risk, supportive

-environment within- which- older--adults, other class members, and staff
themselves reel encouraged and "safe" as they try out new behaviors, and
develop and choose actions which are most effective in achieving healthier
.lifestyles.

Learning through experience is emphasized. If experiential learning
occurs in situations wherein the learner js exposed tO risks in a supportive
environment, there will be no fear of failure. For example, if a participant
shares with the group an unsuccessful attempt to obtain needed information
from a doctor, the group may provide encouragement to the individual and
suggestions on how to improve the situation. Using the group's collective
wisdom and support for problem-solving may allow the individual participant
to risk challenging situations.

Learning from mistakes, what does not work, or what works poorly,
can be a successful experience. For example, meditation may not work to
reduce stress for an individual, whereas aerobic dance may work very well.
Both must be tried to determine which works best. By coming together as
a group into a low-risk learning situation, older adults are able to freely
share their experiences, discuss cominon concerns, and compare solutions
and alternatives. Thusi the learning process takes a participant-directed
focus, and the partiaipants learn from each other as well as from the staff
or guest facilitators.

Group participation also provides opportunities for the social
interaction that is important to most people . A sense of comraderie often
develops through shared experience which, in turn, helps to build trusting
relationships. The result is a supportive atmosphere in which new ideas
and behaviors can be explored and tried out. It is for these reasons
particularly that we advocate the participative learning approacit.,
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The health promotion content and the .participative learning approach
form the tIdo bases for affecting lifestyle changes in older adults.
Through discussion, skills practice, and experimentation, health promotion
content is learned in a way that can incorporated into daily hie.

Values Underlying Participative Learning

Three aspects of a participative learning approach give the potentitZ1
user a more complete understanding of the method: values underlying
participative learning; designing for participatiVe learning; activities, tools,
and teähniques for participative learning.

Frequently the values on Elssumptions which guide an educational
approach are not explicitly identified. The resulting lack of clarity gets in
the way of the facilitator fully undeistanding or effectively using the
approach. The following list of Values or assumptions are intended to
provide the potential user with a more adequate understanding of the
participative learning approach used in the Wallingford Wellness Project.

The Learning Piocess:

The learning process is most effective when:

1. there is an agreement between participants and staff to work
together as equals and share responsibilities for the success of
the course.

2. participants give and receive feedback with one another as well as
with staff.

3. both participants and staff approach the learning situation with
an' open mind and a willingness to experiment and experience
various activities before drawing "conclusions as to their
usefulness.

s..4. agendas are developed and agreed upon in advance by both
participants and staff, and are also flexible enough to be changed
based on the needs of the group.

5. it relates to and engages the whole person, i.e., emotions and
values as well as the intellect.

6 . a variety. . ofimethods, activities, and techniques are used to meet
the diverse needs of participants. 1'
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The Older Adult Learner:

1. The older adult has valuable life experiences, knowledge, and
resources which should be identified and used in the learning
process. Older adults who have already experimented with
lifestyle changes -shot' ld feeL free to share their successes and
failures with others in the Class.

2. The .older adult usually prefers to" assume an active role in the
learning process, even though smile initial resistance may be
expressed because of unfamiliarity. with the participative -learning
approach.

. ,

3. The degree of participation "and involvement Of older adults
influences their motivatiorr and rate of changing lifestyle
behaviors.

The Staff:
- . .

1. It is important for staff to ,demanstrate or model healthy lifestyle
klehaviors. , Much, learning occurs thrdugh effective role modeling.

rp0 .
. $'

2. Modeling by the staff of a desire for and use of, the feedback
procesa is an important part of the learning experience.

3. There are important advantages to having a staff which is
interdisciplinary, , multiiacial,. intergenerational, and both male and
female.

4 . *An effective staff motivation for teaching older adults about
health promotion is the desire to empower participants, to
increase tlieir capacity to develop healthy lifestyles and
satsifactorily shape the remainder of their lives.

The Learning Environmerit:

1. Sufficient space should be available so that participants can easily
move about and work in pairs or small groups without disturbing
each other.

2 . The facilities, should be as flexible as possible so that various
methods and activities can be used. At a minimum, chairs and

wtables sh id be movable to allow for Variations in how
participan i. interact with one another.

S. The physical environment should be sensitive to special needs of
participants (e.g. , wheelchair access).
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Design for Participative Learning

Designing a health promotion program which incorporates the
participative learning approach requires three levels of decisions. First,
there are decisions about the overall goals. Second, there are decisions
about activities to reach the goals, the sequence of activities, and
'specifically what 'each activity involves. Third, there are decisions about
specific tools and techniques which would be most appropriate. Examples of
potential goals, activities, tools, and techniques can be found in the "Tips
for Facilitators" section.

Within these three levels, of decisions about design, there are numerout
other questions that need to be considered:

1. Who should be involved in the process of designing the program?
Should older adults help in the designing?

2. What are Ahe provisions for making revisions?

3. What kinds of options need to be provided? How much
individualization of learning activities is needed?

4. How much time is available? How much time is needed?

5. What arrangements can be made for providing followup support?

6. What kind of staffing is needed?

7. What kind of physical environment would best facilitate learning?
k

8. What kind of activity would provide an effective beginning to the
learning process?

9. What kind of learning agreement between staff and participants is
most desirable? What responsibilities are defined as "participant
responsibilities" and what are "staff responsibilities"? How is the'
agreement negotiated?

10. What is the best order or arrangement of activities?

11. ' How much time should be given for each activity?

12. How much time should be given for relaXation?

13. What are the best, ways to support the transfer of knowledge and
behavioral changes learned in the program to one's entire life?

. 14. 'What are the best ways to provide a meaningful end to the
learning experience, an ending which ie at the same time a
beginning to a new, ealthier lifestyle? . \

Gi
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Activities, Tools, and Techniques for Participative Learning
A

Unlike most teachers, facilitators using the participative learning
approach do a minimum of lecturing or instructing. The learning process is
a collaborative one in which the facilitators and participants work together
to shape the learning experience. Facilitators continually tailor course
content to meet the needs and interests of the participants while
recognizing differences in age groups,, ethnicity, knowledge, values,, and
life experiences. Facilitators guide, suggest, stimulate action, and serve as
resource persons. They avoid proViding all the answers by encouraging
particiPants to view each other as resources. Freedom to agree, question
or not question, speak or not speak, and guide the group to alternate ways
of thinking or ,acting are all identified as rights of both facilitators and
participants.

A major responsibility of facilitators is .to provide participants with
opportunities to have new experiences and to try out new behaviors in an
atmosphere which is supportive, caring, and nonthreatening.

Another major responsibility of facihtatori is to suggest and select
activities, tools, and technqiues for participative learning. This
responsibility is an integral part of the designing task. Activities are a
sequence of steps chosen to accomplish a specific learning objective. A
complete learning design consists of a sequence of activities. "Methods"
ang "exercises" are terms which are frequentl,* used interchangeably with
activities.

One common activity is lecturing. Other activities include: small and
large group discussions; panel presentations and discussions; brain-
storming; audio-visual presentations; demonstrations; role plays; and
interviews. Please refer to the Tips for Facilitators for detailed descrip-
tions and uses of these activities.

It takes considerable knowledge, skill, and experience with the parti-
cipative learning approach in order to most effectively employ it with older

-adults. A strong value commitment to the approach is also important.
Since many of us have probably acquired our health knowledge through tra-
ditionally overused means (lectures and reading), we may have a tendency
to communicate our knowledge through similar means. If you have limited
experience with this approach, we urge you to seek the assistance of those
who have had more experience. They can act as co-facilitators or
consultants or simply as a source of encouragement and moral support.

6
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THE PILLARS OF HEALTH PROMOTION

As you progress through A Healthy Old Age yOu have discovered the
why, when, where, and how of health Won-Talon programming and
implementation. What should a program include? As mentioned previously,
health promotion programs for older adults can encompass everything from a
simple blood pressure screening clinic to a multi-level community-based
approach to wellness. Based upon our experience at the Wallingford
Wellness Project, four themes have been identified as the pillars (the basic
necessities) of health promotion; stress management, nutrition, physical
fitness, and personal and community self-help.

In this section, the inter relationship of these themes, some common
health concerns of older adults and personal wellbeing is examined. This
information will, hopefully, set the stage for planning your own program.
Further information and resources for the pillars of health promotion and
some common health concerns are located in the Resources section of this
manual.

Stress Management

For many, old age is accompanied by a loss of financial security and
status, increased problems with' health and disrupted social supports.
These circumstances, coupled with negative stereotypes of aging and
resulting feelings of "having outlived usefulness" can contribute to high
levels of stress and tension. For some older adults, these stresses are
compounded by continuing cultural discrimination and the conflict between
traditional and contemporary social values and practices.

, Stress is a significant risk factor for -heart attack and stroke and a
contributor to other chronic illnesses. Consequently, reducing or managing
unnecessary or excessive stress is desirable for improving health and for
preventing or managing chronic diseases.

Learning how to identify stress and managing unwanted stress by
practicing and applying relaxation techniques in daily life would be useful
outcomes for a health promotion program that includes stress management as
one of its components.

Nutrition

A good diet is a cornerstone of good health. Studies show that poor
dietary choices, such as eating too much fat, salt, and sugar are related to
obesity, tooth decay, diabetes, heart diseasev and other illitesses. In a
more positive light, eating healthy food Ow/ides a body with energy,
strength, and an increased capacity to resist infection and disease.
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Today's most prevalent nutritional problems, for people of all ages, are
over-eating and ill-advised -food choices that provide calories but inadequate

zetients. Elders may also have to cope with a variety of physical and
I circumstances that affect proper nutrition. Loss of natural teeth,

reduced ability to digest food easily, decreased capacity to see, smell and
taste, phyiical limitations that hamper preparing food and limited food
budgets are just a few examples of problems that may get in the way of
insuring a good diet for an older person.

A nutrition education program designed specifically for, the .elderly
should take into account the special dietary and physical needs of its
participants as well as provide information and resources that support a
change to healthy food habits. The cultural preferences of participants for
particular foods and food combinations will also influence the content and
orientation of the nutrition program. For example, recognizing the reliance
upon rice and fresh vegetables as staples for Asian elderly guides the
development of presentations on complementary proteins and meat
substitution.

Possible goals for a nutrition course in a health promotion program
include: (1) gaining knowledge of good dietary guidelines; (2) providing
useful information with which to make educated choices regarding diet; and
(3) making 'positive changes in dietary habits through a gradual and
developmental process of reducing, substituting and eliminating less
healthful foods for healthier foods.

Physical Fitness

According to the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, a
high proportion of the physical decline attributed to aging is actually the
result of inactivity and inadequate nutrition. A regular program to improve
heart and lung endurance, muscle strength, and flexibility can halt or even
reverse that physical decline (Keeler, 1980). The American Heart Associ-
ation recently added inactivity as a risk factor for coronary heart disease.
Regular exercise may dontribute to reducing such other risk,factoes as
stress, obesity, and high blood pressure.

Inactivity is /accompanied by a cycle of poor circulation, muscle
atrophy, reduced strength and endurance, reduction in density of bones,
and fatigue. Regular exercise interrupts this cycle, affording a person
greater strength, more agility, and improved balance which can be used to
stop falls or to mitigate injuries. Through physical activity, a person
increases the likelihood of remaining mobile and of retaining an independent
lifestyle in old age.

4

Education and instructiOn is edsential to reach the. majority of older
people. Many people do not know what constitutes a good exercise program
or the amount of exertion necessary to obtain desired physical changes.
Only 30% of people age 50 and over are involved in regular exercise. - Unfor-
tunately, 68% believe they get all the exercise they need (Harris, 1978).
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Therefore, some goals for a health promotion -program's physical fitness, com-
ponent should include: (1) gaining a basic understanding of the physiologi-
cal effects of exercise:. (2) increasing flexibility and strength of muscles,
joints, and bones through learning and practicing various stretching
exercises and; (3) increasing heart and -lung fitness by regularly engaging
in aerobic exercises such as brisk walking, swimming, and biking.

Personal and Community Self-Help

Self-responsibility plays a key role in reducing health risks and
promoting health. According to former Health, Education and Welfare
secretary, Joseph Califano, "You the individual can do more for your own
health and wellbeing than any doctor, any hospital, any htfug, and exotic
medical device." (Healthy People, 1979, p. viii). Persona and Community
Self-Help looks at the issue oi self-responsibility as it relates to the health
of the individual and the health of the individual's community and environ-
ment. The purpose of this component in a health.promotion program is to
empower program participants so that they may assume more control Over
both personal health and the health and safety of their environment.

Two distinct _yet interrelated parts of Personal and Community
Self-Help (PCS) ar,:ssertiveness and other communication skills and the
application of these skills to community and social' issues. The PCS course

oteaches participants skills in constructively asserting their wants and
needs. This Ingredient is indispensible if participants are to translate the
useful knowledge gained in stress management, nutrition, and exercise into
lifestyle changes. Knowledge that a particular behavior or action could
contribute to one's health is useful only if one can assert his/her right to
act accordingly. For example, an older woman decides to reduce her intake
of high-fat cheeses and substitute those ith skim-milk cheeses. However,
the only grocery store accessible to hp does not carry skim-milk cheese.
In the PCS class, she can learn and p4actice the assertion skills needed to
go to the store manager with the recest that skim milk cheeses be
stocked.

Interpersonal communication skills can be used to address social issues
of concern to participants. This is important because, in spite of
significant health-enhancing changes made in personal life, one is still
subject to "unhealThy" enviTonmental conditions. The PCS component does
not tell participants which environmental condition's are unhealthy. It can,
however, help participants clarify their values, gain information about
issues of concern to them and learn techniques for addressing these issues.

Enabling people to assume more control over their lives begins by
helping them perceive themselves as effective "change agents" having the
right and ability to influence internal and external forces affecting their
lives.. Thus, learning how to assert feelings and values wi,thout hurting
others and learning how to ensure the health and safety of both the
indivilual and ,environment are goals of the Personal and Community
-Self-Help component.

z-
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Addressing Common Health Concerns

Although the pillars of health promotion form the primary content of a
comprehensive wellness program for older adults, the program can and
should address those health needs, concerns, and problems common among
the elderly. Inclusion of a session or a series of sessfons on the following
health concerns will enhance your programming and make it relevant to your
target population.

Adcidental Injuries
Alcohol Abuse
Arthritis
Cancer
Diabetes
Foot Care
Heart Conditions
Hypertension

Insomnia
Medicine Management
Normal Changes of Aging
Oral Health
Sensory Loss
Tobacco Smoking
Weight Control

V. Fact sheets containing information and resources for delivering a session on
these topics are provided in the Resources section under "Common Health
Concerns."

It is important to see both the pillars of health promotion and the
common health concerns as integrated parts of one program. The task of
balancing and integrating the different content areas requires an
understanding of the participants' needs and interest and their active
involvement in the planning process. For example, diabetes and
hypertension are particularly prevalent among Black elderly. Sessions
which focus on these topics may be special interest to participants.

The common health concerns can be incorporated into your health
promotion program by tying a specific topic to a core content subject. For

11:example, in the nutrition class you may want to ex d upon the materials
presented in the four nutrition class outlines by Cs e ng one or more
presentations on diabetes, oral health and/or weight co trol. Likewise, q
stress management course could be enhanced by additional information on
alcohol abuse, hypertension and/or insomnia. The commdn health concerns,
therefore, are offered as complement to the pillars of health prottotion.
They are tools to be used to expand, enhance and further integrate your

_ program offerings.

Synergy: `Putting It All Together

A comprehensive, integrated program That incorporates all four pillars
of health promotion and common health concerns is recommended. A

combined progrankof health education and group and ehvironmental support
for lifestyle change in each of these areas will contribute greatly to
enh4nced wellbeing and minimized impact of disease and disability.

At first glance,Ithe" task of developing a health promotion program that
encompasses all four pillars may seem too big to tackle. Limited staff,
financial and support service resources may hamper development of a
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comprehensive program in your setting. However, developing a
which includes all four areas will ulqmately take advantage of a s e stic
effect in promoting health. In other words, the whole will be greater nan
the sum of its parts.

To illustrate the concept of synergy as it reflects to health and
wellbeing, let us examine how combinations of unhealthy habits affect us.
The three leading causes of death in the United States are heart disease,
cancer, and stroke. These are among the arfray of "lifestyle" diseases that
arc caused in part by several risk factors including smoking, overweight,
lack of exercise, a diet high in salt, fats, and sugar, high lrels of stress
and tension and high blood pressure.

The deleterious effects of these, unhealthy behaviors multiply with the
number of risk factors present. That is to say, the more "sickness-styles"
a person has--such as poor diet, high stress, and lack of exercise--the
more risks that person faces in developing a chronic illness, much more so
than if the person had only one risk factor.

lfcior diet, inadequate exercise, high levels of Areas and tension and
environmenfal hazards are common risk factors; most.people need to mak%
healthy changes in at least one of theie areas if not more. Conversely,
health-promoting behavior changes practiced in tandem are cumulative in
effect: The healthier your diet is, the more weight you will lose which will
increase the physical benefits of exercise, which wilr, in turn, reduce
stress.

A health promotion program which addresses the need for healthy
lifestyle changes in the areas of nutrition, physical fitness, stress
maaswement and peraonal and community self-help and which provides the
skills-training and support needed for reducing risk factors, will enhance
the general level of "wellness" among program participants.
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VARIATIONS ON A BASIC THEME

The basic theme is promoting health and wellness through
self-activation and empowerment. There have been several variations on
this basic theme with respect to older adults. The purpose of this section
is to review self-care, peer advocacy, support networks and community
activation as they relate to health promotion.

Below are brief definitions for the four "variations on a basic theme"
presented in this section. One basic difference in these approaches is in
the number of individuals sharing the responsibility or collaborating in the
process of developing healthier lifestyles. For example, self-care
emphasizes the role of each individual in lifestyle change. Peer advocacy
focuses on older peers as catalysts and social supports in the change
procesa. Advocates 'of the support network approach to lifestyle change
focus on building broad-based support systems for older aduRs. The
community, activation approach envisions change at the community or
organizational level and involving larger numbers of older adults.

Self-Care. A process whereby a lay person can function effectively on
his her own behalf in health promotion and [disease] prevention and in
disease treatment at the level of the primary health resource in the
health care system. (Levin, 1979)-

Peer Advocacy.
and dignity so
today's world.

A means of supporting the elderly client's self-worth
that he/she is able to maintain independen us in
(Bolton and Dignum-Scott, 1979)

Support Networks. A set of relations involving the giving and receiving
of objects, seofices, social and emotional supports defined by the giver
and receiver as necessary or at least helpful in Maintaining a style of
life. (Lopata, 1975)

Community Activation. An organized group effort to achieve a common
goal that is beneficial to all involved.

On- the following pages are more detailed descriptions of each of these
approaches. Resources, including some of -the many prOgrams which exemplify
each approach are also listed.
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Self-Care

Proponents of the self-care approach believe that personal health and
wellbeing can be significantly improved through action initiated by the
individual. Self-care goals are promoting health as well as preventing,. detecting, and treating disease. Self-care education draws from and builds
upon the knowledge and skills -one already possesses; the emphasis is on
the individual as decision-maker. As Norris (1979) explains, "the essence
of the self-care movement is control, responsibility, freedom, expanded
options, and an improved quality of life."

Butler (1979) proposes that self-care be thought of as a series of
concentric pircles. The inner circle would include those /asks which are
part of our daily routine: basic hygiene and dental care; nutrition; simple
first aid. For exaMple, substituting low-fat foods for those with a high fat'
content into the weekly menu plan represents this level of activity. The
second ring would intlude patient education and consumer health education
programs which may result in new health enhancing behaviors, e.g., smoking
cessation. The third and outermost ring would include those activities which
require skills traditionally available only to health-care professionals, e.g.,
learning to eve an insulin injection, taking a blood pressure reading or
doing a complete physical exam. These skills can be acquired through
educational programs often conducted by a nurse or physician.

While self-care may *lot cure the ailments that often accompany aging,
it may slow the advance of some disease processes and improve the quality
of life. When older ,adults are able to attain maximum control- over their
bodies, they also gain a sense of' greater control -over their entire lives,
their sense of wellbeing and purposefulness. Self-care'skills can help them
gain renewed confidence in their abilities. Another benefit of the self-care
approach may be a reduction in health care costs resulting from a decreased
and more appropriate use of health care services.

Four primary sources or self-care information are- available: arents,
the media, self-help groups, and professionals. Mothers have-prqbably been
the most effective practitioners and teachers of self-care. A majority of
our health care practices are learned at home, and much of this learning
seems to stay with us for life. The niedia, especially in recent years, is ,

another source of self-care information. Broad-scale campaigns have been.
waged to enhance awareness of the health risks associated with lifestyle
behaviors and to recommend actions individuals can take to reduce the
health risks (DSHS, 1980; Farquhar, 1977).

Self-help groups offer participants support base f changing
behavior in addition to providing informati n. Williamsen and Danaber
(1978) outline four kinds of self-help groups which include aspects of self-
care. Patient education groups focus on disease (e.g. ,diabetes, arthritis,
or hypertension) and developing the necessary skills required for management
of that disease. Rehabilitation groups help patients with various chronic
conditions or disabilities through sharing experiences, support, and methods
of coping with the situation. Behavioral modification groups such as Weight
Watchers and smoking cessation groups focus on changing all types of behaviors

71
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which contribute to poor health. A fourth type of,group focuses on reducing
risks to disease and includes areas such as nutrition, stress management,
aerobic exercise, and general consumer health education. These groups
exemplify a self-care approach to health promotion.

While most self-help groups are run by lay persons, prevention and
patient education self-help groups are often organized and conducted by
health educators and/or other health care professionals. Physicians and
nurses conduct a significant amount of education for self-care in clinics,
hospitals, and other health care settings.

Self-Care Programs

Self-Care for Senior Citizens
Department of Community and Family Medicine
Dartmouth Medical School
Hanover, NH 03755

This program consists of 13,two-hour sessions, monthly newsletters,
and 6 month reunions. .Session topics include: responsibility for health
care, facts and fallacies of medications, emergencies, common illnesses,
Chtonic conditions, lifestyle change, exercise, nutrition, emotional
wellbeing, and'disdevering and using social services.

Realizing Opportunities for Self-Exploration (ROSE)
Institute of Community Studies
1020 East 63rd Street
Kansas City, MO 64110

Thia program' offers a variety of learning experiences to slier
attitudes, facilitate growth; and expand appreciation of oneself.' Twelve
1-hour sessions' cover such areas as movement, special skill and interest
building techniques, stress reduction, and personal growth.

.Healthy Lifestyles for Seniors
'Meals for Millions Foundation
1800 Olympic Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 9040.4

41

-

This six-month program model with twice weekly clas'ses emphasizes
self-aasessment skills for physical and emotional wellbeing; nutrition;
exercide; and stress management. Developing a 'cooperative and
cOnstructive relationship between an interdisciplinary team of professionals
dnd participants to enhance the relevance and success.of individual plans
for lifestyle- bhange is a distinctive goal of the. program.

The project has developed S program development manual for service
Oroviders entitled, Health Lifestyle. for Seniors: An Interdisciplinary,
Approach to Healthy A A

72
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Self-Care Resources

Kosidlak, J. G. Self-help for senior citizenp. Journal of Gerontological
Nursing, 1980, 6(11), 663-668.

This article describes a self-care/medical self-help course for the elderly,'
taking the reader through the entire evolutionary process. Contains invalu-
able insight and information for anyone thinking of starting such a course.

Levin, L. S., Katz, A. H. &' Ho 1st, E. Self-Care: Lay initiatives in
health, (2nd Ed.): New York: Prodist, 1979.

A must fpr anyone interested in self-care, this book reviews the past,
present, and future of the self-care movement. Many issues are explored
incluging professional, ethical, and legal implications. It also contains
perhaps the most extensive annotated bibliography on self-care which has
been updated for the se-cond edition.

Sehnert, K . 'W. How to be your own doctorSometimes. New York: Grosset
te. Dunlap, 1975.

A comprehensive and practical guide to medical self-help in which the
"activated patient" is defined and explored. Self-help guides for inter-
'vention in common illnesses and emergencies are provided along with guide-
lines for self-examination. The book also contains a listing of self-help
pamphlets and guides which are available to the public.

U.S. Department of Heat? & Human Services. A guile to medical self-care
and self-help groups for the elderly (Rev:" ed. . NIH Publication
No. 80-1687, 1980.

A 28-page pamphlet which briefly defines and traces the emergence of self-
care and self-help, emphasizing their importance to the wellbeing of' older
adults. Several self-help groups of interest tO the elderly are also
described.

Clearinghouses

National Self-Help Clearinghouse
Graduate School and University Center/CUNY
33 West 42nd Street, Room 1227
New York, NY 10036

Provides information on various self-help groups across the country.
Publishes a highly informative newsletter, "Self-Help Reporter" bimonthly as
well as several publications of interest. These include:

Annotated Bibliography on Self-Help Mutual Aid, 1975-1977, $3.25.
Building Self-Help Grotkps Among Older Persons.: A Training Curriculum

to Prepare Organizers, $15.00.
flow to Organize a Self-Help Group, $3.00.

7 -)
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Further information, including a complete list of publications, is available
upon request.

National Clearinghouse on Aging
SCAN Social Gerontology Resource Center
P.O. Box 231
Silver Spring, MD 20907

Several bibliographies on the following topies are available upon request:
family support, peer counseling and self-help, alternative services, day care,
family relationships, group housing, institutionalization, organizafions, and
service planning/management/evaluation. Up to five bibliographies may be
sent per request.
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Peer Advocicy

Peer advocikcy focuses on promoting the supports necessary for an
older adult to maintain maximum independence. Enhaticing one's self-'worth
and dignity is an integral aspect or this' appyoach. Tlie advocate helps
his/her peers by informing them of -available services,. helpinethem secure
needed services, instilling confidence, and acting as role modela so that
individuals will eventually become their,own advocates. Peer advocates
educate, refer, offer support, and prarde companionship in a number of
settings including senior centers, nursing homes, hospitals, clinics,
nuti:ition program sites, and frequently in an older person's home or
apartment.

The primary strength of the peer advocacy approach is on the"
advocates' ability to 'empathize and identify with the persons being-helped.
Shared life experiences and similar ethnic, cultural, social, and economid
backgrounds help. peer advocates to overcome many barriers that younger
professionals may encounter. Peer advocates provide an example of
successful aging and illuatrate tlye ability to -assume new roles and remain
actively involved in community living.

Peer advocates generally reCeive some formal training from
professionals within the agency which sponsors them. The infotmation,
skills training, and values clarification are intended to dispel myths and
stereotypic thinking about the abilities and needs of the elderly and to
focus on the positive aspects of aging. Interviewing and communication
skills are especially emphasized. ' To be effective advocates, older adults
must learn to view their own life experiences and those of their peers as
valuable in meeting the new life challenges that come with advancing age.

Peer advocates can have many roles in comprehensive health promotion
programs. For example, in the Wallingford Wellness Project, many program
graduates are now leading the ongoing classes. These "Wellness Advocates"
as they named themselves, supplemented their basic health promotion.
training program with six additional three-hour sessions in group facilitation
and leadership skills.

The advocates also can assist individual participants with specific
health concerns. For example, an individual who is having difficulty
communicating with his/her health care provider can use, the skills of the
advocate in several ways: to improve his/her own communication skills so
that the client/provider relationship is improved; to act as a mediator or a
communication facilitator in face-to-face encounters with the provider; or to
direct the individual to alternative sources of the needed information or
serVice.

Recruitment and selection of appropriate advocates is as important as
the type of training program offered. The best recruitment .results will
probably be obtained by using a combination of strategies, for example,
notices in newsletteits and bulletins; posters in social security agencies,
service agencies, grocery stores, public transportation; referrals from
professionals; and nominations from the elderly themselves. Selection
should be based on clearly identified -criteria, -for example: physical and
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mental health, warmth, sensitivity and compassion; ability to accept others
with differing values and beliefs; and involvement in the community.

Peer Advocacy Programs

Elderly Homebound Program
The Institute of Study for Older Adults
The Division of Continuing Education
NeW York City Community College of the City
University of New York
450 West 41st Street
New York, NY 10036

This program, designed to bring continuing education courses to
elderly shut-ins, trains older adults to act as "learning companions." Each
companion*.attends two-hour classes for ten weeks and then vitits -an elderly
shut-in who is also taking the course, to review and discuss course content.
Course materials are based largely on televised programs since most shut-ins
have access to TVs. The companions,enrich their own learning experiences
and gain satisfaction from helping someone else, and the sh t-in receives
intellectual stimulation, a feeling of accomplishment, and a duction in
feelings of isolation.

Community-Based Comprehensive Care for the Elderly
Institute on Aging
Univ.ersity of Washington
Seattle, WA 98109

This interdisciplinary team project (nurse, social worker, health
educator) involves the Seattle Housing Authority, Visiting Nurse Service,
and Area A,gency on Aging in training peer advocates to improve access to
health and social services for the low-income elderly residing in two
publicly financed housing projects and surrounding neighborhoo s. By
working with existing community-based service providers, the am has
developed a peer advocacy model for providing a continuum o multi-
disciplinary, integrated health and social services to the elderl on' a
long-term basis.

0
Peer Counseling for Elderly Persons (PEP)
11estaide Senior Health and Counseling Center
2125 Arizona Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90404

The PEP program, sponsored by the Westside Senior Health and
Counseling Center, provides peer counseling to older adulti who are
experiencing anxiety, loneliness, or depression. Counselors are trained to
help their peers remain in the community and enjoy an increased sehse of
independence and self esteem.

7 b
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Turner Learning Programs
Turner Geriatric Clinic
University of Michigan Hospital
1010 Wall Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Ogun as a complement to the Turner Geriatric Clinic's outpatient
services, peer counselors were trained to organize monthly health education
workshops on topics of interest to the elderly. .They quickly expanded this
role in response to the needs expressed by elderly program participants.
The peer counselors now provide social services, medical and health
information through workshops, and psychological assistance through
individual and support groups.

Peer Counselor Training Project
University of Minnesota
3300 University Ave., Room #290
Minneapolis, MN 55414

This project has developed a model and a process for sel4ting,
training, and supervising older adults as peer counselors. A packet of
training materials that can be used by 'other programs is available.

Volunteer Health Advocates
Health Education Office
NRTA AARP
1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20049

Sponsored by the National Retired Teachers Association and American
Association of Retired Persons, volunteers establish health education
programs for community groups, nursing homes, day care centers, churches,
etc.

Senior Companion Program (SCP) -

Contact: ACTION Regional Office
or call: (800) 424-8580

Low income persons 60 years or older provide services to adults with
physical and/or mental impairments. Services provided include linking
clients to appropriate community services and providing companionship and
caring with the focus on helping homebound elderly to continue to maintain
independent living.

Peer Advocacy Resources

Besker, F. & Zarit, S. H. Training olde; adults as peer counselors.
Educational Gerontology, 1978, 3, 241-250.

A program of peer counselor training was conducted to evaluate the
acquisition of counseling skills by older volunteers. Modeled on similar
programs developed for younger) paraprofessionals, the course emphasized
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the learning of three core therapeutic conditions: empathy, warmth, and
genuineness; it also contained information on the aging process to reduce
stereotypic thinking. The results indicated that the trained groups
changed significantly compared to two of the .threa core dimensions,
empathy and warmth, and had scores on all three scales above the minimum
necessary for effective counseling. These findings suggest the potential
for older persons to provide supportive, peer-counseling services. (Article
Abstract)

Friedman, S. The residential welcoming committee: Institutionalized elderly
s in volunteer service to their peers. The Gerontologist, 1975, 15(4),

362-367. /

This paper.describes the experience of a group of-relatively impaired, insti-
tutionalized elderly in a program, of volunteer service to their peers. The

7:focus of discussion is upon the volu eer group ifself, its weekly group
meetingi3, and the meaning that this ind of group experience has for its
members. The group experiences that are described demonstrate the con-
tinued potential for change and the ongoing need for self-determination
existing in adyanced old age and point to the possibilities for both helping
and being helped that are available in this ,type of volunteer program.
(Article Abstract) ,

Ganikos, M. L. (Ed.). Counseling the aged: A training s llabus for
educators. Washington D. C.: linerican Personnel and ancegssoci-
ation, 1979. .

This is a very compfete and informative manual for anyone interested in
establishing an advocacy ,program. The different aspects of aging, special
crisis situations, and the special considerations of minority aged are dis-
cussed. An entire section is devoted to the role of peer counselors and
their training.

Toseland, R. W. et al. A community outreach program for socially isolated
older persons. Journal of Gerontological Social Work, 1979, 1(3).-

A pilot outreach program was designed to reduce social isolation and meet
the social service needs of elderly living in the community. In order to
meet the social service needs of 72 socially isolated older persons, peer
counselors used a problem-solving casework approach focused on enhancing
self-help skills. Cominunity development efforts and networking techniques
were implemented to encourage participants to expand. their social, inter-
action networks and develop peer support-systems. An evaluation of the
pilot program suggests that it was successful in decreasing social isolation
and in meeting the social service needs of those who were served. (Article
Abstract).

Waters, E., Fink, S., & White, B. Peer group counseling for older people.
Educational Gerontology, 1976, 1(2), 157-169.

For a variety of reasons, psychological services are largely unavailable for -
older people who want help in coping with their interpersonal problems.
Group counseling, when it is used, proves to 'be an effective and efficient
method for meeting their needs. It also addresses the reality of the limited
numbers of gerontologically-trained professionals currently available in the
field. A recently attainable and largely untapped resource for working with
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this population is older people themselves. The Continuum Center of Oakland
University selects, trains, and supervises older men and women, who serve
as paraprofessional group leaders in a self-exploration program offered in a
variety of community centers in the Detroit metropolitan area. The service
and training programs, and- 80111e of the outcomes for clVents and group leaders,
are briefly described. (Article Abstract)

ft
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Support Networks

This approach emphasizes the importance of having support and
encouragement for making individual lifestyle changes. Lopata (1975)

defines support :fiystems as a "set of relations involving the giving and
receiving of objects, services, social and emotional supports defined by the-
giver and the receiver as necessary or at least helpful in maintaining ai
style of life." These support networks help us aaapt and cope with changes
in our lives.

N.%

For the elderly, support networks often are not in place or readily
accessible. Older adults are often subject to many losses which negatively-
influence their wellbeing. Longstanding relationships may be disrupted by,
the death of a spouse or friend, retirement, impaired health, limited
mobility, or relocation from familiar surroundings to senior housing or
nursing homes. These multiple losses result in decreased opportunity. for
interaction with others, and often, foreed isolation.

Support networks can provide the elderly with the means for bringink
stability and meaning to their lives and helping them maintain autonomy.
When supportive ties are missing the coping abilities of the elderly can
erode so drastically that they decline into dependency. One study found
that the lack or presence of supportive care, primarily from family, was the
best predictor of placement in institutionalized care (Brody, Paulschok, &
Maciocchi, 1978).

Voluntary and informal helping relationships between older adults and
their family, and neighbors are critical in providihg support to the
elderly (Ehrlich, 79). The family is the primary helper in this "informal"
network. According to Shanas, "Family help, particularly in time of illness,
exchange of services, and regular visits are common among old people and
their children and relatives whether or not they live under a single roof"
(1979). It is the "emotional bond" between children and their parents which(
is the critical factor in this assistance.

There are several factors', however, which affect a family's ability to
care for elderly members. Today's mobile society has resulted in many of
the elderly being unable to live close enough to their children for frequent
visits. Because of the historical trend toward smaller families, the elderly
have fewer children to call on for assistance. Also, with the growing number
of women in the work force, it is becoming increasingly difficult for women
to continue assuming the major role in the care of their elderly parents
(Trees, 1,977).

Women have a longer life expectancy than men. They are more likely
to become widowed while men usually remain married up to the time of their
death. Women are also less likely to remarry than widowers. Accordingly,
women have a lesser chance of retaining supportive relationships with
spouses, than do males (Monk, 1979).

Longer life expectancies for both men and women have created a wider
age range among older adults. It is not uncommon to find elderly persons
in their sixties and early seventies with parents still living. This may
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present a major challenge to adult children, who are themeelves uncirgoing
the changes of retirement , etc. , to continue to provide for their aged
pa;ents (Monk, 1979).

Many older persons alio rely"on friends and neighbors for needed
assistance and support. Reiardless of who the helper is, natural netvorks
are very important sources of support for the elderly. Persons with many
informal supports are found to have a 'bore positive self-concept, be emo-
tionally healthier, more likely to plan for the future, participate in more
leisure time activities, and be less likely to feel depressed or alienated.
They have a greater feeling of security because they know they have someone
to turn to in time of crisis or illness (Stephens, 1978).

Clubs, ortanizations, church groups, and self-help groups can alsO be
great sources of assistance to older individuals. .For those with few primary
sdpports these groups can be very effective in assuming many of the functions

raw* of a natural network. A few examples of support groups are: Residential
Welcoming Committees for new residents of nursing homes; Neighborhood Watch
Programs, where residents keep tabs 13 n their neighbors and work to reduce
crime in their neighborhoods; Widow Support Groups to help recently widowed
persons adjust to their loss; and the Gray Panthers, wilt, actively lobbmfor
local and national legislation to benefit the elderly and work to improve n'W.
self-image of older persons by providing positive age group identification.

Mutual aid and support groups are important ingredients in comprehensive
health promotion promms. Whether it is family members, old friends and
neighbors, a new acquntance and fellow classmates who provide encouragement
for healthy lifestyle changes,.their support can be critical.

1

This support can take many forms, some carefully structured, others a
natural evolution. The family group which is willing °to try a healthy new
alternative to grandmother's famous marzipan at Sunday dinner is supporting
.her efforts to make positive changes and the old fishing buddy who does
not criticize his friend for substituting juice for the traditional two
six-packs of beer is also providing support.

Classmates who form an informal "walking club" to continue their
aerobic walking after formal training ends are creating a support network to
help each other maintain the healthy changes they have undertaken. The
group that negotiates with the senior center director to provide a meeting
space for an ongoing health promotion discussion group is creating its own
structured internal support system for making eid maintaining positive
changes. Individual and group support for 'healthy living 'styles is
necessary for most people, particularly as they attempt to change the habits
and behaviors of a lifetitne.

When help is needed which is beyond the capabilities of informal- net-
works, formal support systems are called upon. These supports are
compote(' mainly of community service agencies that provide alternatives to
premature institutionalization. Thess services include, for example:
emergency food and shelter program's.; home-delivered meals and grocery
services; adult day care centers; visiting nurse services; homemaker

c.4
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serviccs; congregate dining and lunch programs; transportation services;
legal assistance;: housing assistance and rent subsidies; telephone
reassurance; and friendly visitor programs.

Support Network Tgrams

Elder Project
Kent Schpol of Social Work
University of Louisville

KY 90292

This rogram enhances and strengthens networks among older persons
in a specific neighborhood by invOring small groups in weekly educational
meetings.: Further information is 514ailable upon request.

Natural Supports Program
Community Service Society
105 East 22 Straet
New York, N.Y. 10010

This program provides support services to relatiVes and friends who
are involved as ..caregivers to older adults. The caregivers receive educa-
tion ab'out aging, information about services, benefits to which the elderly,
may be eligible for, homecare skills, and' the -opportunity to Share Iheir
experiences tgfth other caregivers. InformEttiop and, a list of program
publications are available upon request..

Senior Actualization and Growth ExplorfitiOns (SAGE)
1713A Grove Street
Beakeley, CA 99709

Through the use of many experiential 'processes, incltkling physical
and psychological exercises, participants in SAGE expand their ayrareness
and appreciation of themselves and thotr sense of community anti avail
themselves of ongoing health-supporting, activities.r

Support Network ResotirceS

The clearinghouses listed in the Self-are secan provide useful
,information abourisupport networks.

Blythe. B. J. Sociai support networks iri health care and
In J. K. Whittaket & J. Garbarin0 (Eds.), Social su
Informal lpin in the human seritcee. HawIFFne,

health promotion.
ort networks:

Aldine, 1982.

Describes model rojects using formal and informal .social networks td
promote health beTavior. Providesd guidelines for developing rtew networks,
summoning existin networks ancle,hypportirig caregivers.

4.
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Caplan, G. & Kil files, M. (Eds.). Support systems and mutual help:
Multidisciplinary explorations. New York: Grune & Stratton, 1976%

This book provides an excellent review of the mutual help aspect of support
systems. Several chapters, including "The Family as Support Systein", are
particularly useful in understanding the importance ',-ef (upportive
relationships for the eThze.rly.

Collins, A. H. & Paricoast, D. L. Natural helping networks: A strategy
for prevention.' Washington, D.C.: National Association of ,Social

- Workers, 1976.
In this book, several helping network programs are outlined. The authors
provide useful observations and guidelines for working .,with natural
helpers.

0 to
Euster, G. L. A system of groups in institutions for the aged. Social .

Casework, 1971, 52(8) 523-529.
A system of groups for institutionalized elderly is proposed as a means of
improving the quality of their lives. An overview of the problems of
institutionalaation is given alonk with detailed outlines of the various
groups proposed'.

Moulthrop, H. E., & Roxborough, J. Network support ,for the aged: The
viable alternative to^ institutionalization. Journal of Gerontologital
Nur§,ing, 1978, 4(6), 64-66.

The authors advocate the exploration and development of netwOrks for the
elderly as alternatives to inStitutionalization. Directed at medical' personnel,
it offers examples of how these networks can be utilized to improve the health
and wellbeing of elderly individuals.

4

Pilsiik, M. & Minkler, M. 'Supportive networks: Life ties for the elderly.
Journal of Social Issues, 1980, 36(2), 95-116.

Recent studies suggest that the increased vulnerability of the older person ,

to physical and/or mental .breakdown is related to loss or deficiency in the
pattern -of, supportive ties. q

Various programs have adressed the differences in social support for
older people in markedly different ways. Six different programs are
examined -to illustrate the imporfance of attention to health status,
ethnicity, and style of life in the provision of social support. By
evaluating the offerings of these programs against the concepts of network
theory we are able to show how the needs f)or social support amohg the
elderly are highly differentiated and deserving of equally differentiated
'forms of response. (Article Abstract) w:

Ruffini, J. L. & Todd, H. F. A network model for leadership development
among the elderly. The Gerontologist, 1979, 19(2), 158-162.

A network model for the organization of the elderly for self-help and the ,

development of leadership is described. While more research is needed, to
determine which variables are associated with degrees of willingness to
participate iri organizations, and to help needy peers, the relatively flexible
network model described is recommended as the most approp te for those

4
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concerned with organizing all types of elderly, even if only minimally, on a
large settle, for a sustained period of time. (Article Abstract)

Pamphlet s
%.Irwin, T. Afte%r 65: Resources for self-reliance. Public AffairS Pamphlet

No. 50117
This pamphlet considers the wide range of social serviees that help the
elderly help themselves. As the pamphlet states, "The key to keeping up
our spirits and wellbeing as we grow older, lies in knowing what resources
and services are available, and in using these factlities to advantage.

Ogg, E. Partn in coping: Groups for self and mutual help. Public
Affairs Pamphlet No. 559.

This pamphlet gives a general overview of the self-help" movement, describing
several groups now in existence. It provides useful hints on how to establish
a self-help group.

These(pamphlets are available.from:

Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
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Community Activation

In previous sections, self-responsibility has been identified as essential I

to improving one's health and wellbeing. There are, however, many factors
affecting one's ability to lead a healthy life which are beyond immediate
individual control. For the elderly, fixed incomes, housing proble-ms, and
high crime rates are examples of a few of the problems they encounter..
The elderly, through community activation, can begin to take charge of
situations which previously may have left them feeling helpless.

Community activation is self-care, peer-advocacy, and support
networks on a large-group basis. It involves an organized group effort to
achieve a common goal that is beneficial to all involved. In this context, a
community can be a neighborhood, a senior housing complex, a nursing
home, church group, or any other group of pertons who share a common
problem, situation, or interest.

The purpose of a community activation approach is to increase group
effectiveness as decision=makers. The approach requires active and respon-
sible involvement in a process of identifying unmee needs, analyzing the
availability of resources to meet those needs, and generating proposals for
allocating whatever local and/or outside support is needed to alleviate the
identified problems. Although knowledge of the existing resources in the
community is an essential basis for the community activation approach,
frequently resources or services are linked together to create an effect on
the idgntified need or problem.

The Wallingford Wellness Project provides an example of how a health
promotion program involves community ,activation. Through the Personal
and community Self-Help coNponent of the training, project participants
begin to examine issues which affect their health and safety. They learn to
recognize conditions that may be harmful nbt only in the larger community
environment, but in their own homes and neighborhoods. Members begin
by making personal changes such as reading food labels to check for
additives, by recycling, or by using alternate forms of transporation.
Through assertion training, particip.ants learn how to assert themselves
personally and take charge of a situation. As their confidence and
independence grows, they move on to discuss the broader issues such as
the'high cost of food, ecology, social security, and legislation affecting
their community. By planning and prioritizing strategies together, partici-
pants begin to explore ways in which they, as a group, can deal with these
problems.

The Growing Younger,Program in Boise, Idaho also represents a community
activation approach to promoting health and wellbeing in an older population.-
Senior citizens are organized into small neighborhood groups to offer each
other long-term support for the 'good health of the members and the communities.
The focus of the groups is on positive health aati wellness. Each group
has the opportunity to explore exercise, relaxation, nutrition, self-care and
other topics vital to good health.
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There are numeious examples of community activation -projects that can
be, specifically designed for an older population. Recycling paper, glass,
and aluminum not only helps to reduce waste and improve the ecology, but
also raises .a little money. If transportation, of bulky items is not a
problem, any group can recycle.

"Neighborhood Watch" programs are another good example of organizing
for a community's wellbeing. Community residents watch each other's homes
when residents are away, reporting suspicious activities, tagging valuables
with identificat)on numbers, and accompanying each other on shopping trips.

Community health fairs are ideal for spreading the word about health
promotion and making informed choices about factors affecting health.

r, Sponsoring a fair involves a great deal of planning and coordination with
'-other community organizations. Less experienced groups may want ttrfirst

get involved with sponsoring a booth at a carnival or street fair.

Community Activation Resources

O.M. Collective. The Organizer's Manual, New York: Bantam Books, 1971.
Written as a result of the student mo'went of the 1960§ and early 1970s,
this book is nevertheless invaluable foi anyone involved in community
activation. This book is a guide for organizing and mobilizing communities.

Ruffini, J. L., & Todd, H. F., Jr. A network model for leadership among
the elderly. The Gerontologist, 1979, 19(2), 158-162.

The authors describe a network inodel designed to organize the elderly for
community leadership and self-help. The outlined program provides an
excellent example of elderly volunteers assuming different levels of
involvement and responsibility within the gompunity.

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. Toward a healthy community
(A model fair), DHHS Pub. No. (PHS) 80-50112, Washington, D.C.:
Gi5vTir-F-nenT-Printing Office, 1980.

This pamphlet describes a 1979 health fair sponsored by HEW in Washington,
D.C. Included are a discussion of the planning and development stages and
an evaluation of the project. It offers excellent tips for any group
contemplating their own health fair.

National Council of Senior Citizens
1511 K Street, N.W., Suite 540
Washington, D.C. 20005

Publishes Criminal Justice and the Elderly, a newsletter 'describing
crime preventioneraiTs by o1der-041i T across the country.
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National Self-Help Clearinghouse
Graduate School and University Center/CUNY
33 West 42nd Street, Room 1227
New York, New York 10036

Publishes Se lf:-Help Re orter, a newsletter which updates the activities
of groups across the country including barter networks, home maintenance
groups, tenant groups, food co-ops, conservation groups, etc.

Self-care, peer advocacy, support networks and community activation
are closely interrelated. Community activation strategies, of necessity,
incorporate aspects of peer advocacy and support networks. Self-care
experiences may provide the motivation to addres community need, such as
a mecijcal emergency information hotline, or a community policy of pharma-
cists willingly providing consumer information on drug interactions.

The approach which is emphasized in a particular program depends upon
participant needs, interests, and resources. A health promotion program in
a nursing home for the severely impaired may choose to emphasize a peer
advocacy approach, with volunteers working closely with family and other
health care providers to create the healthiest possible living situations for
residents. In this setting, self-care is another viable program component.
Even severely impaired residents may be able to effectively monitor some of
their own needs and functions, as well as possibly those of roommates or
fellow residents. This .can be built into support among the residents for
the healthy changes which are the goal of the health promotion Program.

Like the pillars of health promotion, self-care, peer advocacy, support
networks and community activation work synergistically. Incorporating and ,

integrating two or more approaches can increase the impact and effectiveness
of your program.

.P
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TIPS FOR FACILITATORS

Immediately following this section are four curriculum modules for each
of the subject areas we believe should comprise the foundation of a health
promotion program: Stress Management, Nutrition, Physical Fitness and
Personal and Community Self-Help.

Each set of modules follows the same format for topic p sentation:

Session One: An Overview of the Topic'
Session Two: Basic Strategies for Incorporation intd Lifestyle
Session Three: Specific Technique
Session Four: Specific Technique

For example, the Stress Management module contains:

Sessipn One: An Overview of Stress and Stress Management
Session Two: Basic Strategies to Identify and Manage

Stress in Your Life
Session Three: Relaxation TechniquV
Session Four: Time Management

The outines provide, in essence, a framework of possibilities. Each
session contains an agenda, activities, information, group exercises,
handouts (which you may reproduce for distribution to participants) and
other materials.

Depending upon your resources and your program participants'
interests and capabilities, these sixteen sessions may comprise your entire
wellness program or they may- serve as a starting point for a more
extensive program.

The purpose of the "Tips for Facilitators" section is to help course
facilitators use the participative learning approach in conducting these
sessions. The guidelines and principles presented are based upon the
experience of what worked and ,did not work in the Wallingford Wellness
Project and from ,readings in participative learning.

This section considers the three most important responsibilities of the
facilitator. First, the facilitator must establish learning goals and
objectives to promote health among participants. Then, after decisions
about learning designs have been made and learning activities and tools
have been selected, the facilitator must direct attention to creating the most
supportive, and nonthreatening atmosphere possible for the participants.
Finally, the facilitator must effectively guide interactions between' -
participants so that the learning objectives Will be achieved.

The last part of this section describes educational activities and tools
which have been successfully used by facilitators in the Wallingford Wellness
Project. As defined elsewhere in this sourcebook, activities refer to the
steps needed to attain an objective and tools are those forms which
participants complete.
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Establishing Learning Goals and Objectives

The broad learning goals for promoting he\lth should be formulated
even before recruiting participants. Goals you may want to establish for
non-institutionalized older adults may includk- increasing independence,
self-worth, knowledge about normal changes that come with advancing age,
knowledge of coping skills, and use of problem solving skills in making new
adjustments. Goals to consider for institutionalized older adults may be to
stimulate verbalization, to decrease isolation by increasing interaction among
group members, to foster independence, to reneW interest and skills in
social relationships, and to decrease dependence on institutional staff.

Once goals have been, formulated and the needs, interests, concerns .
educational level, and other important characteristics of participants have
been determined, specific objectives need to be decided upon. The key
learning objectives in a health promotion class take into consideration an
'assumption of progression of learning. This concept allows for varying
learner styles and the ability to integrate and apply new information. By
setting objectives along this continuum of learning, participants can
progress at their own rate and use their own style.

This progression approximates these steps: increased awareness,
understanding, decision making, experimentation, and evaluation. Using
stress management as an example, the five objectives for learning include:

1. Increasing awareness: 'Can I recognize When I am experiencing
stress?' Am I aware of my bodily responses and my emotional
responses? Can I. identify situations and events (called
stressors) that elicit a stress response in me? Do I notice that
individuals experience stressors differently?

2. Understanding: Am I aware of the relationship between life
changes and stress? Do I accept stress as a natural part of all
life but realize stress overload (distress) can lead to malfunction,
disease, exhaustion, and even death? Do I understand that
deprivation, or understimulation, as .well as overstimulation,
frustration, and, adaptation to change are factors that cause
stress? Am I aware that skills can be learned to induce deep
relaxation and that the effectiveness of these skills increases with
regular practice?

3. Decision making: Can I change my attitude, if I so wish, to
influence the way I interpret a potentially stressful situation?
What value is there for me in learning Jechniques to modify my
response to stressors? What will the benefits and disadvantages
be if I attempt to modify undesirable situations' that affect me
and/or my community?

4. Experimentation: Am I practicing the techniques I learned in
class at home? What can I do to encourage and reinforce my
motivation to practice?

3
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5. Evaluation: Which technique(s) is(are) the most useful to me?
Do I need to make any changes in the technique to meet my needs'
appropriately? Do I take action in managing stressful situations
when possible? Do I use a relaxation technique on a regular
basis? Do I take "change of pace" breaks during the clay and
time off (day outings, vacations) on a regular basis? Do I use a
"body scan" to*locate and release tension daily?

Creating A Participative Learning Climate

There are a number of facilitator qualities and skills which help to
create a positive climate for risking and sharing. Warmth, sincerity,
patience, understanding, flexibility, and perserverance are all human
qualities which help to create a climate of openness and trust. Skills in
interpersonal communication, listening, and empathizing are also important.

In creating a positive learning climate, a facilitator should do the
following:

--Determine the educational level and life experience of the group as a
whole, and proceed from there.

-Provide a non-threatening atmosphere which encourages participants to
express their ideas, opinions, and personal experiences.

-Provide positive and constructive feedback to each participant; ask for
feedback from participants about the facilitator's role.

Ask questions to stimulate participation in discussion.

- Challenge participants without attacking their self-worth,
self-confidence, or integrity.

-Ask questions which orient or reorient participants to the task or topic
of discussion.

- Encourage participants to share their resources with one another.
!

- Recognize when a problem exists in group interaction and determine
it should be discussed with the group or dealt with on -*an individual-
basis.

- Be aware of participant body language as a means- of conveying
involvement or withdrawal in a group environment.

- Be flexible and willing to modify educational plans in order to meet the
needs of participants.

46.
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Facilitaiing Interaction Among Participants

Much, if not most pf the learning that occurs when using the
participative learning approach is the result of interaction among
participants. This interaction is most frequently verbal interaction, e.g.,
discussion. However, behavioral interaction is also an,important dimension
of learning, such as giving support to one another through hugs and
giving each other stress reducing back rubs.

The guidelines for creating a positive learning climate outlined earlier
are equally applicable to facilitating.interaction. There are several other
suggestions fdr the facilitator to keep in mind. These also have the effect
of creating a more positive learning environment.

-Begin sessions with "get acquainted" non-threatening activities and
gradually move toward more complex, personally involved activities.

Give clear,
1
concise °instructions for activities.

Offer praise, encouragement, and support for group members'
contributions.

Help build additional support into the learning process by suggesting
that students work with partners to encourage and help each other.

-Have a written agenda and objectives' for each meeting posted on a
large newsprint paper so that everyone will hatie a common point of
reference.

-Allow time for discussion, clarification, and revision of the agenda.

Be sensitive to the attention span of participants. Plan short breaks
and a variety of activities. During breaks, suggest that participants
talk with Imkson.e_the don'i know very well.

The class sessions pack in a great deal of information. Allow the
group to set its own pace for learning new information and trying out
new skills.

-Be willing to take risks! When participants demonstrate a readiness
for leadership, encourage theta to experiment.

Be enthusiastic about your topic and the activities. It can be
contagious!

92
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A Word About Discussion -

A basic component of most ,learning activiiies is discussion'. biscussion
groups may also be used as the sole activity to attain an objective.
However, we know from experience that effective, stimulating discussions do
not just happen. Below are ten principles which facilitators should be
awtre of in conducting effective discussions.

1. It is easier to speak in a smaller group than in a larger one.
-If participants . seem to be reluctant to participate in a discussion,
divide into smaller groups no larger than four people.

-Have each participant present his or her ideas; once they have
spoken in small groups, participants will be less reluctant to
contribute in a larger group.

2. Participants need time to think.
-Don't be afraid of silence.
-Wait rather than rushing to rephrase questions or ask new ones.

3. Participants may feel less inhibited when talking with peers.
-Encourage participants to facilitate the discussions or assign
someone to take .dver.

4. Emphasize that discussions have no right answer and a conclusion
or.resolution need not always be reached.

-When participants realizes there is no one right answer, tl(e; will
be more open about expressing opinions.

5. Participants must feel their opinions are val
-Let them know you are interested in what
active listener.

-Point out important contributions or ideas
especially if they are overlooked by the gro

-React positively to all contributions.

ued.
they think. Be an

an individual makes,
up.

6. Discussion's should be relevant to the participants' own lives and
concerns.

-Present questions which will elicit individual concerns and
experiences regarding the topic.

7. Participants cannot always be prepared for discussions.
-Again, be flexible. 1416

-Find out it there are reasons the group is unprepared for the
discussion. There might be circumstances of which you are
unaware (deaths, community problems, etc.); these circumstances
could be appropriate topics for discussion.

-Sensitivity to group needs is important.
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8. Quiet, shy pqrticipants usually need to be specifically encouraged
to share their opinions.

- This is often the best way of drawing them into the conversation.
Once they begin talking, they will often volunteer on their own.

-Try to provide other tasks that allow participants to make ,a
variety of contributions such as recording ideas on a blackboard.

9. Aggressive members may tend to onopolize discussions.
- Encourage others to participate b'r asking if they agree or
disagree with what has been said.

-If the discussion remains too one-sided, note this and ask the
monopolizer( s) to help by remaining silent for awhile.

10. Physical surroundings can influence the dynamics of a discussion.
Sit in a circle.or 11-sbaped formation so everyone can see and
hear each other.

-Meet in a comfortable setting.
Avoid noisy surroundings.

Audiovisuals

Some other general guidelines, not specifically for facilitating
interaction but important hist the same, apply to the use of written
instructional materials, and audiovisual materials.

When selecting instructional materials, consider that many older adults
have vision and/or hearing impairments.

-Use large-size newsprint paper or a chalkboard to emphasize key
concepts. Write legibly and in large print.

-Other visual Aids should be presented at a moderate 4dijtance and be
large enough to, be seen by all.

- Have sufficient light but avoid glare.

Preview all materials such as films, videotapes, film strips, and slides
checking for content, accuracy, film and audio quality, and length.

Audio tracts shOuld be distinctly spoken, low pitched, ti c.n..!.'1;ee from
noise interference.

..)
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Educational Activities

Selecting the most appropriate activity for attaining any given
objective is not an easy task. There are numerous pitfalls to avoid. One
common mistake is to select the activity the facilitator knows best and feels
.most comfortable with rather than the one fhat would best meet the
objective. Facilitators must work to continually expand their knowledge and
skills of various activities so that choices can be made from a broad
repertoire of potential activities.

The following activides have all been tried and tested at the
Wallingford Wellness Project. A brief description will be given for each
activity, followed by ^potential uses, instructions for use, and any, special
considerations for the facilitator to keep in mind. ,

Lecture

Uses:

11 A prepared presentation of factual information on a parti-
cular theme or topic; covers a great deal of information in a
short period of time.

- As an introduction to a new topic
To identify or explore a problem

- As a response to questions raised by participants
4

Instructions and Considerations:

-Keep .in mind the learning goals; decide
,cover and in what depth.
-1.1se audio-visual aids whenever pos sible.
-Keep within the allotted time and allow for questions.
-Time, .requirements: optimum - 20 minutes; maximum -

minimum 15 minutes

on Shat material you need to

25 minutes;

symposium A series of individual presentations by several speakers on
various aspects of a problem or topic.

Uses:

-,To present a complete picture of a problem or subject
-To break down a complex problem by examining ifWromponents, differing
viewpoints, alternatives, and consequences

Instructions and *Considerations:

Choose speakers based on the learning objectives of the meeting.
-Meet with the speakers prior to the symposium to agree on a breakdown
of the subject, who will cover what topics, order of appearance, and
time allotted for each.

- Prepare an outline or agenda of the symposium for the class.
-Time requirements: Per speaker: optimum - 15 minutes;
maximum - 20 minutes; Minimum - 10 minutes
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, Uses:
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A spontaneous discussion on a particular topic or issue by a
small selected group of individuals; it may be forrbal or
informal.

-To explore a problem or issue
-To get different points of view and to lopok, at a problem from different,
_perspectives
-To impart an understanding of a complex problem

Instructions and Considerations:

-Choose a topic which is timely and of .concern to your audience.
-Have the group decide on appropriate panel members -to invite.- Keep in ir

mind the panel should represent different views and experiences. f"..

z -questions, and can summarize well. /
-A moderator should be chosen who is impartial, can ask pertinent (

- -Select and invite panel members far enough in a,1vance to give them time
to make arrangements and prepare for the disc ssion. ".... \

\ -Seat panel members so they can see each other/and see and bOseen bey . -
the audience. Lively speakers should be seated on the ends with quieter
panelists be

.
tween. .

1
-Time requirements: optimum - 30 minutes m ximum - 45 minutes;

minimum 25 minutes
J )

Brainstorming Participants join together to gene/rate new ideas, solutions,
or alternatives to a problem. 'Stimulates creative thinking
and recognizes the wealth oti information members bring to
the group situation.

Uses:

-To generate suggestions for topics to be discussed, possible solutions
to a common problem, or anything that/ has a number of possibilities

-To help build group cohesiveness and stimulate particiPation

Instructions and COnsid rations

-liresent the problem.
-Ask someolle to record all the ideas on 'a sheet of newsprint paper or on
a chalkb9ard.

-Give an bxplanation of the rules:
-No criticisnr of ideas until after the iorainstorming;
-Any idea goes--the crazier the,better, it can be tamed down
later;

-The sky is the limit--don't I.4orry about the practicality, or feasi-
bility of the idea--you ,can evaluate it later;

-Adding on to a previous idea or combining ideas is okayanything
to maki'an idea .better!

170
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-State how long the group will have to brainstorm.
After brainstorming, discuss the ideas, refine, evaluate, and
prioritize so the group comes up with a few main suggestions.
Depending 'on the problem, group consensus for one solution may be
desirable. t

-Ideas can also serve as points' for future discussions or subjects for
role plays.

-Time requirements: optimum 15 minutes; maximum 20 minutes;
minimum - 10 minutes

Readings Printed materials which provide background information, a
variety of viewpoints, or in-depth discussion of topics
discussed in group

Uses:

-To reinforce what is presented or discussed in class
-To provide additional information to those who request it
To offer another opportunity for participants to share information

Instructions and Considerations:

Ask everyone to share with the group material- they have read that
are relevant to topics being discussed.
Provide articles, books, and magazines which are thought-provoking and
relevant. Have copies available in large print.
Time requirements: at participants' pace

Audio-visual Films, slides, videotapes, etc., which are informative as well
Materials as entertaining

Uses:

To open a discussion; when shown at the beginning of a session,
audio-visual materials provide participants with similar information and
reference points.

-To close a discussion, lecture, or symposium; helps reinforce concepts
presented by providing visual illustrations.
To provide a situation for role play; by stopping the film before an
impartant point, possible conclusions can be played out.

Instructions and Considerations:

- Have all the necessary equipment and know how to operate it.
- Introduce audio-visuals by title. Demonstrate pertinence to learning
goals and indicate what points to look for.

-Follow with appropriate activity.
-Time requirements: varies depending on purpose and use.
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Buzz Session A brief, informal discussion of a topic or issue with small
sub-grouPs of a larger participant group. Discussants
typically have no prior preparation.

Uses:

- To increase awareness of critical issues prior to a formal presentation
such as a lecture or film

- To generate greater interest and involvement with a topic and to increase
sensitivity to issues and problems

Instruction§ and Considerations:
A

-Briefly introduce the topic to be discussed 'in general terms. State
the objectives of the session, i.e., 'to identify issues, to specify

rproblems, etc.
-Give procedural instructions--how to break into groups, the time
allotted for the activity, etc.

-When time is up, reconvene the larger group. Have someone from
each group present his or her group's conclusions.

-Discuss briefly, summarizing the points made.
- Time requirements: optimum - 10 minutes; maximum - 15 minutes;

minimum - 5 minutes

Demonstration An activity where one or more persons, proficient in a
specific skill or procedure, demonstrates the skill to the
larger group. The lesson should include the "whys" of a
demonstrated skill as well as the "hows".

Uses:

-Skills training may involve the use of equipment, for example, in food
preparation or blood pressure measurement.

Instructions and Considerations:

-Provide each participant with a set of instructions you will follow.
- Have the participants examine the equipment and explain how it works.
-Demonstrate the procedure slowly explaining and answering questions as
you go along.

-Demonstrate several times before expecting participants to try the
procedure or skill on their, own.

-Have participants try the skill and provide feedback.
-Time requirements: optimum - 15 minutes; maximum - 20 minutes;

minimum 10 minutes
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Case Study A written vignette describing an incident, event, or
situation to be analyzed and discussed.' Must contain
suffivient detail to make it possible' for groups to analyze the
problems involved.

Uses.:0

- To help .pearticipants think about .issues or problems and how they
might act or react in similar situations

Instructions and Considerations:

-Provide a copy of the case to ever9one. Ask someone to read it out
loud or do so yourself.

-Briefly summarize the situation discussed but avoid going beyond the
stated facts'.

- Ask someone to analyze the case, point out the problems, or suggest
alternative metnods of dealing with the situation.

- At no time during the discussion should you direct the course of the
discussion or interject personal opinions or solutions.

- At'the conclusion of the discussion, summarize the key points.
-Time requireMents: optimum - 40 minutes; maximum - 60 minutes;

minimum 30 minutes

Interview Probing questions asked by selected participants of a
responder who may be a professional in a subject area or
someone Who is role playing

Uses:

-To gain additional information from someone with expertise in a given
area

-To practice skills in formulating and asking questions, for example
questions of your doctor

Introductions and Considerations:

-Have participants select the person or persons to be interviewed and
the group members who will conduct the interviews.

-Have participants discuss what they want to know and formulate some
questions.
Have someone peke the arrangements or do so yourself.

-Time requirements: optimu - 30 minutes; maximum - 40 minutes;
minimum - 20 minutes-
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The acting out of a hypothetical situation by two or more
persons. Each person assumes a role and plays the part as
he or she feels would be appropriate if it were a "real life"
situation.

Uses:
N- To try out suggestions or solutions to problems by creating a situation

in which they might be used
- To increase involvement and identity with a problem
- To provide an opportunity for individuals to step into someone else's
"shoes", thus giving them insight into other points of view

Instructions and Considerations:

- Introduce the problem and briefly outline the situation.
Ask for volunteers or assign roles.

-Allow time for players to ask questions ind internalize their roles.
-Allow the scene to unfold without interruptions.
-Upon conclusion of the scene, open for discussion. Let the actors
explain their actions before the audience begins making comments.

- Encourage everyone to share their feelings and reactions.
- Time reqtftements: optimum - 45 minutes; maximum - 60 minutes;
minimum - 30 minutes. Time should include allowances for
introduction, role assignments, etc.

Problem
Solving

Uses:

Hypothetical or real problems are assigned to small groups of
3 or 4 participants who work together to reach a collective
decision. Hypothetical problems may be constructed so that
they can be completed within ene session or extended over a
longer period of time.

- To give participants experience working:collectively
- To help participants improve and use their problem-solving skills
-To provide participants with an opportunity to examine a problem more
closely

Instructions and Considerations:

- Divide the larger group into smaller sub-groups.
-Provide a written description or outline of the problem to be investigated
or have each sub-group choose a topic. Suggestions of possible problem
areas may be made.

-Upon completion of ,the problem-solving sessions, have someoni from each
group summarize that group's findings and conclusions.

-Discuss the findings as well as problems encountered by the groups in
the actual problem-solving process.

- Time requirements: optimum - 60 minuies; maximum 90 minutes;
minimum - 45 minutes. Time varies depending on length and complexity
of the problem.
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Field Trip Guided tour of a facility, project, or recreation spot

Uses:

-To help participants understand
organization

- To observe and compare alternative
-To observe people and processes in
- To promote group cohesiveness and

Instructions and Considerations:

the internal structure of an

organizational methods
their work or leisure environments
social interaction

-Prior to the outing, discuss why a particular site is being visited and
what participants should observe.

-Make the necessary arrangements keeping in 'mind any disabilities or
impairments of your participants.
After the field trip, discuss participants' observations, if they met
their expectations, and how this new information can be used.

-Time requiremenp: optimum - 1-i hours; maximum - 3 hours;
minimum - 30 minutes (not including*travel time)

Educational Tools for Health Promotion Activities

Three tools are intended for use in all four health promotion content
areas. The first, the "Affirmation of Health" form helps participants begin
and maintain the process of making changes **that contribute to a healthier
lifestyle. The 'Evaluation' And "Assessment of Participation" forms are
tools for improving the program so that- it will become more effective in
facilitaling positive lifestyle changes for future participants.

"Affirmation of Health"

The "Affirmation of Health" is an agreement made with oneself for
health-enhancing changes in one's lifestyle. A separate form is used in
each of the four program areas. (In the nutrition component it may be
substituted with a self-contract form based on the same theories, but
tailored specifically to, nutrition-related goals.) It is designed specificalV
to help the person:

- identify a long-term personal goal in the prografit area;
identify specific activities (s.hort-term goals) nedessary to reach the
goal; and

-design a multi-faceted plan for reinforcing his/her efforts.

The effectiveness of this tool is a function, in part, of the nature of the
goals. All goals should be realistic, easily attainable, clear, stated in
positive terms, and reflect a pace suitable to the individual.

1
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The plan for reinforcing the person's effo-rts (item 3 on -the form) is a
second determinant of this tool's effectiveness. The form 'contains five
reinforcers that the individual selects to help him/her, make positive
changes. The "self-reward" is- highly recommended for its power of
nurturing a sense of achievement.

A third factor influencing the effectiveness of the "Affirmation of
Health" form is in-class peer support. One way to achieve this support is
the "sharing" time at the beginning of each class session. During the
sharing, participants are encouraged to relate to the group their
experiences in carrying out the week's activity (short-term goal).

The facilitator should redognize all efforts shared, regardless of
success or failure. Change takes time and the very process of trying Abs
valuable. The facilitator should encourage participants to recognize and
support each other's efforts during sharing (e.g., clapping fir a success
or offering to work with a classmate having difficulty). A Second
mechanism for building peer support is to fill out the forms in-pairs or
small groups, with participants agreeing to help each other during the week
(e.g., brisk walking together or telephoning to offer encouragement).

Finally, this tool can be effective only if it is clearly and thoroughly
explained by the facilitator at the time of its introduction.

Evaluation

In the class sessions, participants are given the Evaluation form
during the final session of each program area and are asked to complete it
at that time. They should be encouraged to be honest and thorough in
their responses. The facilitator should explain that perticipants' feedback
is a highly important means of continually improving' the course for future
participants.

The intent of this form is twofold. First, participants' comments are
used to modify materials, activities, course content, and facilitators' styles.
Second, enabling participants to see that they have a role in shaping this
program allows them to recognize another small yet significant indication of
their own power to influence their environment. The Evaluation form
contributes to the overall program goal of empowering people to assume
more control over their health and wellbeing, and the health of their
environment.

Assessment of Participation

The Assessment of Participation form can be given to participants
together with the Evaluation at the final session of the fourth program
area. Its use and intent are the same as that of the Evaluation with one
exception: participants should be directed to respond to it with regard to
your entire health promotion program, rather than just one of the four core
content areas.

1 02
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AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH

NAME

1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT
WEEKS IS:

2. HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

--TIMES
WEEK ACTIVITY WHERE WHEN PER WEEK WITH WHOM

3. IN ORDER TO HELP ME FOLLOW THROUGH WITH MY ACTIVITY , I WILL:

KEEP A JOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, AND REACTIONS.

KEEP RECORDS OF "DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG."

INVITE A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY

EFFORT TO cHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS:

INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME. IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS

REWARD MYSELF 'BY

1 03
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EVALUATION

WOULD YOU PLEASE HELP US EVALUATE OUR CLASSES AND TEACHING BY

FILLING OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE? WE APPRECIATE ALL OF THE IN-
FORMATION YOU CAN GIVE US. THANK YOU.

Female Male Age:

1. I LEARNED FROM MY PARTICIPATION IN THE CLASS:

A. A WHOLE NEW APPROACH TO LIFE

B. SOME NEW APPROACHES TO MY LIFESTYLE

C. HOW TO BETTER INTEGRATE WHAT I ALREADY KNOW

D. NOT VERY MUCH

E. OTHER (PLEASE BE SPECIFIC)

2. THE MATERIALS USED IN THE CLASS: (CHECK AS MANY AS

ARE APPROPRIATE)

A. NEEDED MORE EXPLANATION

B. WERE NEW TO ME

C. HELPED 41E TO ACHIEVE MY GOALS IN LIFESTYLE CHANGE

D. WERE,NOT VERY USEFUL

E. OTHER (PLEASE BE SPECIFIC)

3. THE ACTIVITIES IN CLASS: (CHECK AS MANY AS ARE APPROPRIATE)

A. NEEDED MORE EXPLANATION

B. WERE NEW TO ME

C. HELPED ME TO ACHIEVE MY GOALS IN LIFESTYLE CHANGE

D. HELPED ME INCREASE MY KNOWLEDGE

E. WERE NOT VERY USEFUL

F. OTUER (PLEASE BE SPECIFIC)

OP
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EVALUATIoN (Page Two)

4. I REALLY LIKE IT WHEN THE CLASS LEADERS:

5, SOME THINGS THAT THE CLASS LEADERS COULD DO TO IMPROVE

THEIR PRESENTATIONS ARE:

6. TWO THINGS THAT I ENJOYED MOST ABOUT THE CLASS ARE:

7. TWO THINGS THAT I WOULD DO TO IMPROVE THE CLASS ARE:

8. BECA SE OF THE CLASS, SPECIFIC LIFESTYLE CHANGES I HAVE

MADE INCLUDE:

9. THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION I HAVE LEARNED FROM THIS

CLASS IS:

1



NAME

CLASS

DATE

ASSESSMENT OF PARTICIPATION

I. PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAM CAN OCCUR IN MANY WAYS.
AFTER EACH ITEM BELOW, PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER' THAT

BEST REFLECTS YOUR LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION. NUMBER 1
REPRESENTS 'NO PARTICIPATION' AND NUMBER 5 REPRESENTS

'HIGHEST PARTICIPATION.'
A.' LISTENING IN CLASSES.

1 . 2 3 4 5

B. DISCUSSING AND SHARING MY IDEAS IN CLASS.

1 2 3 4 5

C. ASKING QUESTIONS IN CLASSES..

1 2 3 4 5

D. DOING IN-CLASS ACTIVITIES', SUCH AS GOING ON FIELD
TRIPS, OR DOING STRETCHING EXERCISES.

1 2 3 4 5

E. DOING OUT-OF-CLASS ACTIVITIES, SUCH AS READING ABOUT

NUTRITION , ASSERTING MYSELF, DOING AEROBIC EXERCISES

LIKE BRISK WALKING, OR MAKING A MEATLESS MEAL.
qk

1 2 3 4 5

F. GETTING TO KNOW OTHER CLASS MEMBERS DURING CLASS

r _ TIME.

1 2 3 4 5

G. GETTING TOGETHER WITH OTHER CLASS MEMBERS OUTSIDE OF

CLASS TIME BY CALLING OR VISITING.

1 2 3 4 5

H. SHARING WITH OTHERS (FAMILY , FRIENDS, ACQUAINTANCES)

WHAT I HAVE LEARNED IN THESE CLASSES.

1 2 4 5
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ASSESSMENT OF PARTICIPATION

(Page Two)

PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBER BELOW THAT BEST REFLECTS YOUR
OVERALL PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAM. NUMBER 1

REPRESENTS 'NO PARTICIPATION' AND NUMBER 10 REPRESENTS

'HIGHEST' PARTICIPATION.'

1 2 3 4 5

6

0

8 9 10

1 () 7
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Resources

It is not within the scope of this manual to provide the reader with a
thorough discussion of adult learning anci group dynamics. We enéourage you
to explore other resources. To get you started we offer the followil:

Beal, G. M. et al. Leaderhip and dynamic group action. Ames, IA: The P,
Iowa State University Presir7196L \This is an excellent book which covers,the dynamics of group interaction,

methods and techniques, and ways of evaluating the group process and its
progress a Written with a sense of humdr and a consciDus avoidance of jarek
this resource is understandable and easy to readt

4

Burnside, I. Working with the elderly: Group process and techniques.
North Scituate, IPIATThuxbury Fiess, 1978.

This book covers the basics of working with groups, but focuses primaly
on therapeutic groups for institutionalized.older adults. Offering a wide
variety of strategies and techniques, this source is a must for anyone
working with older adults.

Jacobs, B. Senior centers and the at-risk older pinion. National Institute
of Senio7-CiFte-Fr,-TiisERcgton,15-77 7ET aflonal Council on the
Aging, Inc., 1980.

Kemp, G. E. Instructional design: A plain for unit and course dawlopment
(2nd Ed.). Belmont, CA: earon- tman Ici6Iligis7FIc., 1977.

Written fo teachers in primary, secondary, or college settings, the author
presents an easy-to-follow method for planning educational objectives.

Mager, R. F. Preparing instructional objectives (2nd Ed.). Belmont, CA:
Fearon-Pitman 1037

This resourse is a "how to" km* for developing and stating clear, concise
learning objectives. Presented in a unique format, the author actively
involves the reader in recognizing the essential characteristics of a useful
objective.

Miher, I., & Solomon, R. The development of group services for the elderly.
Journal of Gerontology Social Work, 1980, 2(5), 241-257.

This artiple discusses redbons for developing group services for older *
adults, types of groups, and offers valuable guidelines for facilitators.

Nicoley-Colquitt, S. Preventive group interventions for elderlyaclients:
Are they effective? Family and Community Health, 1981, 3(4), 67-68;
80-85.

This article reviews various group strategies used with older adult
populations with a focus on prevention. It also examines the benefits of
these strategies and nitiltes recommendations for further research in this
area.



Whitbourne, S D , & Sperbeck, D. J. Health care maintenance for the
elderly. "ly and Community Health, 1981, 3(4), 11-27..

This book provides an excellent discussion of the learning process and what
to be aware of when. helping an older person learn new coping mechanisms.
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STRESS MANAGEMENT

In this section you will find information, suggested activities, and

resources for a basic stress management course.

Who can help you develop and deliver the class? We recommend stress

management specialists, therapists, and counselors from:

* Community mental health clinics

* Local Mental Health Association

* YMCA or YWCA

* City or County Parks and Recreation

* Licensed massage therapists

* Local hospital health education departments

'Helpful Publications

Help Yourself, (free) is available from:

Blue Cross Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60611

Other information and educational materials in thee area of stress management
and men*l health are available from:

National Association for Mental Health
1800 North Kent St.
Arlington, VA 22209

National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information
Public Inquiry Section
National Institute of Mental Health"
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Additional readings are suggested at the end of this section.

Li
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SESSION 1: AN OVERVIEW OF STRESS AND STRESS MANAGEMENT

SESSION AGENDA

1. Welcome .participants, preview the agenda for the session, and
make announcements.

2. Facilitate discussion of participants' expectations of the stress
management course, explain the goals of the course, and faaftiar-
ize participants with what the course will include.

3. Define stress.

4. Describe the body's reactions to stress and relaxation.

5. Identify four main effects of stress.

6. Teach a relaxation iechnique: deep breathing.

*7 Identify numerous waya of coping. with stresa, and facilitate a
group discussion regarding which of these to address in the course.

8. Eyaluaie the session.

9* Preview the agenda for Session X.-
.,

NOTE: This plan assumes that participants and facilitator have met. If
this is not the case, these activities should be preceded by introductions.
Please refer to The Personal and Community Self-Help component, Session 1,
Activity 1, for an 'introductory game.

HANDOUTS

Handout i1Ar-----Goa1 of the Class
Handout 1B -Bodily Reactions of Stress and Relaxation

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart .

Magic markers
Session agenda printed on :flip chart
Session 2" agenda 1;

*This modnle provides course content and. fOemat for four class ses-
sions. In order to further, the Over-all aim of increasing participants'
sense of control over their oisin" wellbeing, it is suggesseed that they
determine the specific stress management techniques to be addressed in
subsequent sessions--if the couitse indeed contains more, than four ses-
sions. 'If the fourth is the final session, then, the second portion of,
Activity 7 should be deleted.

M
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Activity 1: WELCOME PARTICIPANTS, PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE
SESSION AND MAKE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip chart

After welcoming participants; direct their attention to the agenda
printed on the flip chart. Briefly list each item. Make any
necessary iinnounee.91 nts, and invite participants to do likewise.

Activity 2: FACILITATE DISCUSSION OF PARTICIPANTS' EXPECTATIONS
OF THE STRESS MANAGEMENT COURSE, EXPLAIN THE QOAL
OF THE COURSE, AND FAMILIARIZE PARTICIPANTS WITH
WHAT THE COURSE WILL INCLUDE.

Methodology: Group discussion
Lecturette
Handout JA

Ask the participants what they hope to gain from the course. If
necessary, stimulate discussion by rephrasinrthe question; ask why
they are taking the course, or 'what changes they would like to make
in their lives regarding stress management.

Refer participants to Handout 1A. Read it aloud or paraphrase
its contents.

Activity 3: DEFINE STRESS

Methodology: Group discussion

Ask the group 'for definitions of stress. Then give Selye's
definitions as follows:

"Stress, is the nonspecific response of the body to any demand
made upon it."

"Stress is not merely nervous tension."

"Stress is not alwtlys the nonspecific result of damage."

"Stress is not something to be avoided."

"Complete freedom from stress is death."

A stressor is "the life event or stimulus."

(Selye, 1974)
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DESCRIBE THE BODY'S REACTIONS TO STRESS AND
RELAXATION

Lecturette
Group Discussion
Handout 1B ,

Paraphrase the contents of Handout 1B. Refer them to the handout
for further use. Encourage discussion of their experience with
stress reactions and relaxation reactions.

Activity 5:

Methodology:

IDENTIFY FOUR MAIN EFFECTS OF STRESS

Group brainstorming

Ask the group to brainstorm some of the effects of stress. Write
these on the flipchart, then categorize all items into the four
main areas listed below. -

1: Physical - hypertension (high blood pressure), stroke, arthritis,
disorders, infection.

2. . Emotional - anxiety, fear, anger, resentment, depression, guilt
feelings or helplessness and inadequacy.

3. Mental neuroses and psychoses, manic-depressive illness,
schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive behavior, and hysterical
reactions.

4. Self-destructive habits overeating, smokitn, overuse of alcohol
and drugs.

Activity 6: TEACH A ItELAXATION TECHNIQUE: DEEP BREATHING.

Methodology: .Lecturette
Demonstration and practice
Group discussion

The goal of the course is to learn techniques of managing unwanted
stress so that undesirable effects sf stress may be minimized.

"Deep breathing" or "abdominal breathing" con be used in nearly any
setting. Deep breathing relaxes the muscles and allows more oxygen
to flow through the body. It should be practiced 5-10 minutes each
day. It is particularly usetul when one is feeling tense.

Demonstrate deep breathing as follows:

-Sit in a comfortable position, with feit flat on the floor and
arms resting on your lap.
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-Inhale slowly through the nose, first filling the abdomen
with air, then the chest.

-Hold your breath for the count of 5.

-Slowly exhale thiough the nose, pulling in your abdomen, thus
allowing your lungs to empty of air.

Repeat the process. Ask participants to join you.

Briefly brainstorm with the group tense situations in which deep breath-:
ing could be a practical and effective tool. For example, sitting in the
dentist's chair, or waiting to give a speech.

Activity 7: IDENTIFY WAYS OF COPING WITH STRESS AND FACILITATE
A GROUP DISCUSSION REGARDING WHICH OF THESE TO
ADDRESS IN THE C9:URSE.

Methodology: Group disCussion
Flip chart

Divide into small groups of approximately four persons. Discuss ways
each participant has handled stress in the past. Ask seach small group
to appoint a recorder/spokesperson who will report to the large group."
Reconvene and ask the spokespersons to report on the techniques
mentioned in their small groups. Write all items on the flip chart.
Allow time for discussion and questions.

If the stress management course will last more than four sessions, ask
the group to determine which techniques they would like to address
in the sessions remaining after the fourth session. Encourage them to
decide upon a decision-making process. If they do not do so, suggest
eliminating any items on the list which ar feasible, and voting
on those that remain. The facilitator ould p ticipate by eliminating
any items for which he/she would no be, a;)le to arrange resources.

Activity 8:'6 EVALUATE THE SESSION

Group dismission
Flip chart

4'7P

The purpose of the evaluation is to continually improve the courses by
incorporating participants' feedback and perceptions. To elicit
evaluatory comments, ask the group, "What were the most useful
aspects of this session?" and "How could the session have been
improved?" It isAmportant that the ,facilitator be receptive to
constructive criticism.
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Activity 9: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 2.

Methodology: Flip chart

The agenda for Session 2 should already be written on the flip chart.
Briefly read it aloud.
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HANDOUT IA

GOAL OF THE CLASS

THE OVERALL GOAL OF THIS CLASS IS TO HELP YOURSELF MANAGE
UNWANTED STRESS IN YOUR LIFE.

YOU WILL LEARN TO IDENTIFY STRESS, TO RECOGNIZA STRESSFUL
SITUATIONS (STRESSORS), AND TO MANAGE STRESS BY PRACTICING
AND APPLYING RELAXATION TECHNIQUES.

RELAXATION TECHNIQUES T.HAT MAY BE TAUGHT IN THIS CLASS

INCLUDE:

COUNTING BREATHS 1

DEEP BREATHING

SHOULDER & NECK MASSAGE

PROGRESSIVE RELAXATION

INSTANT RELAXATION EXERCISE2

/ITH THE HELP OF "AFFIRMATIONS OF HEALTH" AND A DAILY
"STRESS AND TENSION LOG," YOU WILL BE ABLE 70 USE THESE
TECHNIQUES IN YOUR DAY-TO-DAY LIFE. AS A RESULT, .YOU MAY

FEEL MORE RELAXED AND BETTER ABLE TO MANAGE STRESS.

WE VALUE YOUR ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN THE GROUP AND HOPE

YOU WILL HELP US CREATE AN ENJOYABLE AND LIVELY CLASS.

'ADAPTED FROM McCAlt, J., PRESLEY, J. HUMAN LIFESTYLING.
NEW YORK: HARPER & ROW, 1975.

2 ADAPTED FROM FARQUHAR, J. THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE NEED NOT
BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEUTTH. NEW ?OM W71;77 0117(5117
III 8 .

117
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'HANDOUT IB

BCPILY REACTIONS OF STRESS AND RELAXATION

EVERYONE EXPERIENCES STRESS IN A VARIETY OF DIFFERENT SITUATIONS.

THERE ARE, HOWEVER, A COMMON SET OF BODILY RESPONSES TO "STRESSORS"

OR STRESSFUL EVENTS. FOR EXAMPLE:

NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY INCREASES

BLOOD PRESSURE GOES I3P

MUSCLES BECOME MORE TENSE

NEED FOR OXYGEN INCREASES AND BREATHING RATE GOES UP

A "RELAXATION RESPONSE" HAS THE OPPOSITE EFFECT. BY

ENGAGING THE RELAXATION RESPONSE, THE NERVOUS SYSTEM SLOWS

DOWN. BLOOD PRESSURE DECREASES AS DOES MUSCLE TENSION AND

RATE OF BREATHING.

YOU CAN LEARN TO CALL FORTH A RELAXATION RESPONSE

THROUGH STRESS MANAGEMENT .EXERCISES LIKE DEEP BREATHING AND

PROGRESSIVE RELAXATION.

WITH PRACTICE OF STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, YOU CAN

DEVELOP SKILLS TO GAIN GREATER CONTROL OF YOUR BODY AND MIND

AND INCREASED ABILITY TO REGULATE THE UNDESIR1BLE RESPONSES

YOU EXPERIENCE. YOU CAN ENJOY INC,REASING WELLNESS BY INCOR-

PORATING STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES INTO YOUR DEVELOPING

"HEALTHSTYLE."
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SESSION 2: BASIC STRATEGIES TO IDENTIFY

AND MANAGE STRESS IN YOUR LIFE

SESSION AGENDA

I. Preview the agenda for theyssion and make announcements.

2. Review content of Session 1.

3. Explain the steps in learning to manage stress.

4. Enable participants to ideNify personal stress levels.

5. Teach a stress management technique: shoulder and neck
massage.

6. Guide participants in developing individualized stress management
action plans.

7. Introduce the "Daily Stress and Tension Log."

8. Evaluate the session.

9. Preview-it agenda for Session 3.'

HANDOUTS

Handout 2A Simplified Self-Scoring Test for Gauging Stress &tension
Levels

Handout 2B - Observer Behavior Rating Inventory
Handout 2C - Shoulder & -Neck Massage
Handout 2D - Affirmation of Health (sample)
Handout 2E - Affirmation of Health
Handout 2F - Daily Stress and Tension Log

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on flip chart
Agenda for Session 3 printed on flip chart

113
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip chart

Read through the agenda items printed on the flip chart. After
making announcements, invite participants to make announcements they
may have. -

Activity 2:, REVIEW CONTENT OF SESSION 1.

Methodology: Small groups

Explain that this review will take place in small groups. Request
the group to break into groups of three. Each person should do the
following aloud:

1: Choo$ a stressful situation which occurred during the past week.

2. Describe the situation and his/her responser-bodily and/or
emotional--to the situation.

3. Describe what he/she did to cope with the situation and, if this
was a stressful response, what could have been done to elicit a

.relaxation response in this situation.

Facilitator should role-play the procedure before participants begin.

(Reconvene the large group before proceeding to the next objective.)

Activity 3: EXPLAIN THE STEPS IN LEARNING TO MANAGE STRESS.

Methodology: Lecturette

AS,

Explain to the group the following:

Managing stress is one way you can take control of your life. To
bring about positive lifestyle changes regarding stress, you may go
t rough a series of learning steps. Each of you will progrets at your
o n rate. Many of the exercises descxdbed in this course can be used

y special populations, e.g. , the institutionalized elderly and those
who ?re homebound.

There are six steps which have been tdentified in this learning
V.rogression:

1. Identifying stress problems.
2. Increasing awareness of stress sources and stress responses.
3. Building confidence and commitment to change.

L.; 0
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4. Developing a stress management action plan.
5. Evaluating the stress management plan.
6. Maintaining positive changes.

These steps do not occur one at a time; they overlap and recur conti-
nually. Each of them will be addressed in this Stress Management
course. We began to learn some of them in Session 1.

Activity 4: ENABLE PARTICIPANTS TO IDENTIFY PERSONAL STRESS
LEVELS.

nethodology: iectuSette./ Handout 2A
Handout 2B

A significant aspect of identifying one's stress problems is identifying
general stress levels. We will now seek to do so by completing the
"Simplified Self-Scoring Test for Gauging Stress and Tension Leirels,"
and by asking a friend to complete the "Observer Behavior Rating
Inventory."

Distribute the first of these two questionnaires (Handout 2A), and ask
each participant to comPlete the form in class. After these have been
completed, pass out the second questionnaire (Handout 2B): Request
that each person ask a friend to complete it. The results of this
second, more \pbjective inventory can be used to check those of tbe
first. All restilte will be kept confidential; they are for use by the
participant only.

Activity 5: TEACH A STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE: SHOULDER
AND NECK MASSAGE.

Methodology: Demonstration and practice 44
Handout 2C

Request each person pair up with someone. Choose one person so you
can demonstrate the technique. Lead the group through the technique
as outlined in Handout 2C. Participants should not merely obserye,
but also do the massage. Ask partners to switch places and repeat
the process. Facilitator may choose a different person to work on.

It is important to teach this technique at a relaxed pace and in a
relaxed tone of voice. Be aware that some persons may prefer not to
touch or be touched; respect this preference.

121
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Activity 6: GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN 'DEVELOPING INDIVIDUALIZED
STRESS MANAGEMENT ACTION PLANS.

Methodology: Lecturette
Handout 2D
Handout 2E
Small groups ,o

The next steps in learning to manage stress are to,buiid confidence
and commitment to change and to develop a stress management action
plan. The tools for darrying out these steps,will be the "Affirmation
of Health" form (Handout 2E) and the "Daily Stress and Tension' Log"
(Handout 2F). Refer the group first to the "Affirmation of Health"
form and the sample "Affirmation of Health" (Handout 2D); elaboarate
upon them as follows.

Use of the "Affirmation of Health" is based upon setting appropriate
goals and using peer support systems: &hark person will establish a
major (or long-range) goal 'similar to that recorded on Handout 2D,
item #1: "To learn how to relax and better, manage the stre'ss in my
life." The key to realizing this goal is the weekly activity (or
short-range ,goal) decided upon and recorded in item #2 of the form.
It should:

be easily attaine6le;

use techniques learned in class;

-be relevant to the individual

Peer support and an appealing(self-reward 'are keys to o6c-aining
short-term goals.

Instruct participants to break into groups of three, and develop their
individualized action plans'. They can help each other decide on
short-trange goals for the week,, as well as plans for peer support and
self-rewards. Suggest that this week's goal- include either of the two
techniques learned in Session 1 & 2 (deep breathing or shoulder and
neck massage).

Activity,7: INTRODUCE THE "DAILY STRESS AND TENSION LOG

Methodology: Handout 2F
Lecturette
Group discussion

Refer participants to Handout 2F, the Daily Stress and Tension Log.
It is a supplemental tool for developing action plans for stress
management. By _filling it out each week, one may increase awarenestir,
of individual stress patterns, and use this awareness in identifying
which^ stressors to address in the following weekra.short-term goal.

122,
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To increase participants' level of cOmfort with this log, provide an
example for one day; then ask one or two participants to prolride
examples.

Encourage any questionir regarding use of the log. Request partici-
pants to make use of it during the follOwing week and to bring it to
Session 31,where it jfl be used in filling out the "Affirmation of
Health" for the week.

4
'Activity 8: EVALUATE THE SESSION.

Methodology: Group discussion

Same as Session I, Activity S.

Actjvity 9: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 3.

INIethodology: -Flip chart

Same as Sessioli 1, Activity 9.

123
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HANDOUT 2A

SIMPLIFIED SELF-SCORING TEST FOR GAUGING STRESS AND TENSION LEVELS
(Circle the appropriate number for each item)

, .

. BEHAVIOR
.

OFTEN
A PEW
TIMES
A'WEEK

RARELY

.

*
1. I feel tense, anxious, or have nervous indigestion.

---

2. People at lip/home make me feel,tense.
.

7
.

-,.

3. I eat/drink/smoke in response to tension.
. .

.

.

. 4

4. I havetension or migraine headaches, or pain iW
the neck or shoulders, or insomnia.

.

,

4

,

.

.
.

5. I cah!t turh off my thoughts at night or on week-
ends long enough to Teel relaxed and refreshed

.

the next day.
,

.

.

.".i
.

. .

.

,

6, I find it difficult to concentrate on'what I'm
doing because-of-wOrrying about other,things.

7. I take tranquilizers (or other drugs) to relax.

. .

8. I have difficulty finding enough time to relax. t

__.

..

9. Once I find the time, it is hard for-me to relax.

_

,

.

.

10. My day is made up of many deadlines.
-fl

MAXIMUM TOTAL SCORE At.,20

- .

MY TOTAL SCORE

Your Life. New York: W.W. Norton, 1978.
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HANDOUT 2A (COMINUED)

SCORE
116

--'1ENSION LEVEL

A 14-18 Considerably above average
B 10-13 Above average
C 6-9 Average
D 3-5 Below average
E 0-2 Considerably below average

All indiviOuals but those in Zone A have sothething to learn' about stress
° mankement. Nevertheless, all individuals, including those in Zone E,

_

should have another opinion. Ask p friend or relative who knows you well
to rate your ,stress level from his ar her observations. .lave him or her
take the test on Handout 2A, adapted from one dAveloped by Virginia Price
and used in the dtanford Ileart Disease Prevention Program. This
"observer rating" of how you handle stress may give you some surprising
and useful insights. 1.

-Reprinted from Farquhar, J. The American Max of Life Need Sot Be
Hazardous to Your Life. New York: W.W. Norton, 1978.
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HANbOUT 2B

OBSERVER BEHAVIOR-RATING INVENTORY

Circle the nuMber in the box that most accurately described
Usd scoring system fro* Handout 2A.

BEHAVIOR
NEVER SELDOM

(1-2 times
a week)

OFTEIC
(aImost
every.
i_a).,

VERY1"
FREQUENTLY
(at least

once aflay),

1. Hurriedness:1- eats-and/or moves
fast. '

.

2.
-,
'wralking: sieaks fadt, in an
eXplosive manner, repeats self.
unneceasarily, and/or interrupts

_

others' . . .

, '

,

0 1

.

2

.

I

.

.3
. .

%

3. Listening:, hiti(to haVe things
repeated apParently because of
inattentiveness.

.

0 1

.

. -

4.

_

'.

Worries: ExpresSes worries about
trivia and/or things.he/she can
do nothing about.

0, 1
,,

2

.

3

5.

i.

Anger/Hostility:' gets mad at
self and/or others.

,

1

.

,

3

6. Impatience: tries to hurry
:others and/or becomes frustrated
with own pace.

(:) 1 2 3

MAxIMUM TOTAL SCORE a 18

4

SUBJECI'S TOTAL SCORE

Reprinted from Farquhar; J. The.Americpn Way of Life Need Not Be Hazardous to
Your Life. New York: W.W. Norton, 1978.
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HANDOUT 2C

SHOULDER AND NECK MASSAGE

HAVE YOUR PARTNER SIT COMFORTABLY IN A CHAIR. STAND BEHIND

HIM/HER AND SUGGEST THAT HE/SHE REMOVE GLASSES , CLOSE THEIR

ETES, AND THINK , "I AM RELAXING."

1. ALLOli YOUR HANDS TO GREET YOUR PARTNER BY PLACING THEM

WARMLY ON HIS/HER SHOULDERS.-

2. APPLY GENTLE BUT FIRM AND EVEN PRESSURE WITH YOUR HUMBS

ACROSS THE TOP OF THE SHOULDERS. WORK OUR WAX WARD .

THE'.NECK AND THEN BAdi ACROSS TO THE ENDS TH HOULDERS.

3. USING BOTH HANDS, MASSAGE ACROSS THE TOP OF THE HOULDERS

, WITH -A KNEADING MOTION.

4. LOCATE THE VERTEBRAE AT THE BASE OF THE NECK. PLACE YOUR

THUMBS ON 'EITHER SIDE" OF THE VERTEBRAE AND APPLY GENTLE

BUT .FIRM PRESSURE AWAY FROM THE SPINE. CONTINUE DOWN THE

BACK. DO NOT PRESS ON THE SPINE, ITSELF.

5 . LOCATE INDENTATIONS AT THE BASE

SIDE OF THE SPINE AT THE BACK OF

PRESSURE WITkf YOUR THUMBS.

THE SKULL ON EITHER

HE HEAD. APPLY ROTATING

6. STAND BESIDE YOUR PARTNER. PLACE ONE HAND ON HIS/HER FORE-

HEAD AND ONE HAND BEHIND HIS/HER HEAD FOR SUPPORT.

SLOWLY AND CAREFULLY ROTATE VIE HEAD FIRST IN ONE

DIRECTION AND THEN THE' OTHER.

7 . STAND BEHIN-D YOUR PARTNER AGAIN AND USE THREE FINGERS TO

MASSAGE THE JAW AREA. HAVE YOUR PARTNER CLENCH HIS/HER

JAW. YOU WILL EASILY FIND THE MUSCLES THAT NEED TO BE
"b.

RUBBED!

8. USE FINGERS TO GENTLY MASSAGE THE* TEMPLES. WORK ACROSS

THE FOREHEAD AND BACK TO THE TEMPLES.

12 7
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8. BRING YOUR HANDS BACK TO THE SHOULDERS AND ALLOW YOUR
HANDS TO SAY "GOODBYE."

HOW DO YOU FEEL? SHARING THIS EXERCISE WITH 6DMEONE IS A WARM

AND CARING EXCHANGE. IT IS RELAXIN,4 FOR BOTH THE GIVER AND
THE RECEIVER OF THE MASSAGE. SOM OF THE STEPS (3, 5, 7 and 8)
CAN ALSO BE USED FOR SELF-MASSAGE.

it
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HANDOUT 2D

AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH
NAME °R1414DALL 3TEVeMS

1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT
WEEKS IS:

To, teAbi 446N -ro RELAx. AND
NIM4A66 1VE SUSS I my LI FE

2. HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

TIMES
- WEEK ACTIVITY WHERE WHEN PER WEEK WITH WHOM

MASS tk6E 440146 evNINfr W IFS

2, tit? eagOrTHIN6 vitirer Wigwam

3

votLy seLs

_ezuktuter seems Abing evetow VAILq

COUNTWir
OINKS

AM
Wide SELF

litaNUIS 1:440-y

SELF

3. IJ 1 ORDER TO HELP ME FOLLOW THROUGH WITH MY ACTIVITY , I WILL:

KEEP A JOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, AND REACTIONS.

, _3/__ KEEP RECORDS OF "DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG."

INVITE A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY

EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL JIELP ME' IS:

TO ekaoue.Adie drA.ta vir.Acriee I 115 cammear

C. ASK- Moor mY Veottess
INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME IN MY.

EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS

To

ome- emeotheAbemeNT,
REWARD MYSELF BY Thwitr 044? FIN41146-

-Tr4P Afr utv.4 360461V

12a
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HANDOUT 2E

AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH
NAME

1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT
WEEKS IS:

2. HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

TIMES
WEEK ACTIVITY WHERE WHEN PER WEEK WITH WHOM

A

3. IN ORDER TO HELP ME FOLLOW THROUGH-WITH MY ACTIVITY , I WILL:

KEEP A JOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, AND REACTIONS.

KEEP RECORDS OF "DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG."

INVIT1E A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS:

INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS

REWARD MYSELF BY

130



DAILY STRESS AND TENSION LOG*

DAY
OF
WEEK

DATE AND
TIME
OF DAY

STRESSFUL
EVENT

(STRESSOR)

MY
PHYSICAL
RESPONSE

THOUGHTS AND
FEELINGS I

EXPERIENCED

,

WHAT I DID

MONDAY

,

,

-

.

.

TUESDAY .

WEDNESDAY

,

... ,

..,

.

TVEMSDAY
,

,

of

.

.

FRIDAY ,

, *

SATURDAY

_

(

SUNDAY, )

-

'

.

.

Reprinted from Farquhar, J. The Amorican Way of Life Need NOt be Hazardous to Your Health.

New Yorks W.W. Norton, 1978.

131 132
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SESSION 3: RELAXATION TECHNIQUES

SESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agenda for the session, and' make announcements.

2. Briefly- review content of Sessions 1 and 2.

3. Facilitate sharing of the Stress Management Action Plan recorded
in the "Affirmation of Health" forms.

4. Teach a relaxation technique:

A.
B.
C.

Progressive relaxation or
Counting breaths or
Instant relaxation -Trill

5. Briefly discuss other stress management techniques.

61 Guide participants in developing their individualized stress
management action plans.

7. Evaluate the session.

8. Review the agenda for Session 4.

HANDOUTS

Handout 3A - Relaxation Technique--Progressive Relaxation
Handout 313 - Relaxation TechniqueCounting Breaths
Handout 3C - Relaxation TechniqueInstant Relaxation Drill

MATERIALS NEEDEL;

Flip chart
Nu& markers
Exercise materials c.
Session agenda printed on flip chart
Agenda for Session 4 printed on flip chart
Flip dhert page from Session 1, Activity 7

33
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SESSION 3: RELAXATION TECHNIQUES

Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as Session 2, Activity 1.

Activity 2: BRIEFLY ItEVIEW THE CONTENT OF SESSIONS 1 AND 2.

Methodology: Group discussion
Lecturette

I.

Ask the group to list the main points that were cbvered in Sessions 1
and 2. List these on the flip chart as they are mentioned. Use this
input to briefly reconstruct the fiist two sessions. Add to the list
any major points not listed by the group. Be sure to inckude:

- the bodily, emotional, mental, and behavioral effects of stress;

-some ways to cope with unwanted stress;

- recognizing stress levels and life events that' cause stress;

-the two stress management techniques that were introduced:
deep breathing (abdominal breathing) and shouldpr and neck
massage; and 1

-tlie importance of incomorating stress management into lifestyle.

The intent of this review is not to go into an in-depth discussion of
any of these points; rather it is to provide a framework for the
content of Session 3.

Activity 3: FACILITATE SHARING OF THE STRESS MANAGEMENT
ACTION PLANS RECORDED ON THE AFFIRMATION OF
HEALTH FORMS.

Methodology: Handouit 2F
Sharing moderated by facilitator

Refer participants to the Affirmation of Health kir= (Handout 2E)
completed in Session 2. Encourage individual& to share their
self-contract for\ the week. Recognize all efforts made, including
unsuccessful attempts.

Herein lies an opportunity for further peer sup-fowl: When a partici-
pant discloses having had difficulty in realizing his/her plan, attempt
to draw helpful suggestions or similar experiences from others.
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The effectiveness of the Affirmation of Health in enabling long-term
iifestyle change depends upon:

1. participants feeling reinforced for developing a stress management
action plan and carrying it out; and

2. support and encouragement developing among individuals and
their -families, friends, and classmates. The facilitator should
moderate the sharing so, participants interact more with each other
than with the facilitator.

Activity 9A: TEACH A RELAXATION TECHNIQUE: PROGRESSIVE
RELAXATION

Methodology: Lecturette
Practice
Handout 3A

A number of stress management techniques enable one to relax. Deep'
breathing and massage were practiced in the last session. Here, three
more relaxation techniques areupresented. Choose one to practice in
this sessio2n,

The first is progreesive relaxation. Background information on this
technique can be found in You Must Relax by E. Jacobson.

Lead the group in practICing the technique. Follow the instructions
provided in Handout OA During all relaxation exercises a
comfortable, quiet enviimy ent is essential. The 'facilitator should
maintain a calm, relaxing tone of voice while leading the group through
the technique.

_ Refer participants to Handout 3A for their use in practicing the
technique at home.

OR
"lbw

Activity 4B: TEACH A RELAXATION TECHNIQUE: COUNTING BREATH"'

Methodology: Practice
Handout 3B

Lead the group in practicing the technique, following the instructions,
provided in Handout 3B.

Refer participants to Handout 30. for priicticing the technique at home.

OR
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Methodology:
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TEACH A RELAXATION TECHNIQUE:
/

INSTANT -
RELAXATION DRILLA

Practice
Handout 3C

Lead the group in practicing the technique, .following the instructions
provided in Handout 3C.

Refer participants'1 Handout 3C for use in practicing the technique at
home.

Activity 5:

Methodology:

BRIEFLY DISCUSS OTHER STRESS MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES.

Group discussion
Flip chart

The techniques learned so far are only some of many effective
relaxation exercises.- Relaxation exercises are indeed only one of many
ways to manage stress. Ask the group to list other relaxation
techniques. Write these on the flip chart.

Place relaxation techniques "in the broader context of stress
management by returning the flip chart to thalidt generated in
Session 1, Activity 7.

Activity 6: GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN DEVELOPING THEIR
INDIVIDUALIZED STRESS MANAGEMENT ACTION PLANS

Methodology: Small groups
Handout 2E
Handout 2F

Refer participants to. their Affirmation of Health forMs. Break into
groups of three and identify and record a stress management goal for
the coming week. Suggest that they:

I. refer to their Daily Stress and Tension Logs to help decide what
specific stressor to address;

. 2. plan to use the techniques learned in tOday's sessiOn; and
3. decide upon realistic, attainable goals.

Activity 7; EVALUATE THIS SESSION.,

Methodology: Group discussion

Saine as the evaluation activity in Sessions 1 and 2.
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PREVIEW THZ AGENDA FOR. SESSION 4.

Methodology: Group discussion

Same as the final activity in Session 1 and 4.
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. HANDOUT 3A

RELAXATION TECHNIQUEPROGRESSIVE RELAXATION

LIE COMFORTABLY ON YOUR BACK IN A QUIET PLACE. ALLOW

YOURSELF TO BECOME PASSIVE.

BEGIN BY TAKING A FEW DEEP BREATHS AND THEN RELAXING INTO-
YOUR NATURAL BREATHING RHYTHM.

TENSE AND RELEASE GROUPS OF MUSCLES ONE AT A TIME. BEGIN

WITH YOUR FEET, TENSE THE MUSCLES, HOLD FOR A COUNT OF FIVE
AND THEN RELEASE. MOVE UP TO YOUR LOWER LEGS. TENSE, HOLD,
AND RELEASE. CONTINUE TO MOVE UP YOUR BODY -- UPPER LEGS,
BUTTOCKS, ABDOMEN, CHEST , SHOULDERS , ARMS, HANDS, AND FACE",

NOTICE WHAT THE TENSION FEELS LIKE AS YOU CONTRACT EACH ,
MUSCLE GROUP. FOCUS ON THE EXPERIENCE OF LETTING GO OF THIS
TENSION AS YOU PROGRESSIVELY RELAX PARTS OF YOUR BODY. ALLOW
THE TENSION TO, FLOAT OUT Of YOUR MUSeLgS AS YOU LET THEM GO
AS LIMP AS YOU CAN.

PRACTICE THIS RELAXATION TECHNIQUE ONCE OR TW E A DAY
FOR 5-10 MINUTES. IT IS A WONDERFUL INDUCEMENT TO SLEEP ,AS
WELL AS A MEANS OF RELEASING EXCESS MUScLE TENSION.
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HANDOUT 3B

RELAXA,SION TECHNIQuE-COUNTING BREATHS

MAKE YOURSELF COMFORTABLE IN YOUR CHAIR. KEEP YOUR BACK
STRAIGHT. TRY NOT TO MOVE DURING THE EXERCISE. PLACE YOUR

HANDS ON YOUR THIGHS OR PI YOUR LAP WITH YOUR THUMBS
TOGETHER, PROVIDING SOME TENSION AT THAT SPOT SO YOU WON'T
TO GO SLEEP. CLOSE YOUR EYES.

-TAKE A DEEP, SLOW BREATH. AS YOU INHALE, ,COUNT 'ONE,' TO
Y-OURSELF. , THEN, SLOWLY, EXHALE ALL THE WAY OUT, COUNTING
'TWO' TO-YOURSELF SILENTLY. ANOTHER INHALE IS 'THREE,' OUT IS
'FOUR.' QUIET, SLOW BREATHS (YOUR BREATHING WILL GRADUALLY

BECOME MORE SHALLOW.) IN ON 'FIVE,' OUT ON 'SIX.' IN, 'SEVEN,'
OUT, 'EIGHT.' IN ON 'NINE,' OUT ON 'TEN.' KEEP COUNTING. WHEN

YOU GET TO 'TEN,' START OVER AT 'ONE.' SLOW, NATURAL BREATHS

NOW.

IF YOU LOSE COUNT, START OVER AT 'ONE.' JUST COUNT YOUR

BREATHS. IF A THOUGHT COMES, DON'T LET IT TAKE HOLD. LET IT
PASS ON THROUGH AS IF IT WERE A GENTLE BREEZE PASSING THROUGH

YOUR HAIR. JUST COUNT YOUR BREATHS.

BEGIN PRACTiCING THIS TECHNIQUE 5 TO 10 MINUTES -A DAY AND
GRADUALLY INCREASE THE 'TIME TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. WREN YOU

.
FINISH THIS EXERCISE, ASK YOURSELF,' 'HOW DO I FEEL?'

ADAPTED FROM: MCCAMY, J. HUMAN LIFE STYLING. NEW YORK:

HARPER & ROW, 1975.
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HANDOUT 3C

RELAXATION TECHNIQUE--INSTANT RELAXATION DRILL'

POSITION YOURSELF COMFORTABLY EITHER SITTING , STANDING,

OR LYING DOWN. KEEP YOUR BACK STRAIGHT .

DRAW IN A DEEP BREATH AND COUNT TO FIVE SLOWLY . EXHALE

SLOWLY AND TELL ALL YOUR MUSCLES' T,0 RELAX . REPEAT THIS STEP
TWO OR THREE TIMES UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLETELY RELAXED .

IMAGINE A. PLEASANT THOUGHT , SUCH AS 71 AM LEARNING HOW TO

RELAX ," UR A PLEASANT SegNE, SUCH AS A CALM. LAKE. IF YOU USE

A' NATURAL SCENE IMAGINE ALL THE SIGHTS , SOUNDS , AND SMELLS

OF THAT SCENE AS VIVIDLY AS YOU CAN .

PRACTICE THIS INSTANT RELAXATION SKILL DURING YOUR DAILY
ROUTINE WHEN YOU FEEL UNWANTED TENSION--FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN

YOU FEEL YOURSELF BECOMING IMPATIENT WHILE WAITING IN LINE.

ADAPTED FROM FARQUHAR , J. THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE NEED NOT

BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH . NEW YORK : W. W . NORTON , 1978.

v
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SESSION 4: TIME MANAGEMENT

SESSION AGENDA

I. Preview the agenda for the session and make announcements.

2. Briefly review the Content of Sessions 1, 2, and 3.

3. Practice the relaxation technique learned in Session 3.

4. .Facilitate sharing of the Stress Management Action plans recorded
in the Affirmation of Health forms.

5. Define "time urgency" and "time management,"

6. Guide the.group in identifying "time-wasters."

7. Provide a model for managing time.

8. Introduce "Twelve Mental Sets" useful in developing a more
relaxed, positive approach to living.

. Guide participants in filling out their Affirmation of Health
forms.

*10. Evaluate the Stress Management course.

HANDOUT

Handout 4A Twelve Mental Sets: Suggested Attitudes to
Enhance Wellbeing

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on flip chart
Definitions of time urgency and time management (Activity 5)

printed on flip chart
A model for time management (Activity Z) printed on flip chart
Course evaluation forms (available in Tips for. Facilitators section)

* If this ie not the final session of the course; Activity 10 should be
altered to read "Evaluate the. Session" and Activity 11 "Preview 'the
Agenda for Session 5," should be added.

1 4
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Activity 1: PREVIEW -THE AGENDA ,SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip chart

. Same as Activity 1 in Session 2 and 3.

Activity 2: BRIEFLY REVIEW THE CONTENT OF SESSIONS 1, 2, AND 3.

Methodology: Flip chart
Group discussion

Ask the group to reflect upon the key ideas and skills they have
learned, Record the list on the flip chart. Add any major concepts
that are omitted.

Activity 3:

Methodology:

ft

PRACTICE THE'RELAXATION TECHNIQUE LEARNED IN
SESSION 3.

Handout 3A, 38, or 3C 46

Practice

Guide participants through the technique as in Session 3.
instructions provided in handout.

Fellow, the

Activity 4: FACILITATE SHARIlsre THE STRESS MANAGEMENT ACTION
PLANS RECORDED IN THE AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH
FORMS.

Methodology: Handout 2E
Reportbacks

Same format as Session 3, Activity 3. The content of the sharing,.
however, will reflect the use of Session 3's relaxation technique in
addressing stressful situations recorded in participants' Daily Stress
and Tension Logs (Handout 2F) between Sessions 2 and 3.

Activity 5: DEFINE TIME URGENCY AND TIME MANAGEMENT

Methodology: Group discussion
Lecturette
Flip chart

.

Time management is the stress management technique highlighted in
this session. Ask participants how they would define time urgency
and time management. Then provide the following two definitions:
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Time urgency leads to stress in the individual. It is the feeling an
Individual has when he/she has taken on more tasks then he/she can
accomplish in a given time. The individual is stressed both during the
period of attempting to accomplish the tasks and later, when he/she is
frustrated at -not being able to get the work done.

Time mane ement is an effective strategy to reduce the stress of time
urgency. Time management involves allocating appropriate blocks of
time for tasks and setting priorities for tasks to be completed.

This means maintaining a schedule to eliminate the need to worry about
having insufficient time to carry out tasks.

(Girdano Everly, 1979, p. 150).

These definitions should be printed on the flip chart before class.

Activity 6: GUIDE THE GROUP IN IDENTIFYING TIME-WASTERS:

Methodology: Facilitatoi-led brainstorming '

A. The whole group brainstorms a list of time-wasters in their lives.

B. The list is ranked in order of priorities. (This exercise also
shows how priorities vary greatly among individuals.)

C. The list is divided to show which time wasters are generated
internally and which are generated externally. Each individual
can then determine which items he/she can control. Internally
generated time wasters may require a change in values or
attitudes.

Activity 7: PROVIDE A MODEL FOR MANAGING TIME.

Methodology: Flip chart
Lecturette
Small groups

Have the following model printed on the flip chart. Explain that it can
be used for any given time period (i.e., a day, a week, a year).

4.1

401111111111.
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A Model for Time Management

Time Demands Time Supply

1...List all tasks to be
completed in a given
time interval.

2: Estimate time needed to
complete each task.

3. Increase each time
estimated by 10-15$ (to
allow for unexpected
problems).

1. Identify blocks of
time available each day
for completing necessary
tasks.

Z. Match tasks with
available time blocks.

3. Prioritize tasks so
most important tasks
are completed first.

Adapted Ow Girdano & Everly, 1979, p. 150.

Instructthe group to divide into pairs. Each person should discuss
the application of this model to a Specific day in the coming week. In
other words, each will develop a plan fOr the management of his/her
time for one day.

Activity 8: INTRODUCE TWELVE MENTAL SETS USEFUL IN DEVELOPING
A MORE RELAXED, POSITIVE OUTLOOK ON LIVING.

Methodology: Reading aloud
Handout 9A

Refer participants to Handout 9A.. Paraphrase the opening two para-
graphs. Request individual participants to read aloud each of the
twelve mental sets and the seven tips for using them. Encourage
group discussion of these concepts, particularly concerning how the
twelve mental sets might contribute to effective time management.

Activity 9: GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN FILLING OUT THEIR
AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH FORMS.

Methodologi: Handout 2E

Allow the group to decide whether to work individually, with partners,
or in small groups. Suggest that the goal-related activity for the
coming week be using the model for time management on specified
days, or practicing one or more of the twelve mental sets. If this is
the final session, encourage participants to continue using the form
after the course has ended. 'It is a tool for maintaining the changes
they have'made and formaking more positive chantces.
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Methodology:

a
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EVALUATE THE STRESS MANAGEMENT .COURSE.

Written evaluation form (available in Tips for *Facilitators
section)

If this is the final session of the course, distribute "Course Evaluation
Forms" for all participants to,complete in writing before leaving. Ex-
plain the importance of their honest, thorough 'evaluation in enabling
the course to be continually improyed for future participants.

(If this is not the final session, evaluate this session only, as was
done in Sessions 1, 2, and 3; and review the agenda you have developed
fox Session 5.

Li

VP
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HANDOUT 4A

TWELVE MENTAL SETS: SUGGIUSTED ATTITUDES TO ENHANCE WELLBEING

THE TWELVE ti/IENTAL -SETS ARE SELF-STATEMENTS FOR POSITIVE
ATTITUDES., ATTITUDES INFLUENCE HOW WE THINK , FEEL, AND ACT.
IF YOU CHOOSE, YOU CAN PRACTICE THE MENTAL SETS THAT ARE 'MEAN-
INGFUL TO YOU TO HELP YOU INCREASE A POSITIVE AND RELAXED
APPROACH TO LIVING. YOU CAN GRADUALLY WEAVE THEM INTO YOUR
LIFE FABRIC.

PLEASE DO NOT MAKE THESE AFFIRMATIONS .NEW "SHOULDS" FOR
YOURSELF. BE GENTLE WITH YOURSELF. RESULTS WILL BECOME EVI-
DENT AS YOU INTRODUCE THESE ATTITUDES INTO YOUR DAILY LIFE.

TIPS FOR USING THE TWELVE MENTAL SETS ARE INCLUDED ON THE
FOLLOWING PAGE.

I DO THE BEST I CAN ABOUT A SITUATION , COMMITTING MYSELF
TO ITS RESOLUTION WITHOUT WORRYING.

I SET REALISTIC GOALS FPR MYSELF. WHEN REASONABLE, I DO
ONE THING AT A TIME. -

* I AM AWARE OF MY OWN FEELINGS, AND CAN CHOOSE TO EXPRESS
THEM HONESTLY TO OTHER PEOPLE: I AM RESPONSIBLE "T01.1./-
OTHERS, NOT "FOR" THEM.
I CHOOSE HOW TO RESPOND TO STRESSFUL SITUATIONS AND
ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONSEQUENCES.

I HAVE NO NEED TO' COMPARE MYSELF OR TO COMPETE WITH
OTHER PEOPLE.

I TREAT ALL OTHERS WITH THE RESPECT AND ACCEPTANCE I WISH
FOR MYSELF.

I REALIZE THERE ARE OPTIONS IN ANY GIVEN SITUATION AND I
FEEL THE'FREEDOM TO EXPLORE.

I LEARN LESSONS OF GROWTH FROM NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
EXPERIENCES.

I THINK AND LIVE POSITIVELY, COMMITTING MYSELF TO
ACHIEVING PERSONAL EXCELLENCE; IF I BACKSLIDE, I CAN
REGROUP AND GO ON.

DEATH IS A NORMAL, INEVITABLE PART OF HUMAN LIFE.

I LIVE IN THE PRESENT MOMENT, REALIZING I CAN LEARN FROM
THE PAST AND HAVE HOPE FOR THE FUTURE.

BY KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH MY_ BODY AND RESPONDING TO ITS
NEEDS, I CHOOSE TO BE WELL AND HAPPY.

4
14 6
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HANDOUT 4A (CONTINUED)

TIPS FOR USING THE TWELVE MENTAL SETS

-

IT USUALLY TAKES FROM ONE TO FOUR WEEKS OF DAILY PRACTICE

0- TO GAIN SOME BENEFITS FROM THE MENTAL SETS. REGULAR AND CON-

SISTENT PRACTICE IS IMPORTANT. DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE RESULTS;

THEY WILL COME WITH TIME.

1. CHOOSE THE MENTAL HEALTH SETS WHICH YOU BELIEVE WILL HELP

YOU THE MOST. FOCUS ON THOSE UNTIL YOU EXPERIENCE THE

RESULTS YOU WANT.

2. REVISE THE MENTAL SETS SO THEY ARE RELEVANT TO YOUR PARTI-

CULAR SITUATION. FOR EXAMPLE, #3 CAN BE CHANGED TO "1 AM

AWARE OF MY OWN FEELINGS, AND EXPRESS THEM HONESTLY TO

MY HUSBAND (NEIGHBOR, DAUGHTER, ETC.)."

3. PICK A TIME OF DAY FOR PRACTICE WHEN YOU ARE RELAXED AND

YOUR MIND IS CLEAR. FOR SOME PEOPLE, EARLY MORNING .15

BEST; FOR OTHERS, LATE EVENING OR WHILE WALKING IN A PARK

MAY BE BETTER.

4. IF NEGATIVE THOUGHTS SURFACE IN YOUR MIND AS YOU PRACTICE,

LET THEM PASS WITHOUT DWELLING ON THEM. IT DOES TAKE SOME

TIME TO CHANGE.BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES , AND IN THE MEANTIME,

OLD NEGATIVE THOUGHTS MAY APPEAR. IF THEY PERSIST , YOU

CAN SAY "STOP!" THEN FOCUS ON THE MENTAL SETS.

0

/\

5. REPEAT THEM DAILY, EITHER SILENTLY OR OUT LOUD, OR WRITE

THEM DOWN TEN TIMES DAILY . SPEND FIVE TO TEN MINUTES. EACH

DAY WITH THEM. SAY OR WRITE THEM IN A RELAXED WAY , AS IF

THEY WERE TRUE FOR YOU (EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT QUITE CONVINCED).

6. IMAGINE YOURSELF LIVING BY THE MENTAL SETS YOU HAVE CHOSEN

7. WRITE THE MENTAL SETS ON 3" x 5" CARDS AND PLAC.E THEM SOME-

WHERE (THE REFRIGERATOR DOOR, BATHROOM MIR.ROW(EEDSIDE

TABLE) WHERE YOU WILL SEE AND READ THEM DAILY. REWRITE

OR MOVE THESE CARDS TO A NEW LOCATION EVERY THREE OR

FOUR DAYS TO REINFOUCE NOTICING THEM.

c. 14 7
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NUTRITION

Nutrition is a complex and challenging subjedt with new information

(and controversies!) emerging all of the tile. The four class sessions

included in this section offer a range of topics and activities that can

provide you and your participants with a beginning "taste" of Nutrition.

We recommend using guest speakers to help you deliver the content of

these sessions. They bring knowledge, resources and a built-in "change of

pace" to the program. For your nutrition class, some comMunity resources
vet

that you could use include the dietician, home economist or nutritionist

from:

* County. Agricultural Extension Office

* Public Health Department

* Hospital Outpatient Clinic

* Local Dietetic Association Office

* Local Heart Association Office

Local Diabetes Association Office

Sources of Free Publications

American Heart Association and its stale associations have many free
' brochures with nutrition information. The Oregon Heart Association
hash a particularly good bulletin listing fat content of cheeses.

Blue Cross of Washington and Alaska, Public Relations Dept.,
P.O. Box 327, Seattle, WA 98111,- provides recipes low in fat and
cholesterol. It lists nutrients per serving for each recipe.

Consumer Information Center, Pueblo,' CO 81009, is an excellent source of
materials concerning nutrition, many of which are free or under $1.00.
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Recommended are:
"Food-Information on Fat, Salt, Sugar, Fiber"
"Ideas for Better Eating"
"Dietary Guidelines for Americans"
"Consumer's Guide to Food Labels"
"Fats in Food and Diet"
"Food Additives"
"Grandma Called It Roughage"
"A Primer on Dietary Minerals"
"Salt"
"Sugar"

Giant Foods, Inc., Consumer Affairs Department; P.O. Box 1804,
Washington, D.C. 20013. A series of a1manacs that provide nutritional
information about fats, cholesterol, salt, and sugar. Aided at the
consumer. Very colorful and easy to follow.

Free information is generally available from state dairt councils. For a
catalog of nutrition education materials write:

National Dairy Councils
6300 North River Road
Rosemont, IL 60018,

Reprints of articles, audio-visuals, bibliographies and books are akrailable
through:

Food and Nutrition Information and
Education Resources Center

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Beltsville, MD 20705

Additional publications are listed at the end of this section.

Free Films
"Help Yourself to Better Health"

AARP-Society for Nutrition Education
"Food, Energy and You", National Diary Council

Rarig Film Service
834 Industry Drive
Seattle, WA 98188

-a

"Nutrition from the Twenties through the Nineties"
Tupperware Home Parties
Educational Services
P.O. Box 2353
Orlando, FL 32802
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410
Additional Ideas (for fun!!)

* Cooking demonstrations
* Sampling of low fat, low sugar, or low salt refreshments e.g., fresh,

raw vegetables with a dip made with tofu instead oLsour cream.
* Exchange of healthful recipes
* Displays of food. This may be especially helpful vlith grains and

legumes. Use labels that tell how to use these foods creatively.
* Create/a bulletin board that associates good buys with healthy food.

If broccoli (will& is high in calcium) is on special, havea recipe for
broccoli handy.
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SESSION 1: AN OVERVIEW OF NUTRITION

SESSION AGENDA

1. Welcome participants, preview tile agenda, and make announce-
ments.

2. Facilitate a discussion of participants' expectations of the
nutrition course, explain the goals of the course, and familiarize
the participants with course content.

3. Disctss the basic conCepts of nutrition.

4. Discuss the special riutritional needs of older people.

5. evaluate the session.

6. Preview the agenda for Session 2.

This plan assumes that the participants and the facilitator have met.
If this is not the case, these activities should be preceded by
introductions. Please refer to the Personal and Comnfunity Self-Help
component, Session 1, Activity 1, which describes an introductory
game.

HANDOUTS

Handout IA -
Handout t1B
Handout 1C -

Handout ID -

The Goals of the Class
New American Eating Gut&
Nutrients for Good Nutrition (or a substitute provided by
guest speaker)
Food Problems in Later Years (or a substitute provided 'by
guest speaker)

MATERIALS NEED'Ep

Flip chart
Magic markers
Agenda printed on flip chart
Agenda for Session 2 printed on flip diart

6

15.;
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Activity 1.: WELCOME THE PARTICIPANTS, PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR
THE SESSION, AND MAKE ANNOUNCEMENTS.

-

Methodology: Flip cfiart

After welcoming participants, direct their attention to the agenda
printed on the flip chart. Read each item. Make any necessary
announcements and invite paificipants to do likewise.

Activity 2: FACILITATE A 15ISCUSSIO.N OF PARTICIPANTS'
EXPECTATIONS OF VIE NUTRITION COURSE, EXPLAIN THE
GOALS OF THE COURSE, AND FAMILIARIZE PARTICIPANTS
WITII COURSE CONTENT.

Methodology: Group discuesion
Handout 1A

-

Ask each participant to shaie one thing fie/she hopes to learn in
the course or one change he/she' woUld like to make in dietary habits.

Refer participiints to Handout 1A. PaA-phrase its contents or read
fit aloud.

Activity 3: DISCUSS THE BASIC CONCEPTS OF NUTRITION.

Methodology : Lecture
Group discussion.
Handout 1B
Handout 1.0

A guest speaker should be invited to discuss the basic .concepts ol
nutrition. Following is ail outline of the information to be presented.

1. The main nutrients and their function's:
-carbohydrates (sugars & starches)
-fats (animal & vegetable origins)
- protein (animal & vegetable sources)
-vitamins,
-minerals
roughage or fiber (a complex carbohydiate)

-water (essentialalthough not a food, it is often classified
as a nutrient)

2. Nutrients can be divided into four basic food groups:
-bread and cereals (grains) --4 servings per day
-fruit and vegetables servtngs per day
-milk and milk products --2 servings per day
meat pnd meat alternatives --2 serVingb per day

4



The "New American Eating
Public Interest) uses four
from the above. -

- beans, grains, nuts
- fruits & vegetables
-milk products
-poultry, fish, meat & eggs
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Guide" (The Center for Science in the
groups, which are modified slightly

--4 or more servings per day
--4 or more servings per day
--2 servings per day
--2 servings per day

These groiaps are
better nutrition:

Anytime

See Handout 1B

set into three classifications as a guide to

In Moderation Now & Then

3. Energy sources:
-starches and sugars
-fats and oils (saturated & unsaturated)

4. Growth and maintenance:
-complete_proteins (animal origin)
-incomplete proteins (vegetable origin)
-complementary proteins
-mixing and matching protein pairs

5. Protection:
- minerals and vitamins

This presentation of information should be followed
It is suggested that handouts be provided. These
the presenter or Handout 1C may be used.

by a group discussion.
may be supplied by

ACtivity 4: DISCUSS THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF OLDER
PEOPLE

Methodology: Lecture
Group discussion
Handout 1D

The same person who presented Activity 3 may present this
information. Material to be included follows.

"411)

Deficiencies found in many "normal" older Americans:
-iron deficiency (all ineome,& ethnic groups)
7vitamin A' deficiency (mainly 'Spanish Americans)
,vitamin C deficiency (more prevalent in men)
- calcium deficiency (due to poor diet intake)

--obesity (more women--high low socioeconomic level0
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2. Fiber:
-special importance for the elderly, particularly those who
are inactive

-supplementing the diet of those in institutions with high
fiber foods

- introduce fiber gradually into the diet when it has been
lacking

3. Caloric needs:
-decrease with age
- need to have a well-balanced diet because.of smaller intake
of food than younger age groups (to ensure adequate vitamins,
minerals and protein)

As in Activity 3, a group discussion should follow the presentation.
Handout 1D may be used or the speaker may provide a handout with
similar information.

Activity 5: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discussion
Flip chart

'Explain that the purpose of the evaluation fs to continually improve the
course by incorporating participants' feedback and perceptions. To
elicit comments, ask the group, "What were the most useful aspects of
this session?" and "How could the session have been improved?." The
facilitator should be receptive to constructive criticism.

Activity 6: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 2,

Methodology: Flip chart

The agenda for Session 2 should already be written on the flip chart..
Briefly read it aloud.

1
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HANDOUT 1A

THE GOALS OF THE CLASS

NUTRITION IS AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF GOOD HEALTH, AND
GOOD HEALTH, IN TURN, INSURES A HIGHER 'QUALITY OF LIFE.
THROUGH GAINING KNOWLEDGE AND ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY FOR

YOUR OWN HEALTH, YOU WILL BE BETTER ABLE TO MAKE EDUCATED
CHOICES REGARDING IfOUR DIET.

WHAT WE'D LIKE '1;::1 ACCOMPLISH AND HOW:

A. PROVIDE USEFUL INFORMATION THAT WILL ENABLE 1 US TO
.MAKE EDUCATED CHOICES REGODING OUR DIET. E L DO

THIS THROUGH:

1. CLASS DISCUSSION

2. SELF-ASSESSMENT TESTS

3. EXPLORING HEALTHFUL AND TASTY lAk)OD

4. FURTHER READING AND EXPLORATION OF NUTRITION
INFORMATION

B. ENCOURAGE POSITIVE CHANGES IN OUR EATING HABITS,
RECOGNIZING THAT CHANGING OUR DIET IS A GRADUAL,
DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS WHICH CAN ONLY BE BEGUN AND
SUPPORTED IN THE TIME PERIOD OF THIS PROGRAM. WE WILL
DO THIS THROUGH:

1. RECORDING THE FOODS WE EAT

2. USING SELF-CONTRACTS

3. WEEKLY SHARING OF PROGRESS MADE

4. COOKING HEALTHFUL FOOD THAT TASTES GOOD

5. SUBSTITUTING HEALTHIER FOOD FOR LESS HEALTHY
CHOICES

6. MODIFYING RECIPES TO IMPROVE THEIR NUTRITIONAL
VALUE

15J
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HANDOUT 1B

NEW AMERICAN EATING GUIDg .

EATING A HEALTHY, BALANCED DIET DOESN'T HAVE TO INVOLVE
YOU IN ENDLESS CALORIE COUNTING OR KEEP YOU FOREVER TRACKING
PROTEINS, CARBOHYDRATES, FIBERS, CHOLESTEROL, OR WHATEVER.
YOU CAN DO IT AT A GLANCE BY USING THIS SIMPLE CHART PUT TO-
GETHER BY HEALTH AND NUTRITION EXPERTS.

PLAN YOUR DAILY MENUS FROM EACH OF THE FOUR GROUPS PAYING
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THESE CATEGORIES: ANYTIME FOODS--THESE
SHOULD BE THE BACKBONE OF YOUR DIET; IN MODERATIONTHE NEXT
BEST CATEGORY; NOW & THEN-- EAT THESETOODS LESS OPTEN AND IN
SMALL PORTIONS.

WHEN A CERTAIN FOOD IS PLACED IN THE "IN MODERATION" OR
"NOW AND THEN" COLUMN IT MEANS THAT THERE ARE CERTAIN
DISADVANTAGES TO OVER-INDULGING IN THAT PARTICULAR TREAT.
FOR EXAMPLE, MACARONI AND CHEESE, (AN "IN MODERATION" FOOD)
USES A REFINED GRAIN, CONTAINS MODERATE AMOUNTS OF SATURATED
FAT, AND MAY BE HIGH IN SALT. SO, IF YOU ARE CONCERNED WITH
REDUCING YOUR INTAKE OF FATS, SALT, AND SUGAR, THIS GUIDE CAN
HELP YOU MAKE HEALTH-PROMOTING DECISIONS.

-GROUP 1 - BEANS - GRAINS - NUTS-
FOUR OR MORE SERVINGS PER DAY

ANYTIME:

Bread & Rolls (whole grain)
Dried Beans & Peas (legumes)
Lentils
Oatmeal
Pasta, Whole Wheat
Brown Rice
Rye Bread
Sprouted Seeds
Whole Grain Cereals

IN MODERATION

Cornbread
Flour Tortilla
Granola Cereals
Macaroni & Cheese
Matzo
Nuts
Pasta, Except Whole
Wheat

Peanut Butter
Pizza
Refried Beans, Com-
mercial or Homemade
in Oil

Seeds
Soybeans
Tofu
Waffles or Pancakes
with Syrup

White Bread -& Rolls
White Rice

153

NOW & THEN

Croissant
Doughnut
Presweetened
Breakfast Cereals

Sticky Buns
Stuffing made with
Butter
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HANDOUT 1B (CONTINUED)

-GROUP 2 - FRUITS - VEGETABLES-
FOUR Oft MORE SERVINGS PER DAY

ANYTIME:

All Fruits and Vegetables
(except those listed at
right)

Applesauce (unsweetened)
Unsweetened Fruit Juice
Unsalted Vegetable Juice
Potatoes, White or Sweet

IN MODERATION:

Avocado
Coleslaw
Dried Fruit
Fruits, Canned in
Syrup

Glazed Carrots
Guacamole
Potatoes Au Gratin
Salted Vegetable Juices
Sweetened Fruit Juices
Vegetables, Canned with
Salt

NOW AND THEN:,

Coconut
Pickles

-GROUP 3 - MILK PRODUCTS-
TWO SERVINGS PER DAY

Buttermilk, Made From
Skim Milk

Lassi (Low-Fat*Yogurt it
Fruit Juice Drink)

Low-Fat Cottage Cheese
Low-Fat Milk, 1% Milkfat
Low-Fat Yogurt
Nonfat Dry Milk
Skim Milk Cheeses
Skim Milk

Cocoa Made With Skim
Milk
Cottage Cheese, Regu-
lar 4% Milkfat

Frozen Lew-Fat Yogurt
Ice Milk
Low-Fat Milk, 2% Milk-
fat

Low-Fat Yogurt,
Sweetened

Mozzarella Cheese,
Part Skim Type Only

Cheesecake
Eggnog
Whole Milk
Whole Milk Yogurt
Hard Cheeses:
Blue, Brick,
Camembert, Cheddar
Muenster, Swiss

Ice Cream
Processed Cheeses

j
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ANYTIME:
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A

HANDOUT4B (CONTINUED)

-GROUP 4 - POULTRY - FISH - MEAT - EGGS-
TWO SERVINGS PER DAY

FISH
Cod
Flounder
Gefilte Fish
Haddock
Halibut
Perch
Pollack
Rockfish
Sole
Tuna, Water-Packed

EGG PRODUCTS
Egg Whites Only

POULTRY

4110
Chicken or Arkey,
Boiled, Baked, or
Roasted (no skin)

IN MODERATION:

FISH (Drained Well,
if Canned)

Fried Fish
Herring .

MaOkerel, Canned
Salmon, Pink, Canned
Sardines
Shrimp
Tuna, Oil-Packed

POULTRY
Chicken Liver, Baked or
Broiled, just one!

Fried Chicken,--Mmemade
in Vegetable Oil

Chicken or Turkey, Boiled-
Baked, or Roasted (with
skin)

NOW & THEN:

POULTRY
Fried Chicken,
Commercially Pre-
pared

C7/
PRODUCTS

eese Omelet
gg Yolk or Whole
Egg (about 3/week)

RED MEATS
Bacon
Beef Liver, Fried
Bologna
Corned Beef
Ham, Trimmed well .
Hotdogs
Liverwurst
Pigs' Feet
Salami
Sausage
Spareribs

RED MEATS (Trimmed of all
outside fat)
Flank Steak
Leg or Loin of Lamb
Pork Shoulder or Loin, Lean
Round Steak or Ground Round
Rump Roast
Sirloin Steak, Lean

VEAL

PREPARED BY THE CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST,
WASHINGTON, D.C., 1979.
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HANDOUT 1C

NUTRIENTS FOR GOOD NUTRITION

Nutrient Some reasons why you need it Food Souices

VITAMINS

Vitamin A Helps keep skin smooth and soft
Helps keep mucus membranes
resistant to infection

Protects against night-blindness

Yellow fruits, green
and yellow vegetables .

Butter, whole milk, cream,
Cheddar-type cheese,

'ice cream .

Liver"

Vitamin B1
Or

Thiamine

"*.Keeps appetite and digestion normal
Keeps nervous system healthy
Helps prevent irritability
Helps body release energy from food

All meats, fish, and
eggs

Enriched and whole grain
breads and cereals

Milk
White potatoes

Vitamin B2
Or

Riboflavin

Helps cells use oxygen
Helps keep vision clear
Helps prevent eyes from being
unnaturally. sensitive to light

Helps prevent cracking at the
corners of the mouth.

Helps keep skin and tongue smooth

Milk
All kinds of cheese

Ice cream
!Vegts, fish, poultry
Eg0

-/

Vitamin B6
Or

Pyridoxine

Important for health of blood
vessbls, blood 'cells and nervous
system

Wheat germ, vegetables,
meats,. whole-grained
ceivalS

B12 Helps prevent certain forms of
anemia

Contributes to health of nervous
system and to proper growth in
children

Liver, kidney, milk, salt-
water fish, oysters,
lean meats

1

162
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NUTRIENTS FOR GOOD NUTRIVON (CONTINUED)

Nutrient Some- ma-Bona why you need it Food Sources

Folic Acid Helps prevent oertain forms of t"nemia
Contributes to health, to nervoils
system, and to proper growth in
children

`1.

Leafy green vegetables,
meats

Niacin Helps convert food to inergy
Aids nervous system and helps
prevent loss of appetite

Lean meats, liver, enriched
breads and cereals, eggs

Vitamin C

(Ascorbic Acid)

Makes cementing materials that
hold body cells together

Makes walls of'blood vessels firm
Helps resist infection
Helps prevent fatigue
Helps in healing wounds and
broken bones

Important for healthy gums and teeth

Citrus fruits-lemons,
orange, grapefruit, lime

Fresh or frozen strawberries
Cantaloupe
ToMatoes
preen peppers, broccoli
Raw or lightly cooked
greens or cabbage

White potatoes

Vitamin D Helps the body absorb calcium from
digestive tract

(the Sunshine Helps build calcium and
Vitamin) phosphorus into bones

Vitamin D milk
Butter
Fish liver oil
Sunshine (not a foot)

Vitamin E Acts as an ant xidant to preserve
fat-soluble vita ns

Believed necessar reproduction

Vegetable oils,
whole grain cereals,
wheat germ, lettuce

Vitamin K Needed 'for the production of
prothrombin which aids in the
normal clotting of blood

Dark, leafy green vegetables

Calcium

MINERALS

Helps build bones, teeth
Helps blood clot
Helps muscles codtract and relax
normally

Delays fatigue and helps tired
muscles recover

Milk
Cheese (but less in cottage '
cheese)

Ice cream
Turnip and mustard,greens
Collards and kale

163
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NUTRIENTS FOR GOOD NUTRITION (CONTINUED)

Nutrient

Iron

'?
Some reasons why you need it Food Source

Combine
hemogl
thebl
the cel

with protein to make
in, the red substance in

d that carries oxygen to

Liver
Meat
Eggs
Green leafy vegetables
Enriched breads and cereals

Iodine Helps thyroid gland function
properly by manufacturing the
hormone thyroxine which regulates
metabolism

Salt-Water fish, shellfish,
iodized salt

Zinc Affects growth, taste, healing, and
reproduction

Found widely except in
processed foods

NUTRIENTS FOR ENERGY & OTHER SPECIAL JOBS

Protein
(amino acida)

Builds and repairs all tissues in
body

Helps form substances in the blood
called "antibodies" which fight
infection

,Providea energy

Meat, fish, poultry
-All kinds of cheese
Eggs
Milk
Cerealsand breada
Dried beans and peas
Peanut butter

Fat Supplies a large amount of energy
in a small amount of food

Helps keep skin smooth and healthy
by supplying substances called
"essential fatty scids"

=Butter and cream
Salad oils and dressin s
Cooking fats
Patty meats

Carbohydrates Supplies energy
(sugars and Carries other nutrients present in
starches) the food *.

Breads and cereals
Potatoes and corn
Bananas, dried fruits,
sweetened fruits

Sugar, syrup, jelly, jams,
and honey

I.
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NUTRIENTS FOR GOOD NUTRITION (CONTINUED)

Water is also an essential nutrient, although we do not usually think of it
as a food. Water is needed daily for:

Health of all the body cells Regulating body temperature
Help in carrying nutrients Aiding digestion
to cells and waste products Replacing daily water loss
away Building tissue

Source: Gutherie, H. A. Introductory Nutrition. St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Co.,
1971.
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HANbOUT 1D

FOOD PROBLEMS IN LATER YEARS

The following- chart is a summary of some common food and nutrition problems and
suggested solutions:

NO APPETITE

\LIMITED COOKING
FACILITIES

--Avoid snacking, especially on sweet, caloric foods
--Don't worry, it is usual for taste buds to diminish,

but a physician should check for other reasons
- -Have regular mealtimes; eat the Basic 4
- -Try walking or some other light exercise
-Start a hobby

- -Acid foods are taste tinglers: fruit an d juices,
tomato juice, pickles, bouillon, dry wine

- -Nutritious meals can be uncooked.
- -Many. meals can be cooked on a hot. plate- or

electric skillet
- -Make use of hearty one-dish meals such as stews and

chowders with meat or fish and combined vegetables

FOOD SPOILS EASILY
WHEN COOKING FOR ONE

- -Be sure to use leftovers effectively: label, freeze
- -Buy smaller quantities--ask your butcher for the

size you want
- -Use recipes designed for one .meal.
--Cook cooperatively--get several friends together

for meals, dividing costs and preparation

CAN'T CHEW MANY FOODS; --Have dentures fitted properly
MOUTH HURTS --Cube, chop, or grind foods difficult' to chew

- -Add broth to weli-cooked, moist foods
- -Use soft foods. Example: Meat loaf, omelettes,

cottage cheese, blender-made vegetable soup

EATING FRESH FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES

- -Buy in season--read grocery ads. Check farm bulk,
a commodity exchange, or a senior food co-op

- -Use frozen or canned fruit and vegetables if
fresh are too expensive.'

- -Combine with other foods, as in Oriental or
Italian reOpes

166
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FOOD PROBLEMS IN' LATER YEARS (CONTINUED)

MEAT IS EXPENSIVE - -Meat alternatives are just as nutritious. Use dried
beans or peas, lentils, peanut butter, scrambled eggs,
cottage cheese with soy bean curd

--Ilkuy a larger cut, then divide into smaller cooking or
serving portions

FOOD BUDGET IS SMALL --Food stamps stretch food dollars for those who qualify
- -Eat at senior meal programs
--Take part in senior food co-43

OVERWEIGHT;
DIABETES;
HYPOGLYCEMIA (LOW
BLOOD SUGAR)

- -Use sparingly all kinds of fats and sweets
- -Learn to say "NO" to second helpings
- -Don't skimp on vegetables, grains, cereals, fresh

fruits, skim milk, eggs, fish, and legumes. You need
as much of these as ever

--Don't skip mealsplan to eat regularly, but less
- -Start a mild, regular exercise program

UNDERWEIGHT A --Eat concentrated foods, like cheese and thick chowders
rather than broth and lettuce *

- -Add some snack foods such as eggnog, cocoa, ice cream,
fresh or frozen fruits

--Gradually increase the amounts eaten
--Eat small amouhts more often, including a complete

protein each meal. (See "No Appetite" above)

MUST AVOID SALT -Avoid processed, packaged, and canned foods.. Choose
fresh or frozen. Avoid breaded meats and ham.

--Get a magnifying glass. Read labels. Check for any
form of "sodium"

--Be a gourmet cook with herbs, spices, lemon, onion,
dill, fresh vegetables, dried vegetable flakes

- -Avoid diet pop, mixers, tube biscuits, dried soups

Prepared by Kay Osborne, Nutritionist
King County Senior Services
Nutrition Programs
Seattle, Washington

1 6
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SESiiON 2: BASIC STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING A NUTRITION PROGRAM

SESSION

1.

2.

3.

4.

AGENDA

Preview the agenda for the, session 'and make announcemenes.

Briefly review the content of Session 1.

Discuss the health hazards in the average American diet.

Introduce and discuss an alternative to the average American diet.

5. Enable participants to increase their
patterns.

awareness of their dietary

6. 'Guide participants in establishing insdividualized nutrition
improvement programs.

7. Evaluate the session.

8. Preview the tagenda for Seision 3.

HANDOUTS

Handout 2A

Handout
Handout
Handoul
Handout
Handout

Handout

- Information Packet on Sugar, Fats, Salt, and Complex
Carbohydrates

2B - Low-Fat Food Guide
2C - Benefits of Using the Seven-Day Diet Survey
2D - Seven-Day Diet Survey
2E - Daily Record of Cholesterol and Saturated Fat
2F - 'Daily Record of Salt, Sugar, Fiber, and Complex

Carbohydrates
2G - Self Contra-1 Packet

MATERIALS NEEDED

-flip chart
Magic markers
Agenda for the session printed on flip chart
-Agenda foicSession 3 printed on flip, chart'

0
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMERTS

Methodology: Fljp chart

Read through the agenda items printed on the flip chart. After
making announcements, invite participants.to do likewise.

Activity 2: BRIEFLY REVIEW CONTENT OF SESSION 1

Methodology: Flip chart

Request the group to briefly recaii the main points covered in the
presentations and discussions of Session 1.

Activity 3: DISCUSS THE HEALTH HAZARDS IN THE AVERAGE
AMERICAN DIET

Methodology: Lectur%
Handout 2A

Facilitator or guest speaker presents fritroductory information on the
ways in which the average American diet is hazardous to health. Major
points to be included are:

1. Farquhar (1974 states that: "The average American diet is, in
fact, decidedly hazardous to your health. It increases the
incidence of cardiovascular disease and all the diseases
associated with obesity (including diabetes, gout, osteoarthritis,
gall bladder disease, and high blood pressure), and may well
increase the incidence of certain types of cancer." (p. 103)

2. the American diet on the whole is too high in:
-caloric density
- saturated fat
wholesterol
- salt
- sugar.

The American average diet is too low in:
-complex carbohydrates
- fiber

Refer participants to Handout 2A. The inTormation contained in that
handout should also be contained in the presentation. Ailow time
for questions following the presentation.

163'
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Activity 4: INTRODUCE AND DISCUSS AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE
AVERAGE AMERICAN DIET

Method6logy: Lecturette
Group discussion
Handout 2B

Explain that the dietary guidelines for Americans established by the
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture are congruent with the New American Eating
Guide. These guidelines are:

eat a variety of foods
-mainiain ideal weight
- avoid too much saturated fat and

cholesterol
-eat foods with adequate starch and fiber
avoid too much sugar

- avoid too much sodium
if you drink alcohol, do so in moderation

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture,. U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary

- Guidelines for Americans,70117

Refei participants to Handout 2B. Ask one or two participants to read
.it aloud.

Activity 5: ENABLE PARTICIPANTS TO INCREASE THEIR AWARENESS
OF THEIR DIETARY PATTERNS

Methodology: Handout 2C
Handout 2D

Refer participants to Handouts. 2C and 2D. Read Handout 2C aloud.
The form is used to increaNa each person's awareness of his/her
dietary patterns _and dietary/goals.

Request that everyone complete the form during the following week.
Explain that these completed forms Will be used in Session 3 to estab-
lish personal goals for the following week, and agitin in Session 4 when
discussing "Eating for'Maximum Nutrition."
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Activity 6: 'GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN ESTABLISHING
INDIVIDUALIZED NUTRITION IMPROVEMENT PliOGRAMS'

Methodology: Lebturette
Handout 2E
Handout 2F 1/4

Handout 2G

One tool to help make and maintain lagaalthful changes is the personal-
ized "self-contract." These enable. participants to establish for them-
selves easily attainable short-term dietary goals.

In order to identify an appropriate goal for this week, participants will
'now examine their eating patterns individually through use of Handout
2E, the "Daily Record of Cholesterol and Saturated Fat" and Handout-
2F, and the "Daily Record of Salt, Sugar, Fiber and Complex Carbohy,
drates".

Refer participants to These handouts. Read the introductory pare-
graph on Handout 2E, and ask participants to complete both 2E and 2F
for the previous day.

Following this exercise, refer participants to Handout 2G which.
contains four self-contract forms, each focusing on a different food
type. Instruct each participant to:

1. Using Handouts 2E & 2F, identify either salt, sugar, fats,
or fibers and Complex, carbohydrates as the food type most in
need of change in his/her diet; and

2. Choose the self-contract in Handout 2G which addresses that
food type and complete it for the following week.

Remind participants that Session 3 will contain a section in which they
may share with each other their experiences in seeking to fulfill the
self-contracts.

Activity. 7: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discussion
Flip chart

Same as Session 1, Activity 5.

Activity 8: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 3

Methodoloky: . Flip chart

Same as Session 1, Activity 6.

1 71
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HANDOUT 2A

." INFORMATION PACKET ON SUGAR, FATS , SALT, AND COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES

SUGAR, SUGAR EVERYWHERE

COMMONLY EATEN SUGARS AND SWEETENERS DO NOT PROVIDE ANY

HEALTH BENEFITS. THEY SIMPLY SATURATE THE BODY WITH EXCESSIVE

CALORIES. NATURAL SWEETENERS SUCH AS FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

SUPPLY US WITH VITAMINS , MINERALS , AND FIBERS AS WELL AS A. SWEET

TASTE. -

SUGAR MAY BE LISTED AS SUCROSE, GLUCOSE, FRUCTOSE, CORN
SYRUPS , CORN SWEETENERS , MALTOSE, DEXTROSE, INVERT SUG , AND

HONEY. BE ESPECIALLY AWARE OF "NEW" COOKBOOKS CLAIMING LJGAR

IS NOT USED. MANY TIMES THESE RECIPES RELY ALMOST 1Q016 ON 1ONEY.
THERE ARE ESSENTIALLY NO NUTRITIONAL QUALITIES D1STING&ISiINO

HONEY FROM WHITE OR BROWN SUGAR. OF COURSE, AN OCCASIONAL

COOKIE OR TEASPOON OF SUGAR WILL CAUSE NO HARM. THE IMPORTANT

POINT IS TO LEARN TO ENJOY FOODS WITHOUT ADDED SWEETENERS AND

TO CONDITION YOUR TASTE BUDS SO THAT PRE-SWEETENED FOODS WILL

BE TOO SWEET.
FRUITS ARE OFTEN CANNED IN HEAVY SYRUP, WHICH IS A HIGH-

SUGAR PRODUCT. BUY FRUIT CANNED IN ITS OWN JUICE OR OTHER

FRUIT JUICE OR WATER.
"NON-NUTRITIVE SWEETENER" ON THE LABEL MEANS AN ARTIFICIAL

SWEETENER HAS BEEN ADDED.

BANANAS , RAISINS , AND DRIEt FRUIT CAN ADD SWEETNESS TO

MANY RECIPES. Nthi. THAT THEY ARE OFTEN LABELED AS "HEALTH"
FOODS , YOU MUST BE CAREFUL TO BUY THE ONES WITHOUT ADDED
,SUGAR. MANY SUPERMARKETS NOW FEATURE THESE ITEMS WITH ADDED

SUGAR "FOR IMPROVED TASTE." DRIED BANANAS DO NOT NEED

ADDITIONAL SUGAR.

SOUSCE: , WILLIAMS , J. , & SILVERMAN, G. NO EIALT, NO SUGAR, NO

FAT . CONCORD , NITTY GRITTY PRODUCTIONS, 1981.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF ADDED SUGAR IN PROCESSED FOODS

FOOD
SERVING
SIZE

TEASPOONS SUGAR
PER SERVING

f6 OF CALORIES
THAT IS SUGAR

COLA DRINK 12 OZ. 9.2 99

HI-C ORANGE DRINK 6 OZ. 4.8 81
(WELCH'S BRAND)

KELLOGG'S FRUIT LOOPS 1 CUP 3.5 49

KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES 1 CUP .5

GENERAL MILLS COUNT 1 CUP 3.2 46
CHOCULA

CRANBERRY SAUCE 1/2 CUP 11.7 90

CATSUP 1 TBSP .6 61

I YOGURT , FRUIT 8 OZ. 7.5 50

JELLO (CHERRY) 1/2 CUP 4.5 87

BEETS, PICKLED 1/2 CUP 2.1 57
(DEL MONTE BRAND)

SOURCE: CENTER FOR SCIENCE IN THE PUBLIC INT

1 73
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et

FACTS ABOUT FAT

ALL" FATS, SATURATED OR POLYUNSATURATED, PROVIDE 9 CALORIES

PER GRAM OF FAT. EVERYTIME YOU USE 1 *TABLESPOON OF VEGETABLE
OIL, YOU CONSUME 13.6 GRAMS OF FAT OR 122 CALORIES.

FATS ARE *CLASSIFIED AS SATURATED OR UNSATURATED
DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF FATTY ACID PRESENT. SATURATED FATS

ARE FATS THAT HARDEN AT ROOM TEMPERATURE, AND THEY ARE
FOUND IN P4OST ANIMAL PRODUCTS Ay'D A FEW PLANT FOODS
(COCONUT AND PALM OIL). POLYUNSA URATED FATS ARE USUALLY
OILS AND ARE MOST ABUNDANT IN PLANTS AND FISH OILS. THE MOST

IMPORTANT POLYUNSATURATED FAT IS LINOLEIC ACID. THIS IS AN
ESSENTIAL NUTRIENT THAT MUST. BE SUPPLIED BY FOOD BECAUSE THE
BODY CANNOTc. MANUFACTURE IT. THE MOST RECENT RECOMMENDED

DIETARY ALLOWANCE (RDA) SUGGESTS THAT WE CAN MEET THIS
REQUIREMENT IF 1-2% OF OUR CALORIES ARE SUPPLIED BY JANOLEIC

ACID. POLYUNSATURATED VEGETABLE OILS ARE A GOOD SOURCE OF

LINOLE1C ACID.

ONLY 30 PERCENT OR LESS OF THE CALORIES YOU NEED EACH DAY

SHOULD COME FROM FAT.* THIS IS FAT (0/L) YOU CAN SEE IN SALAD
DRESSING, AND FAT YOU CANNOT SEE IN CAKES AND PIES, IN A STEAK

AND IN AN AVOCADO.

*ACCORDING TO DIETARY GOALS FOR THE UNITED STATES, 2ND
EDITION.- PREPARED BY tHE STAFF OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS, UNITED STATES SENATE, 1977.
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BE AWARE OF THE SURPRISINGLY HIGH FAT CONTENT OF MOST CHEESES.

LOWEST IN FAT ARE DRY COTTAGE CHEESE, LOW-FAT COTTAGE CHEESE,

AND PART-SKIM MOZZARELLA. HiGHEST ARE CREAM CHEESE AND CH'EDDAR

CHEESE. SO MANY PEOPLE SUBSTITUTE CHEESE FOR .MEAT AND THINK

THEIR DIET HAS BEEN IMPROVED. iiNFORTUNATELy, THE FAT CALORIES

PER SERVING IN MOST WHOLE MILK CHEESES EQUAL OR SURPASS BEEF.

FOR EXAMPLE:

1 SERVING LEAN GROUND BEEF
(3 OZ. COOKED. OR 1 3 OZ. PATTY)-----9.6 GRAMS OF FAT

1 SERViNG CHEDDAR CHEESE
(1 OZ.)

1 SERVING PART-SKIM MOZZARELLA
(1 OZ.)

9.1 GRAMS OF FAT

4.7 GRAMS OF 'FAT

NOTICE THAT THE SERVING SIZE OF MMT DIFFERS FROM `THAT OF

CHEESE.

STICK TO LOW-FAT OR NONFAT DAIRY PRODUCTS. THE ,

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A CUP OF, WHOLE MILK AND A CUP OF SKIM MILK

IS 72 CALORIES OF FAT.

KEEP IN MIND THAT PRIME GRADE BEEF CONTAINS MORE FAT THAN

CHOICE GRADE BEEF, AND CHOICE MORE THAN GOOD GRADE.

NUTS, PEANUTS, AND. PEANUT BUTTER CONTAIN CONSIDERABLE

AMOUNTS OF FAT. CHESTNUTS ARE THE ONetlicigtiTS THAT CONTAIV

SMALL AMOUNTS OF FAT.

FRUITS, VEGETA0BLES, AND GRAINS CONTAIN VERY LITTLE FAT

AND ADD IMPORTANT VITAMINS, MINERALS, AND FIBER.

SOURCE: WILLIAMS, J., & SILVERMAN, G. NO SALT, NO SLIGAR, NO

FAT. CONCORD, CA: NITTY GRITTY PRODUCTIONS, 1981.
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PLEASE DON'T PASS THE SALT

SALT IS SODIsUM CHLORIDE. SODIUM IS THE INGREDIENT WE ARE

TRYING TO AVOID,: SODIUM BICARBONATE, SODIUM BENZOATE, DISODIUM
PHOSPHATE, AND MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE ARE ALL NAMES ON LABELS

INDICATING THAT SODIUM IS PRESENT. BAKING POWDER, BAKING

SODA , GARLIC SALT , BRINE OR ONION SALT ALSO CONTAIN SODIUM.

RECO-GNIZE. THAT SALT IS OFTEN AN "INVISIBLE" INGREDIENT IN
CAKES , CEREALS , CHEESE, MEAT , 'CATSUP, MUSTARD, CANNED VEGETABLES,

DRIED AND CANNED SOUPS , AND MANY OTHER FOODS THAT DO NOt

TASTE SALTY. FOR EXAMPLE, THERE ARE 23§ MG OFt SQDIUM IN HALF

A CUP OF CANNED ASPARAGUS WHILE AN' EQUAL AMOUNT OF FRESH ,
COOKED ASPARAGUS CONTAINS ONLY 1 MG.

NUTRITIONAL LABELS DO NOT HAVE TO STATE HOW MUCH 80DIUM

TpE.Y CONTAIN. EVEN WHEN SALT IS THE LAST LISTED INGREDIENT ON

THE LABEL, THERE IS NO WAY OF KNOWING HOW MUCH HAS BEEN ADDED.

DIETARY GOAL CONCERNING SALT: APPROXIMATELY 1 TSP./DAY

r."\ %'URCE: WILLIAMS, .J. , & SILVERMAN , G. NO SALT, NO SUGAR, NO
FAT. CONCORD, CA: NITTY GRITTY PRODUCTIONS, 1981.

1 7 (-;
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SURPRISE!

THOSE STARCHY CARBOHYDRATE FOODS YOU'VE LEARNED TO AVOID

CAN BE, VERY GOOD FOR YOU

ONE OF THE DIETARY GUIDELINES FOR AMERICA SAYS:
"EAT FOODS WITH ADEQUATE STARCH AND FIBER"

A

HERE ARE THREE SUGGESTIONS TO GET YOU STARTED:

1. EAT A WIbE VARIETY OF CARBOHYDRATE FOODS SUCH AS
% VEGETABLES , FRUI/TS, PEAS, BEANS, 'GRAIIVS. DISCOVER BULGUR

WHEAT AND LENTILS!

2. BALANCE THE DECREASE IN FATTY FOODS WITH AN INCREASE IN
CARBOHYDRATES-- ESPECIALLY VEGETABLES, FRUITS, AND

GRAIWS THAT PROVIDE FIBEFt,v

3. STARCHY FOODS IN MODERATE AMOUNTS MAY BE PART OF A

WEIGHT LOSS DIET. IT'S THE EXTRA FATS AND CALORIES YOU
AND THE MANUFACTURER ADD TO STARCHY FOODS THAT HURT.

WHAT DO COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES DO?

PROVIDE NUTRIENTS THAT ARE PROCESSED OCT OF REFINED
FOODS

*PROVIDE ENERGY MORE EVENLY FOR SEVERAL HOURS.

PROVIDE BULK AND ROUGHAGE, 'AIDING GREATLY IN DIGESTION

AND REGULARITY.
*PROVIDE A WAY TO CUT DOWN ON CALORIES. AN OUNCE OF FAT

HAS TWICE THE AMOUNT OF CALORIES AS AN OUNCE OF CARBO-

HYDRATE. -

PROVIDE A WAY TO SAVE YOU MONEY. MEAT AND -OTHER FOODS

HIGH IN ANIMAL PROTEIN TAKE UP A LARGE PORTION OF YOUR

FOOD DOLLAR. HIGH CARBOHYDRATE FOODS CAN EXTEND MEAT

DISHES. FOR EXAMPLE, SERVE A SMALL AMOUNT OF CHICKEN
WITH VEGETABLES OVER A LOT OF RICE OR USE MEAT At A SIDE

DISH RATHER THAN AS THE CENifER OF YOUR MEAL.

SOURCE: WILLIAMS , J. , & SILVERMAN , G. NO SALT, NO SUGAR, NO

FAT. CONCORD, CA: NITTY GRITTY PRODUCTIONS, 1981.

177
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HANDOUT 2B

LOW-FAT FOOD GUIDt

IF YOU'VE DECIDED ,T & REDUCE Tin AMOUNT OF S'ATUR'ATED FATS,
CHOLESTEIOL, AND CALORIES IN YOUR FOOD, HERE ARE SOME SUG-I.
GESTIONS:

FOODS TO TRY MORE OrigN

1. FISH AND POULTRY (WITHOUT0SKIN). THEY'RE LOW IN SATU-
'RATED FATS, SO TRY SUBSTITUTING THEM MORE OFTEN FOR
MEAT.a.

2. LEAN. COTS OF MEAT. WHEN YOU EAT RED MEAT, CHOOSE LEAN
CUTS AND TRIM VISIBLE FAT. BROILING, BOILING, -ROASTING ON
A RACK , OR ST/WII4G MEATS HELPS REMOVE FAT, TOO. .

3. LOW-FAT DAIRY PRODUCTS. SKIM MILK , LOW-FAT MILK , AND

NONFAT DRY MILK OFFER A TRIPLE TREAT--1ESS SATURATED-
FATS. CHRLESTEROL, AND'CALORIES.

4. FRUITS Is VEGETABLES. THEY CONTAIN VERY LITTLE FAT AND NO
CHOLESTEROL! EASY TO PREPARE, yRUlTS AND VEGETABLES ADD
VARIETY IN COLOR, TEXTURE, AND FLAVOR TO ,ANY,MEAL.

5. GRAINS AND STARCHY FOODS. FOODS LIKE ENRICHED OR WHOLE
GRAIN ItREADS, NOODLES, CEREALS, AND POTATOES ARE NUTRI-
TIOUS LOW-FAT FOODS. THEY PROVIDE 'IMPORTANT 'VITAMINS,
MINERALS, AND FIBER:AS WELL AS "HELP STRETC YOUR PROTEIN
DOLLAR., (GO LIGHTLY ON HIGH CALORIE OR HIGH T "EXTRAS"

JUKE BUTTER OfeSOUR CREAM.)

6. OILS & MARGARINES RIGH IN POLYUNSATURATED FATS. POLYUN-.
SATURATED FATS ARE HIGH IN LIQOID VEGETA/3LP OILS--SUCH AS

SAFFLOWER, SYWFLOWER, CORN, SOYBEAN, Aiii) SESAME SEED
OILS. MARGARINè THAT HAVE TWICE AS MUCH POLYUNSATURATED
AS SATURATED'F S ARE ALSO GOOD.SOURCES,OF POLYUNSATURATES:

POLYUNSATURATED FATS ARE THOUGHT TO HELP LOWER 'BLOOD
CHOLESTEROL, BUT GO ENEY OK ALL FATS. THEIR CALORIES ADD
UP QUICKLY.

17 S



FOODS TO EAT LESS OFTEN

16/

FOOD HIGH IN SATURATED FATS

1. FATTY MEATS. SATURATED FATS ARt HIGH IN CHOICE
GRADES AND CUTS OF BEEF, PORK , HAM, LAMB , AND FATTY
LUNCHEON AND VARIETY MEATS .

, 2 . HIGHFAT DAIRY PRODUCTS. BUTTER , CREAM, ICE CREAM,

WHOLE MILK , AND CHEESE ARE HIGH IN SATURATED FATS .

3. FATS & OILS HIGH IN SATURATED FATS . COCONUT AND PALM

OIL (USED IN MANY BAKED GOODS) , MANY SOLID AND HYDRO

GENATED* VEGETABLE SHORTENINGS SUCH AS BUTTER ,
BEEF FAT , AND LARD * ARE PARTICULARLY HIGH IN SATU
RATED FATS .

B. FOODS HIGH IN CHOLESTEROL

1. ORGAN MEATS. BRAIN , KIDNEY , AND LIVER ARE ilIGH IN

CHOLESTEROL.

2. EGG YOLKS . ARE PARTICULARLY HIGH IN CHOLESTEROL.

3. SHELL FISH. LOBSTER, CRAB , OYSTERS , AND SCALLOPS ARE

HIGH IN CHOLESTEROL.

*HYDROGENATED: HYDROGEN' IS ADDED To> POLYUNSATURATED LIQUID

VEGETABLE OILS , GENERALLY TO HARDEN THE FAT. THIS MAY

TURATE THE FAT , BUT ONLY THE PRODUCT'S LABEL OR MANU

FACTURER CAN TELL YOU THE AMOUN'Il OF POLtUNSATURATED

AND SATURATED FATS . IF ON A MARGARINE LABEL , THE FIRST

OR SECOND INGREDIENT IS "HYDROGENATED," THEN THE MAR

GARINE IS 'HIGH IN SATURATED FATS. (THE INTENT OF THE
PROCESS OF HYDROGENATION IS NOT TO LOWER THE NUTRITIVE

VALUE OF. THE HYDROGENATED PRODUCT; RATHER IT IS TO IN
CREASE ITS SHELF LIFE. )

17,34
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HANDOUT 2C

THE SEVEN-DAY DIET PLAN

TRACKING AND RECORDKG DIETARY HABITS WILL HELP YOU
BECOME AWARE OF WHAT YOU EkT . CONDUCTING THIS SURVEY AT
T HE START OF A NUTRITION CLASS PROVIDES YOU' WITH A PICTURE OF
WHAT YOUR DIET LOOKS LIKE NOW . THE SEVEN-DAY DIET PLAN CAN
BE USED TO PLAN A GRADUAL , SENSIBLE AND PERSONAL PROGRAM OF
DIETARY IMPROVEMENT . IT WILL ALSO SERVE AS A MEASURING STICK
AS YOU IMPROVE YOUR DIET .

IF YOU CONTINUE TO USE IT , THE SURVEY MAY ALSO BE AN
EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR ALTERING EAT,ING HABITS . KEEPING A DAILY
RECORD OF FOODS CONSUMED MAINTAINS YOUR AWARENESS OF YOUR
DIETARY GOALS AND ACTUAL EATING HABITS .

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR FOODS HIGH IN FAT , SUGAR , OR SALT .
THE HIDDEN NAT URE OF THESE ITEMS IN FOODS OFTEN CAUSES PEOPLE
TO UNDERESTIMATE THE AMOUNTS EATEN .) SO , KEEP YOUR PEN AND
SURVEY HANDY AND DISCOVER IF "YOU REALLY ARE WHAT YOU EAT !"..

1

4



lst day

2nd day

3rd day

4th day'

6th day

7th -day

163

HANDOUT 2D

SEVEN-DAY DIET SURVEY

Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snacks

A

Instructions: Please record all food and beverages including seasonings and
condiments you consume on each day. Estimate quantities (i.e.4 tsp.
salt, 1-5 oz. pork chop, 1 medium slice spice cake with frosting).
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HANDOUT 2E

DAILY RECORD OF CHOLESTEROL AND SATURATED FAT

TO KNOW WHAT KINDS OF FOODS YOU ARE EATING, PLEASE COMPLETE
THE FOLLOWING FORMS. .TO DO THIS, MARK THOSE BOXES WHICH CONTAIN
VIE FOODS YOU EAT IN AN AVERAGE DAY. IT IS BEST TO DO THIS AFTER
YOUR LAST MEAL OF THE DAY SO IT WILL INCLUDE ALL THE FOODS YOU
ATE DURING THAT DAY.

CHOLgTEROL AND SATURATED FAT RECORD

FOOD TYPE COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4

Non-fat
milk

Milk C,-....

LC

Whole milk Some whole milk
Some low-fat
milk F

Low-fat
milk

heese High-fat cheese
Swiss, cheddar,
Monterey Jack .

rcheese

Moderately low-
fat cheese, tybo
Fontina

Low-fat cheese
Baker's cheese
Farmer's cheese

Very low-
fat cheese,
cottage &
Ricotta

F---

Cream Whole cream,
Half-n-half,
ice cream

F

Powdered or
liquid cream
substitutes,
ice milk

Sherbet

r---

Cream substi-
tutes without
saturated or
hydrogenated
oils

I

Eggs One or more One-half egg One-quarter None, egg
whites onlyeggs per day I per day egg per day

Meats, Fish,
Poultry,
Liyer

Liver,
fatty red meats,
duck or goose

Lean red meat,
chicken, game
hen or turkey
with skin or

Poultry without
skin and not
deeri-fried,
fish (not deep_-_,

Beans, Peas,
grains, nuts,
seeds

deep-fried fried)

Spreads Butter, lard, or
margarine
made with palm

Stick mar-
garine

Soft tub
margarine

No butter
or margarine

oil
,

Oils and
Shortenings

Lard, coconut
or palm. hydro-
genated vege-

Hydrogenated
oil, shorten-
ings

Peanut or
olive oil

Safflower,
corn, cotton
seed, sun-

table oil flower or
sesame oil I

r

TOTALS: Points Points Points Points

Interpretation of Scores: Add up the number of boxes you marked in each column.
The total is youT-Ereore for that column. High scores in columns 3 & 4 indicate a diet
low in cholesterol and saturated fats. High scores in columns 1 & 2 indicate
a diet high in cholesterol and saturated fats.
From The Family Guide to Exercise and NutritIon, prepared by the Stanford Heart
DiseasirPreventior-i7Figram.

1

4,
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HANDOUT 2F

DAILY RECORD OF SALT, SUGAR, FIBER, AND COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES

FOOD TYPE COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4

Salt Ate usual amount
table salt,
Salts (onion,
garlic, celery)
soy sauce,

Used less salty
seasonings than
usual

Used a salt
substitute

No salt
added while
cooking or
eating

Fsteak sauce,
catsup

Ate usual amount
of salty pro-
ceased foods
(sausage, ham,

Ate one-half
of usual
amount

Ate one-fourth
of usual amount

F

Ate none

bacon, canned 7
soup)

I
_

.

Ate usual amount
of salted snack
foods (salted

,

Ate less than
usual amount

.

Ate none -or
ate unsalted
varieties

ITFnuts, potato
hips etc.)c,

Sugar Sweetened soh
drinks - twO or

One can per
.

day One-half can
per day

None

.

more cans per
day

Ate usual amount
of candy, cake,
pie, pastry,
cookies

Ate less than
usual amount

Ate only small
amount

Ate none

.

, .. ed f,.. Canned fruits Canned fruit
in waterin light

syr {

packe n
heavy syrup

Ate usual
amount of
white sugar,
jam, jelly,

, preserves,

Ate one-half
of usual amount

Ate only a
small amount

0

.

None added
while cooking
or eating;
bought no
sugary
foods

. I.

brown sugar,
honey

r----
,

SUBTOTAL: Points Points Points Points

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...
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HANDOUT 2F (CONTINUED)

DAILY RECORD OF SALT, SUGAR, FIBER AND COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES

FOOD TYPE COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4

Whole-Grain
breads &
cereals
(brown rice,
whole-wheat
bread, etc

Fiber and
complex
carbo-
hydrates

Breads,
Grains,
Cereals

White Bread,
heavily refined
cereals and grains
(white rice,
bleached flour ,

Lightly-milled
breads,
grains,
cereals

etc.)
1

Beans,
Peas,
Lentils

Canned - Freshly
cooked

Other
Vegetables

Canned or. Raw ; fresh
or crisply
cooked

soft cooked

Fruit Juices
without pulp

Cooked or
canned fruit

Fresh fruit

juices with
pulp

SUBTOTAL: Points 'Points Points Points

SUBTOTAL
FROM
PREVIOUS
PAGE: Points Points Points Points

GRAND
TOTAL: Yoints Points Points Points

Interpretation of Scores: Add up the number of boxes you marked in each column.
'The total is your score for that column. 'High scores in columns 3 & 4 indicate
a diet low in salt, sugar, and refined carbohydrates. High scores in ctilumns 1
& 2 indicate a diet high in salt, sugar, and refined carbohydrates.

From The Famillr Guide to Exercise and Nutrition, prepared by the Stanford Heart
DiseatiePrevention-137ogram.

(
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HANDOUT 20

SELF-CONTRACT PACKET
SELF-CONTRACT FOR SUGAR

NAME: DATE:

DURING THE NEXT WEEK , I WILL TRY TO ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL(S)
CHECKED BELOW (CHOOSE ONLY THOSE GOALS YOU CONSID R
REASONABLg FOR YOURSELF): k

SUGAR THAT 19 ADDED TO FOODS

-REDUCE SUGAR ADDED TO COFFEE, TEA/
OTHER DRINKS

-REDUCE SUGAR PUT ON FRUIT, CEREAL,
AND OTHER FOODS

-AVOID ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS

-REDUCE SUGAR USED IN RECIPES

SUGARY FOODS

-CUT DOWN ON PASTRY , CAKE, PIE,
COOKIES, CANDY , ICE CREAM,
ICE MILK , SHERBET

-BUY FOODS CONTAINING LESS SUGAR

- SUBSTITUTE UNSNEETENED FRUIT JUICE WITH
PULP FOR SWEETENED JUICES

- SUBOTITOTE FRUIT FOR SWEET DESSERTS

-SUBSTITUTE HEALTHY SNACKS FOR
SUGARY SNACKS

GENERAL

- TRY OUT A NEW AND HEALTHFUL RECIPE

-MAKE AND SHARE WITH (NAME:
A NEW RECIPE

GOAL FOR
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?

r
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SELFCONTRACT PACKET FOR SUGAR (CONTINUED)

-CONTINUE THE GOOD HABITS I HAVE
ALREADY INCORPORATED INTO MY LIFESTYLE

-ADDITIONAL GOALS:

GOAL FOR
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?

A WEEK FROM TODAY I WILL CHECK IN THE SECOND COLUMN THE GOAL(S)

I ACCOMPLISHED THIS WEEK. IF I REACH MY GOAL(S) FOR THIS WEEK ,

I WILL REWARD MYSELF IN THE FOLLOWINd HEALTHFUL WAY:
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SELF-CONTRACT FOR FATS AND CHOLESTEROL

DATE:

DURING THE NEXT WEEK, I WILL TRY TO ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL(S)
CHECKED BELOW (CHOOSE ONLY THOSE GOALS YOU CONSIDER REASONABLE

FOR YOURSELF):

BUTTER, MARGARINE, MAYONNAISE

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE BUTTER AND
HARD MARGARINE

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE MAYONNAISE

- SUBSTITUTE SOFT TUB MARGARINE

- SUBSTITUTE HEALTHIER SPREADS
FOR MAYONNAISE

it-

LARD, SHORTENING, OIL

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE USE OF LARD
AND SHORTENING

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE COCONUT AND PALM OILS

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE HYDROGENATED AND
PARTIALLY HYDROGENATED OILS

-SUBSTITUTE POLYUNSATURATED
VEGETABLE OIL

PROCESSED, CONVENIENCE, BAKED FOODS

-FURTHER REDUCE USE OF CONVENIENCE
FOODS, PROCESSED FOODS, COMMERCIALLY-
BAKED FOODS, AND FAST FOODS THAT
CONTAIN UNHEALTHY FATS

-BAKE AND COOK FOODS MYSELF AS
MUCH AS POSSIBLE

GOAL FOR
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?
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FAST FOODS

-REDUCE/ELIMINATE DEEP-FRIED FAST FOODS

MILK

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE WHOLE MILK

MIX MILKS TO DEVELOP A TASTE FOR LOW-FAT
OR NONFAT MILK

- DRINK LOW-FAT OR NONFAT MILK

-SUBSTITUTE LOW-FAT YOGURT FOR
WHOLE MILK YOGURT

. 1
CREAM

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE CONSUMPTION OF
CREAM, HALF-AND-HALF, AND NON-
DAIRY CREAMERS THAT CONTAIN COCONUT ,
PALM, OR HYDROGENATED OILS

- REDUCE/ELIMINATE ICE 'CREAM CONSUMPTION

REDUCE/ELIMINATE SOUR CREAM CONSUMPTION

- USE HEALTHY SUBSTITUTE FOR CREAM,
SOUR CREAM, CREAM CHEESE, WHIPPED
CREAM, ETC .

-SUBSTITUTE Stl-EBE sia\I\CE MILK
FOR ICE CREAM

GENERAL

-CONTINUE THE GOOD HABITS I HAVE
ALREADY INCORPORATED INTO MY
LIFESTYLE

-ADDITIONAL GOALS:

GOAL FOR
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?

A WEEK FROM TODAY I WILL CHECK IN THE SECOND COLUMN THE GOAL(S) I
ACCOMPLISHED THIS WEEK . IF I REACH MY GOAL(S)' FOR T.HIS WEEK , I WILL
REWARD MYSELF IN THE FOLLOWING HEALTHFUL WAY:
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SELFCONfRACT FOR COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATE6

NAME: DATE:

DURING THE NEXT WEEK , I WILL TRY TO ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL(S)
CHECKED BELOW (CHOOSE ONLY THOSE GOALS YOU CONSIDER
REASONABLE FOR YOURSELF):

COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES

REDUCE CONSUMPTION OF HEAVILY RBEINED
CEREALS AND GRAINS

REDUCE USE OF HEAVILY REFINED CEREALS AND
GRAINS IN COOKING

USE FOODS MADE FROM WHOLE
GRAINS AND CEREALS

USE WHOLE GRAINS AND
CEREALS IN RECIPES

INCREASE MY CONSUMPTION OF BEANS , PEAS ,
LENTILS , STARCHY ROOT VEGETABLES , LEAFY
VEGETABLES , AND FRUITS

SUBSTITUTE FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLE§

SUBSTITUTE FRUIT JUICES WITH PULP

GENERAL

CONTINUE THE GOOD HABITS I HAVE ALREADY
INCORPORATED INTO MY LIFESTYLE

ADDITIONAL GOALS:

GOAL FOR
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?

7-

A WEEK FROM TODAY I WILL' CHECK IN THE SECOND COLUMN THE GOAL(S) I
ACCOMPLISHED THIS WEEK . IF I REACH MY GOAL(S) FOR THIS WEEK , I WILL
REWARD MYSELF IN THE FOLLOWING HEALTHFUL WAY :

Igho
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SELF-CONT$ACT FOR SALT

DATE:

bURING THE NEXT WEEK , I WILL TRY TO ACC MPLISH THE GOAL(S)
CHECKED BELOW (CHOOSE ONLY THOSE GOALS OU CONSIDER
REASONABLE FOR YOURSELF) :

SALT

-USE LESS TABLE SALT ON FOOD

-REDUCE SALTY FLAVORINGS AND SEASONINGS

-COOK WITH LESS SALT 4P

-COOK WITH FEWER SALTY FLAVORINGS' AND
SEASONINGS

-USE SEASONINGS AND FLAVORINGS
WITHOUT SALT

-USE SALT SUBSTITUTES

-SEASON FOOD WITH HERBS ANI) SPICES INSTEAD
OF SALT

-REDUCE USE OF SALTY VARIETIES OF FOODS

-REDUCE USE OF SAI4TY PROCESSED MEATS

-READ LABELS FOR SALT CONTENT BEFORE
BUYING FOODS

-BUY LOW-SALT OR NO-SALT ilARIETIES
OF FOODS

ABpUT SALTINESS OF FOODS AT
RESTAURANTS

-ORDER UNSALTY FOODS AT RESTAURANTS

-EAT LESS PAST FOODS' THAT ARE SALTY

*GOAL FOR.
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?

Ira
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GENERAL

-CONTINUE THE FOOD HABITS I HAVE ALREADY
INCORPORATED INTO MY LIFESTYLE

-ADDITIONAL GOALS:

GOAL FOR
THIS WEEK ACCOMPLISHED?

A WEEK FROM TODAY I WILL CHECK IN THE SECOND COLUMN THE GOAL(S) THAT I
. ACCOMPLISHED THIS WEEK. IF I REACH MY GOAL(S) FOR THIS WEEK , I WILL

REWARD MYSELF IN THE FOLLOWING HEALTHFUL WAY:

gh

vie

1 9 ;
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SESSION 3: PURCHASING FOOD FOR MAXIMUM NUTRITIONAL VALUE

SESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agent's for the session and make announcements.
2. Briefly review the content of Seas Ion 24

3( Facilitate sharing of the use of the 'Seven-Day Diet Survey
and the Self-Contracts.

4. Lead discussion of helpful tips on purgasin; food for maximum
nutritional value.,

5. Develop participantslability to interpret nutritional labeling
on. foods .

6. Define and discuss "junk foods."

7. Guide participants in further developing their personal
nutrition improvement programs.

8. Evaluate the sessidn.

9. Preview tbeagenda pr Session 4.

HANDOUTS

Handout 3A
Handout 3B
Handout 3C
Handout 2C
Handout 2F -

ft

N.

- A Shopping List for Healthy Stibstitutes
- The Good Cook's Guide for Nutritious Eating
- Read any Good Labels Lately???
- Seven-Day Diet Survey

Self-Contract Packet

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic milrkers
Sesakpn agenda printed oi flip chart
Ageeda for Sesaion 4 prit ted on flip chart
A few labels imp food p ckaging (see Activity 5)

a.
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE. AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

. Methodology: Flip chart

Same as Session 2, Activity

Activity 2: BRIEFLY REVIEW CONTENT OF SESSION 2

Methodology: 'Group Discussion

Briefly go over the significant concepts covered in Session 2.

Activity 3: FACILITATE SHARING'OF THE USE OF THE SEVEN-DAY
DIET SURVEY AND THE SELF-CONTRACTS

11\

Methodology: Participants' Seven-Day Diet Surveys
Participants' completed Self-Contracts for previous week
Group discussion

Request participants refer to their comPleted Seven-Day Diet urveys.
Ask what their experiences had been in filling out the form .e.,
"Was anyone surprised to realize what he/she was actually eatin each
day?")

Request that participants refer to their Self-Contracts for the previous
week. During a large group discussion, encourage individuals to
describe their goals for the week, their endeavors in seeking to
accomplish them, and the self-reward they used.

Recognize all endeavors regardless of Efuccess or failure. Emphasize
that change takes time. 4mmacliate results are not always to be
expected; the very processl of establishing and working toward goals is -
valuable.

Encourage participants to support each others' endeavors; lagilitator's
modeling of supportive responses is imperative: This peer support
may also be developed by asking, in specific instances, how one might-
help another in accomplishing a goal. For example, one woman related
that she had self-contracted to substitute a fresh fruit for a sugary
desert. She furttier related that although this was tasty enough, it
did not meet her need to-'6-ake dessertssomething she was very fond
of doing regularly. Another participant might offer to assist her by
sharin a number of recipes for baked desserts that were low-sugar
and low-fat.

6



Activity 4:

Methodology:
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LEAD. DISCUSSION OF HELPFUL TIPS ON PURCHASING
FOOD FOR MAXIMUM NUTRITIONAL VALUE

Small Groups
Large group discussion
Handout 3A

Instruct the group to diliide into small groups of four or five, where
they will develop a list of tips on how to purchase food for maximum
nutritional value. Provide them with the following guidelines to
stimulate their discussion.
1. 'Where to shop
2. What to buy

choosing fruits & vegetables in season
-choosing lean cuts of meat

3. How much to buy of various foods
4. Budgeting--how to eat well on a low budget by eating lower on

the food chain (substituting grains for meat)
5. Use shopping listeach small group develops a list
6. Beware of bargains such as stale vegetables with little nutritional

value
o 7. Read labels

-expiration date
net weight of contents
nutritional information

- storage instructions

Reconvene the large group. Request that a spokesperson from each
small group share the list generated. Ericourage questions and
clarifications among participants rather than between facilitator anfl
participants. Explain that the small group lists will be collected and
compiled, and that each participant will receive a copy of this list iii
Session 4.

Finally, refer participants to Handout 34V; ask one or two participants
to read it aloud.

Activity 5.: DEVELOP PARTICIPANTS' ABILITY TO IN:TiRPRET
NUTRITIONAL LABELING ON FOODS

Methodology: Handout 3B
Handout 3C
Lecturette
Large group discussion

Refer participants to Handouts 3B and 3C. Briefly discuss the
handouts. Present the participants with a few labels from food
packages and ask them, as a group, to critique these. Finally,
suggest that all paiticipants begin critiquing labels while shopping,
and that they bring a label to Session 4 to critique with the group.
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Activity 6: DEFINE AND DISCUSS "JUNK FOODS"

Methodology: Group diE;cussion

"Junk food" generally contains unhealthy amounts of salt, eugar
and/or fat and not onough minerals, vitamins, protein or fiber.

Ask the group to list,a number of junk foods; explain that ways of
substituting more healthy foods will be discussea in Session 4.

Activity 7:

, Methodology:.
1

*

,

GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN DEVELOPING THEIR
PERSONAL NUTRITION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

Participants' Seven-Day Diet Surveys
Participants' Self-Contract Packets

Refer participants to their completed Seven-Day Diet Surveys (Handout
'2D). Instruct them to circle-those foods containing excessive amounts
of salt, fat, or sugai.

,

Refer them to the "Self-Contract Packet" (Handout 2G) and instruct
them to choose one of the four self-contract forms that will help them
in redlicing consumption of one of the frequently circled foods on the
Seven-Day Diet Survey. Finally.,, ask that they fill out the contract
for the following week.

Activity 8: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discussion
Flip chart

Same as the evaluation component in Sessions 1 & 2.

Activity- 9: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 4

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as the final activity in Sessions 1 & 2.

ottt
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HANDOUT 3A

A SHOPPING LIST FOR HEART-HEALTHY SUBSTITUTES

INSTEAD OF THE FOOD .
YOU USUALLY BUY

BEEF, PORK ,

LAMB'

WHOLE MILK

HARD, WHOLE MILK

CHEESES (SWISS,

CHEDDAR, MONTEREY

JACK)

WHOLE MILK YOGURT,

CREAM, HALF-AND-HALF

ICE CREAM

BUTTER

LARD

SALTY FOODS

CAKE, PIES, COOKIES
WHITE BREAD ,

HEAVILY REFINED, LOW-FIBER

HIGH-SUGAR BREAKFAST

CEREALS

CANNED FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES

BUY A HEALTHIER

VARIETY INSTEAD

VERY LEAN' CUTS

VEAL

LOW-FAT MILK

LOW-FAT CHEESES

(MOZZARELLA,

FARMER'4)

LOW-FAT YOGURT

ICE MILK

HARD MARGARINE

PEANUT OR OLIVE OILS

LOW SALT VARIETIES

FROZEN FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES

OR BETTER YET
SUBSTITUTE

CHICKEN, TURKEY

pm, PEAS, LENTILS
GRAINS, SEEDS, NUTS,
BEANS

NONFAT MILK

VERY LOW-FAT CHEESES

(LOW-FAT COTTAGE

CHEESE, RICOTTA)

CREAM SUBSTITUTES WITH-

OUT SATURATED FATS

SHERBET

SQFT TUB MARGARINE
SAFFLOWER, CORN,'

SOYBEAN, SESAME',

OR SUNFLOWER OIL

UNSALTED VARIETIES

FRESH FRUIT

WHOLE-GRAIN BREAD

WHOLE-GRAIN HIGH

FIBER CEREALS

FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

ADAPTED FROM THE STANFORD HEART DISEASE PREVENTION PROGRAM'S

THE FAMILY GUIDE TO EXERCISE AND NUTRITION

r196
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HANDOUT 3B

IT'S ALL IN THE LABEL

BEGIN TO READ LABELS. SOME OF THE INFORMATION YOU NEED

TO KNOW WILL BE INCLUDED THERE. IF WHAT YOU NEEb TO KNOW IS
NOT STATED, DON'T BUY THE PRODUCT. INSTEAD, WRITE TO THE MANU-

FACTURER THAT YOU ARE NOT BUYING THE PRODUCT BECAUSE THE
LABEL DOESN'T TELL YOU ENOUGH. SPECIFY WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW.

THE INGREDIENTS IN A PRODUCT ARE LISTED ON THE LABEL IN
ORDER, BY WEIGHT. IN OTHER WpRDS, THE 11,GREDIENT THAT THERE

IS THE MOST OF IS LISTED FIRST; THE ONE ViERE IS THE LEAST OF IS
LISTED LAST.

NUTIUTION INFORMATION IS OIVEN ON A PER-SERVING BASIS.
THE LABEL INDICATES THE SIZE OF A SERVING, THEs NUMBER OF
SERVINGS IN THE CONTAINER, THE NUMBER OF CALORIES PER

SERVING, AND THE AMOUNT IN GRAMS OF PROTEIN, CARBOHYDRATE,

AND FAT PER SERVING.

THE U.S. RECOMMENDED DAILY ALLOWANCES (U.S. RDA'S) ARE
THE APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS OF PROTEIN, VITAMINS, AND MINERALS
THAT MEET OR EXCEED THE NEEDS OF 80-90$ OF THE ADULT
POPULATION OF THIS COUNTRY. (INDIVIDUAL NEEDS VARY SUCH THAT

SOME PEOPLE MAY REQUIRE LESS.) PREGNANT AND LACTATING WOMEN

Af4D ILL PEOPLE COMPRISE THE REMAINING 10-20%.

"NATURAL FLAVORINGS" ON THE LABEL CAN MEAN ANYTHING.

FOR EXAMPLE, IN A POPULAR TOMATO SAUCE "NATURAL FLAVORINGS"
REFERS TO OILS DERIVED FROM NATURAL SPICES (RED AND GREEN
SWEET PEPPERS AND RED CHILI PEPPER).

BE ESPECIALLY CAREFUL WHEN A LABEL SAYS "NATURAL INGREDI-

e ENTS" OR "ONLY NATURAL INGREDIENTS."
ARE LOADED WITH HONEY AND/OR VEG

THESE PRODUCTS

19 7
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HANDOUT 3B (CONT.)

"LOW CALORIE FOOD" CONTAINS NO MORE THAN 40% CALORIES PER

SERVING. "REDUCED CALORIE FOOD" MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST 1/3 FEWER
CALORIES THAN A SIMILAR FOOD THAT IS NOT REDUCED, BUT MUST BE

AT LEAST EQUAL NpTRITIVELY TO THE FOOD FOR WHICH IT IS A SUBSTI-
TUTE. "SUBSTITUTE FOOD PRODUCT" MAY DESCRIBE ANY *IMULATED
PRODUCT WHETHER IT IS MADE FROM A REAL OR SYNTHETIC SOURCE.

-7

- SOURCE: WILLIAM, J. , & SILVERMAN, G. NO SALT, NO SUGAR, NO
FAT. CONCORD, CA: WITTY GRITTY PRODUCTIONS, 1981.
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HANDOUT 3C

READ ANY GOOD LABELS/LATELY?

WHEN YOU' ARE IN THE SUPERMARKET, LET THE NUTRITION LABEL HELP YOU

DECIDE WHAT. TO BUY FOR YOUR FAMILY. IT CAN PROVIDE HELPFUL INFORMATION.

WHAT DOES A NUTRITION LABEL LOOK LIKE?

A NUTRITION LABEL MUST TELL YOU

THESE THINGS:

NUTRITION INFORMATION
(PER SERVING) SERVING = 1 OZ.
SERVINGS PER CONTAINER = 12

41, CALORIES 110
PROTEIN 2 GRAMS
CARBOHYDRATE 24 GRAMS
FAT 0 GRAMS

A NUTRITION LABEL MAY INCLUDE

OPTIONAL LISTINGS FOR TYPES OF
FATS, CHOLESTEROL, SODIUM ANb
ADDITIONAL VITAMINS AND MINERALS:

NUTRITION INFORMATION
(PER SERVING) SERVING = 8 OZ.
SERVINGS PER CONTAINER = 1

CALORIES 560 FAT (PERCENT
PROTEIN 23 0 OF CALORIES)
CARBOHYDRATE 43 0 53% 130
SODIUM (365 MG/ POLY-
100 0) 840 MG UNSATURATED 20

SATURATED 9G

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. RECOMMENDED
DAILY ALLOWANCES (U.S. RDA)*

CROLESTEROL*
(20 MG/100 0) 40MG

PERCENTAGE OF U.S. RECOMMENDED
DAILY ALLOWANCES (U.S. RDA)*

PROTEIN 2 PROTEIN 35 RIBOFLAVIN 15
THIAMINE 8 VITAMIN A 35 NIACIN 25
NIACINE 2 VITAMIN C 10 CALCIUM 2

THIAMINE 15 IRON 2

CONTAINS LESS THAN 2 PERCENT
OF U.S. RDA FOR VITAMIN A,
VITAMIN C, RIBOFLAVIN,
CALCIUM AND IRON

*INFORMATION ON FAT AND CHOLESTEROL
CONTENT IS PROVIDED FOR INDIVIDUALS
WHO, ON THE ADVICE OF A PHYSICIAN,
ARE MODIFYING THEIR TOTAL DIETARY
INTAKE OF FAT AND CHOLESTEROL

"U.S. RDAs" ARE UNITED STATES
RECOMMENDED DAILY ALLOWENCES

THE DAILY AMOUNTS OF PROTEIN, VITAMINS
AND MINERALS FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN

4 OR MORE YEARS OF AGE

19 )
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SESSION 4: EATING FOR MAXIMUM NUTRITION

SESSION AGENDA

1.

2. Review the content of previous
Session 3.

Preview the agenda for the session and make announcements.

3. Facilitate sharing of use of the
purchasing tips.

4. Discuss methods of seasoning with less salt.

sessions with particular focus on

self-contracts and the food

5. Discuss and demonstrate methods of cooking without fat.

6. Discuss methods of sweetening with less sugar.

7. Discuss and encourage the use of complementary vegetable proteins.
1,1*8. Evaluate the nutrition course.

HANDOUTS

Handout 4A
Handout 4B
Handout 4C
Handout 4D
Handout 4E -
Handout 4F -

- Season without Salt
- Hints for Cooking without Fat
- Hints to Sweeten without Sugar
- What about Protein?

How to Mix and Match Protein Pairs
Complementary Combinations

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Agenda for the session printed on flip chart
Course evaluation forms (found in "Tips for Facilitators")
The compiled list of "Helpful Tips on Purchasing Food for Maximum

Nutritional Value" generated in-Session 3, Activity 4 (a copy
for each participant)

Equipment and ingredients for cooking demonstration (Activity 5)
Two food samples suggested in Activities 6 & 7

*1f Session 4 is not the final session of the course, this activity will be
changed and two additional activities added; specifications for so doing are
found on the final page of thi module.

'02 j
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION" AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as Activity 1 in Sessions 1 & 2.

Activity 2: REVIEW TBE CONTENT OF PREVIOUS SESSIONS WITH
PARTICULAR FOCUS ON SESSION 3

Methodology: Copies of the list generated in Session 3, Activity 4

Briefly list the major concepts covered in Sessions 1 & 2.

Pass out copies of the compiled list generated in Session 3, Activity 4
of "Helpful Tips on Purchasing Food for Maximum Nutritional Value."
Remind participants that this list was created by them to use as an aid
in food shopping.

Ask who brought in labels from food packages (as requested by
facilitator in Session 3, Activity 5). As a group, critique two or
three of these.

Activity 3: FACILITATE SHARING OF THE SELF-CONTRACTS AND THE
FOOD PURCHASING TIPS

Methodology: Group discusidon

Same as Session 3, Activity 3 except, in this session, the sharing is
on the use of the Self-Contracts and the food purchasing tips.

ligivity 4: DISCUSS METHODS OF SEASONING WITH LESS SALT

Methodology: Handout 9A
t Group discussion

Refer participants to Handout 9A. Read it aloud or ask a participant
to do so. Invite participants to suggest additional ways of reducing
salt consumption.

2 0
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Activity 5: DISCUiS AND DEMONSTRATE 'METHODS OF COOKING
WITHOUT 'FAT

Methodology:, Handout 4B
Cooking demonstration

Refer participants to Handout 4B. Ask a different participant to read
each segment aloud. Allow time for participants to discuss the
handout. InVite them to suggest additional methods of cooking without
fat.1

Conduct a demonstration of cooking without fat if you have kitchen
access. If not, bring in a prepared sample. Adhere to the following
guidelines:

- The dish cooked shourd be one which typically contains fat.
- A written recipe should be passed out to each participant.
-,Participants should be involved in the demonstration as much as
possible.
The dish p/epared should be inexpensive, use easily obtainable
ingredients, and be relatively simple to prepare.
The demonstration should apply at least one of the hints provided
in Handout 4B.

Sample the prepared food.

Activity 6: DISCUSS METHODS OF SWEETENING WITH LESS SUGAR

Methodology: Handout 4C
Food sample
Group brainstorm
Flip chart

Refer participants to Handout 4C. Prepare one of these recipes in
advance for sampling in class by participants.

Request participants to brainstorm additional examples of how to
reduce sugar consumption. Record these on the flip chart.

Activity 7: DISCUSS AND ENCOURAGE THE USE OF COMPLEMENTARY
VEGETABLE PROTEINS

Methodology: Handout 4D
Handout 4E
Handout 4F
Group discussion
Food sample

Refer participants to Handouts 4D, 4E, and 4F. Paraphrase their
contents to participants or read them aloud. Ask participants to
provide other examples of complementary protein combinations. Again,
it is suggested that a sample of one of the suggestions on Handout 4F
be available fcfr participants to taste.
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!Activity 8: EVALUATE THE NUTRITION COURSE

Methodology: Group Discussion
Course evaluation forms (available in the "Tips for
Facilitators" sectiOn)

Explain the importance of the partiCipants' honest and thorough
evaluations to continually improve the course for future participants.
Pass out course evaluation forms and request participants complete them
before leaving.

OWN.

*If the nutrition course is to extend beyond four sessions, this evaluation
activity should be changed to evaluation of Session 4, and should become
Activity 9. Activity 8 should read: "Guide participants in developing
individualized nutrition improvement prograiss;" the methodology for this
activity would be the use of the Self-Contracts around issues discussed in
Session 4. Activity 10 would then be to preview the agenda for Session 5.

21J3



USE SPICES AND HERBS!

4 HERBS AND SPICES WILL ENHANCE AND ENRICIMIIE NATURAL

4
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HANDOUT 4*

SEASON WITHOUT SALT -

TASTE OF YOUR FOOD AND ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR SALT. SPICES

ARE DEFINED AS PARTS OF PLANTS, USUALLY OF TROPICAL, ORIGIN,
SUCH AS THE DRIED SEEDS, BUDS, FRUIT OR FLOWER PARTS, BARKS,
OR ROOTS. HERBS ARE THE LEAFY PARTS OF TEMPERATE ZONE
PLANTS.

SPICES AND HERBS SHOULD BE STORED IN A COOL, DRY PLACE IN
AIR-TIGHT CONTAINERS AS THEY GRADUALV LOSE FLAVOR AND
COLOR DURING STORAGE.

THERE IS NO GENERAL RULE FOR THE AMOUNT OF HERBS OR
SPICES TO USE. THE PUNGENCY OF EACH DIFFERS AND ITS EFFECT ON
DIFFERENT FOODS VARIES. GENERALLY , iF A RECIPE IS .NOT
AVAILABLE, START WITH 1/4 TEASPOON AND INCREASE AS PIRECTED.

THE FLAVOR OF GROUND SPICES IS IMPARTED IMMEDIATELY; THEY

MAY BE ADDED ABOUT 15 MINUTES BEFORE THE END OF COOKING.
WHOLE SPICES ARE BESTAED AT THE BEGINNING SO LONG
SIMMERING CAN EXTRACT THE FULL FLAVOR AND AROMA. WHOLE OR

LEAF HERBS SHOULD BE CRUWILED FINER...JUST BEFORE THEY ARE.
USED TO RELEASE THE FLAVOR. THE FLAVOR OF HERBS
DWINDLES WITH LONG COOKING.

IF A RECIPE CALLS FOR FRESH HERBS, SUBSTITUTE .1 TEASPOON

DRIED FOR 1 TABLESPOON FRESH.

EASY WAYS TO BEAT THOSE SALTY SNACK ATTACKS

*REMOVE SALT SHAKERS- FROM THE KITCHEN AND DINING ROOM. IF

IT'S NOT THERE, YOU CAN'T USE IT.
*BUY OR PREPARE SNACKS LOW IN SODIUM, SUCH AS FRUITS? CRISP

VEGETABLES, AND UNSALTED , NUTS. IF HIGH SODIUM SNACKS
AREN'T IN THE HOUSE, THEY'Ll. BE HARD TO. EAT.

*WHEN PREPARING SNACKS, SEASON FOODS WITH SPICES SUCH AS
BASIL, DILL, AND LEMON JUICE.
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HANDOUT 4B

HINTS FOR COOIMIG WITHOUT FAT

BROWN ,WITHOUT FAT

s 1 . USE THE BROILER
. ..4'r PREHEAT BROILER . PLACE FOOD TO BE BROILED ON RACK -IN BROILER

PAN . HEAT UNTIL BROWN , TURN TO BROWN ALL SIDES . USE THIS
METHOD FOR MEAT', iOULTRY , FISH , AND VEGETABLES. IT'S FAST
AND SIMPLE , AND YOUR RANGE TOP STAYS CLEAN . \

2 . USE A WOK OR HEAVY IRON SKILLET

CUT MEAT 111'1.9 BIM-SIZED PIECES . MEAT EMPTY PAN , ADD MEAT ,
AND STIR-FRY UNTIL BROWN . REMOVE FAT WITH BASTER OR SVOON .

GRAINS MAY BE BROWNED IN THIS MATTER , BUT REMEMBER TO S.TIR

CONSTANTLY TO PREVENT BURNING"
1

IIP

SAUTE WITHOUT SHORTENING

PLACE 1/ 4 TO 1/ 2 CUP OF STOCK (CHICKEN OR VEGETABLE) OR
ER IN A SKILLET (IR PAN . ADD A FEW HERBS . ' HEAT UNTIL SIM-

....
MERING , ADD INGREIMENTS' (USUALLY CHOPPED VEGETABLES), AND HEAT

,_.

T IL VEGETABLES ARE TENDER AND SLI MIT LY BROWN'.

. THIS METHOD TAKES 0 ilINUTES, DEPENDING UPON 'SIZE ANP KIND
OF VEGETABLE. STIR FREQLENTLY TO KEEP FROM BURNING

, , ,_
YOU CAN STIR-FRY IN A NONSTIqK -PAN AND' OMIT THE LIQUID ,

BUT THE STOCK IMPARTS FLAVbR TO THE VEGETABLES .

MARINATE WITHOUT OIL

.BTCHANGING HERBS , SPICES, AND LIQUID BASE , (WU CAN COIW

PLETELY CHANGE THE TASTE OF A DISH AND iNHANCE ITS FLAVOR
,

RECIPES WILL GIVE SPECIFIC AMOUNTS , J:1 UT HERE6ARE SOME GENERAL

IDEAS .

1 . USE YOGURT . ,YOGURT AN/5 -JUICES -(LEMON , ORANGE AND

TOMATO) COMBINED WITH HERBS AND SPICES MAKE -A TASTY
MARINADE "-FOR CHICREN , BEEF, FISH-, VEGETABLES , AND

GRAINS'.

f

4
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HANDOUT 4B (CONTINUED)

2. USE SAUCES. TOMATO SAUCE, TOMATO PASTE, TOMATO
JUICE, MEXICAN SAUCES, AND WINE COMBINED WITH ONIONS

AND GARLIC ARE EXCELLENT FOR FISH, CHICKEN , AND VEGE-

TABLES.

NOW, THAT OU HAVE SOME FACTS; HERE ARE HEALTHIER
WAYS TO COOK YOUR FOOD

MEAT:

*COOK MEAi IN COOKWARE THAT ENABLES YQU TO DISCARD WHE

MELTED FAT.
*ROAST , BARBEQUE, BROIL, PAN-BROIL, BRAISE, OR STEW MEAT

TO REMOVE FAT.

*TRIM FAT OFF MEAT BEFORE COOKING IT.

DAIRY PRODUCTS
*BUTTER-rSUBSTITUTE MARGARINE, (CHOOSE ONE WHICH. LISTS A

LIQUID, NONHYDROGENATED OIL its ITS FIRST INGREDIENT).

ONCREAIVI: SUBSTITUTE EVAPORATED SKIM MILK.

*SOUR CREAM: SUBSTITUTE 3/4 CUP WASHED, LARGE CURD LOW-FAT

COTTAGE CHEESE WITH 1-2 TABLESPOONS MILK OR BUTTERMILK .

lb WHIP TOGETHER. OR, WHIP 3/4 CUP LtW-FAT COTTAGE dHEESE

AND 1 TABLESPOON LEMON JUICE.

*WHIPPED TOPPING: , SUBSTITUTE 1/ 4 CUP NONFAT MILK POWDER

SPRINKLED WITH 1/4 CUp ICE WATER. BEAT UNTIL THICK . THEN

ADD 1/ 4 TEASPOON VANILLA, 1/ 2 TEASPOON LEMON JUICE, AND §UGAR

TO TASTE.
*WHOLE MILK: SUBSTITUTE LOil-FAT MILK , NONFAT MILK , OR BUTTER-

MILK ..
,

*CREAM CHEESE: SUUSTITUTE NEUFCHATEL CHEESE OR WASHED LOW-FAT

bOTTAGE CHEESE. 20 0
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HANDOUT 4B (CONTINUED)

*PACKAGED CAK.E MIXES: THEY USUALLY CONTAIN A SATURATED
FAT, SUCH AS COCONUT OIL, PALM OIL, LARD, OR
HYDROGENATED VEGETABLE OIL. BAKE CAKES FROM SCRATCH!

EGGS:

*ONE WHOLE EGG: SUBSTITUTE 2 EGG WHITES AND 1 TEAS.POON POLYUN
SATURATED VEGETABLE OIL.

SOURCE: WILLIAMS, J. , & SILVERMAN, G. NO SALT, NO SUGAR, NO FAT.
CONCORD, CA: NITTY GRITTY PRODUCTIONS, 1981,

2 9;1
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HANDOUT 4C

HINTS TO SWEETEN WITHOUT SUGAR

REDUCE SUGAR OR HONEY BY HALF. (OR MORE) IN ALL COOKIE RECIPES.

USE CINNAMON," VANILLA, RAISINS, MASHED BANANAS, .GRATED APPLE,
CHOPPED DATES, OR CONCENTRATED FRUIT JUICES AS SWEETENERS IN
YOUR FAVORITE RECIPES.

SERVE UNSWEETENED FRUIT JUICES ON ICE INSTEAD OF-POWDERED DRINK
MIXES.

SWEET BUoT HEALTHY DRINKS:

FRUIT SHARE

1/2 c NONFAT MILK
2.T INSTANT NONFAT DRY MILK
2 RIPE BANANAS, PEARS, OR PEACHES
1/4 t CINNAMON
1 T APPLE JUICE CONC,EN=TRATE

PLACE A-LL INGREDIEtTS IN BLENDER AND BLEND FOR 307,45 SECONDS. SERVE
COLD-.

FRUIT GELATIN

1 c WATER
1 c ORANGE JUICE
1 PACKAGE UNFLAVORED GELATIN SOFTENED IN COLD WATER'

(SEE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW)
c PINEAPPLE TIDBITS

COMBINE ALL INGREDIENTS EXCEPT THE PINEAPPLE IN A SAUCEPAN AND
BRING TO A BOIL WHILE STIRRING. COOL. POUR INTO A DISH AND
ADD THE PINEAPPLE. ChILL UNTIL FIRM.

GELATIN:
- -

MAKE GELATIN WITH UNFLAVORED GELATIN AND FRVIT JUICES. IF YOU
MUST ADD A TEASPOON OF SUGAR, GO AHEAD. YOU ARE STILL AHEAD
OF COMMERCIAL JELLO WHICH CONTAINS ABOUT 5 TEASPOONS pF SUGAR
PER 1/2 C SERVING.

at.

I 0
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HANDOUT 4C (CONTINUED)

PANCAKE AND WAFFLE SAUCE

SWEETEN YOUR PANCAKES WITH YOUR OWN SWEET SAUCE BY MAKING' IT
YOURSELF. - YOU CONTROL THE AMOUNT OF SUGAR USED.

FRUITY' SAUCE

1 c UNSWEETENED FRUIT JUICE
1 T ARROWROOT OR CORNSTARCH

DISSOLVE ARROWROOT OR CORNSTARCH IN AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF
WATER BEFORE ADDING IT TO FRUIT JUICE. HEAT OVER MEDIUM
HEAT. STIR UNTIL THICKENED. SERVE WARM OR COOL. THIS SAUCE
KEEPS IN THE REFRIGERATOR FIVE DAYS. KEEP COVERED.

OKI

1.

.203
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HANDOUT 4D-

WHAT ABOUT PROTEIN?

THE PROTEINS IN YOUR BODY ARE MADE UP OF 22 DIFFERENT
AMINO ACIDS. YOUR BODY CAN MAKE 14 OF THESE ACIDS. IT CAN-
NOT MAKE 8 OF THEM. THESE ARE THE 8 "ESSENTIAL" AMINO ACIDS,
WHICH MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE FOODS WE EAT.

SOME FOODS HAVE "COMPIITE PROTEINS"--THEY CONTAIN THE 8
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS IN THE RIGHT AMOUNTS. ALL FOODS FROM
ANIMAL SOURCES SUCH AS MILK , PQULTRY , FISH, EGGS, CHEESE, AND
MEAT , HAVE COMPLETE PROTEIN. (GELATIN IS THE ONE EXCEPTION--IT
IS THE ONLY INCOMPLETE PROYEIN FROM AN ANIMAL SOURCE. ) HOWEVER,
MANY OF THESE FOODS CONTAIN HIGH AMOUNTS OF SATURATED FATS ,
CHOLESTEROL, AND CALORIES.

SO , BEGIN TO LEARN ABOUT PROTEIN FROM VEGETABLE SOURCES.
LEGUMES , SU H AS BEANS, GRTA1S , NUTS , AND SEEDS ARE A GOOD
SOURCE OF, P TEIN AND ARE R L HEART PLEASERS--LOW IN SATURATED
FATS , NO OLESTEROLHIGH IN VARIETY , COLOR, AND FIBER.

A FEW FACTS: VEGETABIE SOURCES OF PROTEIN--LIKE GRAINS , DRIED
BEANS , PEAS , NUTS , AND- SEEDSARE USUALLY LOW IN
ONE OR ANOTHER OF THE 8 AMINO ACIDS AND FORM AN
INCOMPLETE PROTEIN. THESE "INCOMPLETES" BECOME
"COMPLETES" WHEN PAIRED WITH OTHER INCOMPLETE PRO-
TEIN FOODS AT THE SAME MEAL. BY ADDING ANOTHER
PROTEIN SOUROE TO COMPLEMENT THE ESSENTIAL AMINO ,

ACID WHICH IS LOW.IN A#PARTICULAR PROTEIN FOOD, IT
IS POSSIBLE TO PREPARE( MEAT SUBSTITUTES EQUAL TO
ANIMAL PRODUCTS IN TERMS OF PROTEIN QUALITY.

Protein Complementary Chart (heavy lines show best ways to complement
proteins, e.g., a dish containing rice and beans is high in protein) from
The Family Guide to Exercise and Nutrition: Step-by-Step to a Healthy
Heart, prepabi y the StanfoRTheirt MIThe-ase Prevention Program.

GRAINS +M) SEEDS & NUTS

1011110.-

MILK PRODUCTS LEGUMES

210
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HANDOUT 4E

HOW TO MIX AND MATCH PROTEIN PAIRS

TO MAKE PROTEIN RICH COMBINATIONS, YOU CAN: 1. MATCH VEGETABLE

PROTEINS: MIX FOODS FROM TWO OR MORE GROUPS IN COLUMN A , SUCH

AS PEANUT BUTTER (A LEGUME PRODUCT) + WHOLE WHEAT BREAD (A
GRAIN PRODUCT) 2. MATCH VEGETABLE AND LOW-FAT ANIMAL PRODUCTS:

MIX FOODS FROM ANY GROUP(S) IN COLUMN A WITH SMALL AMOUNT FROM

ANY GROUP(S) IN COLUMN B , SUCH AS RICE .(A GRAIN) + CHICKEN (A
LOW-FAT MEAT).

COLUMN A

VEGETAELE PROTEINS (INCOMPLETE)

LEGUMES -

DRY BEANS AND PEAS - KIDNEY ,
NAVY , LIMA , PINTO, BLACK , OR
SOY BEANS , BLACK-EYED OR. SPLIT
PEAS , SOY BEAN CURD (TOFU)
SOY FLOUR, PEANUTS AND PEANUT
BUTTER (USE SPARINGLY: HAS
MEDIUM FAT LEVEL)

GRAINS

WHOLE GRAINS - BARLEY , OATS ,
RICE, RYE, WHEAT (BULGUR, CRACKED
WHEAT), CORN
PASTA - NOODLES , SPAGHETTI,
MACARONI, LASAGNA

NUTS AND SEEDS

ALMONDS, C SHEWS , PECANS AND
WALNUTS, StNFLOWER SEEDS, PUMPKIN
SEEDS , SES44IE SEEDS

ALUMN B

LOW-FAT DAIRY. PRODUCTS

NONFAT DRY MILK
SKIM MILK
LOW-FAT COTTAGE .CHEESE
EGO WHITES (WHERE MOST OF THE
EGG PROTEIN LIES)

LOW-FAT MEATS - POULTRY , FISH,
LEAN CUTS OF RED MEAT

S URCE: "EATER'S ALMANAC," CONSUMER AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT ,
G NT OD INC. , P.P. BOX 1804, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013.

21 1
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HANDOUT 4F

COMPLEMENTARY COMBINATIONS

HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR 'COMBINING FOODS TO COMPLEMENT

THE PROTEIN IN THE FOODS. THERE ARE MANY MORE POSSIBLE COMBI-

NATIONS. USE YOUR IMAGINATION!

BREAKFAST

* GRANOLA CEREAL (OATS , WHEAT , NUTS , SEEDS) WITH NONFAT MILK

* BRAN CEREALS WITH NONFAT MILK AND FRUIT

* WHOLE WHEAT. TOAST WITH PEANUT BUTTER AND RAISINS
o

* PLAIN LOW-FAT YOGURT WITH WHEAT GERM AND FRESH FRUIT

* FRUIT "SMOOTHIE" MADE WITH LOW-FAT YOGURT , NONFAT MILK , FRESH

FRUIT , BRAN , CINNAMON , MIXED IN A BLENDER

(LUNCH

* CHILI BEANS WITH CORNBREAD
* NAVY BEAN SOUP AND WHOLE WHEAT BREAD

* LOW-FAT YOGURT WITH GRANOLA AND FRESH FRUIT

*' TOSTADAS WITH BEANS , LETTUCE, TOMATO, AVOCADO, ONION , LOW-FAT

CHEESE, ANP PLAIN LOW-FAT YOGURT
* TURKEY , CHICKEN , OR TUNA FISH ON WHOLE WHEAT BREAD

DINNERS

* WHOLE WHEAT PASTA WITH MEATLESS SAUCE

*43EANS AND RICE
* ZUCCHINI STUFFED WITH RICE AND PEAS
* STIR-FRIED OR STEAMED VEGETABLES WITH TOFU , SUNFLOWER SEEDS ,

SESAME SEEDS AND RICE
* SPINACH LASAGNE WITH RICOTTA CHEESE AND MUSHROOMS

DESSERTS AND SNACKS
* BANANA, ZUCCHINI, OR POPPY SEED BREAD

* RICE AND MILK PUDDING
* FRESH FRUIT SALAD WITH LOW-FAT YOGURT AND CINNAMON

ADAPTED FROM THE STANFORD HEART DISEASE PREVENTION PROGRAM
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SUGGESTED. READINGS

COOKBOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY

LAUREL'S KITCHEN LAUREL ROBERTSON CAROL FLINDERS, AND BRONWEN
GODFREY . BANTAM BOOKS 1979 OVER 400 RECIPES FOR VEGETARIAN
COOKING. DLRECTIONS FOR COOKING WITH GRAINS , LEGUMES AND

UNUSUAL VEGETABLES. GOOD DISCUSSION OF NUTRIENTS AND EASY
TO UNDERSTAND CHARTS ON VITAMINS MINERALS FAT CALORIES ,
ETC . oNg OF TIM BEST V,AGETARIAN COOKBOOKS. THE iUTHORS
ARE VERY CAREFUL TO USE SMALL AMOUNTS OF FAT AND SUGAR.

LIVE LONGER NOW JON LEONARD. GROSSET & DUNLAP, 197/. EXCELLENT

COLLECTION OF LOW FAT LOW SUGAR .LOW SALT RECIPES . INCLUDES

SHOPPING GUIDE AND DISCUSSION OF WHY THIS TYPE OF COOKING

IS BENEFICIAL. EXCELLENT GLOSSARY.

0 PRITIKIN PROGRAM FOR DIET AND EXERCISE, NATHAN PRITIKIN WITH
PATRICK N . MC GRADY , JR. , GROSSET & DUNLAP , 1979. EVERY-

THING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT THE PRITIKIN DIET .
GOOD COLLECTION OF RECIPES . PRITIKIN USES NO FAT , SALT ,

OR SUGAR. DIRECTIONS ARE EASY TO FOLLOW. USES LOTS OF

SPICES , GRAINS , AND VEGETABLES . INCLUDES LIST OF ACCEPT-

ABLE FO.,DS . INCLUDES RECIPES FOR THE SINGLE COOK . BASED

ON A PROGRAM DESIGNED FOR PEOPLE WHO HAVE SUFFERED HEART

DISEASE AND STROKE.

LIGHT STYLE, ROSE DOSTI DEBORAH KIDUSHIM, AND MARK WOLKE.
HARPER & ROW NEW YORK 1979. GOOD COLLECTION OF LOW FAT

LOW SALT LOW SUGAR RECIPES. INCLUDES AMOUNTS OF
,J CHOLESTEROL FAT AND SODIUM FOR EACH RECIPE. GOURMET

RECIPES FOR SPECIA43 OCCASIONS. WAYS TO MAKE EGG SUBSTI-.

TUTES AND LOW SODIUM SOY SAUCE.

213
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PURE AND SIMPLE: DELICIOUS RECIPES FOR ADDITIVE FREE COOKING,

MARION BURROS. BERKELEY BOOKS,' 1918.

MUSHROOMS AND BEAN- SPROUTS, NORMA M. MAC RAE, R.D. PACIFIC

SEARCH, 1979. ALL RECIPES USE MUSHROOMS AND SPROUTS WHICH

COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER FOR BETTER USE OF PROTEIN. IN-

CLUDES SUBSTITUTIONS FOR LOW-CALORIE AND LOW-CHOLESTEROL

DIETS.

THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION COOKBOOK (3RD EDITION) MC KAY ,

N.Y. , 1977. LOW FAT, LOW CHOLESTEROL, LOW SODIUM RECIPES.

AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK.

THE ALTERNATIVE DIET BOOK , WILLIAM E. CONNOR, SONJA L. CONNOR,

MARTHA M. FRY , AND SUSAN L. WARNER. THE UNIVERSITY OF

IOWA, 1976. GOOD COLLECTION OF RECIPES FOR THOSE IN-

TERESTED IN REDUCING FAT AND CHOLESTEROL. GIVES.INFORMA-

TION ON A GRADUAL APPROACH TO IMPROVING THE DIET.

DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET, FRANCES MOORE LAPPE. BALLATINE

BOOKS, 1971. DISCUSSES FOODS THAT' COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER

TO MAKE DELICIOUS PROTEIN RICH MEALS WITHOUT HEAVY USE OF

MEAT. DISCUSSION OF AMINO ACIDS AND HOW MUCH PROTEIN WE

NEED. GOOD RECIPES ALTHOUGH SOME MAY NEED ADAPTING TO

dUT AMOUNTS OF FAT, SALT, AND SUGAR.

RECIPES FOR A SMALL PLANET, ELLEN BUCHMA.N EWALD. BALLATINE

BOOKS, 1975. A COLLECTION OF HIGH-PROTEIN VEGETARIAN

RECIPES USING NATURAL FOODS. RECIPES MAY HAVE TO BE

ADAPTED TO REDUCE AMOUNTS OF FAT, SALT, AND SUGAR.

RECIPES SHOW UNUSUAL WAYS TO USE. GRAINS, LEGUMES, AND VEGE-

T ABLES. THE PRESENTATION OF PROTEIN NUTRITION COULD BE

0 .14
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF NATURAL-FOOD COOKERY, ELEANOR
LEVITT. HEARTHSIDE PRESS, INC. , 1971. ANSWERS ALL YOUR
QUESTIONS ABOUT HEALTH FOODS. PROVIDES INFORMATION ON
BUYING AND COOKING FR/UITS AND VEGETABLES. CHAPTER ON
GRAINS IS ESPECIALLY GOOD. RECIPES CAN BE ADAPTED TO
REDUCE AMOUNTS OF FAT, SALT, AND EGGS.

V

REFERENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY

THE DICTIONARY OF SODIUM, FATS AND CHOLESTEROL, BARBARA KRAUS.
GROSSET & DUNLAP, 1974. FAT , SODIUM, AND CHOLESTEROL
LEVELS ARE LISTED FOR OVER 9,000 COMMON FOODS. INCLUDES

INFORMATION ON NATURAL AND PREPARED FOODS.

NUTRITIVE VALUE OF, AMERICAN FOODS IN COMMON UNITS, AGRICULTURE

HANDBOOK NO. 456, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. WASHINGTON
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1975.4 IS NOW BEING UPDATED).

LISTS VALUES 'FOR NUTRIENTS IN COMMON FOODS.

RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES, 9th EDITION. NATIONAL ACADEMY

OF SCIENCES. WASHINGTON, D.C. , 1980. A LISTING OF THE ES-
SENTIAL NUTRIENTS ESTABLISHED FOR HEALTHY POPULATIONS.
CHARTS INDICATE CALORIC NEEDS AS WELL AS RECOMMENDED PRO-

TEIN, CARBOHYDRATE, FIBER, 'VITAMIN, AND MINERAL INTAKE.

DIETARY GOALS FOR THE UNITED STATES, 2nd EDITION. *PREPARED BY
THE STAFF OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND HUMAN

NEEDS, UNITED STATES SENATE, 1977. PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR
GOOD NUTRITION. SETS STANDARD4)11 AMOUNTS OF FAT , CARBO-
HYDRATES , CHOLESTEROL, AND SODIUM CONSIDERED NECESSARY
FOR HEALTHFUL DIET. RECOMMENDS WAYS- FOR GOVERNMENT TO

IMPLEMENT THESE GUIDELINES.
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THE SUPERMARKET HANDBOOK , NIKKE AND DAVID GOLDBECK . TEACHES

T HE READER TO EXAMINE LABELS AND RECOGNIZE WHAT SPECIFIC
INGREDIENTS SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE PRO-

DUCTS WE PURCHASE AT THE SUPERMARKET . INCLUDES RECIPES

FOR MAK ING YOUR OWN SOUPS AND SAUCES .

N UTRIf ION : CONCEPTS AND CONTROVERSIES. E. V. HAMILTON AND

E. N . WHITNEY . WEST 1979. PRESENTS A GOOD DISCUSSION OF

CONTROVERSIES IN THE FIELD OF NUTRITION .

THE FAMILY GUIDE TO EXERCISE AND NUTRITION . STANFORD HEART

DISEASE PREVENTION PROGRAM. A VALUABLE RESOURCE FOR DE-

VELOPING EDUCATIONAL* MATERIALS . PRESENTS A WEEK-BY-WEEK

PROGRAM FOR CHANGING DIETARY AND EXERCISE HABITS.

ADDITIONAL READINGS

NUTRITION IS A CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT . WE INCLUDE THESE READINGS

FROM A VARIETY OF SOURCES AND PERSPECTIVES. WE ENCOURAGE YOU

TO READ THESE MATERIALS WITH A CRITICAL EYE, TESTING THEIR IN-

FORMATION AGAINST -t LASS MATERIALS , SCIENTIFIC NUTRITION TEXTS ,

COMMON SENSE, AND YQVII OWN PERSONAL EXPERIENCES.

CLEAVE, T. L. THE SACCHARINE DISEASE. CONN: KEATS PUBLISHING,

1975.
CROSS, JENNIFER. THE SUPERMARKET TRAP.. IN: INDIANA UNIVERSITY

PRESS, 1976.
DAVIS, ADELE. LET'S EAT RIGHT TO KEEP FIT. NY: A SIGNET BOOK,

1970.

DEUTSCH, R., REALITIES OF NUTRITION. NY,: HELL PUBLISHERS, 1976.

FARQUHAR, JOHN. THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE NEED N9T BE HAZARDOUS

TO YOUR HEALTH. NY: W. W. NORTON, 1978.

JACOBSON, MICHAEL.. NUTRITION SCOREBOARD. NY: AVON BOOKS,

1975.
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LERZA, C. & JACOBSON, M. (EDS.). FOOD FOR PEOPLE, NOT FOR PROFIT.

NY: BALANTINE BOOKS, 1975.

MAYER, JEAN. HUMAN NUTRITION: ITS PSYCHOLOGICAL, MEDICAL AND

SOCIAL ASPECTS, NY: C. C. THOMAS, 1979. Cs".

MAYER, JEAN. A DIET FOR LIVING. iY: POCKET BOOKS, 1975.
MC CAM% JOHN. HUMAN LIFE STYLING. NY: HARPER & ROW, 1975.

NUTRITION ALMANAC, FROM NUTRITION SEARCH, INC. NY:

MCGRAWHILL, 1975.

PRICE, WESTON. NUTRITION AND PHYSICAL DEGENERATION. CA:

POTHINGER FOUNDATION, 1965.

ROBBINS, WM. AMERICAN FOOD SCANDAL. NJ: WM. MORROW & CO.,

1974.

ROCKSTEIN, MORRIS (ED.) NUTRITION, LONGEVITY AND AGING. NY:

ACADEMIC PRESS, INC. , 1976.

WATSON, GEORGE. NUTRITION AND YOUR 'MIND: THE

PSYCHOCHEMICAL RESPONSE. NY: HARPER & ROW, 1972.

WILLIAMS, R. , M.D. NUTRITION AGAINST DISEASE. NY: BANTAM,

1973

YUDKIN , J. , M.D. SWEET AND Di%NGEROUS. NY: PETER SYDEN, 1973.

217
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PHYSICAL FITNESS

The four class sessions presented here will provide you with some

general information about physical fitness for older persons and a few

exercise routines that can be adapted for use with most populations.

For assistance in planning activities, delivering information or further

developing your exercise prograni consider calling upon-guest speakers and

_co-facilitators from:

* YMCA/YWCA

* American Heart Association

* Arthrit's Foundation

* City or County Parks and Recreation Department

* ComMunity Centers

* Beni Or Centers

* Hospital-based Physical Therapy Departments

Helpful Publications

A National Directory of physical Fitness Programs for Older Adults lists
--aWes and .uffiversities thatFffirinnovative fffiess proFii--ns lor the

well and disabled elderly. Information on individual programs, locations,
activities and target populations are offered. Available for $4.00 from
North County Comminnty College Press, Saranac Lake, NY 12983.

An Older Americans Physical Fitness Program is available for $2.00 prepaid
17ciTn the University GerIniiiiTgy Center, Wichita State University,

Box 121, Wichita, KS 67208.*

Basic Exercises for people Over Sixty and Moderate Exercises for People
Oveicty available EF$1.0 donation each from the ntional
Association for Human Development, 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20006.

Exercise and Your Heart (NIH Publication No. 81-1677) available thrpugh
U. S. Departmefir Or Health and Human Services, Public Health Service,
National Institute of Health.
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,

pa pi Your Life: A Fitness Book for Seniors and The Good Life: A
-Physca1 NTriess-Pro ram fOrgerifOr7 tFiiis are availiNE TrOin tfie
Travelersfrierwance Companies, GniTorier Square, Hartford,
CT 06113.

60+ and Physically Fit: Suggested Exereises for Older People. State of
"Tanecticut, Department on Aging, PhyiThairEness ommittee,
90 Washington Street, Hartford, CT 06113..

"Walking...The Preferred Exercise for Seniors" (pamphlet) is made available
by the Massachusetts Department of Elder Affairs, 110 Tremont Street,
Boston, MA 02108.

Addiiional publications are listed at the end of this section.

AO
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SESSION 1: PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR OLDERULTS--AN OVERVIEW

iESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agenda for the session and make announcements.

2. Facilitate discussion of participants' expectations of the course
and the goals of the course.

3. Familiarize participants with an overview of the course.

4. Distinguish between the two main types of exercise and facilitate
discussion of the benefits of regular exercise, with emphasis on
the eldeily.

5. Introduce and practice Stretch Break Movements.

6. Describe five normal responses to exe t cise and seven responses
indicating inappropriate exercise.

,

7. Discuss situations-in which caution in exercise is adVisable, and
pass out the "Release on Liability Statement and the "Personal
Release of Liability Statement." (Optional)

8. Explain the Daily Physical Activity Log and encourage its use.

9. Evaluate the ses on.

10. Preview the agenda for Session 2.

NOTE: This plan assumes that participants arid facilitator have met. If
this is not the case, these activities should be preceded by introductions.
Refer to the Personal and Community Self-Help component, Session 1,
Activity 1, for an introductory game.

HANDOUTS

Handout
Handout
Handout
Handput
Handbut
Handout

1A - The Goals of the Class
1B - Physical Fitness Course Overview
1C - Benefits of Regular Exercise
1D - Stretch Break Movements
1E - Responses to Exercise
1F - Daily Physical Activity Log

221
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MATERIALS NEEDED

t'lip chart
Magic`:markers
Session afeenda printed on flip chart
Agenda for Session 2 printed on flip chart
Release of Liability Statements
Personal Release of Liability Statements

A

Activity 1:

Methodology:

PREVIEW THE AGENbA FOR THE SESSION, AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Brief welcoming talk
Flip chart

After welcoming participants, ditect their attention to the agenda
written on the flip chart. Briefly describe each item. Make any
necessary announcenlents and invite participants to do likewise.

Activity :

MethodologY:

FACILITATE DISCUSSION OF PARTICIPANTS'
EXPECTATION$ OF THE COURSE AND THE
GOALS OF Tin COURSE

Group discussion
Lecturette
Handout lA

Ask participants what they hope to gain from this physical fitness
course. Refer participants to Handout 1A.

Activity 3:

Methodology:

FAMILIARIZE PARTICIPANTS WITH AN OVERVIEW OF *THE
COURSE

Lecturette
Handout 1B

Refer participants to Handout 1B. Explain the content and format of
the classes as described in, the handout.

Activity :

Methodology:

4
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE TWO MAIN TYPES OF
EXERCISE AND FACILITATE DISCUSSION OF, THE'BENEFITS
OF REGULAR EXERCISE, WITH EMPHASIS ON THE ELDERLY

Group discussion
Handout 1C

1) Stretching and strengthening exercises designed to increase
flexibility and strength and improve muscle tone.
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2) Aerobic exercises to strengthen the heart and cardiovascular
system. To illustrate the distinction, ask the group for examples
of each type of exercise.

Ask participants what they perceive to be the benefits of regular
exercise, particularly for people of their age. Encourage them to
include psyChological and social benefits as well as physical benefits.

After they have responded, explain the benefits in Handout 1C that
they did Tot mention.

Finally, refer to klandovut 1C.

Activity 5: INTRODUCE AND PRACTICE STRETCH BREAK MOVEMENTS

Methodology: Exercise-session
Handout 1D

These exercises ire a simple stretching routine. They may be use
as a stretch break or as a warmup for further stretching exercise or
aerobic exercise.

The facilititor's enthusiasm and sense of pleasure in exercise vital
at this point. If possible, participants should stand. Those ot able.
to stand can participate from a seated- position. Lead the group
through all exercises listed in Handout 1D.

After the exercises, note the refreshed atmosphere and how the
routine served as an effective stretch break. Refer participants to
Handout 1D, suggesting that it, be used -as a guide for practicing the
routine at home during the foliowing week.

, .o,
Activity 6: DESCRIBE FIVE NOR1MAL RESPONSES TO EXERCISE AND

ISEVEN RESPONSES INDICATING INAPPROVRIATE EXERCISE

,11Metliodology: Lecturette
Handout lE

Refer participants to Handout 1E.. Summarize .its contents to the
group.

Activity 7: kk-1- '.1.SCUSS, SITUATIONS IN WHICH CAUTION IN EXERCISE IS
ADVISABLE, AND PASS OUT THE "RELEASE OF LIABILITY
STATEMENT" AND THE "PERSONAL RELEASE OF LIABILITY
STATEMENT" (OPTIONAL)

Methodology Lecturette
Release of Liability Statement
Personal Release of Liability Statement

Explain that anyone with,,heart problems, high blood pressure, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes, or arthritis, or anyone thirty

2,
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percent overweight should see a health care specialist before beginning
an exercise program.

Two medically-related liability release forms are used in the course.
One is for participants who have been required by staff to secure a
medical release in order to participate or who have doubts about their
ability to engage in active exercise; this is the "Re lea of Liability
Statement." The second form, the "Personal Release of Liability
Statement," is for all other participants.

Distribute the appropriate form to each individual. Request that it be
signed and returned at the next session.

Note that any health care specialist desiring more information about the
program before signing the statement are welcome to call for
information. Repeat the phone number.

Activity 8: EXPLAIN THE DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LOG AND
ENCOURAGE ITS USE

Methodology: Lecturette
Handout IF

Refer participants -to Handout IF.. Explain that it is a one-week
physical activity, survey designed to increase awareness of how much
physical activity an individual is presently engaged in, and his/her
feelings about the level of activity. Based on this information, a plan
to* increase activity at a safe rate can be developed. The survey may
be repeated to assess progress and re-evaluate goals.

Suggest that the participants look over the form and ask any questions
they may' have as they begin to use it. Provide a hypothetical example
to test their understanding of the use of the log.

Activity 9:

Methodoly:

EVALUATE THE SESSION

Group discussion
Flip chart

The purpose of the evaluation is to improve the course by incor-
porating participants' feedback. To elicit evaluatory comments, ask
the group; "What were the most useful aspects of this session?" and
"How could the session have been improved?" It is important that the
facilitator be receptive to constructive criticism.

Activity, 10: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 2

Methodolop: Flip chart

The agenda for Session 2 should already be written on the flip chart.
Briefly read it aloud.
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RELEASE OF LIABILITY STATEMENT

HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST'S NAME

YOUR NAME
, AM INTERESTED IN

PARTICIPATING IN THE 'EXERCISE

PROGRAM, WHICH INCLUDES STRETCHING AND AEROBIC EXERCISES.

FOR THE MEDICAL PROVIDER

PL*EASE CHECK ONE:

INSOFAR AS I AM AWARE, THERE ARE NO PHYSICAL OR

MENTAL CONTRAINDICATIONS TO ,HIS/HER FULL PARTICIPATION.

THE FOULOWING ARE SPECIFIC CONTRAINDICATIONS WO

HIS/HER FULL PARTICIPATION. (PLEASE LIST):

MEDICAL, PROVIDER

DATE

PLEASE SEND TO:

If YOU NEED FURTHER CLARIFICATION OF OUR EXERCISE PROGRAM,

PLEASE CALL AT , ON

223
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PERS6NAL RELEASE OF LIABILITY STATEMENT

, AM PARTICIPATING IN

THE EIRCISE PROGRAM WITHOUT CONSENT OF MY HEALTH- CARE SPECIALIST.

THE ACTIVITIES,, INCLUDING AEROBICS AND STRETCHING EXERCISES,

HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME iND I FULLY UNDERSTANDING WHAT IS

INVOLVED IN PARTICIPATION. I RELEASE THE

PROJECT FROM LIABILITY AND ACCEPT THAT I AM PARTICIPATIN9 AT

MY OWN RISK.

IIGNED

DATE

WITNESS

DATE

22 6
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HANDOUT

THE GOALS OF THE CLASS

WE WOULD LIKE EACH.OF YOU TO EXPERIENCE THE BENEFITS OF

REGULAR EXERCISE. THESE BENEFITS MAY INCLUDE ACHIEVING

GREATER FLEXIBILITY AND STRENGTH, IMPROVED ENDURANCE,

IMPROVED CIRCULATION, INCREASED ENERGY AND VITALITY, MORE

RESTFUL SLEEP, MORE EFFECTIVE DIGESTION OF FOOD, A LESSENING

OR ELIMINATION OF DEPRESSION OR NERVOUS TENSION, AND AN

IMPROVED APPEARANCE AND MORE POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE.

WE ALSO WANT YOU TO HAVE FUN AND EXPERIENCE PLEASURE IN

THE PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES YOU CHOOSE. WE WILL HELP YOU OBTAIN

THE KIND AND AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY THAT OFTEN RESULTS

IN IMPROVED HEALTH. EACH OF YOU WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITX TO

SLOWLY AND GENTLY INCREASE YISUR LEVEL OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.

HOW MUCH YOU EXERCISE WILL *BE DETERMINED BY YOUR PRESENT

FITNESS LEVEL AND YOUR PERSONAL GOALS.

WHAT WE'D LIKE TO HELP YOU ACCOMPLISH AND HOW

1. INCREASE FLEXIBILITY- AND STRENGTH OF MUSCLES, JOINTS,

ANDpONES BY LEARNING AND PRACTICING VARIOUS STRETCH-

ING EXERCISES.

2. INCREASE CARDIOPULMONARY FITNESS BY REGULARLY ENGAGING

IN AEROBIC EXERCISES SUCH AS BRISK WALKING, DANCING,

SWIMMING, JOGGING, WATER EXERCISE, AND BIKINI?.

3. GAIN A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF

EXERCISE THROUGH PRESENTATIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND

READINGS.

4. FOLLOW YOUR PROGRESS BY KEEPING RECORDS.

5. STRENGTI,I YOUR COMMITMENT TO MAKE EXERCISE A'REGULAR

PART OF YOUR DAILY LIFE BY PARTICIPATING IN GRQUP

DISCUSSIONS OF PERSONAL PROGRESS.

6. ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXERCISE PROGRAM BY

SHARING YOUR IDEAS, SELECTING ACTIVITIES, AND LEADING

PORTIONS OF CLASS SESSIONS WHEN APPROPRIATE.

22 7
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HANDOUT 1B

PHYSICAL FITNESS COURSE OVERVIEW

WE WILL BEGIN THULASSES° BY DISCUSSING WHAT EACH

PARTICIPANT WOULD LIKE TO GAIN DURING THE PHYSICAL FITNEgS
COURSE. WE WILL HELP YOU DEVELOP A REALISTIC PLAN FOR
IMPROVING YOUR FITNESS.

WE WILL PRACTICE . STRETCHING EXERCISES AND PROVIDE

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PHYSICAL BENEFITS OF THE MOVEMENTS . WE

WILL TEACH YOU HOW, TO INCREASE THE STRENGTH OF YOUR HEART ,

LUNGS , AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEM THROUGH AEROBIC EXERCISE.

GUIDELINES , RECOMMENDATIONS, AND PRECAUTIONS FOR AEROF4IC

EXERCISING WILL BE DISCUSSED. EACH PERSON WILL BE ENCOURAGED1

TO -EXERCISE DAILY .

MOST CLASSES INCLUDE PRESENTATION OF NEW MATERIAL ,

PARTICIPATION IN STRETCHING EXERCISES AND DISCUSSION ABOIUT
. .

PERSONAL PROGRESS. WE HOPE TO CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE THAT IS
FUN , NONCOMPETITIVE , AND SUPPORTIVE OF CHANGE.

4b
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HANDOUT 1C

BENEFITS OF REGULAR EXERCISE

PEOPLE WHO EXERCISE REGULARLY FIND THAT EXERCISE:

- ENERGIZES

- HELPS YOU COPE WITH STRESS AND TENSION

- HELPS YOU TO RELAX

- TONES YOUR MUSCLES

- CONTROLS YOUR APPETITE

- BURNS OFF CALORIES

- IMPROVES SELF-IMAGE

- HELPS COMBAT INSOMNIA

EXERCISE IS GOOD FOR .EVERY BODY!!

223
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STRETCH BREAK MOVEMENTS

MOVE EVERY PART OF THE BODY, EVERY DAY, IN EVERY WAY.

TUNE IN TO YOUR BODY. BE GENTLE WITH STRETCHIV. DO ONLY AS
MUCH AS IS COMFORTABLE FOR YOU. Bg RESPONSIBLE FOR THE HEALTH

AND SAFETY OF YOUR OWN BODY.

DAILY ROUTINE FOR STRETCHING AND MOVING

1. PUCKER UP FACE AND MOUTH, SQUINT EYES., YAWN AND RELAX

FACE MUSCLES;

11144i
DO HEAD ROLLS, ROTATING HEAD GENTLY, FIRST IN ONE
DIRECTION AND THEN THE OTHER.

3. MOVE SHOULDERS IN A CIRCULAR MOTION, FORWARD AND UP,

BACK AND DOWN.

4. ROTATE HANDS AT WRISTS IN BOTH -DIRECTIONS. MOVE ARMS

FORWARD AND BACKWARD AT SHOULDER LEVEL. SWING ARMS IN

FULL CIRCLES TO THE tRONT AND THEN1OUT TO THE SIDES.

5. TWIST THE TRUNK SITJE TO SIDE ALLOWII4G THE HEAD (AND EYES)

AND ARMS TO FOLLOW NATURALLY.

6. MOVE LEGS *FORWARD AND BACKWARD WHILE HOLDING ON TO A

TABLE OR CHAIR.
FLEX EACH ANKLE - POINT HEEL, THEN TOE. ROTATE FEET IN

EACH DIRECTION. -

El: GENTLY BOU14CE) BODY ALL OVER, RELAXING 'YOUR ENTIRE BODY'.

9 TAKE A MOMENT TO FEEL THE .ENERGY FI;OWING IN YOUR BODY.

PROCEED WITH- ANY OTHER EXERCISES YOU WANT TO DO.

DAPTED FROM AN EXERCISE ROUTINE DEVELOPED BY DR. JOHN

McCAMY. HUMAN LIFE STYLING. NY: POCKET BOOKS, 1975.

23
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HANDOUT 1E

t RESPONSES TO EXERCISE ,

SOME FEELINGS AND SENSATIONS OCCUR AS A NORMAL REACTION

TO EXERCISE. THESE RESPONSES INDICATE YOUR.BOD1 IS ADAPTING
TO EXERCISE AND GETTING INTOVAPE. NORMAL RESPONSES INCLUDE:

-INCREASED DEPTH AND RATE OF BREATHING

-INCREASED HEART, RATE

-FEELING OR HEARING YOUR HEART BEAT

-MILD TO MODERATE SWEATING

-MILD MUSCLE ACHES AND TENDERNESS DURING THE FIRST WEEKS

OF EXERCISE Aitt

OTHER SENSATIONS_AitE NOT A NORMAL REACTION TO EXERCISE

AND MAY INDICATE YOU ARE OVEREXERTING, NOT EXERCISING COR-

RECTLY, OR THAT YOU HAVE PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS THAT NEED TO
BE DISCUSSED WITH A HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST. THESE RESPONSES

INCLUDE:

- SEVERE SHORTNESS OF BREATH

-WHEEZING, COUGHING, OR OTHER DIFFICULTY' IN BREATHING

-CHEST PAIN, PRESSURE; OR TIGHTNESS
-LIGHTHEADEDNESS, DIZZINESS, FAINTING

- CRAMPS OR ;SEVERE PAIN OR MUSCLE ACHES

-SEVERE, PROLONGED FATIGUE OR EXHAUSTION AFTER VERCISE

- NAUSEA

LEARN TO "TUNE IN" TO YOUR. BODY. AS YOU PAY. ATTENTION
TO HOW YOUR BODY FEELS, YOU WILL SOON BECOME YOUR OWN' BEST

GUIDE AS TO WHAT YOU CAN DO SAFELY. IF YOU HAVE BEEN

RELATIVELY INACTIVE LATELY, PROCEED SLOWLY AND GRADUALLY.
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HANDOUT IF

DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LOG

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

DATE LOG STARTED

FOR EACH DAY IN THE FOLLOWII4G WEEK , PLEASE RECORD THE

TYPE, DURATION , AND FREQUENCY OF ALL YOUR PHYSICAL

ACTIVITIES. THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF PHYSICAL

ACTIVITIES, AND IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU LIST ALL TYPES. FOR

EXAMPLE, SOME ACTIVITIES ARE QUITE STRENUOUS AND INCREASE .

YOUR HEART RATE (E.G. , RUNNING ,* SWIMMING , RACKET SPORTS,

DANCING). OTHERS ARE NOT AS STRENUOUS BUT INCREASE MUSCLE

FLEXIBILITY AND BODY CONTROL (E.G. ,`YOGA, STRETCHING). A

THIRD TYPE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY INCREASES STRENGTH AND

STAMINA (E.G. , WEIGHT LIFTING AND ISOMETRIC EXERCISE).. OTUR

EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES ARE BICYCLING, STATIONARY BICYCLING,

WATER EXERCISE, SWIMMING, JUMPING ROPE, GARDENING, WAncliva,

AND JOGGNG. YOU MAY ENGAGE IN OTHER PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES,

TOO, WHICH YOU SHOULD LIST.

UNDER THE COLUMN LABELED "TYPE OF ACTIVITY ," LIST ALL

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES ENGAGED IN EACH DAY OF THE NEXT WEEK.

UNDER THE COLUMN LABELED 41TOTAI4 TIME SPENT ," RECORD THE

TOTAL TIME SPENT THAT DAY DOING THE ACTIVITY. EINDER THE

COLUMN LABELED "NUMBER OF TIMES," .INDICATE THE NUMBER .OF

TIMES YOU ENGAtED IN THE ACTIVITY DURING THAT DAY. SOME OF

YOU MIGHT WALK 20 MINUTES IN THE MORNING AND 30 MINUTES IN THE

APTER,/00N. IF THIS APPLIES TO YOU, YOU WOULD LIST WALKING

UNDER "TYPE OF ACTIVITY," 50 MINUTEE-TINDER "TOTAL TIME SPENT ,"

AND 2 UNDER "NUMBER OF TIMES."



DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LOG
PAGE 2

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

MONDAY

215

TYPE OF TOTAL TIME NUMBER OF ATTITUDES
ACTIVITY SPENT TIMES OR FEELNGS

4,

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY .

THURSDAY



DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LOG
PAGE 3

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

FRIDAY
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TYPE OF TOTAL TIME NUMHkR OF ATTITUDES
ACTIVITY SPENT TIMES OR FEELNGS

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
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SESSION 2: BASIC STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING A PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM

'SESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agenda for the session, make announcements, and
_collect the "Release of Liability Statements" and "Personal Release
abf Liability Statements" distributed in Session 1.

2. Lead the group in reviewing the content of Session 1.

3. Facilitate discussion of barriers to eXercising, and of ways to
overcome these barriers as well as positive cues that encourage
exercise.

4. Introduce basic etretching exercises to be done while s ending,
and lead the group in practicing them.

5. Provide nine practical tips for exercising.

6. Introduce the Affirmation of Health form, explain its purpose, and
guide participants in filling it out for the following week's
goal-related activity.

7. Evaluate the session:

8. Preview the agenda for Session 3.

HANDOUTS

Handout 2A. -
Handout gB -
Handout 2C -
Handout 2D -

Exercises Done While Standing
Practical Tips for Exercising
Affirmation of Health -
Sample Affirmation of Health

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic marker
Session agenda printed on flip chart

Sende for Session 3 printed on flip chart
ly Physical Activity Log

1 I
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FORTHE SESSION, MAKE ANNOUNCEMENTS,
AND COLLECT THE "RELEASE OF LIABILITY STATEMENTS"
AND "'PERSONAL RELEASE OF LIABILITY STATEMENTS"
DISTRIBUTED IN SESSION I

Methodology: Flip chart

Activity. 2: LEAD THE GROUP IN REVIEWING THE CONTENT OF
SESSION 1

Methodology; Group discussion

Highlight the two !pain types of exercise an'd the situations in which
caution in exercise is advisable.

Ask who practiTed the stretch break routine during the week, how
freqUently, and with what effects. Strongly praise any affirmative
responses.

Activity 3: FACILITATE DISCUSSION OF bARRIERS TO EXERCISING,
AND OF WAYS TO OVERCOME THESE BARRIERS

Methodology: Group discussion
Daily Physical Activity Logs
Small group discussion

Refer to the Daily Physical Activity Logs which participants kept
during the past week.- Ask who was surprised to realize how much or
how little exercise he/she engaged in. Ask who was satisfied with
his/her activity level, and inquire who would like to be more
physically active.

Instruct the group to divide into small groups of four, and to spend a
few minutes identifying reasons why they do not exercise as much as
they would prefer--in other words, to identify barriers to exercising
more.' Suggest that the attitudes recorded in their logs might provide
insight.

Inaddition to discussing barriers to exercise, ask successful
exercisers to share how they Manage their time and environment so as
to encourage exercise.

Reconvene the group and discuss their findings. Ask each person to
share a .barrier. Encourage the group as a whole to suggest practical
ways of overcoming each barrier. Time may prohibit an in-depth
discussion of each barrier; focus on those that appear most common.

2 ,
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Methodology :
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INTRODUCE BASIC STRETCHING AND STRENGTHENING
EXERCISES TO BE DONE WHILE STANDING, AND LEAD
THE GROUP IN PRACTICING THEM

Exercise session
Handout 2A is

The fourth class will focus on More stretching and strengthening
exercises. The intent of today's session is to introduce some basic
exercises that might ,be used both by participants at home in the
coming week and Elf; warm-up exercises in Sessions 3 & 4.

Lead them through all the exercises on Handout 2A. Again, the
enthusiasm and genuine enjoyment of exercise expressed' by the
facilitator is vital.

After combleting the routine, distribute Handout 2A for reference
during the week.

Activity 5:

Methodology:
A, II

PROVIDE NINE PRACTICAL TIPS FOR EXERCISING

Reading aloud
Handout 2B

Refer participants to Handout 2B. Read through each tip aloud, or
ask a different participant to read each one.

Activity 6: INTRODUCE THE AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH FORM, EXPLAIN
ITS PURPOSE, AND GUIDE THE PARTICIPANTS IN FILLING
IT OUT FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S GOAL-RELATED
ACTIVITY

Methodology: Lecturette
Small groups
Handout 2C
Handout 2D

1

Refer participants to Handout 2C. Explain that each person will -use
the form to make weekly agreements with him/herself to do some
physical activity. Each' weekly attivity or short-term goal will
contribute to the long-term goal of beginning or improving, and
maintaining, an exercise program that will contribute to a healthier
lifestyle.

Note that the bottom portion of the page provides an opportunity for
enlisting the support of at least one other person, as well as for
rewarding oneself for having completed the activity.

Refer to Handout 2D. Explain that it is an, example of a completed
form. Ask participants to look it over and to ask questions.
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Direct participants to move into groups of four. With the help of the
other small group.members, each person should decide upon a physical
activity for the following week, and using the bottom portion of the
form, devise a plan for 'carrying it out. The activity may be either or-
the stretching-exercise routines learned thus far in the course.
Explain that everyone will have a chance, in the following week, to
report back to the group concerning the week's activity.

cfActivity 7:

Methodology:

Same as

Activity 8:

Methodology:

EVAtUATE THE SESSION

Group discussion
Flip chart,

Session 1, Activity 10.

- PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 3

Flip chart

The agenda for Session 3 should already be written iruthe flip chart.
Briefly read it aloud.
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HANDOUT 2A

EXERCISES DONE WHILE STANDING

KEEP KNEES SLIGHTLY FLEXED AND FEET SHOULDER-WIliTH APART FOR
THESE EXERCISES.

1. YAWN * STRETCH - STRETCH ARMS TO THE SKY , RISE ON TOES,
MOVE ARMS OUT TO THE SIDE AND DOWN.

2. PICKING GRAPES - INHALE WHILE RAISING ARMS TO THE SKY
ALTERNATELY FOUR TIMES, EXHALE, AND LOWER ARMS, HEAD,
AND UPPER TORSO.

3. SIDE STRETCH - WITH ARMS OUT TO THE SIDE, RAISE ONE ARM
OVER YOUR HEAD AND BEND 'TO THE OTHER SIDE. REVERSE
SIDES.

4. SHOULDER ROLLS - INHALE WHILE BRINGING SHOULDERS FORWARD

AND UP. EXHALE WHILE BRINGING SHOULDERS BACK 'AND DOWN.

5. ARM CIRCLES - RAISE ARMS FORWARD AND ABOVE SHOULDER

HEIGHT . INHALE AS ARMS CIRCLE FOUR TIMES. EXHALE AS THE
ARMS CIRCLE OUT. -

6. HAND CIRCLES - RAISE FOREARMS TO SHOULDER HEIGHT . INHALE

AND ROTATE WRISTS INWARD FOUR TIMES. EXHALE. AND ROTATE

WRISTS OUTWARD IN A CIRCLE.

7 . HAND SQUEEZES - MAKE FISTS WITH HANDS AND RELEASE.
8. WINDMILL - INHALE AND MOVE ARMS AS THOUGH YOU ARE DOING

THE BACKSTROKE IN WATER. EXHALE AND REVERSE ARM MOVEMENT.

9. SCYTHE - GENTLY SWING TORSO SIDE TO SIDE, TURNING THE
HEAD AND LOOKING BEHIND. ARMS SHOULD SWING FREELY .

10. HIP ROTATIONS - HANDS ON HIPS. TILT THE HIPS FORWARD, AND
THEN BACK. REPEAT. TILT THE HIPS TO THE RIGHT, THEN
LEFT. REPEAT.

11. HIP CIRCLES - HANDS ON HIPS. MOVE THE HIPS IN, A SMOOTH
CIRCLE IN ONE DIRECTION. REVERSE DIRECTION.

12. TURNSTILE - LIFT LEG FORWARD WITH KNEE BENT, ROTATE
OUTWARD AND INWARD. LOWER LEG. REPEAT WITH OTHER LEG.

apoom---
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HAiDOUT 2A (CONTINUED)

13. NECK SERIES (WITH SHOULDERS RELAXED)

A) HEAD ROLL - GENTLY ROLL YOUR HEAD IN A CIRCLE IN EACH
DIRECTION. AVOID JUTTING YOUR CHIN OUT AS YOUR HEAD

ROLLS TO THE BACK.

B), SIDE TO SIDE - TURN YOUR HEAD TO ONE SIDE, THEN THE

OTHER, IN A 'NO' MOVEMENT.

C) CAMEL - INHALE MOVING THE HEAD FORWARD AND DOWN.

EXHALE BRINGING THE HEAD BACK AND UP.

14. ANKLE ROTATIONS - LIq. ONE LEG SLIGHTLY IN FRONT OF YOU.
ROTATE THE FOOT IN A CIRCLE TO THE RIGHT AND THEN TO THE

LEFT. ALTERNATE FEET.

15. FOOT FLEXION & EXeENSION - RAISE ONE LEG IN FRONT OF YOU.
ALTERNATELY POINT THE TOES AND FLEX THE FOOT. ALTERNATE

FEET.

16. TOE WRITING - RAISE ONE LEG IN FRONT OF YOU. WRITE YOUR

FIRST NAME IN THE AIR WITH YOUR FOOT. ALTERNATE AND
WRITE YOUR LAST NAME WITH YOUR OTHER FOOT.

17. POSTURE ALIdN YOUR SPiNE BEGINNING WITH YOUR FEET

TOGETHER, TUCKING YOUR PELVIS UNDER, FLATTENING YOUR

ABDOMEN, AND OPENING YOUR CHEST WITH SHOULDERS BACK AND

DOWN AND HEAD TALL.

18. MOUNTAIN - STAND WITH SPINE STRAIGHT, FEU SLIGHTLY

APART. INHALE DEEPLY AND SLOWLY. LIFT ARMS OVER YOUR

HEAD. EXHALE AND LOWER ARMS.

t

1
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HANDOUT 2B

PRACTICAL TIPS FOR EXERCISING

1. BE SURE YOU HAVE LOOSE AND COMFORTABLE CLOTHING AND

PROPER EQUIPMENT FOR THE ACTIVITY YOU CHOOSE. (FOR

EXAMPLE, COMFORTABLE SHOES FOR WAL1,7t9G QR GOGGLES AND

EAR PLUGS FOR SWIMMING.

2. DO NOT EXERCISE ON A FULL STOMACH. WAIT AT LEAST TWO
HOURS AFTER A MEAL.

3. IF POSSIBLE, FIND A REGULAR TIME OF THE DAY TO EXERCISE OR
A CONSISTENT SCHEDULE TO FOLLOW.

4. EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER, OR JOIN A CLASS

OR CLUB.

5. PICK AN EXERCISE YOU ENJOY.

6. PROCEED SLOWLY AND GRADUALLY. CHART YOUR PROGRESS.

TELL: YOUR FRIENDS HOW WELL YOU ARE DOING!

7. IF YOU EXERCISE OUTDOORS, PICK A SCENIC, RELATIVELY
UNPOLLUTED PLACE TO EXERCISE.

8. READ ARTICLES OR BOOKS ABOUT THE ACTIVITY YOU DO,'

WRITTEN BY PEOPLE WHO ARE ENTHUSIASTIC. THEIR EXCITEMENT

MAY RUB OFF ONTO YOU!

9. USE POSITIVE IMAGERY:
-SEE YOURSELF AS VITAL AND HEALTHY

-SEE YOUR ARTERIES FREE OF FATTY DEPOSITS'

-SEE YOURSELF LOSING WEIGHT
-SEE YOURSELF ENERGIZED, WALKING IN THE FRESH AIR

-SEE YOURSELF WARM AND RELAXED

ADAPTED FROM: THE FAMILY GUIDE TO EXERCISE AND NUTRITION,

PREPARED BY THE STANFORD HEART DISEASE PREVENTION

PROGRAM.

241
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HANDOUT 2C

AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH

1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT WEEKS IS:

2. HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

TIMES
WEEK ACTIVITY WHERE WHEN PER WEEK WITH WHOM

'
3. IN ORDER TO HELP fa FOLLOW THROUGH WITH MY ACTIVITY , I

WILL:

KEEP A JOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, & REACTIONS.

KEEP RECORDS ON A DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG.

INVITE A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME
IS:

INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME
IS:

REWARD MYSELF BY
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HANDOUT 2D

AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH

NAME PkiliAR.INIE MA6oler

1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT 14 WEEKS IS:

To walk. S ms, 4. -firms per week- in
kss *an ont hoof

2. HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

WEEK ACTIVITY

WallUnci

2. WallGinek

a waliam

WatIcAN
3. IN ORDER TO

WILL:

TIMES
WHERE WHEN PER WEEK

areOnel
Iowa,. 1 morning

1)64"- of.ternobn
back.

1.e way afftrneon
aramd wet

all myna tAke. aif4V0A
HELP ME FOLLOW THROUGH WITH

WITH WHOM

14- my neishbor

4 Classmate.

CIOSSIVIate.

dAOSSWICOV,

MY ACTIVITY , I

V KEEP A JOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, & REACTIONS.

KEEP RECORDS ON A DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG.

I/ INVITE A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME
IS: by oatkeuvi (A4S, me. 3 alums per Lseek...

V INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME
IS: lay Ualkingi. Ground -thr- laka. Wig% me_

once. a Liee.k.I REWARD MYSELF BY read;Ai n @flapper th a
cauari4v. noutt CA44t, Walk-

243
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SESSION 3: AEROBIC EXERCISE

SESS1I AGENDA

1. Preview the agenda for the session and make announcements.

Facilitate sharing of the Affirmation of Health.

3. Define aefobic exercise.

4. Review the phytiical, emotional, and social benefits of regular
exercise as identified in Session 1, Activity 4.

5: Teach participants how to begin an aerobic exercise program.

, 6. Teach participants how to measure pulse rates and to calculate
target heart rates; clarify the function of heart, rate.
measurements in an aerobic exercise program.

7. Emphasize the importance of warming up and cooling down as part
of aerobic exercise.

8. Discuss walking as one of the best aerobic exercises for older
adults.

9. Develop personal aerobic exercise programs.

10. Evaluate the session.

11. Preview the agenda for Session, 4.

HANDO TS

Ila dout 3A - What is Aerobics?
H ndout 38 - How do I Begin an Aerobic Exerdise.Progiam?
H ndout 3C - Measuring Your Pulse Rate

andout 3D - Walking
andout 1C - Benefits of Regular Exercise
andout 2C - Practidal Tips for Exercising

,MA ERIALS NEEDED
-

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed- on flip chart
Agenda ,for Session 4 printed on flip chart
Affirmation of Health forms
A clock with second hand, visible to all participants
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE

41

Methodology: Flip cha

Briefly describe each item. Make any necessary
inVite participants to do the same.

Activity 2:

Methodology:

announcements and

FACILITATE .SHARING OF THE AFFIRMATION
HEALTH FORM

GrouP discussion
.Affirmation of Health forms

a

A detailed description of how to effectivelx: facilitate sharing is
provided in the Stress Management module, Session 3, Activity 3.
That description also app's to shaiing in this exercise M9dule.

Activity 3: DEFINE AEROBIC EXERCISE

Methodology: Group discussion
Handout 3A

Explain the meaning of "aerobic" mid "aerobic exercise" as defined in
the lirst two paragraphs of Handout 3A.

To illustrate these definitions, ask the group to suggest 'exercises that
might be considered aerobic. Discuss each response, pointing out why
it is or is not aerobic. Activities which should be identified as aerobic
are jogging, running, swimming, bicycle riding, and brisk Walking. If
any of these are omitted by the group, the facilitator should identify
them.

Finally, refer participanis to Handout 3A.

0.
Activity 4: REVIEW THE PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, AND SOCIAL BENEFITS

OF REGULAR EXERCISE AS IDENTIFIED. IN SESSION 1,
ACTIVITY 4

Methodology: Group discussion
Handout 1C

Refer participants to Handout 1C which discusses the benefits of
exercising. Point out that a program of regular exercise is most
beneficial if it includes both of the two main exercise types: aerobic
exercise and stretching and strengthening exercises.

r
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Activity 5: TEACH PARTICIPANTS HOW to BEGIN AN AEROBIC EXERCISE.
PROGRAM

Methodologyt Lecturette
Handout 313.

Refer participants to Handout 3B. Look over the aerobic exercise
checklist with the group. Eneourage participants to expretis and
discuss any questions they may have.

Activity '6: TEACH PARTICIPANTS HOW TO MEASURE PULSE RATES
AND TO CALCULATE TARGET, HEART RAtES; CLARIFY
THE FUNCTION OF HEART *RATE MEASUREMENT IN ,AN
AEROBIC EXERCISE PROGRAM

Methodology: Lecturette or reading aloud
Handout 3C
Practice measuring pulse rates

Refer participants to Handout 3C. Explain its contents to the group,
read it aloud, or ask a participant to read it aloud. Encourage
questions. (Omit, at this point, the final paragraph on warming up
'and cooling down.)

Guide pakicipants step-by-step in measuring their pulse rates. Carry
out the technique a number,of times with facilitator as timer and then
with participants timing 'themselves. Emphasize the importance of
doing the measurement immediately upon stopping an aerobic activity.

11
EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF WARMING UP AND
COOLING DOWN AS PART OF AN AEROBIC EXERCISE
ROUTINE

Activity 7:

Methodology: Reading aloud
Handout 3C

React aloud the final paragraph of Handout 3C, yr request a
participant to do so. The stretching routines learned in Sessions 1
and 2 are ways to warm up and cool down for aerbbic exercise.

Activity 8: DISCUSS WALKING AS ONE OF THE BEST EXERCISES FOR
OLDER ADULTS -1-

Methodology: Lecturette
group discussion
ftlindout 3D

Ask how many participants walk regularly and how often.

Refer p*ticipants to Handout 3D and review its contents.

2.1 (3
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Activity 9:

Methodology:

FACILITATE DEVELOPMENT OF PERAONAL AEROBIC
EXERQISE PROGRAMS

Small groups
Lecturette
Affirmation of Health forms
Handoul 2C

The group now has some of the knowledge needed to begin a good
personal aerobic exercise program.

Direct participants to divide into small groups of 3 or 4; clos,e friends
or family members should be in the same small group. Direct the
groups to use the Affirmation of Health to develop an individual
aerobic, exercise plan for each group member, following these
guidelines:

-Item #1 on the Affirmation of Health (the major goal) should be
to begin and/or maintain a regular exercise program including
both aerobic exercise and stretching/strengthening exercise.

-the activity for this week will be recorded as "week 2"
(Session 2's activity was recorded as "week 1") and should be
some form of aerobic activity.

-The acilvity chosen should be one which is most congruent with
the individual's preferences, abilities, and resources (i.e., a
person without access to a swimming pool should not choose
swimming). "Times per Week" and "With Whom" should also be
feasible.

ahould choose those tools in item #3 that he/she
considers most helpful. Encourage everyone to invite either a
friend, family member, or classmate to work with them in
accomplishing the activity. This person may be someone from the
small group. Strongly encourage everyone to plan a healthful .
self-reward.

-Anyone choosing to- keep a daily activities record may use the log
distributed in Session 1.

Suggest that everyone refer to Handout 2C, "Practical Tips for Exercising"
before developing the individualize& plan. The plans should be developed
and recorded on the Affirmation of Health before the end of this session.
Remind the group that in Session 4 , they will. have the opportunity to
share with the group their goal-related activity during the week.
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Activity 10: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discussion
Flip chart

Same as in previous sessions.

Activity 11: , PREVIEW \THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 4

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as inprevious sessions.

2 4

4

a
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HANDOUT 3A

WHAT IS AEROBICS?

00

THE WORD "AEROBIC" TECHNICALLY MEANS "WITH AIR." AN

AEROBIC EXERCISE IS ONE WHICH INCREASES THE HEART AND

BREATHING RATES FOR A SUSTAINED PERIOD. ,IT REQUIRES

CONTINUOUS EXERTION RATHER THAN FREQUENT STOPS AND STARTS,.

TO BE EFFECTIVE IN IMPROVING HEART AND LUNG FITNESS, THE

ACTIVITY MUST RAISE THE HEART RATE TO A CERTAIN LEVEL (SEE

THE CHART IN HANDOUT 3C) AND MAINTAIN THAT LEVEL FOR 15-20

MINUTES. THIS ACTIVITY MUST BE ENGAGED IN 3-4)TIMES PER WEEK ,

PREFERABLY EVER/ OTHER DAY. IF A PERSON GOES 3-4 DAYS WITHOUT

EXERCISE, SOME OF THE BENEFITS AREtLOST.

EXERCISES SUITABLE TO IMPROVE HEART AND LUNG FITNESS ARE

BRISK WALKING, JOGGING, RUNNING, SWIMMING, AND BICYCLE RIDING.

DANCING IS. SUITABLE IF THE' ACTIVITY IS VIGOROUS AND SUSTAINED.

ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE NOT AEltb-BIC INCLUDE WEIGHT LIFTING, YOGA

AND STRETCHING EXERCISES , CALISTHENICS ,1 TENNIS BOWLING,

AND GARDENING.
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HANDOUT 3B

HOW DO I BEGIN 'AN AERMIC EXERCISE PROGRAM?

FIRST , REVIEW THIS CHECKLIST. IF YOU ANSWER "YES" TO ANY
9 0,

OF THESE -QUESTIONS , CONSULT YOUR HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST BEFORE

BEGINNING AN AEROBICS PROGRAM.

1. HAS A DOCTOR EVER TOLD YOU THAT YOU HAVE HEART TROUBLE?

2. DO Y0111 HAVE ANY PHYSICAL CONDITION WHICH LIMITS YOUR

MOVEMENT AND COULD BE AGGRAVATED BY EXERCISE?

3. ARE YOU MORE THAN 30 LBS. OVERWEIGHT?

4. DO YOU GET SHORT OF BREATH CLIMBING ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS?

5. DO YOU EVER HAVE CHEST OR HEART PAINS, ESPECIALLY WHEN

YOU ARE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE?

6. 'DO YOU -HAVE HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE OR HYPERTENSION?

7. DO YOU OFTEN FEEL FAINT OR HAVE DIZZY SPELLS?

8. ARE YOU OVER 40 AND gOT" USED TO VIGOROUS EXERCISE?

IF YOU ANSWERED "NO" TO ALL THESE QUESTIONS, YOnkRE
.;

PROBABLY ABLE TO SAFELY BEGIN A REGULAR EXERCISE PROGRAM. IF

YOU HAVE ANY DOUBT ABOUT YOUR ABILITY "TO EXERCISE REGULARLY ,

CHECK WITH YOUR HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO BEGIN SLOWLY AND EASILY WITH AN

ACTIVITY YOU THINK YOU WILL .ENJOY . IF YOU HAVE NOT' BEEN

EXERCISING REGULARLY, IT WILL TAKE TIME FOR YOUR HEART AND

MUSCLES TO ADJUST lo THE NEW' liEMANDS . PROCEED WITH

PATIENCE--IF YOU EXPECT TOO MUCH OF YOURSELF TOO QUICKLY ,

YOU MAY END UP SORE AND VOWING NEVER TO EXERCISE AGAIN! IF
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HANDOUT 3B (CONTINUED)

YOU HAVE A COLD OR ANY OTHER ILLNESS, WAIT UNTIL YOU ARE
_

BETTER TO BEGIN EXERCISING.

REMEMBERIT MAY TAKE YOU A NUMBER OF WEEKS OF 'GRADUALLY

INCREASING YOUR ACTIVITY BEFORE YOU CAN EXEIICIig 15 - 20

MINUTES WITH YOUR HEART RATE IN THE RECOMMENDED AEROBIC
,

RANGE. CHARTING YOUR i'll,OGRESS IS A WAY Tb RECOGNIZE THAT

YOU ARE INDEED MOVING TOWARD YOUR GOAL.

HOW MUCH EXERCISE IS' ENOUGH?

IF YOUR EXERCISE ROUTINE IS. ADEQUATE TO IMpOVE YOUR

HEART AND LUNG FITNESS, YOU WILL EXPERIENCE A NUMBER OF

PHySICAL CHANGES WHILE YOU WORK OUT. YOUR HEART AND

BREATHING RATES WILL BE NOTICEABLY INCREASED AND YOU MAY

FEEL OR HEAR YOUR. HEARTBEAT . YOU WILL LIKELY BE SWEATING.

YOUR MUSCLES WILL BE TIRED, THOUGH NOT EXHAUSTED, AFTER YOUR

WORKOUT . YOUR MUSCLES MAY BE SOMEWHAT SORE FOR THE FIRST

FEW WEEKS AFTER YOU BEGIN EXERCISIgG.

ADAPTED FROM: THE FAMILY GUIDE TO EXERCISE AND NUTRITION,

PREPARED BY THE STANFORD HEART DISEASE PREVENTION*

PROGRAM.

-
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HANDOUT 3C

MEASURING YOUR HEART RATE

AS YOU EXERCISE, YOUR HEART RATE INCREASES TO MEET THE

GREATER DEMiND FOR BLOOD SUPPLY TO YOUR MUSCLES. TO IN-

. CREASE YOUR AEROBIC FITNESS; YOUR HEART RATE SHOOLD BE RAISED

TO WITHIN THE RANGE LISTED FOR YOUR AGE ON THE FOLLOWING

CHART. THIS IS A HEART RATE TO AIM FOR DURING VIGOROUS ACTIVITY.

V HEART RATES FOR EXERCISING

., AGE

'HEART RATE RANGE

(BEATS/MINUTE)

MAXIMUM HEART RATE

(BEATS/MINUTE)

15 148-180 205

20 144-176 200

25 , 140-171 195

30 137-167 190

.35 133-163 185

40 130-158 180

45 126-154 175

50 122-150 170

55 119-145 165

60 115-141 160

65 112-136 155

70 k08-132 150

75 104-127 '145

80 100-122 140

85 96-118 1,35

90 91-113 130

ADAPTED FROM THE FAMILY GUIDE TO EXERCISE AND,, NUTRITION,
PREPARED #17-"ThE STANFORD I:11'AT DISEAS2-PREVENTION
PROGRAM.
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HANDOUT 3C (CONTINUED)

THE HEART RATE RANGE FOR EXERCISING IS .FAIRLY WIDE BECAUSE

INDIVIDUAL HEART RATES DIFFER TO SOME EXTENT. THE LISTED RANGE
IS ABOUT 60-80% OF YOUR AEROBIC CAPACITY , WHICH IS ADEQUATE TO
IMPROVE FITNESS,. EXCEEDING THE RANGE IS NOT RECOMMENDED-THIS
UNNECESSARIV INCREASES RISK OF ANJURY.

ALSO, NOTE THE MAXIMUM HEART RATES LISTED. THESE ARE "AVERAGE"
VALUES FOR EACH AGE AND INDIVIDUAL VARIATION MAY BE GREAT.

THESE FIGURES INDICATE THAT AS WE GROW OLDER, THE HIGHEST HEART
RATE WHICH CAN BE REACHED DURING A VIGOROUS EXERCISE EFFORT
FALLS. THUS, AN OLDER PERSON MAY EXPEND THE SAME DEGREE OF

EFFORT IN EXERCISING AS A YOUNGER PERSON BUT HER .OR HIS HEART
RATE MAY BE CONSIDERABLY LESS. THAT PERSON IS AT THE SAME
PERCENTAGE OF HER OR HIS MAXIMUM CAPACITY AS THE YOUNGER PERSON.

HOW MUCH EXERCISE IS NECESSARY TO GAIN SOME BENEVIT?

ONE STUDY INDICATES THAT MEN (UNFORTUNATELY , THE STUDY
DID NOT TEST WOMEN) OF AVERAGE PHYSICAL FITNESS, IN THEIR 60'S
AND 70'S-, COULD IMPROVE IN FITNESS BY RAISING THEIR-HE-ART RATES--

ABOVE 98 AND 95 RESPECTIVELY. EVEN WELL-CONDITIONED MEN IN THESE
AGE BRACKETS NEEDED TO EXCEED. 106 AND 103, RESpECTIVELY , TO
GAIN SOME BENEFIT. THIS WAS THE HEART RATE IMMEDIATELY AFTER
EXERCISE. THE STUDY CONCLUDED THAT , "FOR ALL BUT THE HIGHLY
CONDITIONED OLDER MEN , VIGOROUS WALKING, WHICH, RAISES HEART
RATE 100 TO 120 BEATS PER MINUTE FOR 30 - 60 MINUTES DAILY WILL
BRING SOME, THOUGH NOT PERHAPS THE /3EST , IMPROVEMENT IN

HEART AND LUNG FUNCTION.""

TAKING YOUR PULSE

YOU CAN MEASURE YOUR HEART RATE IN BEATS PER MINUTE BY

COUNTING YOUR WRIST PULSE FOR 6 SECONDS AND ADDIWG A ZERO TO
THAT NUMBER. TO BE ACCURATE, START COUNTING WITH ZERO itS

"Dt VRIES, H. A. GERIATRICS, 1971, 26,, 94.
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HANDOUT 3C (CONTINUED)

THE SIX-SECOND PERIOD BEGINS AND STOP COUNTING AT THE END OF

k SIX SECONDS. IF YOU COUNT 11 lEtEATS IN THE SIX-SECOND PERIOD,

YOUR HEART RATE IN BEATS PER MINUTE IS 110. TO FIND YOUR WRIST

PULSE, HOLD YOUR AktM WITH YOUR PALM UP, FACING YOU. *BEND YOUR

HAND SLIGHTLY AWAY FROM YOU. PLACE THE, TIPS OF YOUR INDEX

AND MIDDLE FINGERS OF YOUR OTHER HAND ON THE CENTER OF YOUR

1 WitIST, SLIGHTLY ABOVE THE BEND AT YOUR WRIST. SLIDE YOUR FIN-

N)GERTIPS TOWARD THE OUTSIDE OF YOUR WRIST (THE THUMB SIDE) AND

DOWN OVER TWO TENDONS AND I 0 A SOFT DEPRESSION BETWEEN THE

TENDONS AND THE BONE THAT RUNS ALONG THE THUMB SIDE OF YOUR

WRIST. APPLY GENTLE PRESSURE IN THAT DEPRESSION. BE SENSITIVE

TO THE PULSATIONS THERE; IT MAY TAKE A LITTLE TIME TO LEARN

TO FEEL YOUR WRIST PULSE. SOMETIMES IT IS EASIER TO FIND YOUR

PULSE ON ONE WRIST THAN THE OTHER. EXPERIMENT!

IN ORDER TO GET AN ACCURATE EXERCISE PULSE (YOUR PULSE

DURING EXERCISE), YOU MUST TAKE YOUR PULSE AFTER YOU HAVE

BEEN EXERCISING FOR AT LEAST FIVE MINUTES -AT THE RATE Y1ZU

WISH TO MAINTAIN DURING YOUR WORKOUT . IN OTHER WORDS, IF YOU

SWIM FOR EXERCISE, YOU SHOULD BE SWIMMING AT YOUR WORKOUT

PACE FOR AT LEAST FIVE MINUTES BEFORE TAKING YOUR PULSE. THIS

ALLOWS YOUR HEART TO REACH THE MAXIMUM RATE FOR THAT LEVEL

OF ACTIVITY . SINCE THE HEART RATE SLOWS QUICKLY WHEN YOU

STOP EXERCISING, IT IS IMPORTANT TO TAKE YOUR PULSE

IMMEDIATELY AFTER STOPPING THE ACTIVITY.

HELPFUL HINTS
YOU WILL NEED TO HAVE A WATCH WITH A SECOND HAND. IT MAY

HELP TO HAVE A FRIEND WHO CAN TIME YOU WHILE YOU COUNT YOUR

PULSE. LEARNING TO TAKE AN ACCURATE EXERCISE PULSE DOES TAKE

PRACTICE, SO DO NOT BE ALARMED IF THE PULSE READING VARIES CON-

SIDERABLY AS YOU LEARN THE PROPER TECHNIQUE.
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HANDOUT 3C (CONTINUED)

WARM UP AND COOL DOWN .

FOR EACH EXERCISE SESSION , IT IS IMPORTANT TO WARM UP

if OUR BODY BY STRETCHING AND/OR BEGINNING YOUR ACTIVITY AT A
VERY SLOW PACE AND INCREASING GRADUALLY . THIS WILL HELP YOU

AVOID INJURY AND INCREASE YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE ACTIVITY .

IT IS EQUALLY IMPORTANT TO COOL YOUR BODY DOWN AFTER A

VIGOROUS WORKOUT TO EASE THE 2RANSITION TO RESTING. DURING

THE LAST FIVE MINUTES OF YOUR WORKOUT , GRADUALLY SLOW YOUR

RATE OF MOVEMENT , ALLOWING YOUR BREATHING AND HEART RATES

TO RETURN TO NORMAL. ENDING A WORKOUT WITH STATIONARY STRETCH-

ING EXERCISES WILL REDUCE THE CHANCE OF BEING STIFF OR SORE

THE FOLLOWING DAY .

2 5 5
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HANDOUT 3D

WALKING

WALKING IS ONE OF THE BEST AND SAFEST ALL-AROUND EXER-

CISES FOR OLDER 'ADULTS. BRISK WALKING IS AN AEROBIC ACTIVITY

THAT STRENGTHENS THE HEART AND LUNGS AND IMPROVES ENDURANCE

NO SPE6IAL SKILL IS INVOLVED, THEREAS NO CHARGE, IT CAN BE
DONE ALMOST ANYWHERE, IN SOLITUDE OR WITH ,COMPANIONS, AND IT

HAS A LOWER INJURY RATE THAN MOST ,OTHER EXERCISES.

IN ORDER TO RECEIVE CONDITIONING BENEFITS FROM WALKING

YOU MUST WALK AT A PACE THAT DEEPENS YOUR BREATHING AND IN-

CREASES YOUR HEART RATE. USE YOUR AEROBIC HEART RATE RANGE

AS A GUIDE TO DETERMINE H'OW BRISKLY YOU MUST WALK FOR BEST

RESULTS. (INCREASING YOUR PACE FROM 3 TO 5 MPH WILL INCREASE

THE CALORIES YOU BURN FROM 66 UP TO 129 CALORIES PER MILE!)
A GOOD WALKING WORKOUT DEPENDS UPON STEPPING UP YOUR

PACE, INCREASING YOUR DISTANCE , AND WALKING MORE OFTEN. HBRE

ARE SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU GET THE MOST OUT OF WALKING:

1. WALK STEADILY AND BRISKLY

2. BREATHE DEEPLY THROUGH YOUR NOSE OR MOUTH, WHICHEVER IS

MORE COMFORTABLE

3: CHECK YOUR PULSE (AS SUGGESTED IN THE AEROBICS SECTION)

TO MONITOR YOUR HEART RATE.

4. WEAR COMFORTABLE CLOTHES THAT ALLOW YOU TO TAKE LONG,

EASY STRIDES. IN COLD WEATHER WEAR SEVERAL LAYERS OF

LIGHT CLOTHING SO YOU CAN REMOVE LAYERS AS YOU WARM UP.

A SCARF AND CAP IS CRUCIAL IN VERY COLD WEATHER.

5. LEAN FORWARD SLIGHTLY WHEN WALKING UP HILLS, AND BE SURE

TO BREATHE DEEPLY.

6. LAND ON YOUR HEEL AND ROLL FORWARD TO STEP OFF THE BALL

OF YOUR FOOT. SORENESS MAY RESULT FROM WALKING FLAT-

FOOTED OR ONLY ON THE BALLS OF YOUR FEET.

7. KEEP YOUR HEAD ERECT, SHOULDERS BACK AND RELAXED, AND

YOUR BACK STRAIGHT. YOUR TOES SHOULD POINT STRAIGHT

AHEAD AND YOUR ARMS SHOULD SWING FREELY.

2:6
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HANDOUT 3D. (CONTINUED)

8 . WEAR COMFORTABLE SHOES WHICH PROVIDE GOOD SUPPORT AND

DON'T CAUSE BLISTERS OR CALLUSES. YOUR SHOES SHOULD HAVE

UPPERS. MADE OF MATERIALS WHICIWBREATHE" SUCH AS LEATHER

OR' NYLON MESH AND THE SOLES SHOULD BE MADE OF NON-SLIP

MATERIAL'.

ADAPTED FROM: PEP UP YOUR LIFE: A FITNESS BOOK FOR SENIORS.

PRINTED BY THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANIES ,

HARTFORD; CONNECTICUT , 06115.
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SESSION 4: STRETCHING AND STRENGTHENING EXERCISES

SESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agenda for thp session and make announcements.

2. Facilitate sharing of the Affirmation of Health forms.

3. List the benefits of stretching and strenglhening exercises and
discuss general precautions.

4. Lead the group in doing exercises lying down, seated, using a
support, and on hands and knees.

5. Discuss and demonstrate exercises and other techniques for
relieving low back problems.

6. Guide participants in incorporating stretching and strengthening
exercises into the personal exercise programs begun in Session 3.

*7 Evaluate the- Physical Fitness course:

HANDOUTS

Handout 4A Stretching and Strengthening Exercises
Handout 48 How to Do Stretching and Strengthening Exercises
Handout 4-C - Back Care

MATERIAL& NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on flip chart
Exercise mats
Written course evaluation forms (found in Tips for Facilitators section)

*If this is not the final session of the course, Activity 7 should be altered,
to read "Ealiate the Session," and Activity 8 "Preview the Agenda for
Session 5," should be added.
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PREVIEW 1HE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as-in previous sessions

Activity 2:

Methodology:

Same as

Activity 3:

Methodology:

FACILITATE SHARING OF THE AFFIRMATIc4N OF HEALTH
FORMS

Group discussion.'
Affirmation of Health forms

Session 3, Activity 2.

LIST THE BENEFITS OF STRETCHING AND
STREAGTHENING EXERCISES AND DISCUSS GENERAL
PRECAUTIONS

Group Discussion
Handout 4A

Refer participants to Handout 4A. Either read it aloud or request
participant to do so. Encourage participants to ask questions and to
express repervations they may have.

-Activity 4:

Methodology:

LEAD THE GROUP IN DOING EXERCISES LYING DOWN,
SEATED, USING A SUPPORT, AND ON HANDS AND KNEES

Exercise session
Handout 4B

The group has learned and practiced two basic stretching and
strengthenipg exercise routines; Session 1 conpined "Stretch Break
Movements," and in Session 2 they learned 18 exercises to be done
while standing.

This session Wit include straching and strengthening exercises to be
done lying down, seated, using a support, and on hands and knees.

If some members of the group are confined to wheel chairs, many of
these exercises will be approprialte for them, including some Of the
lying down exercises, hands and knees exercises, as /ell as those to
be done while seeted. (In leading the exercises, be s re to specify
thbse which are appropriate to persons" confined to wheel chairs and
encourage their participation.)

Provide exercise mats for all other participanti.

253
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Lead the group through the exercises in Handout 4B, demonstrating
each and then asking participants to do likewise. As in previous
sessions, sincere enthusiasm and evident enjoyment in the facilitator
are important. Recorded music is also very helpfi1 .

se

After completing all the exercises, encourage partici)pants to notice
how they feel and to comment on their feelings, both physical and

'emotional.

_Refer participants to Handout 4B for use in practicing the exercises at
home. 4.

Activity 5: DISCUSS AND DEMONSTRATE EXERCISES AND OTHER
TECHNIQUES FOR RELIEVING LOWER BACK PROBLEMS

Methodology: Demonstration
Reading aloud
Group discussion
Handout C

Refer participants to Handout 9C. Demonstrate the five exercises de-
stgned to strengthen a back that has been weakened br a strain,
d feet, disease, or lack of exercise. Emphasize the importance of
start1ng slowly, of not overdoing it, and of contacting a doctoor if more
th n mild pain shapld occur.

Ask participants to refer to the second and third pages of the
handout. Read through eactim of the helpful hints for reducing back
strain.

Finally, , read through the various home treatments (using heat and cold)
for the relief of back ache listed on the third page of Handout 4C.

Encourage discussion of the exercises, the helpful hints and the home
treat ments .

Activity 6:

` Methodology:

GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN INCORPORATING STRETCHING
AND STRENGTHENING EXERCISES INTO THE PERSONAL
EXERCISE PROGRAMS BEGUN IN SESSION 3

Lecturette
Affirmation of Health forms
Handqut 2C
(Optional: small groups)

V.

Ask participants to refer to their Affirmation of Heilth 'forms. A
exercise program includes both of the two main types of exercise
(aerobic and stretching and strengthening).

Explain that since last week's activity began the aerobic exercise
component, this week's acitvity will develop the stretching and
strengthening exercise component. Again, emphasize the importance of

good
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choosing activities (short-term goals) that are attainable. Strthigly
encadrage each person's plan to include 'both the' help of a friend, ,

family, member, or classmate and a self-reWard. Suggest reviewing the
"Practical Tips foi Exercising" (Handout.28)

Allow the group to choose whether or notto break into small groups
for tilling out the Affirmation of Health for this week.

Activity 7: 4tEV1LUATE THE EXERCISE COURSE

Methodology: Group Discussion
Written course evaluation forms (available in the "Tips for
Facilitators" Section)

Explain that the course 'evaluation,by participan,ts is an important
meana of impioving it for future participants. Request that they pe
honest and* open in, their critiques.

'Distribute the coUrse evaluation form, and ask that everyone fill it out
and hand it in before'leaving. N

2 61
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HANDOUT 4A

STRETCHING AND STRENGTHENING' EXERCISES

OBJECTIVES

THESE EXERCISES ARE DESIGNED TO INCREASE FLEXIBILITY AND
STRENGTH, IMPROVE MUSCLE TONE, AND ENHANCE GENERAL BODY FONC-

,

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS ANT) INFORMATION

IF YOU FEEL DIZZY OR FAINT, ,SICK ,TO YOUR STOMACH, EXPERI-
ENCE ANY dHEST TIGHTNESS, PAIN , OR SEVERE SHORTNESS OF BREATH
WHILE EXERCISING , STOP:EXERCISING IMMEDIATELY. IF SYMPTOMS PER-
SIST, SEE YOUR HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST. IF YOU EXPERIENCE MUSCLE

PAIN OR CRAMPING ,DURING ANY EXERCISE, STOP THAT EXERCISE, RELAX

TIIE AFFECTED' MUSCLE, AND GEN'TLY RUB It WITH YOUR HANDS. PRO-
CEED MORE SLOWLY WITH EASIER MOVEMENTS.

ALWAYS EXERCISE WITH 'AWARENESS OF YOUR BODY'S LIMITS. REMEM-

BER TO PROCEED GENTLY 'AS Ypu WARM up AND ALLOW A TIME TO COOL
DOWN AT THE END OF 'ENCH SESSION. THE NUMBER OF TIMES YOU 60
EACH EXERCISE WILL DEPEND ON YOUR INDIVIDUAL FITNESS LEVEL 'AND

YOUR PERSONAL FITNESS GOALS. DO NOT 'BE DISCOURAGED IF YOU
CAN ONLY DO A FEW REPETITIONS OF AN EXERCISE. WITH REGULAR

PRACTICE YOU ,WILL BE ABLE TO COMFORTABLY INCREASE REPETITIONS

AS YOUR BODY STRENGTHENS AND BECOMES MORE FLEXIBLE.

WEAR LOOSE, COMFORTABLE CLOTHING. EXERCISE .EITIIER IN BARE

FEET OR TN NON-SLIP SOCKS, STOCKINGS, OR SLIPPERS. EXERCISE IN

A WELL-VENTILATED ROOM IF t'OSSIBLE. ,ALWAYS WAIT A FEW HOURS

AFTER EATING:TO EXERCISE.
FULL , RELAXED BREATHING IS IMPORTANT TO GAIN THE MOST BENE-

FIT FROM EXERCISING. SOME OF TLIE EXERCISES SUGGEST HOW TO
' BREATHE. FOLLOW THOSE SUGGESTIONS. REMEMBER TO TAKE A RE- 1)

LAkED , FULL BREATH BETWEEN EACH EXERdISE. IF YOU 'FEEL SLIGHTLY

LIGHT-HEADED WHILE BREATHING IiEEPLY , RETURN TO YOUR NATURAL

'BREATHIN-G RHYTHM UNTIL THE LIGHT-HEADEDNESS HAS ENDED.
)

V.
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HANDOUT 4B

HOW TO DO STRETCHING AND STRENGTHENING EXERCISE

THE KOLLOWING EXERCISES ARE ADAPTED FROM ARICA PSYCHOCALIS-

THENICS , McCAMY'S MOVEMENTS , AND YOGA EXERCISES: THEY INCLUDE

EXERCISES YOU CAN DO ON THE FLOOR , ON YOUR HANDS AND KNEES ,

AND IN A CHAIR.
THE EXERCISES MARKED BY AN ASTERISK (*) STRENGTHEN THE

BACK AND THE ABDOMINAL MUSCLES AND HELP PREVENT LOW BACK PROB-

LENS . IF YOU PRESENTLY ARE EXPERIENCING LOW BACK PROBLEMS , .

SHOW THESE EXERCISES TO YOUR HEALTH CARE SPECIALIST TO BE SURE

THEY ARE APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR SITUATION .
THESE EXERCISES ARE A CONTINUATION OF "EXERCISES DONE

WHILE STANDING" (HANDOUT 2A) .

*1.

EXERCISES DONE WHILE LAG ON YOUR BACK ON THE FLOOR

KNEE TO CHEST RAISE ONE LEG , BENDING THE KNEE. GRASP
LEG BELOW THE KNEE WITH HANDS AND GENTLY PULL YOUR LEG

TOWARDS YOUR CHEST . FOR FURT HER STRETCHING , RAISE YOUR

HEAD AND BRING YOUR CHIN TOWARD YOUR KNEES.

2 . -ANGEL STRETCH BEGIN WITH LEGS TOGETHER AND ARMS TO

SIDE. INHALE AND OPEN ARMS AND LEaS OUT FROM THE CENTER

OF YOUR BODY ALONG THE FLOOR . EXHALE. AND BRING ARMS AND

LEGS BACK TOGETHER.

*3 . PELVIC TILT AND LIFT - PLACE FEET FLAT ON FLOOR CLOSE TO

BUTTOCKS , WITH KNEES IN THE AIR . PRESS SMALL OF BACK TO

THE FLOOR . SLOWLY RAISE PELVIS OFF THE hQOR, ONE
VERTEBRA AT A TIME. REVERSE THE PROCESS .. 0 LOWER PELVIS .

*4 . ABDOMINAL CURL - POSITION LEGS AS ABOVE IN EXERCISE NO. 1 .

SLOWLY LIFT HEAD AND SHOULDERS TOWARD KNEES WITH ARMS

OUTSTRETCHED TOWARD KNEES. HOLD FOR A COUNT OF FOUR.

LOWER YOUR HEAD AND SHOULDERS SLOWLY . RELAX AND REPEAT .

THIS IS JUST LIKE A SIT-UP BUT WITH YOUR LEGS BENT.

26 3
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HANDOUT 4B (CONTINUED)

5 . SIDE TO SIDE ROCKING - BRING KNEES TO CHEST AND CLASP WITH
YOUR ARMS. ROCK FROM SIDE TO SIDE FOR A QUICK BACK

MASSAGE.

*6. ALTERNATE LEG LIFTS -,WITH LEGS OUT STRAIGHT , INHALE AND

LIFT ONE LEG FROM THE HIP. EXHALE AND LOWER SLOWLY .

EXERCISES DONE WHILE LYING ON STOMACH ON THE FLOOR

COBRA - PLACE HANDS NEXT TO SHOULDERS. SLOWLY AND
GENTLY STRETCH HEAD AND SHOULDERS FORWARD AND UP. HOLD

FOR A FEW SECONDS AND CLENTLY LOWER, SHOULDERS AND HEAD.

REST AND REPEAT. CAUTION: IF YOU HAVE LOW BACK

PROBLEMS , CHECK WITH YOUR HEALTH CAR'E PROVIDER BEFORE

DOING THIS EXERCISE. 4

2 . GLUTEAL - TIGHTEN BUTTOCKS TO A COUNT OF FOUR, BRINGING
HEELS TOGETHER. HOLD FOR ANOTHER COUNT. OF FOUR AND

RELEASE. RELAX AND REPEAT .

*3 . LEG LIFTS - RAISE ONE 'LEG AT A TIME OFF THE FLOOR. KEEP

LEG STRAIGHT.

EXERCISES DONE SÔ N HANDS AND KNEES

*I . CAT - SLOWLY JNHA1E AND RAISE HEAD, WHILE LETTING BELLY
DAC& SLIGHTL'i. EXHALE AND TUCK HEAD AND BUTTOCKS , UNDER -
WHILE RAISINO;BACK AND ROUNDING BACK TOWARDS THE

CEILING. .

2 . SIDE STRETCH . - TURN UPPER BODY TO THE RIGHT , LOOKING
AROUND .BEHIND AT FEET . RETURN TO CENTER AND REPEAT TO

THE LEFT .

a-
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HANDOUT 4B (CONTINUED)

3. LATERAL ARM RAISE - SLOWLY RAISE RIGHT ARM TO THE SIDE AS

FAR AS IS COMFORTABLE, FOLLOWING THE MOVEMENT OF THE

HAND WITH THE HEAD AND EYES. RETURN TO CENTER AND

REPEAT WITH LEFT ARM.

ExEECIsEs USING A CHAIR; WALL, OR OTHER SUPPORT

1. PUSHOUT - STAND AN ARM'S WIDTH FROM THE WALL AND PLACE

YOUR HANDS AGAINST IT, PALMS OUT. SLOWLY BEND YOUR' ARMS

AND DO A "PUSHUP" AGAINST THE WALI.

2. SQUAT - HOLD ON TO THE BACK OF THE CHAIR. SPREAD YOUR
FEET SHOULDER-WIDTH APART. BEND YOUR KNEES AS YOU

EXHALE. INHALE AS YOU STAND UP STRAIGHT.

3. RISE ON TOES IN A SMOOTV, SLOW MOTION, RAISE YOUR BODY

ON YOUR TOES AS YOU INHAALE. LOWER BODY SLOWLY AS YOU

EXHALE.

4. LEG SWINGS - USING A CHAIR OR WALL FOR BALANCE, SWING

YOUR OUTSIDE LEG FREELY FORWARD AND BACK. ALTERNATE

YOUR POSITION AND SWING THE OTHER LEG FREELY.

5. LEG RAISES - BODY AS ABOVE. USING THE OUT-IDE LEG, RAISE
AND LOWER IT SLOWLY TO THE FRONT,- SIDE, A r BACK. SHAKE
THE LEG TO RELAX IT. REPEAT WITH THE OTHER LEG.

EXERCISES DONE WHILE SEATED IN A CHAIR

NOTE: IN ADDITION TO THESE SEVEN EXERCISES, MANY OF THE
PREVIOUSLY LISTED EXERCISES CAN BE ADAPTED TO CHAIR USE.

EXERCISES DONE WHILE STANDING HANDOUT 2A (NUMBERS .1-7 and

13-16) AND EXERCISES DONE ON HANDS AND KNEES (NUMB'ERS 2 and 3).

263-
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HANDOUT 4B (CQNTINUED)

1. tION - INHALE DEEPLY AND, WHILE EXHALING WITH EYES AND

MOUTH WIDE OPEN , STICK TONGUE OUT AND ROAR!

2. PALM STRETCH - WITH ARMS OUTSTRETCHED, INTERLOCK FINGERS

AND TURN HANDS AWAY FROM THE BODY. STRETCH 'THE FINGERS

AND PALMS. BRING ARMS OVER H-EAD AND AGAIN STRETCH THE

FINGERS AND PALMS. PLACE PALMS BEHIND HEAD. REVERSE

PROCEDURE - STRETCH PALMS OVERHEAD AND THEN IN FRONT.

3. CHEST EXPANSION - PLACE HAND$ ON SHOULDERS, ELBOWS IN

FRONT OF BODY. TOUCH ELBOWS TOGETHER IN FRONT OF BODY.

OPEN ELBOWS WIDE AND/EXPAND CHEST. REPEAT.

*4 KNEE RAISE - RAISE LEFT KNEE AND LOWER. REPEAT WITH RIGHT
KNEE.

5 . KNEE SQUEEZE - LIFT LEFT KNEE AND CLASP ARMS AROUND KNEE

AND SQUEEZE. LOWER AND REPEAT WITH RIGHT KNEE. .
6. SIDE TWIST - TURN TORSO TO ONE SIDE, HEAD AND EYES

FOLLOWING. RETURN TO CENTER AND REPEAT EXERCISE,

TURNING TO THE OTHER SIDE.

*7 . BACKSTRETCH - BEND` FORWARD AND THEN STRAIGHTEN UP.
REPEAT , CLASPING YOUR HANDS ON, YOUR LEFT KNEE AND THEN

STRAIGHTENING UP. REPEAT WITH THE RIGHT KNEE.

REMINDER: TAKE A FEW MOMENTS TO BREATHE DEEPLY AND TO
CONSCIOUSLY FEEL THE EFFECTS OF, EXERCISING YOUR BODY. REMIND

YOURSELF OF THE BENEFITS OF EXERC1$1NG AND APPRECIATE

YOURSELF FOR TREATING YOURSELF SO WELL!
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HANDOUT .4C

BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE LOW BACK SYNDROME

These extmcises are designed toNstrengthen
a back that has been weakened by a strain,
defect, disease, or a Simple lack of
exercise. 'Start the exercises slowly.
Don't over do it! Fallow your doctor's
.instructions carefully. Consult your
doctoi if more than mild pain occurs.

Begin the exercises checked below on

Starting position for all exercises:
knees and hips bent with back flat
and neck comfortably suPported; arms
to the side, feet flat on the floor.

3.

11,

Tighten the"abdominal muscles and
hold the back'flat, then bring both
knees qp to the chest, grasp the
knees with the hands and hold the
knees against the chest about 30
seconds. Return to the starting
position. Relax. Repeat 5 times.

1.

Take in a deep breath, exhale slowly.
Tighten the stomach and buttock muscles
and hold the back flat against floor
for a count of five. Relax. Repeat

very slowly 5 times.

2.

With both hands on one knee, bring the
knee up as near to the chest as possible.
Return it slowly to the starting position.

Relax. Repeat alternating with each leg

10 times.

Bring one knee to the chest. Straighten
that knee, extending the leg as far as
possible, bend knee and-return to
original position. Relax. Alternate

with the opposite leg. Repeat 5 times.

NOTE: This exercise is not recommended
for patients with sciatic pain.

5.

Lie on back with knees bent, feet flat
on floor. Pull up to a sitting position.
Hold for a count of 5. Return to start-

ing position. Relax. Repeat 5 times.

These exercises and this information should be used only after receiving

instructions from a physical therapist or 'physician. Group Health Cooperative

of Puget Sound shall not be responsible for any injtikies resulting from the use

of the exercise description.

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE OF PUGET SOUND.
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HANDOUT 4C (Continued)

BACK CARE,

Group Health Physical Therapy Department treats hundreds of painful backs
each year. Our experience tells us that back pain is not cured by professional
care alone; a paidful back usually improves when it is well cared for by its
owner 24 hours a day.

The most helpful ihing we can do for your back is to show you how to take
care of it yourself by learning new ways to stand, to sit, to lift, and even to
'sleep or rest. Take special hote of the,sleeping and resting positions below
since it is possible to strain your back just by resting it improperly. 41 well
positioned rest canbe a very effective pain reliever.

At your doctor's request, the therapist may give you certain exercisea to
be done every day. The exercises are specifically designed to stretch and
strengthen the muscles that support your back. You call combine daily exercise,.
good posture and sensible 1)64 mechanics in your own effective back care program.

RECOMMENDED RESTING OR
SLEEPING POSITIONS

, Whenever
possible, bend
one knee when
standing.

Try moving the
car seat forward
so that knees
are bent.

Sit with
knees higher
than hips.

Good posture
reduces strain.

urKeep yo back
straight.

back strain:
increases

0'.
4114

Poor posture

f.;

When reaching forward
or overhead, keep your
back straight6and put
one leg out behind you.



Avoid lifting
overhead by
using a stool
or ladder

When lifting, bend hips and
knees keeping back straight.
Keep object close
to you and lift
with your legs.
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HANDOUT 4C (Continued)

When carrying
hold object
close to you.

In daily activities
involving bending or
stooping, bend your
knees, avad
twisting.

. .

HOME TREATS USING HEAT.AND COLD: (CHECK WITH YOUR HEALTH CARE PROVIDER.)

Hot Moist Towels: Cover towels with plastic and wrap in a blanket. Apply to

painful area for 15-20 minutes.

Commercial liot Packs: Cover with several layers of dry towels. Appll for

10-15 minutes.

Tub Bath: Bath should be as warm as possible, for 10-20 minutes.

Strollq Needle Power: Warm as possible for 5 minutde.

Electric Heating Pad:. Set heat on LOW for 10-20 minutes. USE EXTREME CAUTION!

Do NOT sleep all night with pad on - pressure on the pad can cause burns.

Moist Ice Towels: Fold wet towel in quarters and freeze in your freezer. ylice

a pillowcase to prevent ice burn; apply for 10-20 minutes.

Ice Massage: Make ice in a small paper cup, rub ice directly over painful area

for 5-15 minutes or until area becomes numb.

Ice Bag: Place ice bag on painful area for 10-20 minutes.

Commercial Cold Pack: Place in warm moist towel before applying to prevent ice

burn. Apply 10-15 minutes.

By applying the illustrated suggestions you can decide what works best for your

back problem. Make back care part of your daily routine to minimize strain and

avoid possible injury. Consult with your doctor or your therapist regarding ex-
ercise, special activities, an increase in pain or a change of symptoms.

OM-930 (2-74) GROUP HEALTH COOPERATrVE OF PUGET SOUND

These exercises and this information should bf used only after receiving instruc-

tion from a physical therapist'or physician. \Group Health Cooperative of Puget

Sound shall not be responsible for any injuries resulting from the use of these

exercise descriptions.

2-(:;)
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SUGGESTED READINGS- FOR EXERCISE COURSE

THE BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND ARTICLES LISTED HERE CAN INCREASE

YOUR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FITNESS, HEALTII, AND AGING. MOST OF THEM

WILL BE AVAILABLE IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES. WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO READ

THOSE VAT INTEREST YOU AND TO SHARE WHAT YOU LEARN WITH THE

REST OF US.

ANDERSON, BOB. STRETCHING. tick., BOX 2734, FULLERTON, -CA.

92633, 1975.
BASIC EXERCISES FOR. EiEOPLE OVER SIXTY, MODEJLTE EXERCISES FOR

PEOPLE OVER SIXTY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOKS. OUR BODIES/OURSELVES. N.Y.: -

SIMON a SCHUSTER.1971.
CHRISTENSEN, ALICE AND DAVIb RANKIN. EASY DOES IT YOGA - FOR

OLDER PEOPLE,, THE LIGHT OF YOGA SOCIETY, NY: HARPER &

ROW PUBLISHERS.

COOPER, KENNETH, M. D. THE NEW AEROBICS. NEW YORK: BANTAM

BOOKS, 1976.
COOPER, MILDRED AND KENNETH. AEROBICS FOR WOMEN. NEW YORK:

POCI:ET B001: EDITION, 1969.
DEVI, INDI:A. YOGA FOR AMERICANS. ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, N.J.:

PRENTICE-HALL, INC., 1959.
THE FITNESS CHALLENGE IN THE LATER YEARS. DHEW PUBLICATION

NO. (011D) 75-20802, WASHINGTON, D.C., MAY, 1968.

FRANK!, LAWRENCE J. AND BETTY B. 'RICHARD. BE ALIVE AS LONG

AS YOU LIVE. CHARLESTON, W.V.: PREVENTICARE PUBS. , 1977.

HARRIS, RAYMOND. GUIDE TO FITNESS AFTER FIFTY. NEW YORK:

PLENUM PUBLICATWNS CORPORATION, 1977.

HIGDON, HAL. FITNESS AFTER FORTY. RUNNERS WORLD, P.O. BOX

336, MT. VIEW, CA. 94042, 1977.
HITTUMAN RICHARD. YOGA FOR PERSONAL LIVING. CORONET, 1972.

1:RAUS, hANS. i3ACKACIIE, STRESS, AND TENSION. NEW YORK: POCKET

1100K EDITION, 1969.
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LANDE, NATHANIEL. SELF-HEALTH: 'THE LIFELONG FITNESS BOOK.
NY: ,HOLT, 1980.

LINDNER, ERNA CAPLOW. THERAPEUTIC DANCE/MOVEMENT: EXPRESSIVE
ACTIVITIES FOR OLDER ADULTS. NY: HUMAN SCIENCES' PRESS,
FEBRUARY 1979.

4

ORLICK, TERRY. THE COOPERATIVE SPORTS AND GAMES BOOK, CHALLENGE

WITHOUT COMPETITION. N.Y. PANTHEON, 1978. -

ROSENFELD. NEW VIEWS ON OLDER LIVES. PREPARED BY NIMH MENTAL

HEALTH SCIENCE REPORTS BRANCH, WASHINGTON, D.C.
SENIOR CITIZENS EXERCISE GUIDE. THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
SHEPHARD, RAY J. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND AGING. CHICAGO: YEAR

BOOK MEDICAL PUBLICATIONS, INC., 1978.

SORENSON, JACKI. AEROBIC DANCING FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION. "KBH

PRODUCTIONS, INC. , 1978. -DISTRIBUTED BY: EDUCATIONAL ACTI-
VITIES, BOX 392, FREEPORT, N.Y. 11520.

ZOHMAN , LENORE. BEYOND DIET . . . EXERCISE YOUR WAY TO FITNESS

AND HEART HEALTH. AMERICAbk HEART ASSOCIATION AND THE

PRESIDENTS COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL FITNESS AND SPORTS, CPC

INTERNATIONAL, INC. , 1974.
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PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY SELF-HELP

These four class sessions cover a variety of toflicsassertion training,
communication' skills, values clarification, and community issues. The parti-
cipants ip the Personal and Community Self-Help blass should have the oppor-
tunity t6 generate their vim lists of issues that they would like to address.

Once the topics are chosen, you can call upon a host of organizations
and other community resources to Ihelp you deliver the program. For
example, if tHe participants are interested in accident prevention,
occupatiorffil therapists from local hospitals may be able to present ideas and
information on how to accident-proof homes, especially for disabled people.
Both your local fire and police departments have apeakers that will be glad
to talk with the participants. Any number of local organizations will be
willing to send speakers, audiovisual materials, or conduct tours. The sky
is the limit!

2 73
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SESSION 1: AN OVERVIEW OF PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY SELF-HELP

SESSION AGENDA

1. Welcome and introduce ktrticipents.

2. Preview the agenda for the session and maim announcements.

3. Iiscsa the purpose and goals of the course.

4. Clarify the relaonship between Personal and Community Self-help
and the other three core content areask

5. Define aggressiveness, nonassertivegess, and assertiifeness.

6. Introduce the ,Affirmation of Health form and explain its purpose.

7. Evaluate the session.

8. Review the agenda for Session 2.

HANDOUTS

Handout IA Definitions: Aggressiveness, Nonassertiveness,
Assertiveness

Handout IB - Affirmation of Health (sample)
Handout IC -_ AffiAation of Health

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on flip chart
Agenda for Session 2 printed on another page of the flip chart

(

ci
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Activity' WELCOME AND INTRODUCE PARTICIPANTS

In' order to develop a sense of, familiarity and ease within the group,.
mike use of an introductory "game" requiring some element of selfA f

revelation. For eXample: Ask each person to introduce him/herself
,by telling the group somethihe about his/her name: whal.it means, its
ethnic origin ,who he/she was named after. Facilitator may begin.

)

Activity 2:, PRIVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip chart

Direct the group's attention to the printed agenda on the flip chart.
Briefly list each item. Make any necessary announcements. Invite
participants to make any announcements they maST have.

Activity 3: DISCUSS THE PURI;OSE AND GOALS OF THE COURSE.

Methodology: Lecturette

This course is designed to increase the participants' ability to assume
responsibility for their personal health, as well as for the health of
their community. More, specifically, it will enable them to:

-become moreaware of their values;

-learn how tO make decisions that better reflect their values;

-express personal opinions and feelings withdtit devaluing those of
other people and exercise their rights without denying, the rights
of others;

-,gain knowledge and skills, to create a healthier and safer
environment; and

-help each' other pake and maintain positive lifestyle changes in all
four program areas.

Activity 4: CLARIFY, THE 'RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RERSONAL AND
COMMUNITY SELF-HELP AND THE OTHER THREE PROGRAM
AREAS.

Methodology: Directed group discussion

Ask participants what they perceive to be the relationship between
Personal and Community Self-help and the other three program areas
(stress management, nutrition, physical fitness).

_
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Some points to cnsider include:

-The health of individuals (Which' the entire program seeks td
enhance) is dependent in part upon a healthy, safe environment.

`4%- Values clarification, assertiveness skills, and other communication
skills practiced in the PCS class are,Aiseful in making and main-
taining changes in nutrition, exercise, and in stress inanagement;

-Becoming more irwolved in promoting the quality of one's lite
enhances personal health and wellbeing.

.%---rdtivity 5: DEFINE "AGGRESSIVENESS," NONASSERTIVENESS," AND
"ASSERTIVENESS"

Methodology.: Role play
Handout 1A

Refer to Handyut '1A. Request three xolunteers to read the definitions
on the handout.

After all three definitions have been read, demonstrate each through a
roleplay with a co-facilitator or assistant. Begin with aggressiveness,
follows with nonassertiveness, and end with assertiveness. After each
role play, encourage the group to express reactions and responses.
Leading questions may be used to, elicit discussion. For example, "Do
you think, the woman in the role play handled the situation appropri-
atelyrt "What do you think she could have done differently?"

Suggested role plays:

AGGRESSIVENESS

Scenario: An older woman at a grocery store, checkout stind has just
requested that her groceries be bagged in her cloth shopping bag.
The clerk has refused to do so, stating that store policy requires her e
to bag tly,gro eries 'in the standyl-paper bag.

Customer: (Sh ting) How absurd! You're all so unreasonable! Keep
your old groceries thensee if I care. (She storms out of the
store.)

)

NONASSERTIVENESS

Scenario: Same as above.

Customer: (Meekly, with eyes downcast) "Oh, Well, O.K then.
guess its O.K."

Clerk: (Bags the groceries in .the standard paper bag. She makes no
comme )

'2 7 3
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ASSER-TIVENESS '

Scenario: Same as above

Customer: (Calmly, firmly). I really would prefer .to use this cloth
shopping bag. I feel that the consistent use of new paper bags is
wasteful and, in the long run,, destructive to the environment.

Clerk: (Impatiently) Madam, I really don't care. My supervisor would
disapprove if I did not give you this regular paper grocery bag.

Customer: (Again firmly, calmly.) I would like to speak with the
manager then to explain that I really, cannot accept the paper bag.
Please call him or her for me.

Clerk: (With impatient sigh.) Oh, here then, hand me your cloth
bag. (She bags the groceries.)

Customer: Thank you.

Activity 6: INTRODUCE THE AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH FORM AND
EXPLAIN ITS PURPOSE

Methodology: Handout 1B
Ha dout 1C

Ask participants to refer to the Affirmation of Health sample and to
the blank Affirmation of Health (Handouts 1B and 1C).

Explain that at the end of every session each person will write down
an activity 'that he/she wishes, to accomplish in 'order to reach a
personal goal. This goal is' an affirmation of an agreement with oneself
to enhance one's health. It may be an agreement to be more assertive
or more environmentally active in a specific way.

Each person's efforts to accomplish the goal will be stipported by other
memners of the class. The opportunity to develop this support will be
the sharing period at the Outset of every session. During sharing,
individuals will be encouraged to talk with each others about their
experiences in carrying out the agreed-upon activity. (Further
elaboration on the sharing component is provided under PCS Session 2,
ActiVity 2 1) Read through the sample form with the group. Use it to
explain the process of filling out ,their own forms.

Request that the group break into pairs or threesomes and, working
together with those partners, fill out their individual forms for the
first week. Each person. should agree" to have supportkre contact ,(by
telephont or in person) with a partner(s) during the coming week.

When this activity is completed, reconvene intq the large group.

277
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Activity 7: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discussion
Flip chart .

The purpose of the evaluation is to continually improve the course by
incorporating participants' feedback and perceptions. To elicit
evaluatory comments ask the group, "What were the most useful
aspects of this session?" and "How could the session have been
improved?" It is highly, important that the facilitator convey
receptivity to constructivi criticism.

Activity 8: ENTIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 2

Methodology: Flip chart

\--The agenda for Session 2 should be written on the flip chart. Briefly
- read through it aloud.

.)

.

7
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HANDOUT 1A

DEFINITIONS: AGGRESSIVENESS, NONASSERTIVENESS, ASSERTIVENESS

AGGRESSIVENESS

YOU ARE BEHAVING AGGRESSIVELY WHEN YOU USE HOSTILE WORDS

OR ACTIONS THAT FORCE OTHERS TO GIVE IN TO YOUR OWN
PREFERENCES. AS AN AGGRESSIVE PERSON, YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

"WINNING," AND YOU ATTEMPT TO "WIN" BY ANY MEANS POSSIBLE;
INCLUDING OFFENDI14G, HURTING, OR HUMILIATING OTHER PEOPLE.

ALTHOUGH YOU MAY NOT FEEL ESPECIALLY ANXIOUS AND YOU
MAY "WIN," THE PRICE YOU PAY CAN BE VERY HIGH. BECAUSE YOU

VIOLATED THE 'RIGHTS OF OTHER PEOPLE, THEY WILL PROBABLY
RESPOND WITH_ DISLIKE, HOSTILITY, AND PERHAPS, ACT AGGRESSIVELY

WITH YOU. YOU MAY FIND THAT OTHERS ARE BEGINNING TO AVOID
YOU AND THAT THEY REACT TO YOU SARCASTICALLY OR HOSTILELY.
YOU MAY ALSO OFTEN FIND YOURSELF IN ARGUMENTS AND LEFT OUT

OF THE SOCIAL PLANS OF OTHERS.

NONASSERTIVENESS

. WHEN YOU DO NOT EXPRESS YOUR OWN NEEDS, ALLOW YOUR
RIGHTS TO BE IGNORED, OR LET OTHERS MAKE DECISIONS FOR YOU
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE YOURSELF, YOU MAY BE ACTING

UNASSERTf-VELY.

IT ISLIA WONDERFUL THING TO GIVE SELFLeSSLY TO OTHER
PEOPLE, BUT /THIS GIVING SHOULD BE SOMETHING YOU WANT AND
CHOOSE TO DO, NOT SOMWHING OT,HERS TELL YOU TO DO OR
SOMETKING YOU THINK YOU SklOOLD DO TO PLEASE OTHERS.

NONASSERTIVENESS MAY CAUSE YOU TO VALUE YOURSELF LESS

AND TO SOMETIMES FEEL HUMILIATED. YOU MAY FEEL HELPLESS,
CONTROLLED, AND BITTER BECAUSE YOU RARELY SAY OR GET WHAT

YOU WANT. IT IS OFTEN TRUE THAT PEOPLE FEEL SELF-HATRED AND
RESENTMENT TOWARD OTHERS _WHEN THEY ARE NOT EXPRESSING

THEMSELVES ASSERTIVELY.

73
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HANDOUT lA (CONTINUED)

ASSERTIVENESS
YOU ACT ASSERTIVELY WHEN YOU Acy IN YOUR OWN BEST INTERESTS,

STAND UP FOR YOURSELF, AND EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS, FEELINGS,
AND ATTITUDES HONESTLY, WITHOUT DEVALUING OTHERS, AND WITHOUT

FEELING GUILTY OR UNDULY NERVOUS.

AS AN ASSERTIVE PERSON, YOU EXERCISE YOUR OWN RIGHTS WITHOUT

DENYING OR VIOLATING THE RIGHTS 'AND FEELINGS OF OTHERS. BEING

ASSERTIVE MEANS YOU VALUE YOURSELF. IT MEANS STATING YOUR
PREFERENCES IN A WAY THAT CAUSES OTHERS TO TAKE YOUR IDEAS

SERIOUSLY.
ASSERTIVENESS DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL RWIN" IN

ALL SITUATIONS, BUT IT DOES MAKE IT EASIER TO EXPRESS YOURSELF.
BECAUSE YOU EXPRESS YOURSELF MORE EASILY, IT IS MORE LIKELY

THAT YOU WILL FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOURSELF, BE SATISFIED WITH THE

OUTCOME OF A SITUATION, AND GET WHAT YOU NEED.

*ADAPTED FROM RICHEY, C. A. WORKSHOP' MANUAL FOR TRAINERS,

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, 1979.

0
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HANDOUT 1B

AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH

&ntIj Rose.
1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT

WEEKS IS:

beAnj more,

2 .

WEEK

3.

HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

ACTIVITY

relUen
hoeS

bt. More.
a Ffeationate.

WHERE

Stare.

TIMES
WHEN PER WEEK

"thiS

tueey- -ffi1.5
ohete.. week-

a Ptrscil, tle.stauwatfn* woke. &met.

k ma& Stran5us
t..seet. -

IN ORDER TO HELP ME FOLLOW THROUGH WITH MY ACTIVITY , I WILL:

4,

k

WITH WHOM

/31tee.. cter k.

claily Friends anti classmates

Smote('

KEEP A JOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS , FEELINGS , AND REACTIONS.

KEEP RECORDS OF "DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG."

INVITE A FRIEND 0,R FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS :

kD 40-ke 5" Minutes ib +41k. tail me wet
encolxacte. rne. tr. owe. asset.hae,

INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS

it Call Me. on -Ftw.phane. 17) see how I am
doing on meeting my goals

REWARD MYSELF BY +akitii 1146 Gfitenom

tzatia in +we ?6n-

2 1 )
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'HANDOUT IC

AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH

NAME

1. THE MAJOR GOAL I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT
WEEKS IS:

2. HOW I PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THIS GOAL IS:

TIMES
WEEK ACTIVITY WHERE WHEN PER WEEK WITH WHOM

3. IN ORDER TO lIELP ME FOLLOW THROUGH WITH MY ACTIVITY , I WILL:

KEEP A jOURNAL OF MY THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, AND REACTIONS.

KEEP RECORDS OF "DAILY ACTIVITIES LOG."

INVITE A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE,WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS:

INVITE SOMEONE FROM THE CLASS TO WORK WITH ME IN MY
EFFORT TO CHANGE: THE WAY THIS PERSON WILL HELP ME IS

REWARD MYSELF BY

2

4
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SESSION 2: BASIC STRATEGIES FOR INCORPORATING PERSONAL AND
COMMUNITY SELF-HELP INTO LIFESTYLE

SESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agenda for the session and make announcements.

2. Facilitate sharing of the Affirmation of Health forms.

3. Define "values clarification."

4. Outline the values-clarification process.

5. Lead participants in identifying community 4ssues of most concern
to them and in deciding upon which of these should be adaressed
within the course.

6. Guide participant's in filling out the Affirmation of Health form for
the following week's activity.

7. Evaluate the session.

8; Preview the agenda for Session 3.

HANDOUTS

Handout 2A Possible Personal and Community Self-help Issues and
Topics.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on flip chart.
Agenda for Session 3 printed on flip chart.
Twelve small slips of paper for each participant.

2 93
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Activity 1: REVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip, chart

Same as Session 1, Activity 2.

Activity 2: FACILITATE SHARING OF THE AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH
FORM

Methodology: Group discussion

Encourage individuals to describe the goal-related activity which,
during Session 1, they self-contracted to do. Discuss what they did
to carry out this activity, and their self-reward.

Recognize all attempts tegardless of success or failure. Change takes
time. Immediate tesulfs are not always to be expected; the very
procesr of establishing -and seeking goals is valuable.

Encourage participants to recognize each others' goal-related activities:
facilitators' modeling of this is imperative. Such peer support may also
be developed by asking the greup for suggestions on how they might
assist each other in accomplishing their goals. For example: one man
.relates that he self-contracted in the Affirmation of Health to exercise
assertive behavior by requesting his neighbor not play loud rock-n-roll
music after midnight on week nights. He further relates that he had
found himself too embarrassed to actually do so. Another participant
might assist him by offering to meet after class to role play the
encounter.

Activity 3: DEFINE "VALUES CLA FICATION"

Methodology: Lecturette

Values clarification is a process w ereby each person becomes more aware
of his/her values Ito that he/she I,b more able to act in accordance with
these values.

The purpose of values clarification is to achieve harmony between values
and behavior--between what one says and what one does--both in personal
life and public life. Some may feel that values are relevant only to
peksonal life. However, if individuals exercise their values only in
their personal life, public policy decisions are left up to a very few
people in positions of power whose values may be ve different from
those of their constituency.
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1.1

To live with integrity means to enact one's values in both private and
public concerris. Doing so requires two things: clarity of values and
the assertiveness skills to stand up for.,them. To clarify values and
to uphold them (especially in today's highly complex society where we
are bombarded by innumerable external pressures) may be one of the
most significant gains of a lifetime.

Activity 4: OUTLINE THE VALUES CLARIFICATION PROCESS

MethodolOgy: Lecturette
Group discussion

One way of becoming more aware of personal values is to apply the
following seven questions to any decision one makes:

Choosing: I. Did I choose freely?
2. Did I consider alternatives?
3. Did I consider the consequences of each alternative?

Prizing 4. Am I happy with my choice?
5. Am I willing to state my choice publicly?

-

Acting 6. Am I taking action ori my choice?
7. Am I incorporating my choice into some pa ttern of my

life?

Activity 5: LEAD THE PARTICIPANTS IN IDENTIFYING COMMUNITY
ISSUES OF MOST CONCERN TO THEM, AND IN DECIDING
WHICH OF THESE SHOULD BE ADDRESSED WITHIN THE
COURSE.

Methodology: Structured group exercise

The following exercise enables people to identify community issues most
important to them. Because it is based on values clarification, it
provides a smooth transition to Activity 5.

A. Distribute Handout 2A. (The facilitator may want to add additional
items to this list.)

13. Ask each person to eircie twelve issues of most importance to them:

C. While they are thinking, hand out 12 small slips of paper to each
person.

D. Request each person to, write the 12 issues on the slips of paper
and place all 12 slips of paper on the table in front of him/her.

E. Instruct each person to inqicate with numbers the three issues of

greatest interest.

F. Collect the slips of paper. 2'd5
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After class, tally the issues chosen. Use the results to determine
what community and environmental issue(s) to talk about in Session 4.
(Note: If the course will contain more than four sessions, the results
ortMs tally may be brought to Session 4 and the participants can use
it to choose a number of issues to deal with in. subsequent sessions.)

Activity 6: GUIDE PARTICIPANTS IN FILLING OUT THE AFFIRMATION
OF HEALTH FORM FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S ACTIVITY

Methodology: Small groups discussion

Invite the group to ask any questions regarding- the use of the
Affirmation of Health form. Encourage questions so that all
participants understand the use of this form.

Request the group break into groups of 2 or 3 (not necessarily the
same grouping as in Session 1) for completing the, form. Suggest the
self-contract for this week be to engage in an assertive behavior that
reflects a strong personal value.

Activity 7: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discussion

As in the evaluation of Session 1, ask "What were the most useful
aspects of the session?" and "How could the session have been
improved?" Facilitator's receptivity to constructive criticism is
essential. ,

Activity 8: REVIEW THE AGENDA FOR ESSION 3

Methodology: Flip -chart

The agenda for Session 3 should be written on the flip chart. Briefly
read it aloud.
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HANDOUT 2A

POSSIBLE COMMUNITY ISSUES/TOPICS

POLLUtION FOOD ENERG

NOISE "JUNK" FOOD COAL

FRESH WATER WORLD HUNGER SOLAR

OCEAN WORLD FOOD DISTRIBUTION OIL

CHEMICAL tARDENING NUCLEAR

HERBICIDES OALSE/MISLEADINg WIND

PESTICIDES ADVERTISING

SOLID WASTE
LITTER
SEWAGE

RECYCLING

NATURAL OAS
EATING LOWER ON THE
FOOD CHAIN HYDROELECTRIC

FOOD CO-OPS i HOME ENERGY CHECK

FOOD BUYING CLUBS

FOOD BANKS

"WILDCARD"

SOCIAL LAND USE OTHER

CRIME P*REVENTION CROWDING CPR

FIRE PREVENTION DEVELOPMENT VIOLENCE ON T.V.

CAR-E Of) ELDERLY FARMLANDS VS. URBAN SOCIAL SECURITY
& INFIRM SPRAWL REVISIONS

"BUNCO" SCHEMES HOUSING ENDANGERED SPECIES

CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION .

287
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SEMON 3: GIVING CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM

SESSION AGENDA

1. Preview the agencia for the 'session and make announcements.

2. Facilitate sharing of Affirmation ?f Health forms.

3. Introduce the Assertiveness Bill of Rights.

4. Lead a group discussion on giving constructive triticism.

5. Present a model for giving constructive criticism.

6. Direct participants to fill out the Affirmation of Health for the
following week's activity.

7. Evaluate the session.

8. Preview, the agenda for Session 4.

HANDOUTS
1

Handout 3A - Assertive Bill of Rigiles
Handout. 3B - List of Situations in Which Assertiveness May Be Helpful

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on flip chart
Agenda for Session 4 printed on flip chart

I.
t
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Activi.ty 1: PREVIEW AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOU/NICEMENTS.

Methodology: Flip chart

Same a? Session 2, Activity 1.

Activity 2: FACILITATE SHARING'OF AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH FORMS

Methodology: Group discussion

Same as Session 2, Activity 2.

Activity 3: INTRODUCE THE ASSERTIVENESS BILL OF RIGHTS

Methodology: Group discussion
Handout 3A
Handout 3B

Distribute Handout 3A. Ask all participants to read it initially to
themselves. Request that an individual read the first item aloud.
Engage the group in discussion of this item. Stimulate discussion by
asking such questions as:

"Do you feel that this is indeed a right?" "Why or why not?"

"Does this statement differ from your experiences or beliefs?"

"What is an example from ypur lives of a behavior reflecting this
right?"

"If you do consider this a right, how able are you to exercise it?"

Follow each item with a brief discussion. The discussion should enable
participants to define which of these items they perceive as rights.
Equal respect must be indicated toward any participant who expresses
the belief that one or more of the items is not a "right."

Distribute Handout 3B. 'Read the first two paragraphs aloud. Ask all'
participants to read the list to themselves and raise any questions they
may have. Suggest that they keep this list for ideas in filling out
their Affirmation of Health throughout the course.

Activity 4: LEAD A GROUP DISCUSSION ON GIVING CONSTRUCTIVE
CRITICISM.

Methodology: Directed group discussion

As a result of this discussion, participants should:

-understand what is meant by constructive criticism;

23
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-appreciate the value of constructive criticism;

-be able to give an example Of constructive criticism;
4

-become aware of the degree to which they, are able to give
constructive criticism. -

Directive questions may be used by the fAoilitator to stimulate
discussion. For example:

"What is constructive criticism?"

"Is it useful?" "Why or ,why not?"

"Is it difficult to do?"

"What are some examples of constructive criticism you have given or
receive d2 "

"What are examples of unconstructive criticism?"

"Have you ever wanted to give constructive criticism but been unable
to do so?"

Activity 5: PRESENT A MODEL FOR GIVING CONSTRt3CTIVE CRITICISM

Methodology Flip ,chart
Lecturette
Role play

Direct participants' attention to the flip chart which says:

Giving Constructive Criticism

When you

I feel

I would prefer

This simple verbal framework is a method for giving, constructive criti-
cism. Call attention to the fact that it does not allow the critic to
blame the other pertion for myaking him/her feel a certain way; it does
'not include the statement, " ou make me feel .11

2

Demonstrate the model by means of a role play. Request a volunteer
to play the role of the person receiving criticism.. The following is a

*-15-dartme-moux_play.

Facilitittor plays role, of a man Constructively criticizing his wife:

"When you leave the house without saying 'goodbye' to me, I feel
insignificant ahd unlovable. I would prefer you to say 'goodbye'
when you go out."

...
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Direct the group to break into groups of two and to role play the model
sto a situation that could actually occur in their lives.

Activity 6:

Methodology:

DIRECT PARTIMANTS TO COMPLETE THE AFFIRMATION
OF HEALTH FORM FOR THE FOyi0WING WEEK'S ACTIVITY.

.
Small groups
Affirmation of Health form

a

Instruct each group of two, formed for role playing, to join another
group of two. Ask them to discuss their Affirmation of Health activity
for the f011owing ,week. Suggest that this activity be a specific situa-
tion in which they would like to give constructive criticism.

As always in the Affinnation of Health, each person's,activity will be
distinct,,from that of the others. The purpose of the small group dis-

. cussion is not to decide upon a common aCtivity but rather to aid each
other in identifying a suitable activity, and to specify ways they will
support each other in carrying, out., this activity during the week.

Facilitator should move from group to group patching for any partici-
pants still having difficulty using this tool. Such persons should be
assisted individually by facilitator. .

Activity 7: EVALUATE THE SESSION

Methodology: Group discusSion
Flip chart

Same as Session i, Activity 7.

Activity 8: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR SESSION 4

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as Session 2, Acti'vity 8.
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HANDOUT 3A

ASSERTIVE BIbL OF RIGHTS*

1. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO HAVE AND EXPRESS-MY OWN FEELINGS AND
OPINIONS AND TO EXPERIENCE THE CONSEQUENCES.

2. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR MY OWN BEHAV-
IOR, THOUGHTS,,AND EMOTIONS.

3. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE MY MIND.

4. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE MISTAKES AND TO BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THEM.

5. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHAT COMES FIRST IN IMPORTANCE

IN MY LIFE.

6. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO ASK FOR WHAT I WANT.

7. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO DECIDE NOT TO ASSERT MYSELF.

8. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO GET WHAT I PAY FOR.

9. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO -ASK FOR INFORMATION FROM PROFES-
SIONALS.

10. I HAVE THE RIGHT TO SAY "NO," "I DON'T KNOW." AND "I DON'T
UNDERSTAND."

I HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY TO RECOGNIZE THAT EVERYONE ELSE HAS

THESE SAME RIGHTS!

*ADAPTED FROM THE NEW ASSERTIVE WOMAN, By L. BLOOM, K. COBURN,
AND J. PERLMAN AND WHEN I SAY NO, I FEiL GUILTY, BY M. SMITH.

THIS BILL OF RIGHTS WAS DEVISED BY CHERYL A. RICHEY, SCHOOL OF

SOCIAL WORK, UNIVERSITY OF W HINGTON, FOR USE IN
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING GROUPSo



HANDOUT 3B

LIST OF SJTUATIONS IN WHICH ASSERTIVENESS MAY BE HELPFUL

THE FOLLOWING LIST IDENTIFIES SITUATIONS WHERE

ASSERTIVENgSS MAY BE HELPFUL., MANY PEOPLE EXPERIENCE
DISCOMFORT OR ANXIETY IN HANDLING THESE INTERPERSONAL
SITUATIONS.

IN THE CLASSES YOU WILL LEAAN HOW TO HANDLE THESE SITUA-

TIONS. WE SUGGEST YOU REVIEWTHE LIST AND NOTE THE SITUATIONS
WHICH Alit pIFFICULT FOR YOU. NOT ALL THE SITUATI PLY

EVERYONE; THE LIST COVERS A WIDE RANGE OF SITUA ONS.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4.

9

1. TURN DOWN A REQUEST ,TO BORROWYOUR

2 . COMPLIMth A FRIEND.

0, 3. ASK A FAVOR OF SOMEONE. 4

4 . RESIST SALES PRESSURE.

5. APOLOGIZE WHEN YOU ARE AT FAULT.

6 . TURN DOWN A REQUEST FOR A MEETING OR DATE.

7 . ADMIT FEAR AND REQUEST CONSIDERATION.

8 . TELL A PERSON YOU ARE INTIMATELY INVOLVED WITH WHEN HE/SHE

DOES OR SAYS SOMETHING THAT BOTHERS YOU.

9. ASK FOR A RAISE.

10. ADMIT IGNORANCE IN SOME AREAS.

11. TUliN DOWN A REQUEST TO BORROW MONEY.

12 . ASK PERSONAL QUESTIONS.

13 . TURN OFF A TALKATIVE FRIEND.

14 . ASK FOR CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM.

15. INITIATE A CONVERSATION WITH A STRANGER.

16 . COMPLIMENT A PERSON YOU ARE ROMANTICALLY INVOLVED WITH

OR INTERESTED IN.

17 . REQUEST A MEETING OR A DATE WITH A PERSON.

??
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HANDOUT 313, (CONTINUED)

18. YOUR INITIAL REQUEST FOR A MEETING IS TURNED DOWN AND YOU

ASK THE PERS014 AGAIN AT A LATER TIME.

19. ADMIT CONFUSION ABOUT A POINT UNDER DISCUSSION AND ASK
FOR CLARIFICATION.

20. APPLY FOR A JOB.
21. ASK WHETHER YOU HAVE OFFENDED SOMEONE.

22. TELL SOMEONE THAT YOU LIKE THEM.

23. REQUEST EXPECTED SERVICE WHEN SUCH IS NOT FORTHCOMING,

E.G., IN A RESTAURANT.
24. DISCUSS OPENLY WITH THE PERSON HIS/HER CRITICISM OF YOUR

BEHAVIOR.

25. RETURN DEFECTIVE ITEMS, E.G., STORE OR 'RESTAURANT.

26. EXPRESS AN OPINION THAT DIFFERS FROM THAT OF THE PERSON

YOU ARE TALKING TO.

27. RESIST SEXUAL OVERTURES WHEN YOU.ARE NOT INTERESTED.

28. TELL THE PERSON WHEN YOU FEEL HE/SHE HAS DONE SOMETHING

THAT IS UNFAIR TO YOU.
29. ACCEPT A DATE.
30, TELL SOMEONE GOOD NEWS ABOUT YOURSELF.

31. RESIST PRESSURE TO DRINK.

32. RESIST A SIGNIFICANT PERSON'S UNFAIR DEMANDS.

33. QUIT A JOB.
34. RESIST PRESSURE TO USE DRUGS.

35. DISCUSS OPENLY WITH THE PERSON HIS/HER CRITICISM OF YOUR

WORK..

36. REQuiST THE RETURN OF BORROWEo ITEM.

37. RECEIVE COMPLIMENTS.

38. CONTINUE TO CONVERSE WITH SOMIkONE WHO DISAGREES WITH YOU.

39. TELL A FRIEND OR SOMEONE WITH WHOM YOU WORK WHEN HE/SHE

SAYS OR DOES SOMETHING THAT BOTHERS YOU.

40. ASK A PERSON WHO IS ANNOYING YOU IN A PUBLIC SITUATION TO

STOP.

ADAPTED FROM GAMBRILL, E. D., AND RICHEY, C. A. "AN ASSERTION
INVENTORY FOR USE IN ASSESSMENT AND RESEARCH," BEHAVIOR
THERAPY, 1975, 6, 550-561. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

4
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SESSION 4: APPLYING ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS To COMMUNITY ISSUES

NOTE TO FACILITATOR

In this phaSe of the course, focus shifts from interpersonal
assertiveness skills to the application of these skills in addressing
community issues 'of concern to the participants. A number of conditions
influence the effectiveness of this phase.

1. The degree to which participants have come to value assertiveness
and have begun to develop either their abilities to behave
assertively or their motivation to develop these abilities. If the
entire course is composed of more than four sessions, the
facilitator may choose to spend cine or more additional sessions
teaching other basic interpersonal assertiveness skills such as,
"saying no," or "nonverbal communication."

,

2. The degree to which/ zai4icipants understand the rationale
underlying the shift in locus. The facilitator may contribute to
this understanding by a skillful presentation of Activity 3 in this
session.

3. The degree to which the topics addressed are indeed significant
in the eyes of the participants. To this end the topic-choosing
exercise in Session 2, Activity 5 is invaluable, as is Activity 5 of
this session in which the facilitator reviews the process. Again,
if the courzie is to include sessions beyond Session 4, participants
should be actively involved in selecting the topics to be addressed.
Activity 4 in this session provides for this involvement. In order
to insure participants' receptivity, the topics chosen by the facili-
tator for Session 4 should be those for which greatest interest
was indicated in Session 2, and it should probably not be a highly
volatile or threatening topic.

9. The degree to which the topics are suitable for active involvement
by participants. The topics chosen should be issues which
participants could act upon outside of the class setting if they
choose to do so. If this phase consists of only one or two
sessions, the topics could be issues for which legislative action
would be appropriate. Skills in influencing legislative bodies are
easily transferrable to other issues which individual participants
may pursue following completion of the course.
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SESSION AGENDA

1. Review the agenda for the session and make announcements.

2. Facilitate sharing of the Affirmation of Health form.

3. Present qie rationale for the transition from assertiveness skins
on an interpersonal level to the application of assertiveness skills
to community issues.

4. Explain the ground rules for applying assertiveness skills to
community issues.

5. Review the topic selection process begun in Session 2, Activity 5.

6. Introduce the community issue to be addressed in this session.

7. Discussion of the topic.

8. Present skills for becoming actively involved in the issue presented.

9. "Direct participants to fill out the Affirmation of Health for the
following week's activity.

10. Evaluate the course.

*If this is the final session of the scourse, Activities 4 and 9 are not
appropriate and should be deleted. Replacement activities are discussed in
NOTES TO FACILITATOR.

HANDOUTS

Handout 4A - Ideas for Personal and Community Self-help Sessions
Handout 4B - Tips for Contacting Legislators
Handout 4C - Helpful Hints on Writing Letters to Your Legislator

MATERIALS NEEDED

Flip chart
Magic markers
Session agenda printed on the flip chart
Course evaluation forms (found in the Tips for Facilitators section)
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Activity 1: PREVIEW THE AGENDA FOR THE SESSION AND MAKE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Methodology: Flip chart

Same as Session 2 and 3, Activity 1.

Activity 2: FACILITATE SHARING OF THE AFFIRMATION OF HEALTH
FORMS

Methodology: Group discussion

Same as Session 2 and 3, Activity 2.

Activity 3: PRESENT THE RATIONALE FOR THE TRANSITION FROM
ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS ON AN INTERPERSONAL LEVEL TO
THE APPLICATION OF ASSERTIVENESS SKILLS IN
COMMUNITY ISSUES.

Methodology: Directed group discussion
Lecturette

Facilitator may encourage group discussion by asking participants what
they perceive to be the reason for the shift in focus from the inter-
personal level to the community level. He/she should be prepared to
explain the following concepts and should do so unless they are Arrived
at by the group in discussion.

Up to this point in the course we have learned:

-the importance of being aware of our values;

-how to become more aware of our values and their relative
strengths;

we have the right to live according to our values;

living in accord with one's values requires assertive behavior at
times;

how to be assertivg in interpersonal relationships;

-our values also determine how we respond to issues in society.

We have not yet discussed what is necessary in order to exercise our
values in societal or public issues. This is the aim of this phase of
the course. As mentioned earlier, our personal health is in part
determined by the health and safety of our community. By learning
how to enhance the health and safety of our community, we contribute
to the health of ourselves and our families.

297
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Activity 4: EXPLAIN THE GROUNti RULES FOR APPLYING
,--4SSERTIVENESS SKILLS TO COMMUNITY ISSUES (This activity

is applicable only if the course includes more than four
sessions)

Methodology: Lecturette
Handout 4A

Explain to the group the following ground rules:

1. The range of topics that may be discussed is unlimited, depending
upon the group's interests.

2. As a group, participants will decide what issues to address and
are invited to assist in locating community resources through
which to address them. Examples of such resources are provided
in Handout 9A.

3. One's ability to enact one's values in community issues requires
three things: interest in 'the issue, some knowledge about the
issue,-and skills for influencing the issue. Therefore, with each
topic we will seek to gain more knowledge about it and skills for
affecting it.

9. We will strive to look at more than one side of any controversial
topic.

Ask whether these ground rules are acceptable. Modify them if necessary.

Activity 5: REVIEW THE TOPIC SELECTION PROCESS BEGUN IN
SESSION 2, ACTIVITY 5.

Methodology: Lecturette
Flip chart

Remind group of the topic selection exercise in Session 2, in which
they identified three community issues of primary concern. Present on
the flip chart the results of the tally. (Each item should be listed
together with the number of people who had chosen it as one of the
top 1, 2, or 3 items of interest to him/her.) Explain that you chose
one of the highest sawing topics from that list for discussion in this
week's session.

Activity 6: INTRODUCE THE COMMUNITY ISSUE (TOPIC) TO BE
ADDRESSED IN THIS SESSION.

Methodology: Lecturette

Introduce the speaker or film. Remind the group that following the
presentation they will discuss both the content of the presentation and
ways to act upon the issue presented.

2 (4:,
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At this point some form of presentation on the topic is made
(e.g., speaker, film, panel).

Example: If the topic for the session is crime prevention, a person
from the local police department may be invited to speak. (Other
resources and ideas are provided in Handout 9A.)

Activity 7: DISCUSSION OF THE TOPIC

Methodology: Group discussion

Invite the group to ask questions and to express contrasting viewpoints;
it is their right to disagree. Encourage them to share knowledge and
experiences they have concerning the topic. If necessary, provide a
model by questioning the speaker or expressing an opposing opinion.

If the presentation was highly biased, it is imperative to explain that
the contrasting perspective could be presented in the following session
if the group so chooses.

Activity 8: PRESENT SKILLS FOR BECOMING ACTIVELY 119VOLVED
IN THE ISSUE PRESENTED.

Methodology: Directed group discussion

The skills presented depend upon the issue. As indicated in this
session's Note to the Facilitator, legislative advodacy skills are
recommenda-because of their applicability to a wide range of .issues.
These skills are presented in this sample topic, crime prevention,
especially with respect to older persons.

Example: Initiate a discussion Of ways to become involved in the issue
of crime prevention. List all suggestions on flip chart. Tap the
experience of group members and of the speaker. Explain that time
does not allow for in-depth study of each idea listed, and that in the
remainder of the session, focus will be on one method--legislative
advocacy. Legislative advocacy could be influential in developing or
maintainingvictim assistance programs, Neighborhood Watch programs,
and the like.

Ask participants to list ways of influencing legislation. List all
suggestions on the flip chart. Be sure to incljode:

-writing letters to legislators;

-using toll-free hotlines to call state legislators;

-sending telegrams;

1111
-inviting legislators to public meetings;
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4

-drawing up a petition and eirculating.it;

-developIng an initiative.

Distribute Handout 4B. 'Ask participants to briefly list organizations
-that may be involved in legislative advocacy around that issue. Record
the list on Ole flip chart. If no organizations are suggested, propose
that beforq Session 5, each person identify and contact one, and bring
infrmation (verbal or written) about it tO class. °

elk

Pass out Handout 4C. Request a volunteer to read it aloud.

Activity 9: DIRiCT PARTICIPANTS TO FILL OUT THE AFFIRMATION
OF HEALTH FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S ACTIVITY.

Methodology: Affirmation of Health form

Propose to the participants that this week's activity be practicing their
assertiveness skills in the arena of community issues, and building upon
the knowledge shared in this session regarding the assertion of one's
values through legislative advocacy. Suggsetthat each person choose
one of the techniques discussed in this session and use it to influence
a legislator with regard to either the issue of crime prevention or
another issue of personal concern.

If this is the last session in the course, facilitator should strongly
recommend that participants continue using the Affirmation of Health
form on a regular basis to maintain the healthy changes they have made
and to continue making positive lifestyle changes.

Activity 10: EVALUATE THE PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY SELF-HELP
COURSE

Methodology: Group discussion
Evaluation forms (available in the "Tips for Facilitators,'
section)

Explain the importance of the participants' honest and thorotigh
evaluation to continually improve the course for future participants.
Pass out course evaluation forms and request participants complete
them before leaving.

0

,



IDEAS FOR PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY SELF-HELP

. VIEW A SERIES OF MOVIES 'WITH ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES.

CRIME PREVENTION.

3: TOUR OF A RECYCLINo BUSINESS.

4. PREPARATION OF A MEATLESS MEAL.

. VISIT TO A GROCERY STORE AND WAREHOUSE/VISIT TO A FOOD
COOPERATIVE, AND ONE OF ITS DISTRIBUTORS.

6. TOUR AN ARBORETUM OR CITY PARK.

7. NATURE HIKE TO WATCH BIRDS AND IDENTIFY PLANTS ,11ANIMALS,
AND INSECTS IN TII,EIR NATURAL HABITATS.

ORGANIZE A FOOD-BUYING CLUB.

9. TOUR OF A BICYCLE CO20P, OR PRESENTATION BY A CYCLING
CLUB.

10. TOUR OF -AND/OR PARTICIPATION IN A COMMUNITY GARDEN
PROGRAM.

11. TOURS OF INDIVIDUAL PAI-tIIPlikNTS' GARDENS .

12. HAVE CITY UTILITY DO A HOME ENERGY CONSERVATION
INSPECTION ON A PARTICIPANT'S PIOME.

13. PRESENTATION BY A LEGISLATOR ON WHAT -THEY'RE DOING IN
ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS.

14. HOME SAFETY.

15. VISIT THE LOCAL AQUARIUM 'OR NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM.
.

301 4
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HANDOUT 4B

TIPS FOR CONTACTING LEGISLATORS

MAIL CAMPAIGNS ARE OFTEN USED TO INFLUENCE POLITICIANS Od

IMPORTANT ISSUES. THEt FATE OF A PARTICULAR BILL MAY HINGE ON

A LAST MINUTE OUTPOURING OF PUBLIC SENTIMENT WHICH MAFL _CAM-

PAIGNS GENERATE. TO MAKE YOUR MESSAGE COUNT , HERE ARE A FEW
TIPS ON HOW TO EFFECTIVELY CONTACT YOUR. LEGISLATORS.

WORK TOGETHER AND PRESENT A UNIFIED VOICE. KEEP A CLOSE
WATCa ON KEY% ISSUES AND TIMiNd SO A COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
CAN NOTIFY MEMBERS WHEN TO CONTACT THEIR REPRESENTATIVES.
THE BEST TIMES TO INFLUENCE POLITICAL ACTION ARE WHEN THE BILL
IN QUESTION IS INT.RODUCED OR WRITTEN DURING COMMITTEE HEARINGS

ON THE BILL, WHEN THE BILL IS SENT TO\ THE FLOOR, AND WHEN THE
BILL IS SENT TO THE GOVERNOR OR PRESIDENT FOR SIGNING.

WHEN GROUP ACTION' IS NEEDED, A NETWORK OR PHONE CHAIN CAN

BE ESTABLISHED WHERE EACH MEMBER CONTACTS SIX OTHER MEMBERS ,

WHO THEN CALL SIX MORE' MEMBERS , AND SO ON. THIS METHOD IS QUICK

AND EFFECTIVE.

BE (,CLEAR AND TO THE POINT. BE SURE TO IDENTIFY THE BILL
OR ISSUE BY ITS CORRECT NAME. TRY TO GIVE SPECIFIC FACTS THAT
THE LEGISLATOR CAN USE LATER IN ARGUING THE CASE. SHOW HOW

THE BILL GILL AFFECT LOCAL ECONOMY, CITIZENS, AND THE ENVIRON-
MENT. BE SPECIFIC AND FACTUAL.

SEND A WRITTEN MESSAGE. IT PROVIDES DOCUMENTATION OF

YOUR OPINION. A CALL TO THE LEGISLATOR LEAVES NO SUCH
RECORD. IF' TIME IS SHORT , YOU CAN SEND A. MAILGRAM OR
TELEGRAM QUITE CHEAPLY AND THE CHARGE WILL APPEAR ON YOUR

TELEPHONE BILL. A PERSONAL OPINION TELEGRAM WILL USUALLY

REACH A -REPRESENVATIVE WITHIN 24 HOURS AT THE STATE OR

3 t14-2
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HANDOUT 4B (CONTINUED)

NATIONAL CAPITOL OFFICES. A 20-WORD MESSAGE COSTS

APPROXIMATELY $3.50, NOT INCLUDING Nit-ME, ADDRESS, AND

TELEPHONE ,NUMBER. (THERE IS NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR THIS

INFORMATION%)

SPECIAL RATES CAN BE OBTAINED TO SEND IDENTICAL MESSAGES

TO EVERYONE IN CONGRESS AT THE SAME TIME. IT COSTS $200 TO REACH

ALL 100 SENATORS AND 435 REPRESENTATIVES. THE CHARGE IS $100 TO

SENATORS ONLY AND $150 TO REPRESENTATIVES ONLY.
MAILGRAM SERVICE ALLOWS YOU TO SEND 50 WORDS (INCLUDTN-q

NAME, ADDRESS, SALUTATION, AND CLOSING) FOR $3.20 OR 100 WORDS

FOR $4.10. THESE MESSAGES ARE TRANSMITTED TO A POST OFFICE NEAR

THE ADDRESSEE AND SENT IN THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY'S MAIL. BE SURE

(T-51%1CLUDE THE ZIP CODE ON THE MESSAGES.

DEVELOPED BY WASHINGTON WILDERNESS COALITION, SEATTLE, WA.

4303
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HANDOUT 4C

HELPFUL HINTS ON WRITING' LETTERS TO YOUR LEGISLATORS

DO'S

1. DETERMINE WHAT YOUR ISSUE IS AND STICK TO THAT ONE
SUBJECT.

2. IDENTIFY THE BILL OR ISSUE IN YOUR LETTER. ABOUT 20,000 BILLS
ARE INTRODUCED IN EACH CONGRESS, SO BE SPECIFIC'. TRY TO .

GET THE BILL NUMBER OR DESCRIBE IT BY ITS POPULAR -TITLE.

3. * YOUR LETTER SHOULD BE TIMELY. WRITE WHILE THERE IS STILL
TIME TO TAKE ACTION.

1

4. BE PiRSONABLE. NEATLY HANDWRITTEN OR TYPED LETTERS ON -

YOUR OWN 'STATIONER, CARRy THE MOST WEIGHT.

5. WRITE YOUR OWN VIEWS, NOT THOSE OF SOMEONE ELSE. RELATE-
HOW THE ISSUE AFFECTS YOU PERSONALLY.

6. BE CONSTRUCTIVE. IF YOU FIND A PROBLEM, GIVE...SUGGESTIONS

FOR IMPROVEMENT.

7. COMPLIMENT YOUR REPRESENTATIVE, WHEN DESERVED. IN LIGHT
OF ALL OF-THE COMPLANTS HE OR SHE RECEIVES, THIS WOULD BE
MUCH APPRECIATED. -

DONT'S

1. DON'T MAKE THREATS OR PROMISES.

2. DON'T' SCOLD YOUR CONGRESSPERSON OR LEGISLATOR.

3. DON'T PR'ETEND TO HAVE VAST POLITICAL INFLUENCE.

4. DON'T WRITE ON EVERY SINGLE ISPUE THAT COME&UP.

3 04
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ACCIDENTAL INJURIES

F cts Relevant to Older Adults

- Accidental injuries are the seventh leading cause of death among those
over 65.

- An estimated 24,000 to 28,000 elderly persons die yearly from acci-
dents.

- Each year, another 800,000. persons 65 and over are injured badly enough
to be disabled for at least one day.

- The most common causes of accidentaa injury among the elderly are falls,
auto accidents (including pedestrian-auto accidents), and fires.

-Over 80% of deaths caused by falls occur among those over 65.

- Most falls occur in or around ,the home.

_-33% of fatal burns occur among 4 ose over 65.

- 26% of .pedestrian 'fatalities occur mong older adults.

. -A common cause of accidental death among the elderly is susceptibility
to excessive hot or cold external temperatures.

- Auto accidents are common amori$ the elderly due to their often impaired
senses and slower reflexes. 1

Risk Factors for Accidental Injuries among Older Adults

The physical changes that accompany aging ituch as impaired sensory percep-
tion, physical weakness, and impaired balanee contribute to the increased
risk of accidental injuries.

we'
Aging also causes a slowed healing cabacity and "brittle bones" due to osteo-
porosis.

Inability to tolerate extremely hot or cold external temperature is a factor
in physical injury to older adults.

Poor lighting in the home, along with the impaired vision of older adults,
increases the risk of accidental injury.

Stairs, waxed floors, wrinkled and slippery throw rugs, and spilled liquids
on floors increase the risk of falls in the home.

'Mental conftision and apathy due to depression, drug reaction, altohol, or
organic disease are risk factors for injuries in older addlts.
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Special Concerns for Older Adults

The social isolation ofkmany olcier, adults contributes significantly to their
increased risk of accidental injuries and the more severe consequences of
these injuries to this grOup. Because many people 65 and older arip isolated
from regular social contacts, if injured while alone it may be some time
before the older adtzlt is found and helped. Depression and apathy which
can be brought on by social" isolation also contribute to increased risk of
accidental injury-among the elderly,.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Provide older ddults with an increased awareness of the potentially serious
consequences of accidental injuries due to falls, fires-And auto accidents,
and witii,information that can help them to decrease"their risk of actsidental
injuries in and around their homes, on city streets, and in their automo-
biles.

Topics for Health Eromotion Classes and ACtivities

Methods for making homes safer and "accident proof,"/ especially for those
with sensory losses

Managing with extremely hot or cold temperatures

preventing and treating heat stroke and heat exhaustion

Preventing and treating hypothermia (lowered body temperature .from
exposure to cold)

First aid measures for accidental injuries

Fire protection measures for the home (including smoke alarms)

Special cautions for mobile home dwellers

Precautions for the older adult driver

Nonstrenuous exe cises which help older adults Ueep fit and reduce their
risk of serious injiry in an accident

Resources for Educat n about Safety and Accident Prevention

Films, lea s, pamphleis, textbooks, and pourses on accident prevention
and first d.

National Fire Prevention Association
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210

3 1 7
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Pi:1mph lets entitled Fire Prevention All Over Your Home; Home Fire Detection;
Clothing Can Burnid Exit: Escape--ffia "Pia WEWeve7.V-OuA-Fe.

National Safety Council
Home Safqty Information
425 North Michigan Avenue
'Chicago, IL 60611

II,

A "Safety of the Elderly Kit", which includeS pamphlets, worksheets, and
checklists for community safety education programs.

N ationa Retired Teacher's Association-American Association
of Retired Persons

1909 K t. N.W.
Washington, DC 20049'

NRTA-AARP also conducts a Driver Improvement Program to teach drilling skills,
publishes a bodklet entitled Retirement Safety Guide, and has safety program

mpackages for use in the co munhe ollot7Fir 45-60 minute packages come
complete with Program loader's Mantial, handouts , and a slide presentation:

I

1. "Fire-Beware!" presents fire hazards in the home and how to prevent
them.

2. "Falling-The Unexpected Trip" helps people design a 'fall preventive'
home environment.

3. ,"Safe Living in Your Mobile Home" deals with the special safety
problems of mobile homes. 9

A booklet of safety hints entitled Handle Yourself With Care (Pub. No.
ODH-75-20805), and the accompanyin-r guide, Er--an With Care: An
Instructor's Guide for an Accident Prevention -COt--n.se for OlderArne-Hans.

U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402

First aid training and information are available at local chapters of the
American Red Cross.

308
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ALCOHOL ABUSE

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-It is estimated that 2-10% of people over 60 years of age have an
alcohol problem; as many as 1.6 million Americans over age 65 may
have an alcohol problem.

- Older people in institutions, widowers, and people with medical problems
have an even higher incidence of alcohol abuse.

- If a drinking problem began before a person was 40-50 years old, the
treatment needs are the same as those of younger alcoholics.

- If a person haa an alcohol problem that started late in life, treatment
will need to fw.usaaresolving the stressea that precipitated alcohol
abuse.

Alcohol can mask pain that is a symptom of disease and prevent the
person from seeking treatment.

Accidents caused Mt impaired judgment or coordination due to drinking
are a health risk for older adults.

-Anyone can be an alcoholicthe problem is in detecting the drinking
problem.

-Many older women have believed all their lives that alcohol use is
unacceptable and may refuse to adlnit they have a drinking problem.

Health Risks for the Sticohol User

Increased chance of organic disease
Decreased( cardiac efficiency
Liver or pancreatic disease
Cirrhosis of the liver

Drug and alcohol interactions
Increased frequency of medical problems
Anemia

Accidental injury
Family history of alcohol abuae

Cues to a possible drinking problem in an older person are: self-neglect,
falls, con-fiision, quarreling or other disruptions in family relationships, and
an increase in medical problems.

3 )
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Special Concerns for Older Adults

Stresses associated with aging, 131.1th as poor health, loss of status, be-
reavement ,.of friends or relatives are risk factors for alcohol abuse by older
adults. In addition, aging diminishes physical reserves and increases the
chance of organic disease that can be exacerbated by alcohol.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Provide relevant information on how alcohol affects older adults, the
warning signs of a drinking problem, how to use alcohol without abuse and
what to do if an older adult or friend has a drinking problem.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Short- and long-term consequences of alcohol use
Cautions about alcohol use for older adults
How to drink without having a drinking problem
Risk factors for a drinking problem
How to gain access to community alcohol abuse programs
How to deal with family or friends` who have a drinking problem

Resources for Education about Alcohol Abuse

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) sponsors local support groups for alcoholics and
for their families. Membership is open to all; there are no dues. AA is
supported by contributions. AA also publishes information about the pur-
pose of AA and about alcoholism. "Time to Start Living" is a pamphlet speci-
fically geared to the older alcoholic.

Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
Box 959, Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10017

Information about alcohol, alcoholism, and treatment programs.

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information
Box 2395
Rockville, MD 20852

National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
733 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

310
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ARTHRITIS

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-Arthritis means "inflammation of a joint" and is commonly used to
describe over 100 different conditions which can cause aching, pain,
swelling, and stiffness in joints or connective tissue.

- Arthritis affects one in seven Americans and claims one million new
victims every year.

- Studies have shown that 97$ of individuals over the age of 60 have
enough joint degeneration to be apparent on x-rays, although many_of
these people have no symptoms.

- Arthritis is usually a chronic and, progressive disease that has no
cure; but there are techniques of treatment and management of
arthritis that can significantly slow the progress of the disease and
significantly reduce the pain end crippling it can cause.

- Arthritis can cause severe pain as well as lead to deformity and
14:crippling if untreated. ,

Health Practices that Help Control the Impact -of Artiiiitis on Lifestyle

Medication Heat

Exercise and rest Surgery
Weight Reduction Rehabilitation for disabilities due

to arthritis

Special Concerns for Older Adults

Older people who develop arthritis may assume it is an inevitable part of
aging and not seek help from a health care provider.

NY
Purpose of Health Promotion

teach older adults to recognize the warning signs of arthritis and to
practice self-care skills that help control arthritis such as relaxation and
exercise techniques ; provide information on differen types of arthritis and
management programs, and encourage adoption of health practices that will
help prevent arthritis.

,
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Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Warning signs of arthritis
Varieties of arthritisdescription and risk factors
Arthritis him and surgical treatinents
Myths and facts of arthritis treatment
Demonstration of exercise and joint protection procedures for the arthritic
person
Providing (and getting) support for people with arthritis

Resources for Arthritis

Clearinghouse of information on materials and resources about arthritis.

Arthritis Information Taringhouse
P.O. Box 34427
Bethesda, MD 20034

Conducts research and training; provides public information, education, and
community services through local chapters. Publishes Guidelines for Conducting
Patient Education Classes (for physicians), guidelineFIST-iaaErshing
patient seliWgroups, and a Self-Help Manual for Arthritis Patients.

The Arthritis Foundation
National Office
3400 Peachtree Road N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30326

Materials, resources, and audiovisual materials on arthritis.

-Learning Resources Facility
Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine
400 East 39th Street
NeT York, NY 10016

Films and slides on arthritis.

Kaiser Permanente Health Center
Audiovisual WorKshop
3799 Peidmont Avenue
Oakland, CA 94611

Training for instructors of arthritis self-management courses.

Stanford Arthritis Center
701 Welch Road, Suite 2208
Palo Alto, CA 94304
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CANCER

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

- Cancer is the disease most feared by older adults.

- The incidence of cancer rises sharply until ages 85 to 90.

- Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the U.S. for older
adults; over 60$ of all cancer occurs among those over age 60.

- Skin and prostate cancers are primarilx associated with old age.

- Cancer of the breast has a,libtter prognosis in older persons than in
younger persons; dancer of the thyroid and malignant melanoma have a
worse prognosis fork- older adults.

- Older people have more misperceptions and myths about cancer than
any other disease.

- Cancer in older persons is diagnosed at a later stage of disease than
cancer in younger persons.

- Prejudice and discrimination against older adults negatively affects the
motivation and abilities of professionals, older adults, and others to
prevent and cope with cancer.

Risk Factors for Cancer Among Older Adults

Major known risk factors:
-Cigarette smoking
- Alcohol abuse
- Personal or family history of certain cancers
-Exposure to certain chemicals'
-Excessive exposure to sun

Highly suspected risk factors:
- High fat diet
- High salt diet
- High levels of stress

Special Concerns for Older Adults

Older adults especially need to know that it is not too late to prevent
cancer nor to limit the effects of cancer. Because of the confusion that
surrounds cancer, older adults need accurate information .to dispel the
myths and fears about cancer in order to reach the highest quality of life
possible.
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Purpose of Health Promotion

Teach older persons to recognize the warning signs of cancer,. supply
information on different types of cancer, and provide- opportunities to
practice self-care skills that may help control cancer anti. reduc.risk.

Topics for Health Promotion Claes and Activities

Warning signs of cancer
Myths about cancer
Assessing personal risk for developing cancer
Cigarette smoking and cancer

, -
Environmental causes of cancer
Coping with cancer
Information on different cancers
Stress management\ and visualization for cancer control
Cancer screening and detection programs
Hospices

Resources for Education about Cancer /
Films, pamphlets, and posters about cancer and coping with cancer are available
from local chapter offices or the national office.

American Cancer Society
777 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Provides writ ten information about different kinds of Cancer, treatments,
and the effect of nutrition on cancer.

Office of Cancer Communisations
National Cancer Institut*
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20019 ,

314
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DIABETES

`N.

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

- Diet" is central to the treatment of diabetes.

- Diabetes causes circulation problems which can affect the legs and
feet.

-Eighty percent (80%) of diabetics are over 45; 5% of the older
population have diabetes and are bring treated.

- Diabetics face an increased risk 'of developing heart and blood vessel
disease.

- In Older ages,. rates of diabetes are higher in women.

- For the older adult with diabetes, the foot is often where the first
overt complications of diabetes arise. ,

V

- Prevention offeis the only logical approach to managing diabetes,
particularly tO.avoid foot problems.

- Atherosclerosis progresses twice as rapidly in diabetics than in
nondiabetics.,

-Coronary artery disease is five times more common in the diabetic
woman, twice as common in the diabetic man.

-Diabetics do not have' a larger number of foot problems than the rest
.of the population, but their complications are more severe because of,
decreased blood supply and lessened sensation.

- Most adult diabetics are overweight.

-Diabetes is made worse by stress.

Risk Factors for Diabetes in Old& Adults

Overweight
Family history of
diabetes

Stress
Infection
Surgical Procedures
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Special Concerns for Older Adults

Older adults with diabetes need to cheCk their feet daily for injuiriesbecause they often do not feel pain as easily as nondiabetics. An olderadult diabetic may have one or more chronic diseases in addition to diabetqs
and may be taking more than one drug at any given time.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Provide older adults with information on the importance of diet 'and exercise
in preventing or controlling diabetes as well as provide general information
about diabetes and the older adult.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and" Activities

Diabetes screening
Food Substitutions
Questions to ask your doctor about diabetes
Hygiene and care of skin, feet', teeth, and gums
InforMation on diabetes self-management
Information on diabetes self-help groups

-

Resources for Eductition about Diabetes

American Association of Diabetes Educators
North Woodbury Road, Box 56
Pitman; NJ 08071

American Diabetes Atgociation
600 Fifth Avenue
New York; NY 10020

Free bimonthly newspaper for 'diabetics.

Diabetes in the Iiews
233 East Erie St., Suife 712
Chicago, IL 60611

Newsletters, tours, and other ppecial services for trattel-oriented diabetics.

Diabetes Travel Services, Inc.
6 East 36th Street
New York, NY 10016

316
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Information about foot care in a publication entitled Feet FirstN.1

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing. Office

. Washington, DC 20402

Diabetes - New Look at an Old Problem has a specific section on diabetes
and the elderly.

Lowenstein, Bertrand E. and Paul D. Preger, Jr. New York: Harper
and Row, 1976.

Charts explaining diabetic diets, vegetarian diets, weight control, and
fitness. A brochure is available.,

National Health Systems
Box 1501
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

A 25-Minute educational film, "Live With- It" is available to help the
' newly-diagnosed diabetic learn to live with hid/her illness. Available for

purchase or .rent on videocassette or 16mm film.

Teach'em, Inc.
625 North Michigan Ave Rye
Chicago, IL 60611

3 j :(1
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FOOT CARE

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

- Decades of weight-bearing can have negative effects on the aging foot.

- Changes with aging in the blood vessels of the leet and legs may lead
°to a loss of adequate blood supply to the feet.

rb,

The skin of the foot becomes thinner and more delicate with age and
cracks or tears easily, incieasing the risk of infection which can start
in cuts and scratches.

4
-

. -People with diabetes or.peripheral vascul r disease run a significant
risk of a foot infection that can lead to gangrene and amputation.

-With treatment end good foot care abits, much can be done to ease
foot discomfort and maintain activity.

Risk Factors for

Aging
Poor footwear
Lack of exercise

Foot Problems 'aniong Older Adults

Iriegular foot care
Lack of rest
Cigarette smoking
Untreated cuts, calluses, corns,
bunions, warts, etc.
Extreme temperatures on the feet

Systemic disease (diabetes, ,

rheumatoid arthritis, gout)
Tight clothing

Special Concerns for Older Adulte

Older adults need to know the basics of good foot care in order to alleviate
or prevent foot problems that may limit mobility. ia

Purpose of Health Promotion
Teach older, adults good foot care, relate healthy feet to yirger issues of
independence and self-care, and provide support for daily attention tet foot
care.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Demonstration and practice of foot care
Relaxation, exerciee, and healthy feet
Resources for foot, care
Foot care for the person with systemic disease
Making foot care a daily habit



Resources for Foot Care
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Pamphlets and articles on foot health, diabetes, arthritis, sports, -and
occupational hazards. .

American Podiatry Association
20 thevy Chase Circle, N.W.
Washington, DC 20015

.'t
Materials on Buerger-Allen exercises for the feet.

Canadian Diabetes AssociatiOn
123 Edward St., Suite 601
Toronto, Ontario MFG 1F2 Canada

Diabetes Education
Metropolitan Medical Center
900 S. 8th,St.
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Ave. So.
New York, NY 10016 "

(Pamphlet 8345A, Lig lit on YoUng Feet)

Check with local community clinics, 'Health Maintenance Organizations,
Visiting Nurse rvice, hospitals, and podiatrists about outpatient geriatric
foot care clinic L d resource people for teaching about -foot care.

3 3
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HEART CONDITIONS

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-Heart disease is the leading ciluse of death of older adults
United States.

-It is estimated that some degree of heart disease is p
everyone over 70 years of age.

-Lifestyle is a stronger factor than heredity in causing
heart trouble.

in the

esent in almost

Or preventing

-Behavioral cilange is the most effective treatment for heart disease,
even for those who have already had a heart attack.

Risk_ Factors for Heart Conditions among Older A4ults

Amount of cholesterol and
saturated fat in. the diet
High blood pressure
Cigarette smoking
Stress

Heredity/occurrence of heart
conditions in the family
Excess weight
Diabetes
'Lack of exeitise

Special Conceilis for Older Adults

Older adults need information, skills, and support to make lifestyle changes
which help prevent development of a heart condition or help cope with a
heart condition.

Purpose of Health Promotion
Te)ach older adults to evaluate individual risk levels for heart conditions,
provide information on dietary, exercise, and personal habits that decrease
risk , practice behaviors that will reduce risk , and provide group support
for maintaining, healthier lifestyles.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Information on different heart conditions
Assessing personal risk for heart a tacks
Aerobic eiercise and the heart
Reducihg sources of cholesterol ,and saturated fat in the diet
Cigarette, smoking arid the heart
Stress reduction
Blood pressure monitoring
Warning signs of a heart attack

32o
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Weight repiuctlon and the heart
What to do in case of a heart attack
How to do cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
Coping with a heart condition
Health- habits for a healthy heart

302

Resources for Heart Conditions

Information about cardiovascular diseases and .coping with heart conditions.
Contact local chapters.

American Heart Association
7320 Greenville Avenue
Dallas, TX 75231

1
Provides coiiies of Living With a Heart Ailment. Ask for Pamphlet'No. 521.

Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Offers a 1-hour community education package on cArdiovascular health.
Includes instructions and script, "a short film, Without Warning, handout
materials, and provides a guide for finding a locriteiource person.

National Retired Teachers.Association/
American Association of Retired Persons
1909 K.-Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20099

Information on health practices for healthy old age.

Life Extension Institute
1185 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036

3 2 A
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HYPERTENSION

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-Hypertension usually causes no symptoms until damage to the brain,
heart, or kidneys has already occurred.

-It tal estimated that over half the people in the United States who have
highjblood pressure are unaware of it.

The incidence of hypertensinn,increases in older age groups.,

-It is estimated that nearly 40% of whites and over 50% of blacks over
65 have high blood pressure.

Women are slightly more likely to have high blood pressure.

- Hypertension causes or contributes to 1,000,000 deaths annually in the
U.S.

-Even slightly elevated blood pressure means a considerably greater risk
of ,death due to heart failure, stroke, or kidney failure.

- In 90-9 5% of hipertension. cases ("essential" or "Primary"
hypertension), th7 cause is unknown and it cannot be cured.

Although the cause is not known, it is known that following certain
health practices will considerably lower the risk of hypertension or
hypertension-related disease and these same practices will help control
hypertension already present.

- It is estimated that between 1/2 and 3/4 of all diagnosed hypertensives
do not comply with treatment programs.

Health Practices that , Reduce Risk of or Control Hypertension

Refrain from cigarette smoking
Eat low-fat, low cholesterol foods
Exercise regularly
Take medication as prescribed

Restrict salt intake
Keep weight within normal limits
Reduce stress
Family history of hypertension

Special Concerns for Older Adults

Because hypertension increases in incidence among older age groups and
often has no symptoms, older adults need self-care skills in monitoring
blood pressure and developing health practices to prevent or control
occurrence. For those with hypertension, the need for continued treatment
should be emphasized.
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Purpose of Health Promotion

Help older adults develop lifestyles that will reduce their individual risk for
hypertension or control hypertension which has already developed.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Facts and myths about' blood pressure and hypertension
Assessing Individual risk for hypertension
Diet -for a healthy heart
How to take own pulse and blood pressure
Treatment for hypertension
How to decrease salt and cholesterol in the diet
Practice preparation of low-salt, low-fat food

Resources for Hypertension

Printed materials, films, and slides on hypeAension. Also- keeps a roster
of speakers.

American Heart Association
44 East 235th Street
New York, NY

CORE Communication in Health, Inc.
919 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

National High Blood Preisure Education Program
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
Bethesda, MD 20205

Many community clinics, health maintenance organizations, and hospitals;
offer patient education programs on hypertension. 3lood pressure
screening is often available at local health fairs.

a
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INSOMNIA

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-As people grow older, the amount and quality of sleep changes.

-Individual sleep patterns are unique.

-Older adults tend to sle3p less, and less soundly, than when they were
younger.

-Older 'women tend to report more sleep problems than older men.

-People over 64 consumed 33$ of all prescription sleeping pills in 1974.

-Sleeping pilis are usually tested on young, healthy adults' and physi-
cians may not be aware of the special risks to the older adult.

-Pain caused by body movements during sleep is one of the most common
reasons older adults awaken during tlie night.

-Some conditions, such as arthritis, may be especially disruptive at
night.

-Normal, healthy 80 year olds spend 1/5 of the night awake.

Risk Factors for Sleep Problems

Bad sleep habits
Stress and anxiety
Use of stimulants and other drugs
Aches and pains

Special Concerns of Older Adults

Older adults are at a greater risk for sleep problems than other age
groups. Physical problems or anxiety, fear, depression, even anticipation
can keep any person awake but the older adult may be more sensitive.

Purpose of Health Promotion

To give an understanding of sleep and insomnia so that the older adult may
be reassured or be alerted to seek help; to teach techniques to help falling
asleep easier.

324
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TOpics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

How sleep changes throughout life
An explanation of sleep and sleep cycles
Factors that can either promote or interfere with sleep
How drugs can affect sleep
Stress management techniques

Resources for Education about Insomnia

Books that have information on sleep and the older adult.

Glickman, Stephanie and Judy Lipshutz. Your health and aging.
New York: Division of Gerontoldgy, WITICe-61-13r6a Affairs
Health Affairs, NYU Medical Center, 1981.

Hales, Dianna. The complete book of sleep. Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesle7-1081.

3')
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MEDICINE MANAGEMENT

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

- Physical changes due to aging affect how a person's body handles
drugs--older people are more prone to side effects 'and to adverse
drug reactions than are younger people.

-Deliberate abuse of drugs such as barbiturates, analgesics
(pain-killors), and bromides is common among personskover 65.

- Abuse of such over-the-counter drugs as laxatives, vitamins, aspirin,
and cold medicines is a particular problem among older people.

- Self-medicating with drugs presgribed for past illnesses is dangerous.

- Drug-sharing is a particular problem in nuking homes and housing
complexes for older adults.

-Drug misuse can result when drugs combine to lower effectiveness of
on or more of the drugs taken, or when' drug combinations have a -0?
toxic efiect.

- Many people do not take medicines as prescribed.

-Health providers do not always check to make sure a patient
understands how to take a medicine.

-Drug products may be poorfy labeled..

- Advertising that solicits tise of certain drum by older consumers may
lead to drug abuse. ,

Health Practices that Reduce the Risk of Medicine Mismanagement

Maintain general health history records.

Keep records of all drugs currently used, including prescription and
nonprescription drugs.

Monitor current symptoms.

Record any past drug reactions.

Share all relevant information with the *health care provider including any
physital, financial, or social conditions that might affect use of any drill;
prescribed.
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Request the following information for any drug presdribed:

-What is the name of the drug?
-What was it prescribed for?
-How will it affect symptoms?
-What side effects Could the drug have?
4/hat do I do if I have side effects?
-When should I take the drug?
- How long should I take.the drug?
-Should I take it on an empty stomach, or with food, water, or milk?
- What substances should I avoid while taking the drug?
- How should I store the medicine?

-How much will the medication cost?
-Is th9re a less expensive, generic form available?

Special Concerns for Older Adults 4.

Poe people who are taking more thall4ne medication, as many older people
do, the risk of drug mismanagement increases. -Inadvertent misuse of drugs
is the greatest drug-related problem of older people and reflects many of
the other kinds of problems that beset older persons: low income, social
isolation, physical impairments, physical change ue' to aging, medical
problems and sometimes mental confusion.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Provide information on medicine management, tr
discussing medication with a health care provider,
personal medical history, and ways to self-monitor
older adults.

aiiing, and practice in
pointers on keeping a

medicine consumption for

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

How to talk to your doctor and what to ask
Assertiveness training for health care problems
How to keep a personal health history
Memory aids for scheduling medication
How to use over-the-counter medication
The role of prescribed medicines in health
Drug reaictions and interactions

327
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Mg information resources in the community .

Drug and alcohOl interadtions
How to Use your pharmacist

Resources for Medicine Management

Offers an excellent package on medicine management called Elder-Ed: Using
Medicines Wisely. Also offers a packa e for training service 15-rviders
about "Wise rug Use for the Elderly."

NRTA/AARP
1909 K Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20049

Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Ave. S.
New York, NY 10016 4,

Publishes pamphlet #570, "Know Your Medication: How to Use Over-The-
Counter and Prescription Drugs."

Elder Ed
School of Pharmacy
University of Maryland at' Baltimore
636 W. Lombard St.
Baltimore, MD 21201

ve.

a
Offers a video/film and patient education package, "Wise Use of Drugs - A

Program for,Older Americans," aimed at older consumers. No charge to
borrow the film.

RHR Filmedia
1212 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10035

Rents a film entitled "It's Up to You" on medicine management, using the
pharmacist as a resource.

National Pharmaceutical Council
1030 15th St. N.W.
Washington, IYC 20005

328
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Consumer Protection education pamphlets:

#76-3006 "We Want You to Know About Labels on Medicines"
#74-3011, "We Want You to Know About Prescription Drugs"
#74-3005, "We Want You to Know About Adverse Reactions to

Food and Drug Administration
Office of Consumer Affairs
5600 Fisheik Lane
Rockville, MD 20852
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NORMAL CHANGES OF AGING

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-Although there are many individual differences, in general the human
life span is more or less predictable.

-Physical changes that are fundamental to aging do not occur in isola-
tion; they also have psychological and social significance.

-Aging is often defined in terms of the physical changes observed by
both the older adult and by those around him/her.

-Normal changes are gradual and progressive, universal and intrinsic.

-After age 30, a wide range of physiological functions decline at a little
less. than 156 a year.

-An equally large number of physiological functions remain fairly stable
until the older adult itir, well past the seventh decade.

-Support continues to increase for the idea that certain health practices
slow biological aging, promote physical health and that these, activities
are interdependent.

Special Concerns for Older Adults

People think of the physical changes of aging in terms of losses, and aging,
therefore, is frequently viewed as in overwhelming negative experience.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Provide older adults with information about normal age changes and teach
the health practices that promote health.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Myths and stereotypes of aging
Physiological changes of aging
Organic Brain Syndrome/ Senility
Current theories of aging

Resources for Education on Normal Changes of Aging

Local chapters or the national organizations may have pamphlets, audiovisuals.

NRTA/AARP
1909 K Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20049
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Free publication, Age- Page, covers concerns of older adults including age
changes. 6ther information is available from them.

National Institute on Aging
Box MSC, Bldg. 31
Room 5C35
Bethesda, MD 20205

A book that has an easy reading style on aging and its changes:

Comfort, Alex. A good me New York: Mitchell Beazley Pub., Ltd.,
1976.

Local colleges/universities with aging programs in departments of Sociology,
Social Work or Nursing.

Institutes of Aging

City/County/State offices on aging

9')
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ORAL HEALTH

FactS Relevant .to Older Adults

- Gum and mouth diseases increase with age, especially for smokers..

Half of the .people over 65 in the United States have no teeth; another
15% have lost either all their upper or all their lower teeth.

- Fixed incomes and restiictions in insurance oi" Medicare coverage prevent
people from seeking dental care as often as they need it.

- People ivho need dentures or who need their dentures refitted comprise
40% of the over-65 population.

-Prevention of plaque buildup and gum disease is as inipqrtant for
who have loat their teeth as for those who retain their teeth.

Correct care of dentures preveifts many oral problems.
, 3

- Regular dental checkups are vital for everyone.

Special Concerns for Older 'Adults

Loss of teeth as well as denture problems can lead to problems with chewing
and, if the older person avoids all but a few foods that are easy to chew,
malnutrition .may result.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Teach older adults good oral health practices and provide information on
behaviors that may increase the risk of oral health problems such as
cigarette smoking, drinking lemon juice in warm water to aid digestion, and
clenching pipe stems.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

A field t/rip, to a dental clinic that provides dental services to older adults

Demo/stittion of* denture care and/or of teeth and gum care

Demonstration of health aids for the disabled

Suggestions for making oral health care a daily habit

Myths and facts of good oral health care

332
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Printed and,- audiovisual materials
"Options - Dental Health in the
emphasizes that dental disease is
rental/purchase.

American iental Association-
211 East C cago Ave.
Chicago, IL

314

oil dental health, including a film,
Later Years," for older adults that
not an inevitable result of aging. For

Pamphlet with large print for older consumers entitled
Dentures" and "Caring for Natural Teeth."

Department of Community Dentistry
University of .WashIngton
Seattle, WA 98195

"Caring for
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SENSORY LOSS

Facts Relevant to Older Adults

-Sensory losses, and changes in older adults are gradual and rarely occur
suddenly.

-Multiple losses (visual and auditory, particularly) are more difficult to
cope with than single losses.

,

- The prevalence of hearing and vision loss is greatest in those over 65.

-About 30% of all older adults have significant hearing losses; men
experience a greater loss than women.

-The hard of hearing differ from the 'deaf.

- Although most older adult( need glasses, 80% have fair to adequate
vision; women are more likely to have vision handicaps.

-Vision problems are the second 'most relevant chronic health problem
and tend to change most rapidly in the elderly and require regular
attention.

- Glaucoma, cataracts, and macular degeneration are eye diseases that
can significantly affect vision. Sometimes the person is unaware of the
changes until serious loss has occurred.

-Except for total blindness, there are successful interventions that
usually restore significant vision. Even among Vie legally blind, 67%
may have sufficient vision restored for important life functions.

- The interrelatedness of smell, taste, and sight results in the loss of
great satisfaction and potential compensations for oldbr adults.

Types of Sensory Loss

Vision: Reduced ability to see details up close
Spots in front of eyes
Dry eyes
Watery eyes
Cataracts
Glaucom-a

Diabetic retinopathy

Hearing: Conductive hearing loss.
Sensori-neural 'hearing loss
Central auditory processing loss
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Touch: Failure to detect pain
No response to being touched

Smell: Nasal congestion
No response to odors

Taste: Ability to taste sweet, salt, bitter and sour declines
Change in taste of foods

Possible Health Consequences of Sensory Loss for Older Adults

Depression Failure to detect pain
Social isolation Permanent sensory loss
Loss of appetite .Loss of independence

Decreesed mObility Increase in accidents

Special Concerns for Older Adults
.41

Older adults may associate sensory loss with stigma and increased
dependence on others and therefore deny the loss and not seek information
ok treatment. Vision loss may be considered normal by the older adult who
then does not seek care to restore sight.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Teach older adults to monitor their sensory abilities, recognize cues of
,sensory loss, adopt habits that prevent sensory loss, and recognize sources
of treatment in their community. For vision, teach older adults to distin-
guish between normal and abnormal changes in vision, how to modify their
environment to maximize vision performance, how and when to use visual
aids.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Signs of senI3ory loss .

Aids and co ,pensation techniques
Visual pioblems and resources
Hearing problems and resources
Finding medical care for sensory problems
Demonstration of the physiological measures of sensory capability
Stress reduction, nutrition, and exercises relating Jo eye problems
Coping with a sensory reduction or loss
Information on and using community screening programa for hearing an/ision
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Resources for Sensory Impairments

Books, magazines, films, special Ida, research, consultation, education,
rehabilitation, legislative action services on vision problems. Contact state
or regional offices for information.

American Foundation for the Blind
15 West 10th Street
New York, NY 10011

Materials on vision.

Auxiliary to the American Optometric Association
243 North Lindbergh
St. Louis, MO 63141

Materials on blindness and diabetes.

American Diabetes Association
1 West 48th Street
New York, NY 10020

Pamphlets in large print on hearing problems and hearing aids.

American Speech and Hearing Association
10801 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20857

Deafness Research Foundation
366 Madill:1h Avenue, Suite 705'
New York, NY 10017

Environment Communication Intervention
for the Aging Project

Division of Communivation Disorders
Department of Special Education
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
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TOBACCO SMOKING

Facts Relevant to Older Adults /a-

- Approximately 24% of older American men and 10% of older American women
now smoke tobacco..

- More older persons were smoking in 1975 than in 1970 despite widespread
publicity about the health risks incurred by smo

- Smoking cessation results in health benefits for people of any age.

- Cancer is the seconli leading cause of death of people over 65 and one
out of every five fatal cases of cancer is cigarette relaged.

Health Risks of Tobacco Smoking

Coronary heart. disease Decreased sense ,of taste and Smell

Increased blood pressure Increased headaches and stomach problems.

Cancer of the lung and other organs Chronic bronchitis and emphysema

Atherosclerosis Accidental injury due to fires

Gum infections Plaque buildup on teeth

Illness such as peptic ulcers,
sinusitis, asthma, colds,
influenza and pneumonia

Increased toxicity of other chemical
substances such as alcohol, coal
dust, cotton fiber, industrial dyes

Health Benefits of Smoking Cessation

Drop in carbon monoxide levels in the blood

Heartrate and diastolic blood pressure go down

Heart and lungs begin, to repair damage done by smoking

Headaches and stomach problems decrease within a few weeks

People feel more energetic 4

Increased sense of taste and smell

"Smoker's hack" will disappear

Increased resistance to colds, influrza, and sinusitis

Within a year, the risk of heart attack will be sharply reduced

Chronic bronchitis often clears up

Ulcers are more likely to heal
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Risk of thrombosis will be much less

Quitting slows the piogress of emphysema

Within 5-10 years after quitting, the risk of getting smoking-related cancers
will be considerably reduced

By 10-15 years after quitting, health risks for an ex-smoker are about the
same as are risks for someone wh,o never smoked

Special Concerns for Older Adults

Since many people are aware that most of the ill effects of smoking are
cumulative over time; older adults may assume that since they have smoked
for many years they will derive no benefit by giving up smoking.

Purpose of Health Promotion

To encourage people to examine the facts about cigarette smoking, to
recognize the value of smoking cessation, and provide practical skills for
the person who wants to either achieve and/or maintain a nonsmoking lifestyle.

Topics for Health Promotion Classes and Activities

Information about the risks of cigarette smoking
Self-identification of smoking patterns and obstacles to 'smoking cessation

Motivation to quit smoking
Personal support for smoking cessation
Things to do instead of smoking .*

Stress reduction .and coping skills
Maintenance skills

Resources for the Person Who Wants to Quit

Contact local chapter for information', films, posters, booklets, or speakers
on risks of smoking, especially cancer risk. Works to encourage public
policies that support not smoking. Offers stop-smoking classes and printed
information on quitting techniques. Trains volunteers to conduct
stop-smoking classes. All services are free.

American Cancer Society, Inc.
777 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10017 .
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Contact local chapters for stop smoking programs.

American Heart Association
7320 Greenville Ave.
Dallas, .TX 75231

Stop-smoking classes, pamphlets on smoking and health risks to lungs.
Contact local chapter for 20-day pit smoking plan and maintenance (1-year)
plan for quitters; available for small fee. Local chapters mayr provide
educational services, training for leaders of stop sipoking classes.

Amerian Lung Association
1720 Hroadway
New York, NY 10019

InformatIon on cancer and pamphlets on quitting smoking. 'Also has Smoking
and HeaIth: An Annotated Bibliography of Public and Professional Education
Mite FiZi7 PuT: NO. 79-1891, NM.

Office of Cancer Communications
National Cancer Institute
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Contact local churches for stop smoking classes. Little or no fee.

General Headquarters
5-Day Plan to Stop Smoking
Seventh Day Adventist Church
Narcotics Education Division
6890 Eastern Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20012

Smoke Enders and Schick Laboratories both offer ptop smoking programs in
several citiea. Cost of these programs may be more than someone on a
fixed income can afford to pay.
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WEIGHT CONTROL

Facts Relevant to Older. Adults

-80-90% of- American adults are at least 5% overweight.

-Approximately 60 million adult Americans are between 5-15 pounds
overweight.

-Americans gain an average of 1-2 pounds every year from age 20-50.

-Basic metabolic rate decreases 16% between age 30 and age 70,
lessening the amount of calories required to maintain weight.

-The typical American diet is not nutritious.

-The amount of exercise decreases as Americans age.

-Fat increasingly replaces muscle as exercise decreases.

Health Risks for the Overweight

High blood pressure ,High blood Cholesterol levels

Diabetes Osteoarthritis

Cardiovascular disease Reduced hearing capability

Gall bladder disease Breast and uterine cancer

Shortness of breath Sleep disturbances

Special Concerns for Older_ Adults

The need for information on good nutrition and sound Wing habits is
compounded by the need to adapt diet and exercise to process of aging.

Purpose of Health Promotion

Teach older adults to adopt eating and exercise habits that will help them
reach and maintain desired weight.

Topics for Health PromotiOn Cluses and Activities

Information on caloric intake and needs
Information on the nutritional value of foods

Food monitoring skills
Retraining eating habits
Convenience foods
Supports for change in our everyday environment

Relationship of exercise and overweight 34
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Resources for W9ight Control

Conducts research, offers profesSOnal patient and public education programs.
Contaci local chapters for information and educational services.

American Diabetes Association
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Offers a packaged program on nutrition for presentation to groups (specifically
older persons) on nutrition. Explains age-related changes in nfitritional
needs; gives guidelines for reducing food costs. Is designed to be presented
in 1 hour; includes instructions, script, a short film, handouts, and
provides, guidelines for recruiting a local resources personv_

National Retired Teachers Associatto/
American Association of Retired Pe ns
1909 K. Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20049

Local chapters offer weekly support groups, diet guidelines, eaucation about
nutrition and weight control. Dues charged at meetings.

Weight Watchars International, Inc.
800 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030

Check for other local groups like Take Off Pounds Sensibly (TOPS) or Overeaters
Anonymous. Many of the major life/health insurance companies have materials
on weight control.

th
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